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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis was to demonstrate the significance of the life and ministry of David Martyn Lloyd-Jones in post-war British evangelicalism and to show that, so far as Protestant churches in England and Wales were concerned, no history of the period can afford to ignore him. It is our contention that despite differences of opinion and self-marginalization Lloyd-Jones was and has remained a major force in evangelical thinking. In order to understand how this developed the thesis has been structured along thematic lines highlighting events, persons and questions. The study begins by setting the stage with a biographical chapter and goes on to examine the kind of impact that Lloyd-Jones's preaching had on Christians of all denominations. He believed preaching to be the greatest need of the day and the position of this thesis is that preaching was Lloyd-Jones's greatest contribution to twentieth-century Christianity. As a preacher he attracted one of London's largest congregations and in chapter three we look at the history and nature of Westminster Chapel comparing it with neighbouring ministries, and establishing the kind of people who went to hear him. Chapters four and five ascertain the factors which shaped Lloyd-Jones's views on the church and show how his Reformed evangelicalism led in a separatist as opposed to an ecumenical direction and finally, to a position which was neither Congregational nor Presbyterian. Our further argument is that while he favoured unity among believers his separatist ecclesiology only exacerbated the situation and left evangelicals more divided than before. Chapters six to eight evaluate Lloyd-Jones's background, the nature of his leadership and the extent of his influence—factors which either shaped or were the outcome of his ministry—and looks at the issues which these questions raise.
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INTRODUCTION

In May, 1968, David Martyn Lloyd-Jones retired from one of London's most celebrated nonconformist churches. He had been at Westminster Chapel thirty years, twenty-nine as full-time pastor and one year as associate pastor. It was the close of the age of the great metropolitan platform orators when men such as Leslie Weatherhead at the City Temple, W.E. Sangster at Westminster Central Hall and Lloyd-Jones drew large crowds. They were a social phenomenon and although it may be hard to imagine now, they were as much a part of the cultural and intellectual life of London as its concert halls and theatres. There are, of course, active churches in London today but there is nothing with which to compare the ethos and collegiality generated by these kinds of ministries.

At the time these men were stars in the firmament of their churches and, in his day, Lloyd-Jones was probably the most influential and widely quoted evangelical in Britain. So he deserves to be recognized and understood. But they had their critics as well as their admirers and Lloyd-Jones was no exception: for some he was a prophet and a second Spurgeon while for others he was a mere curiosity, but whatever the response his story has a place in recent church history. The path which he took is not only of interest to hermetic groups such as the Calvinistic and evangelical, but because of its ramifications has a wider application and is a contribution to our understanding of his times.

There are a number of accounts of his life which vary in size and importance. A short memoir up to 1968 appeared in C.E. Fant and W.E. Pinson (eds.), 20 Centuries of Great Preaching, Vol. XI (1971), in which he was apparently ranked among all who had gone before him, and this carried an evaluation of his sermons and preaching by J.I. Packer. The first complete biography was a slim paperback by J. Peters, Martyn Lloyd-Jones (1986), but the major work was I. H. Murray's two volume biography, The First Forty Years (1984) and The Fight of Faith (1990). There were two family assessments by Christopher Catherwood, Five Evangelical Leaders (1984) and Martyn Lloyd-Jones A Family Portrait (1995), and a third volume, C. Catherwood (ed.), Chosen By God (1986), was a selection of tributes and recollections. A. Spangler and C. Turner (eds.), Heroes (1991), has a chapter on Lloyd-Jones by J. I. Packer, and there are shorter references to his life and work in numerous books and articles. All of these have their place but I am...
particularly grateful for I.H. Murray's substantial and well-documented study which, as yet, the best in the field. I have consulted Murray throughout but although we were contemporaries at Westminster Chapel, our views do not always coincide. For one thing, apart from an opening chapter for those unfamiliar with his life, I have followed a thematic rather than chronological approach and for another, I have found if necessary to be more critical of the important episodes in Lloyd-Jones's career. Mine is a less soothing view than some would like and by no means mirrors Murray's work. It is an attempt to look at the life and work of Lloyd-Jones from a wider point of view and to offer a more realistic assessment within the limitations of this thesis.

That there is room for a more open and rigorous discussion of matters which, at the time, were of the greatest importance is evident from the limited amount of criticism that has yet appeared. Donald Macleod offered some useful comments in "The Lloyd-Jones Legacy" which one wishes had been more fully developed and J.I. Packer, whose observations are always astute, has been critical in a number of articles, but all too briefly. There was a twelve-page critique on Lloyd-Jones and the gifts of the Spirit by Peter Masters in 1988, and a number of letters and articles have appeared which we refer to in the text. There has also been some criticism from fundamentalists in America, but on the whole the critical element has been restrained. And yet that someone so successful should be minoritarian and "against the stream" on so many issues and in such an eclectic age is a matter ripe for investigation.

It has not been my intention either to safeguard or enhance the reputation of Lloyd-Jones. I have looked upon him neither as icon nor object of scorn: the facts will speak for themselves. These facts, however, have not always been easy to come by. Such was his stature and influence that few people even now are prepared to express their criticisms in print and the overwhelming view among evangelicals who knew him is still adulatory. Much of the source material lies hidden in the minds of people who have much to say but are either afraid or unwilling to do so. Others only agreed to talk on condition that no reference be made as to who the author of a specific comment was, and these are indicated in the text as "Personal Information." Thus, sixteen years after his death, there is still a strong interest in preserving a particular view of the man and for many it is a case of "Touch not mine anointed, and do my prophets no harm."
There have been other restrictions. For example, Evangelical Alliance records are in good shape from 1846 to 1946 but thereafter there has been little attempt to collect and preserve material. So far as the important events of 1966 went, all that exists are some brief Council Minutes and a statement in Unity in Diversity (1967). In the case of the Fellowship of Independent Evangelical Churches there are no archives and church returns are not retained beyond five years, and soon it will be one year. With regard to Westminster Chapel I am grateful for permission to consult their archives and have had many of my questions answered, but because some deacons who had served under Lloyd-Jones were still in office at the time of this research, it was felt that Deacons' Meeting Minutes for the period should remain confidential, and I respect the diaconate's decision. As to the immediate family of Martyn Lloyd-Jones the feeling was that all the source material in their possession had already been made available to Iain Murray and that, apart from the Christopher Catherwood publications, there was nothing they could add. It is their intention to lodge his papers in the National Library of Wales at Aberystwyth.

But such has been the accumulation of other evidence that it has not been difficult to interpret events and make an appraisal. I have used sermons as primary sources and these include unedited tape recordings as well as others with minimal editing. Apart from published and unpublished material I have included a number of interviews and letters which have been refreshingly frank and fair-minded. There is of course always the danger of confusing hearsay with hard evidence but I have made every effort to avoid this. All my correspondents and interviewees had first-hand knowledge of what they refer to and in many cases they were at the heart of the Westminster ministry. None of them, whatever their criticism, failed to acknowledge the positive side of Lloyd-Jones's achievements and the substance of their comments is either corroborated by other sources or forms part of a general trend. In addition, I have avoided anecdotal material, of which there is much, and kept my own reminiscences to a minimum.

With regard to the term "evangelical", because labels have come to mean different things to different people and are often loosely used, some clarification is required. It should be said straight away that evangelical identity is not monolithic. Among the post-Keele Anglicans, for example, evangelicals became more diverse and exploratory, and among non-Anglican
evangelicals some were content to defend the old battle-lines while others were more liberal and yielding. So there is a variety and development within evangelicalism which raises a problem of definition. But since this study is almost exclusively confined to one form of evangelicalism the definition I have used is that of the Doctrinal Basis of the Inter-Varsity Fellowship (now the Universities and Colleges Christian Fellowship) as expressed in *Evangelical belief* (1973) pp.9,10. This ten-point minimal statement bears all the hall-marks of Lloyd-Jones's ministry and has an emphasis which is similar to other contemporary conservative evangelical groups. Its main features emphasize the core of evangelicalism: the infallibility and authority of Scripture, the universal sinfulness of man, and redemption through personal faith in Christ. It is, therefore, a theological term summarizing one form of the Christian faith. We should also note that "evangelical", at least in conservative circles, is not synonymous with "evangelistic". Evangelism while closely related to its biblical roots is the practice of spreading the Christian gospel. The evangelistic element is certainly a crucial factor in evangelicalism but it is possible to practise evangelism without being theologically conservative. The term "Reformed" is used in its older sense and refers to Christians who follow more closely the theology worked out by Calvin and his later exponents.

The footnotes and bibliography contain references to people who have willingly helped me. In particular I would like to thank C.D.T. James, Assistant Archivist at Westminster Chapel, for taking the trouble to answer many questions and point me in the right direction on a number of occasions. Also to W.V. Reynolds, Honorary Secretary of Westminster Chapel and to the deacons for giving me access to most of the archives. To J. Elwyn Davies, General Secretary of the Evangelical Movement of Wales, I.D.G. Pickering, Treasurer, the Presbyterian Church of Wales, London Presbytery, Tony Ruston of the Martyn Lloyd-Jones Recordings Trust, Murdo MacLeod, Business Manager of the Banner of Truth Trust, and Edwin E. King, who in spite of ill health, has shown considerable patience and given me a generous amount of his time. I am also grateful to Tv Dafydd Ifans, Assistant Keeper Nonconformist Records, Department of Manuscripts and Records of the National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth, for various English translations from the Welsh which I have used. I should also like to thank my correspondents and friends, all of whom are named in the bibliography, who not only gave me of their time but whose writing and conversation has sharpened my ideas and given
me a wider view. Lastly, my thanks to J.C.G. Binfield, my supervisor at the University of Sheffield, who has provided valuable suggestions and encouraged me to complete the work.

None of these people are to be held responsible for my arguments and conclusions, some of which they may find it impossible to agree with. But for those who feel that I have gone too far I would assure them that my intention has been to provide a critical assessment without being destructive. That he, like all men, had feet of clay does not affect my view that Martyn Lloyd-Jones was unrivalled as an expository preacher this century. That I was able to sit under his ministry at Westminster Chapel from 1950 to 1959 and intermittently for the next nine years was an experience which had an extraordinary effect upon my life and ministry and, for better or worse, has not wholly ceased today.

I am indebted to the librarians and custodians of records in the following locations: the Evangelical Library, Chiltern Street; Dr. Williams's Library, Gordon Square; the United Reformed Church Library, Tavistock Place; the Friends House Library, Euston Road; the Evangelical Alliance, Kennington Park Road; the British Evangelical Council, St. Albans; the British Library at Bloomsbury, Stanmore and Boston Spa, and the university libraries at London, York and Sheffield. In addition I must thank the Banner of Truth Trust, Edinburgh, and Kingsway Publications, Eastbourne, for their help in supplying statistical information.

All quotations from the Bible are from the Authorized version of 1611, not because this is always the best translation, but because it was the version most commonly used by Lloyd-Jones.

Finally, there are a number of unresolved points which, because of lack of space, have been omitted. His position on politics, gender, education, the Keswick movement, Billy Graham and mass evangelism, for example, might have warranted further chapters but since they are not issues which were central to his life and ministry we have only referred to them occasionally where the subject arises. It was felt that this thesis has a cohesion of its own without further extension and although these are undoubtedly interesting topics they are, none the less, marginal. I have, however, added a Glossary of Terms to bring together information which relates to the text but which, in the main, was too lengthy for inclusion in the footnotes. They contain useful explanatory and biographical notes.
Notes

1 The Monthly Record, Free Church of Scotland, October 1983, pp. 207-209.
3 P. Masters, "Opening the Door to Charismatic Teaching" in the Sword and Trowel, 1 September, 1988, No. 2, pp. 24-35. The article argues for a cessationist view.
5 1 Chronicles 16:2 and Psalm 105:15.
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1. THE LIFE
"this gifted little Welshman"¹

David Martyn Lloyd-Jones died of cancer on St. David's Day, 1981. He had been a preacher for more than fifty years, fifty-four if we include his first sermon in Wales in Newport on 11 November, 1926.

Preaching had been the preoccupation of his life and the catalyst of his ministerial career. He expressed little interest in institutional reform or politics but had a great deal to say about the church and preaching. His vigorous contribution to a revival of interest in evangelical churchmanship and Calvinistic theology had, not unexpectedly and probably unintentionally, placed him in a position of leadership so that when he died the nonconformist evangelical world was deprived of an authoritative voice and persuasive standard-bearer. Within the more Reformed constituency, at least among Free Churchmen, there was none to take his place in the foreseeable future. He had been the minister of only two churches, Sandfields, Aberavon, from 1927 to 1938 and Westminster Chapel, one of the most prestigious Free Church appointments, as co-pastor with Campbell Morgan until April 1939, and then as full-time minister, remaining there until his resignation in 1968.

Lloyd-Jones was the product of a robust Welsh background, * a Protestant Nonconformist who was second to none in his defence of the Reformation and later evangelicalism. But although he had a lifelong interest in church history he was very much a child of his times, a man of the twentieth century, responsive to the opportunities and stresses it created. His ability to express historic doctrine in contemporary terms accounted largely for his success as a preacher and was as much appreciated by fellow ministers as congregations. And, as his medical background would lead us to expect, he was particularly responsive to people in general for his sermons show an unremitting interest in the human condition in the way he exposes the symptoms, discovers the cause and suggests the cure, as he saw it, for twentieth-century man and his needs.

There were those who disagreed with him and we will look at instances where he overstated his case and damaged Christian fellowship. ** On

---

* See pp. 173-200.
** See pp. 117-134, 141-166.
a number of issues he was controversial but this was inevitable given
the strength of his convictions. Having found what he believed to be the
most perfect expression of Christianity – evangelicalism – some
interaction was unavoidable. The times in which he lived required a
response. A new radicalism had arisen since the Second World War. Men
like Rudolph Bultmann (1884-1976) and Paul Tillich (1886-1965) had done
much to demythologize the Bible and re-direct Christianity in the direction
of existentialism and accommodation, and Dietrich Bonhoeffer (1906-45) had
made the same shift towards a "religionless Christianity" in an effort to
reach the working man. Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951) was at Cambridge
analysing the structure of thought and endlessly questioning everything,
and in the early 1960s the logical positivism of Alfred Jules Ayer (1910-89)
and the professed humanism of Bertrand Russell (1872-1970) were widely and
well regarded. The most consequential event, so far as the church in Great
Britain was concerned, was the publication of John A. T. Robinson's Honest
to God (1963) in which he argued the case for the secularisation of
theology and an end to traditional Christian theism. So it was a time of
theological ferment and it was hardly surprising given Lloyd-Jones's
insistence on faith as the key to understanding, that he clashed with the
modern approach to Christian theology and was sceptical of human reasoning.
But we will come to these matters later.

Martyn Lloyd-Jones was born in Donald Street, Cardiff, on 20 December,
1899, a little over a year before the death of Queen Victoria. He was the
second of three sons born to Henry and Magdalene Lloyd-Jones. Harold, the
eldest and a law student at Aberystwyth, died at the age of twenty but
Vincent, the youngest, who had "read all of Walter Scott and the works of
Charles Dickens by the time he was fifteen", survived and later entered
Jesus College, Oxford, becoming President of the Oxford Union in 1925. He
was appointed a Judge of the High Court in 1960 and knighted for his
services in that year. He outlived Martyn by five years.

Henry was a Congregationalist originally but not an evangelical.
Murray suggests that his attendance at the Calvinistic Methodist Chapel
in Llangeitho was because there was no real alternative and he was
probably right. He had become deeply attached to the liberal teaching of
Reginald John Campbell (1867-1956) who had gone to the City Temple in
1903 as Joseph Parker's successor, and was attracted to Campbell's best-
seller, The New Theology which appeared in 1907. It was a blend of Christian
humanitarianism and liberalism in which the focus of attention was
shifted from the old credal position to an emphasis on achieving social change through education and political action. Early twentieth-century nonconformity had been strongly attracted to the social values of men like Keir Hardie (1856-1915), a deeply religious man with close affiliations to Congregationalism, and Campbell had shared a platform with Hardie on several occasions. Yet potent as this social interest was and as much as he admired Campbell and shared his social and economic concerns, it is unlikely that Henry would have accepted all of his left-wing politics. According to Christopher Catherwood, Martyn Lloyd-Jones followed the more fiery Welsh radical David Lloyd-George but so had his father until the rivalry of Asquith and Lloyd-George in 1916 when the latter ousted the former as Prime Minister. Henry, like many Liberals of his day, probably had misgivings over the merits of the Great War and the introduction of conscription which Lloyd-George strongly endorsed and over which Asquith hesitated. But whatever his feelings over loss of individuality and civil liberties the general picture, theologically speaking, was not one in which the son could follow the father. For Martyn, the answer to dead orthodoxy and lifeless churches lay not in an alliance between politics and religion but in a return to the old fire and convictions of the Methodist fathers who were, in his view, the epitome of first-century Christianity. Campbell's philosophical idealism was not for him.

This apart, Martyn owed much to his father. Elizabeth Catherwood speaks of her grandfather as "not a very well educated man" but one who "read the newspapers carefully and methodically" and was "interested in the whole world around him." Evidently they were all avid readers and Elizabeth draws attention to a strong literary tradition in the family. Martyn's older brother Harold read widely, wrote poetry, and knew Robert Graves and Siegfried Sassoon, and his younger brother when he was at Oxford knew Ronald Knox, met Evelyn Waugh and was in the same tutorial group as C.S. Lewis. It would be difficult not to see all of this having some effect on Martyn, a point made by a 1935 correspondent who described his upbringing as "a most potent formative influence." It was. His mother, Magdalene, had originally been a Tory and was attached to the Church England, which must have made for some interesting debates although there is no record of this. Of his parents, Martyn said that his father was "the kindest character I've met" and of his mother, that she was the most "generous and open-hearted"

* See p. 196.
woman, "a very quick thinker...more intelligent than my father." 10

At some point in the spring of 1906 the family moved from English-speaking Cardiff - "where Henry carried on a grocery business" 11 - to take on the General Store at Llangeitho in Cardiganshire (now Dyfed), a small Welsh-speaking farming community whose fame lay back in the 1730s when Daniel Rowland (1711-90) had been a curate there. Such had been Rowland's impact on the area that a number of revivals had spread throughout the Principality, but the crowd that had followed Rowland and made "the neighbouring hills and valleys ring with the joyful sound of salvation and praises to the Lamb" 12 had long since vanished. The 1904-05 revival had seemingly had little effect on Llangeitho and religion existed only as a strong tradition, something Lloyd-Jones pointedly remarked upon later when he said that "Llangeitho had lost the fire and the rejoicing of the Methodist Revival to the same extent as Westminster Abbey had lost the life and vitality of the Early Church." 13

By 1911 Martyn had won a scholarship to the County School in the old town of Tregaron, four miles from Llangeitho, where he developed an interest in history and according to a report in The Welsh Gazette, the years spent at this school "were the most important ones of his life, and his heart filled with thankfulness" for such an experience. His estimate later, however, was that because of homesickness these were not altogether happy years, although he speaks highly of his masters who were "Welshmen to the core." 14 One of the most lasting impressions made on him at this time was the 1913 Assembly of Welsh Calvinistic Methodists which that year met at Llangeitho to commemorate the bicentenary of the birth of Daniel Rowland, and judging by the number of times he refers to Rowland in his lectures and sermons, one can see how seminal that Summer Association was. Not that he could remember all that was said but although he was not quite thirteen years of age at the time the whole affair, he claimed in 1980, deeply affected his adolescent mind and created the beginning of "an interest in the Calvinistic Methodist Fathers which has lasted until today." 15

When Lloyd-Jones was fifteen, his father's business in Llangeitho became bankrupt "through over-expansion and under capitalisation", and after a period of uncertainty the family moved to a dairy and milk business at 7 Regency Street, Westminster, in September 1914. As business
picked up he was able to enter Marylebone Grammar School where he distinguished himself in the London University Senior School summer examinations of 1916, passing in seven subjects and gaining distinction in five. After a preliminary examination and interview he was admitted to St. Bartholomew's Hospital as a medical student in October 1916. He was sixteen years of age. Five years later he had taken his MRCS, LRCP and MBBS (Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery) with a distinction in medicine. By 1923 he had gained an MD for his research on subacute bacterial endocarditis, subsequently published as an appendix in C. Bruce Perry's *Bacterial Endocarditis* of 1936, and in 1925 he became MRCP, all of which, as G. Davies says, was achieved at an exceptionally early age. 16

There is no doubt that these years in medicine from 1916 as a first year student until he resigned for the ministry in 1927 when he was chief clinical assistant to Lord Horder (First Baron, 1871-1955) in the hospital medical unit, had a powerful influence on his life and determined his whole approach to homiletics and pastoralia. And although his great passion was preaching he never ceased to be a physician, at least in theory, as his long association with the Christian Medical Fellowship shows: "though I am not in the profession now", he said in 1973, "I am still a great admirer of what I regard as the greatest of the professions." 17 He kept abreast of medical developments throughout his life and that was no mean achievement in a climate of rapid change: "I did not cease to be interested" in medicine, he said at a Quarter Centenary Dinner of the Christian Medical Fellowship at the Royal College of Physicians in 1972, adding, "I have made it my custom throughout the years to read on Saturday night the *British Medical Journal* and latterly, the medical newspaper known as *Pulse*." 18 He also read *The Practitioner* "as a stimulus" and these habits continued for a lifetime as did his esteem for his old medical school: "I am proud to remember that in 1923", when he became Lord Horder's assistant, "we were celebrating the foundation of the oldest and greatest hospital in London, the Octocentenary of St. Bartholomew's." 19

We are not, therefore, looking at two mutually exclusive careers - doctor then preacher - a point grasped early on by *The Christian*, which described him as "the doctor-preacher", 20 but of someone who in most respects combined the two with almost equal distinction and passion. Of course his preaching was to take up the majority of his time from 1927 onwards, but the good natured debate between Gaius Davies - a "Barts" friend of Martyn - and Omri Jenkins, a ministerial associate, as to whether he was
essentially a physician or preacher was somewhat beside the point: he was both. And this is a view shared by his daughter and family who had come to the same conclusion: "we in the family think that probably both were right." 21

We might not have expected to find in one whose chapel going had been so regular from a child and whose interest in religious questions had already been acute that Martyn was not yet a Christian but, measured by his own criteria, he was not. It is quite likely that as a young person he had thought he was and that he had got used to the idea before really knowing what it meant. In any event, it was soon to be amended. He had heard many of the great preachers of his day and we may assume that events from Llangeitho onwards had played their part in conditioning him. But Lloyd-Jones was not a gradualist. He believed in prevenient grace and the assumption that he had always been a Christian or had become one by ritual or upbringing "was not a true assessment of my condition." 22 Some time in 1923, the exact date is not known, he reached an evangelical experience of the gospel when the "Holy Spirit quickened me and awakened me to the realization of certain profound and vital truths taught in the Bible." That was his carefully worded answer to the question, "Why am I a Christian?" written in the 1960s, and it was that kind of experience which was reflected in the type of preaching which, according to the novelist Rhys Davies, was to touch "the romantic heart of Wales." 23

It was not the date or any element of the spectacular in conversion that impressed Lloyd-Jones, as a couple of sentences in a 1976 sermon show: "I remember the ancient discussion that used to occupy time and attention in the Sunday School and Bible Class as to whether conversion was sudden or gradual; there were always two sides. But I would point out that the wrong question was being discussed. The question was not so much whether conversion was sudden or gradual. The vital question surely is 'Have you been converted?'" 24 He did believe in conversion as a sudden event but he could also analyse the stages in conversion as he did in a 1932 sermon on "Repentance" and his 1933 sermon on "Missing the Mark." 25 In Martyn's case it is reasonable to suppose that it was the combination of prevenient grace leading to the instantaneousness of saving grace. 26

The quickening of Lloyd-Jones in his early twenties was not the direct cause of his entry into the ministry. For one thing it was not
his conviction that all Christians should automatically take up preaching and for another, as we shall see later, there was the necessity of the hidden call of God. Yet for all this the idea of the Christian ministry must have struck a responsive chord and the awareness of a preconceived notion had surely been crystallizing in his mind for a long time. "As a youth", he told reporters from The People in 1939, "I felt called to the ministry. In deference to my father's wishes, however, I took up medicine instead. But the first chance I had I went back to my first love." 27

The origins of the impulse to enter the ministry are not altogether clear. There is no reference to his father's wishes in Murray's account where Lloyd-Jones refers to 1913 and says he had chosen "to be a doctor." The motivation, evidently, was that his great-grandfather on Magdalene's side had been a doctor and, in addition, he had been impressed with a local boy who had returned home after qualifying in medicine. This may have impressed his mother and father but whatever the explanation it enabled him to say, "I received every support and encouragement from my parents." 28 Nevertheless, the earlier newspaper report might indicate that he could have had youthful feelings towards the ministry which he had not yet shared with his family. There is no reason to doubt the journalist's sentiment that "Dr. Lloyd-Jones smiles when he thinks of the strange part a boyish ambition played in his career." 29 It may well have been so.

As yet, however, he was not clear as to where his future lay. Murray draws attention to how successful and promising his career was at this time. Not only had he become the youngest assistant to the Royal Physician, Lord Horder, but Sir Bernard Spilsbury, Chief Pathologist at the Home Office, also wanted him for his private practice. The Daily Telegraph obituary says he had begun "practising as a consultant physician" in Harley Street, and on the eve of his entry into the ministry he was offered the post of Assistant Professor of Medicine at St. Bartholomew's Hospital. So, although the language was unacceptably extravagant to Lloyd-Jones, The People's article entitled, "Left Riches and Fame to Become Poor Pastor", was not far off the mark. 30 No wonder, then, that he did not leave medicine without a struggle. It would have been quite reasonable to have combined the two things by remaining a physician while preaching as well. But, as he explained in an interview of 1980, this was not convincing: "it did not satisfy." 31

He had already felt the conflicting demands of God and mammon: "they
grip the personality", he said, "they demand our entire devotion; they want us to live for them absolutely", and what he had heard at medical dinners where the top people were present had disturbed him. So any decision that he made had to be without compromise; it was either medicine or preaching and there lay his dilemma. The struggle "went on throughout my last eighteen months in medicine. I literally lost over twenty pounds in weight." 32

But after his MRCP examination in 1925 he had made up his mind. In September of 1926 he presented himself and was approved for the ministry by the London Presbytery of the Calvinistic Methodists and by November he had preached his first sermon at the Bethlehem Forward Movement (Sandfields), Aberavon. John Bull in its "Outspoken Messages to Celebrities, Notorieties and, Occasionally, Nonentities" addressed Lloyd-Jones's decision in terms of unveiled amazement: "Though still under thirty years of age, your fame as a heart specialist stands upon the rock of solid achievement. Nevertheless you have decided to turn your back upon a promising career, holding emoluments almost without limit, to take up a pastorate at Port Talbot at a salary of £300 a year." On 8 January, 1927, he married Bethan Phillips 33 and on 1 February, he arrived with his wife at Sandfields as their new minister. So began his half century in the ministry.

His move from Harley Street to a poor Glamorganshire district could hardly have been a greater contrast. For one thing, as a young consultant he would probably have earned a salary of £3,500 upwards, not quite the £15,000 of J. Chalmers Lyon, a man whose enthusiasm coveted Lloyd-Jones for Marylebone Presbyterian Church in 1938. Lyon was also convinced that he would "probably have a title." His son-in-law Frederick Catherwood had the same idea in 1982: "Cledwyn Hughes and George Thomas, the Speaker of the House of Commons, had a great admiration for him, and it was almost certainly the latter who recommended him for a high public honour which, as a Christian minister, he felt bound to refuse." 34

In 1927 Lloyd-Jones was offered £225 a year together with manse and rates and thirteen free Sundays annually. So from fashionable London he went to a tough quarter of Aberavon's dockland where working-class men struggled with unemployment and poverty. But it was among the tinplate workers, the miners and dock-labourers that he wanted to be: "I deliberately went to South Wales, to a small mission centre of 93 members, to do pioneer work." He vigorously denied that there was any element of sacrifice in what he did: "I gave up nothing", he said, "I received
everything. I count it the highest honour that God can confer on any man to be a herald of the gospel."35 Nor did he look upon it as a change of career as The People later suggested, "surrendering one great career the doctor found another." He was simply following a conviction that God had called him or, to use his wife's words, "the guidance of God" was "as clear and inevitable as a route on the map."36

He had arrived in Aberavon * without any experience of running a church and without any formal theological training but neither matters seemed to trouble him nor were they any impediment. But it was not satisfactory for some, who were quick to question the wisdom of a theologically untrained man taking on a pastorate. "Dr. Jones claims no training in Divinity, and has filled none of the requirements necessary for recognition as a minister of any English Christian Church", declared D. Winter Lewis in the correspondence columns of The Western Mail, and he was right.37 The London Presbytery of the Calvinistic Methodists had only approved him as a suitable candidate for the ministry, they had not ordained him. When Martyn went to Sandfields it was only with the status of lay-preacher and it could only have been a tactically wise move that he was sent to a Forward Movement mission station rather than a fully constituted church. Such matters were not unimportant to so precise a group as the Calvinistic Methodists and the kind of problem that had to be faced is illustrated by an anonymous writer of "Church Notes" in the same newspaper in the summer of 1926. He pointed out that an applicant for ordination had been opposed by Principal Owen Prys on the grounds that he "had read Divinity at Cambridge and not at Bala."38 Owen Prys (1857-1934) was President of the Forward Movement, so not unnaturally the writer was interested to know how he would respond to the case of Lloyd-Jones, and his argument contained some valid anxieties. For example, does the fact that a candidate is willing to make sacrifices as a proof of his sincerity satisfy the criteria of ordination? Is it sufficient to say that an applicant shares common ground with the denomination's historical theological beliefs? Or is it enough to accept the fact that a person is well trained in another discipline: "is this sufficient ground to qualify for ordination as an efficient Christian minister?"39 How would the Association resolve the issue? Clearly, any person could claim criteria of this kind as adequate proof of a call into the church.

* See p.45.
and there have been men of irrepressible individuality and variable talents, self-appointed men, who have had no difficulty raising a following of sympathizers.

The Welsh Presbyterians of Owen Prys's day were in a dilemma over Lloyd-Jones. The fame of the Harley Street man and the success he was already having as a preacher made the ordination question an urgent one. It was debated over the winter of 1926 and 1927. According to Lewis there were those who "desired to hasten his ordination" in spite of Association rules, and "Church Notes" also calls attention to "the haste evidenced by some leaders to secure the ordination of Dr. Martyn Lloyd-Jones to the ministry of the Presbyterian Church." In the event their hand was forced. Such was the demand for the preaching of Lloyd-Jones beyond the Aberavon mission station that the authorities had little choice but to ordain him and waive some of their usual procedures. When the next Association of the Presbyterian Church of Wales met at Jewin Chapel in London, the Forward Movement recommended that he should be ordained forthwith.

But it was not automatic even at that. He still had to subject himself to some denominational procedures. He appeared before the Board for the examination of ministerial students and when he was asked to "give a word about his experience" his response was so passionate that the decorum of the occasion was shattered as "a brother shouted out until the building reverberated, 'Praise Him!' and the congregation was in tears." The matter was concluded in October 1927, when the Association used Whitefield's Memorial Church in Tottenham Court Road for their four days of meetings. Lloyd-Jones had been asked to address the Youth Meeting on the Monday night and he did so with his customary vigour. Y Goleuad noted that an ordination service was held on Wednesday night, 26 October, and that Lloyd-Jones's ordination in "Whitefield's Tabernacle — his great hero" was a happy coincidence. H. P. Roberts, commenting later on this occasion and comparing him with other Welsh preachers, declared that Lloyd-Jones "is a type on his own, he is not in the class of the preachers of the great festivals." His individuality had already made its mark.

So he had gone through the process and was now officially recognized as an ordained minister but he cared little for these things. He could be equally enthusiastic about George Whitefield who had been ordained and of Howell Harris who had not. His interest was not in ecclesiastical
protocol but in great preaching and the kind of "divine" ordination where people go not to hear a professional clergyman but a man who, in the pneumatological sense, "comes from God." 43

If the proof of a man's calling to the ministry * is to be found in the results of his preaching, Lloyd-Jones's years in South Wales provided the evidence. Despite economic decline and depression, or perhaps because of it, his preaching attracted great crowds. "That a preacher with a romantic mantle can still draw a crowd was proved to me... one week-day evening in the Rhondda." "The doors of the chapel where he preached were opened two hours before the service began," said Rhys Davies, no friend of evangelicalism: "I have never seen a building so unhygienically packed", the ground floor and extensive gallery "steamed with bodies that were piled up to the walls in a warmth that was stifling." He goes on, "outside were special coaches and buses which had brought people from up and down the valley", 44 and this is the picture we have from newspapers and records. During his first year Murray has counted fifty-four additional preaching engagements outside Aberavon – mostly midweek gatherings – but at Sandfields "the church grew from the very first": "In my eleven and a half years the church grew to 530 members and the attendance ran about 850." 45 It is not surprising that there was media interest and this would almost certainly account for some of his followers. Even so it was by any standards a significant rate of growth from the original ninety-three members. Bethan Lloyd-Jones records midweek meetings of two and three hundred, well-attended Sunday Schools and all-weather Whit Monday marches through the town, processions "headed by the Doctor and the solid block of men who walked with him." But it was under the influence of full-blooded evangelical preaching that the majority were converted, including his own wife Bethan: "In those first two years God graciously used Martyn's morning sermons to open my eyes and to show me myself and my needs." 46

Such preaching was common knowledge in the South Wales of the early 1930s and sometimes newspapers picked it up. In rather extravagant language, The Sunday Dispatch said that he "and his wife set in motion a revivalist movement that is sweeping Wales", and The People, under the subheading "Mystic Eyes", declared that "to hear him preach is to know

* See pp. 37, 38.
you are in the presence of no common man." Inevitably there was as Gwyn Williams said, "a romantic element" in a young man "with the prospect of a brilliant future" coming from London to minister "in the poor districts of Sandfields", and none of the articles impressed Lloyd-Jones; indeed, "some of it annoyed me greatly." All the same, if we strip away the embellishments we are left with a description of the kind of ministry which did much to revive Calvinistic Christianity all over Wales. It was remarkable especially in the south given the economic and social circumstances and given the interest in Socialism and apparent advance of secularization among the working-class, but it was no less startling in places like Anglesey, Wrexham and the north in general where "Modernism had come in like a flood". Spacious nonconformist chapels were filled and by 1932 Lloyd-Jones was making regular visits to the north at least once a month. A correspondent in The Cymric Times of 1932 spoke of large congregations at Water Street Chapel, Carmarthen, and there were other similar reports.

In the same year he was in North America: "it was my pleasure to preach for nine Sundays in Canada, in Toronto, in 1932" at Sherbourne Street Presbyterian Church. The minister, Richard Roberts, was not an evangelical but he had heard of his fellow Welshman's fame and had invited him to cover the "dead months" of the summer period. According to Bethan, who was with him, congregations grew to such an extent during the nine weeks that people were sitting on the pulpit stairs and "special police were sent to control the traffic." The British Weekly, which was just beginning to take notice of him, wrote of "a very deep impression [made] upon large congregations" in America and the editor of The Christian World, referring to a letter of Richard Roberts, said that "Dr. Lloyd-Jones has taken the city by storm." During these weeks in Toronto he was invited by T.T. Shields (1873-1955) to preach at his Baptist Church in Jarvis Street, an interesting invitation in some respects since Shields's practice of confounding his enemies and making "mincemeat of the liberals" was never Lloyd-Jones's idea of preaching. Bethan described this "Canadian Spurgeon" as a good evangelical preacher, but "according to many, spoiling his ministry by his increasing diatribes against liberals and Roman Catholics." He was also invited to preach at the Chautauqua conference near Buffalo, his first visit to the United States. Chautauqua had been an evangelical Methodist centre but by 1932 it had become rather nondescript theologically and more of a platform for a variety of subjects and speakers. In fact in the year that Lloyd-Jones was there two of the
speakers were Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt and the agnostic Julian Huxley. He was not among the well-knowns, indeed he was unknown, but by the final evening of the conference he was preaching to nearly six thousand in a "huge concert auditorium." According to Lloyd-Jones it was "the night when the old Crystal Palace burnt down" but it was neither this nor the crowd which heard him preach "with exceptional force and persuasiveness" that made it a special occasion so far as Lloyd-Jones was concerned. The significance was the frightening prospect of George Campbell Morgan being among his auditors. Morgan was so impressed that "almost the next day I got a letter from him inviting me to preach in Westminster Chapel." The combination of circumstances "proved to be a turning-point in my story." He accepted the invitation, and 29 December, 1935, was the first time Lloyd-Jones occupied the Westminster pulpit. Lloyd-Jones had been introduced to Morgan earlier in Swansea but the Royal Albert Hall meeting was the first time Morgan had heard Lloyd-Jones preach, not as Jill Morgan says, in the United States, which would have been at the time of his 1937 visit to Philadelphia. It was at the Philadelphia meetings where Lloyd-Jones guessed what was in Morgan's mind: "Just as I began to preach I saw him pulling out his watch; he was going to time me. I knew intuitively that he was weighing an invitation to me to join him." He was right. Jill Morgan was not far off the truth when she said that her father-in-law was "impressed by his method and ability" and that in his whole approach, Lloyd-Jones "was a man after his own heart." From the mid-1930s other English as well as Welsh congregations began to invite him, and it was inevitable given his growing reputation that Lloyd-Jones would sooner or later move on to a prominent city pastorate. "Table Talk" in The British Weekly for 17 January, 1938, sensed this: "it is expected that he will shortly receive a call to an important London charge." He had been in South Wales for eleven-and-a-half years. Campbell Morgan, now in his seventy-fifth year, was looking for an associate

* See pp. 72-75.
at Westminster Chapel and Lloyd-Jones was his choice. Not that others had not tried. An offer to become minister of "the prosperous and fashionable Marylebone Presbyterian Church" earlier in 1938 had been declined: "it was a great disappointment to us that Dr. Jones prefers to remain in Wales", J. Chalmers Lyon, Moderator of the Church during the interim, told The Sunday Dispatch at the end of April. But by September of that year and while still as yet uncertain as to whether his future lay in Wales or England, he had accepted a six-month arrangement with Campbell Morgan and by late 1938 The Christian World declared that he "has now been invited to the permanent co-pastorate." In early 1939 Morgan intimated that Lloyd-Jones had decided in favour of a more lasting role at Westminster Chapel and Samuel William Hughes (1874-1954), General Secretary of the Free Church Federal Council for the next six years and who stood with Morgan on that occasion, spoke of a "continuance of Dr. Campbell Morgan's ministry."

An outstanding thirty-year ministry lay ahead but doctrinally it was far from a continuance. "Personally", Morgan said in a letter of 1936, "I take the second position [the Arminian] and believe that it is possible for a man to fall away from grace." To Lloyd-Jones there was nothing "more monstrous... than the idea that you can fall away from grace" and that view followed him throughout his life. In many respects it is remarkable that Campbell Morgan should turn to Lloyd-Jones as his successor. Morgan was part of a broader spectrum of evangelical tradition, of men like Dwight Lyman Moody (1837-99), Samuel Chadwick (1860-1932) and Frederick Brotherton Meyer (1847-1929) from the preceding generation, who were most admired. Morgan was, in the best sense, a pulpiteer, a supporter of the Keswick movement with a declared premillennial approach to prophecy although this was a less rigid distinction towards the end of his life. Lloyd-Jones, on the other hand, was more in the tradition of George Whitefield, emphasizing the doctrines of the Protestant Reformation. Lloyd-Jones was amillennial although he rarely mentioned his prophetic views in public, he was no friend of the Keswick movement and cared little for a professional or clerical approach to the ministry. If, however, Morgan was looking for the continuation of Westminster Chapel as a preaching centre, subsequent events were to show how right he was.

It did not take long for Lloyd-Jones to make his mark at Buckingham
Gate. The London correspondent of The Western Mail estimated crowds of "not less than two thousand" - Westminster seats about that number when full - and reported that he was "drawing congregations as crowded as those that wait on Campbell Morgan's ministry", and in a perceptive piece of journalism, Kenneth Woodfleet asked if "a new prophet had arisen who would carry a commanding note to a sermon-surfeited generation?" Many thought so but so did the followers of other preaching giants. The 1930s was an auspicious time for London pulpits. * There was what Douglas Thompson described as "the near-legendary three-point ministry of Methodist star preachers in London." Donald Soper (1903- ) had arrived at the Kingsway Hall on 17 September, 1936 and Leslie Weatherhead (1893-1976) had gone to the City Temple in the same year. In September 1939 W.E. Sangster (1900-60) succeeded Dinsdale Young (1861-1938) at the Central Hall, Westminster, in what was to become an outstanding ministry lasting sixteen years, and A.D. Belden (1883-1964) concluded his ministry at Whitefield's Memorial Church in the same year. All these men with widely differing views - Soper with his red tie and Christian Socialism, Weatherhead with his pastoral psychology, Sangster the saintly "preaching engine" with his suffocating style of piety and Belden a leading pacifist - preached to large congregations. So Lloyd-Jones was not unique in this respect.

Under the heading "A Tribute to Westminster Chapel", The British Weekly carried a full account of J.A. Hutton's address for the induction of Lloyd-Jones to the co-pastorate on Monday, 4 September, 1939. After a cryptic reference to the genius loci or spirit of the place and a brief remark on his medical aptitude he concluded by saying that Lloyd-Jones had come to London "at a time when the world needs thinking, responsible men" who were not so much spectators but participants in the battle that was against the Anti-Christ himself. It was stirring stuff but it was never preached nor was there ever an Induction Service. The meeting was cancelled when war became inevitable and this was a merciful deliverance for Lloyd-Jones who disliked such occasions. There had been a "Welcome Meeting" for Martyn and Bethan Lloyd-Jones at Westminster Chapel on 18 May, 1939, at a church meeting when representatives of all the church organizations spoke, including Campbell Morgan, but the idea of an Induction Service was not revived. It died a natural death.

Until August 1943 Lloyd-Jones was co-pastor of Westminster Chapel
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with Campbell Morgan, who had relinquished the pastorate of Tabernacle Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, in 1933 to assist the ailing Hubert-L. Simpson at Westminster. * Within a year Simpson had retired and in 1935 Morgan was offered the pastorate for the second time. 72 From 1934 Morgan served alone but in due course he too needed the help of another man in the ministry.

Those four years, 1935-39, were the chilling years of Rhineland remilitarization, "the dark breathless hour before the war" as Jill Morgan put it. 73 When war was declared on 3 September, 1939, the fear of mass bombing soon depleted congregations and after the Phoney War of September 1939 to June 1940, Hitler's Luftwaffe launched its assault on Britain. In the bombings of 1940 and 1941 The British Weekly reported that "no fewer than 260 churches have been damaged more or less seriously by enemy action." 74 The Congregational Union reported "150 slightly damaged, 90 badly damaged, and 65 destroyed", and commenting on the 1941 anniversary meetings of the Congregational Union of England and Wales, "The Assembly [sent] a message of heartfelt sympathy to the minister and officers of the City Temple in the irreparable loss...of the Church through enemy action." 75 Weatherhead and his congregation, undaunted, accepted an invitation to use St. Sepulchre's Church further along High Holborn. During the next month, May 1941, the House of Commons was destroyed and among other well-known landmarks Westminster Abbey, Westminster Hall and Lambeth Palace were damaged. All Souls, Langham Place also suffered: "a bomb fell on the Queen's Hall next door and the steeple and roof of All Souls fell in. It was closed from 1940 to 1951", 76 the congregation meeting at St. Peter's, Vere Street. Westminster Chapel, although hit three times and once by an incendiary bomb which "was promptly dealt with", 77 remained standing, as did the Methodist Central Hall half a mile down the road. Lloyd-Jones later recalled that "in a flying bomb attack, a bomb dropped just across the road in June 1944, and blew off half the chapel roof", and for most of the summer of that year about 150 people "met in a borrowed hall." 78

But although these were, in the view of Weatherhead, days of "huge empty churches" and days in which "the Church has lost its grip on the people", 79 Lloyd-Jones went on with his evangelical preaching. To a crowded Free Church College, Edinburgh, in March 1941, he gave three addresses on "The Tragedy of Modern Man" (published under the title, The Plight of Man and
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the Power of God in 1942) giving reasons for the war and its causes.
Earlier, in September 1939, he had not been reluctant to make his position clear: "War is just a part and an expression of the one great central problem of sin": "God permits war in order that men may bear the consequences of their sins as punishment", and it was this forthright kind of preaching with its full offer of a curative salvation which attracted visitors and servicemen in the 1940s. It also brought him invitations to preach widely: "during the war I travelled extensively throughout Britain at least two days a week for combined meetings and special services." In February 1941, he was in the pulpit of John Henry Newman (1801-90) and the next day he lunched with Nathaniel Micklem (1888-1976) at Mansfield College, speaking in the Sheldonian Theatre in the evening. On the Friday of that week he lunched with C.S. Lewis (1898-1963) and dined with John Marsh, chaplain of Mansfield and later its principal, preaching at Christ Church cathedral in the evening.

It is a reflection on the relative conservatism of those days or perhaps because of a mutual ignorance between liberals and evangelicals in matters of gospel and church definition that Lloyd-Jones received invitations to speak at many of the Free Churches and was generally accepted by the Free Church Federal Council largely, no doubt, because its secretary, S.W. Hughes, was his friend although it is clear from a letter that he was not at one with all the Council members even then. Be that as it may, he was invited to preach at the "anniversary of the evangelical conversion of John Wesley" at the Central Hall, Westminster, on 24 May 1941. The celebration included a sermon by Leslie Weatherhead in the afternoon which was followed by an open-air service on Kennington Common, neither of which Lloyd-Jones attended. Three non-Methodist speakers shared the evening service. Ernest Brown MP (1881-1962) was a Baptist as well as Minister of Health in Winston Churchill's coalition government: he "made a serious claim for Calvinism" and its need to be "blended with Arminianism." Lloyd-Jones spoke as a Welsh Calvinistic Methodist and acknowledged the influence of John Wesley's biography as well as his "incomparable" Journals before developing his theme of conversion. "Methodists must think more carefully over the discrimination between the 'once born' and the 'twice born'. Decision may not mean conversion",

* See pp. 196, 197.
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a message which may not have appealed to everyone present although it had the "mark of approval" of the audience. Alan C. Don, Dean of Westminster, 1946-59, was the other speaker.

As President of the Inter-Varsity Fellowship * in England he gave his presidential addresses at the annual Easter conference but his influence extended to other areas. In July 1941, he attended an informal two-day conference of the Biblical Research Committee at Kingham School, Oxfordshire, which was concerned with plans for a more scholarly presentation of evangelical theology. The long-term strategy was that students and others alike should benefit from evangelical scholarship. In a two-pronged attack Lloyd-Jones gave a paper, "The Causes of Recent Weakness", in which he dealt with liberalism and criticized the undue emphasis of some churches on such subjects as the Second Advent, Keswick and easy believism. But his general counsel and advice were well received in IVF circles and, at the time, were regarded as a strength to the movement.

The early 1940s also brought the emergence of the Evangelical Library in London and the founding of the Westminster Fellowship. The Beddington Free Grace Library, as it was then known, was the brainchild of Geoffrey Williams (1886-1975) whose large collection of rare Puritan and evangelical books - 20,000 by 1928 - was originally housed in "a few 'Do it yourself' sheds and later in a brick building" in Beddington, Surrey. When Lloyd-Jones first saw the collection on a cold January day in 1939, he felt like "the Queen of Sheba on the occasion of her visit to Solomon." It was after the convergence of Williams and Lloyd-Jones in late 1938 that the latter became convinced that such a collection "should be somewhere in the heart of London within easy reach and access." It was not until January 1945, however, that the Evangelical Library officially opened at 55 Gloucester Road, South Kensington, and in 1948 moved to its present site at 78A Chiltern Street in a building just off Baker Street and within half a mile of the old London Bible College buildings. Lloyd-Jones retained his interest as President of the Library until 4 December, 1979, when he chaired his last meeting of the committee. By this time the Library had become a major resource of over 50,000 books with branches in five continents.

* See pp. 254-260.
The Westminster Fellowship * was originally a private forum of about a dozen ministers and Christian leaders who began to meet sometime in 1941. It arose partly through Lloyd-Jones's IVF contacts and perhaps also he had the Saturday night Brotherhood meetings in Aberavon in mind. It was unexpectedly augmented in 1942 when an IVF study group at Oakhill Theological College, Southgate, under the guidance of the Vice-Principal, Alan Stibbs (1901-71) was invited to join the Fellowship at Westminster. Writing to Philip Edgcombe Hughes (1915- ), then curate of St. John, Deptford, and later Visiting Professor of New Testament at Westminster Theological Seminary, Philadelphia, Lloyd-Jones said, "A number of us, including the Rev. Alan Stibbs, have started a new fellowship of evangelical ministers and clergy", and this was to remain a quarterly meeting until it was disbanded in 1966. As a forum for discussion and encouragement it was in every respect an important development. For one thing it was transdenominational: Anglicans like Stibbs were as welcome as Free Churchmen and equally made their contributions in papers and debates. But so far as Lloyd-Jones was concerned, the Fellowship had the added benefit of introducing him to a broader spectrum of evangelical life. He also became known in Crusader Union, Scripture Union and Children's Special Service Mission circles, largely through his friend A.J. Vereker (1892-1968), who was Secretary of a Joint Committee of these organizations, and it was undoubtedly such connections which brought an invitation to preach at a Crusader Union conference at Sion College, London, in February 1942. The Sion College address was published under the title, The Presentation of the Gospel, and clearly reflects the same kind of emphasis that we see in later years. But the Westminster Fellowship under the chairmanship of Lloyd-Jones, was predominantly a re-assertion of evangelical Protestantism and a return to historic and biblical roots. It compounded theology, apologetics and church history within the discipline of propositional revelation and was an influence on evangelically minded ministers for the next twenty-five years.

In July 1943, George Campbell Morgan resigned his pastoral charge at Westminster Chapel. ** His pastorate had covered almost twenty-four years—from 1904 to 1917—returning for a second period in 1933. He was now in his eightieth year and had begun "to have trouble in entering the pulpit owing to rheumatism, and various other evidences of weakness began to

---
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But he had also felt the strain of the German Blitzkrieg: "London is going through a tremendous ordeal. I have not been in bed for six weeks," he wrote in his diary for 8 October, 1940. In the remaining two years of his life one of his pleasures was to hear other preachers, and of Lloyd-Jones he said, "I cannot tell you with what pleasure I listen to him... it is mighty preaching, most appropriate for these days." The retirement of Morgan meant that Lloyd-Jones was now in sole charge although he had increasingly carried much of the administration and pastoral work. After the veteran preacher's death on 16 May, 1945, Lloyd-Jones spoke of him as "a grand orator" and something of an institution, occupying in the religious life of London "the same place as Sir Henry Wood in the musical life of London." It was a colourful comparison but in time the former assistant to Lord Horder was himself to become something of an institution. During the war years his ministry "was a centre of inspiration to large numbers of men on leave from the various Armed Forces" and by the war's end roughly 500 people attended quite regularly. By 1945 a new congregation was developing and "in 1948 attendances reached 1,300 - 1,400 people and we opened the first gallery."

He continued to command attention throughout this period. On Wednesday, 10 May, 1944 he addressed the Congregational Union "on the Call to Evangelism" and the next day shared the platform with the Rt. Hon. Stafford Cripps MP (1889-1952) in a meeting "arranged by the Social Service, the Women's and the Temperance Departments of the Congregational Union at Westminster Chapel." No record of what Lloyd-Jones said survives but it is unlikely that he would have shared Stafford Cripps's view of social salvation "as the means of perfecting the rule of God on earth." Within the context of 1944 and the subsequent post-war reconstruction of Britain, Cripps's encouragement of a social conscience in the church is not surprising, but his broad principles for a more just and democratic world based on the universal brotherhood of man would not have impressed Lloyd-Jones. His diagnosis was more radical in that man himself must change if there was to be a better society. In May 1945, the Congregational Union was again holding its annual meetings at Westminster Chapel. Lloyd-Jones had earlier insisted that the end of the war should be commemorated and there is a reference to his preaching at a Victory-in-Europe day Service of Thanksgiving on 8 May. An editorial in the Congregational Quarterly, probably written by Albert Peel, complained that the "Victory celebrations played havoc with the May meetings, and few of the important
matters for consideration received the attention it deserved." Few, however, could have begrudged the time to savour such a historic moment. On 5 January, 1948, he again shared a platform with Stafford Cripps, now Chancellor of the Exchequer, this time at a World Evangelical Alliance universal week of prayer which, again, met at Westminster Chapel.

In the 1950s Lloyd-Jones was at the peak of his powers. The highly successful Festival of Britain in 1951 "brought throngs to London, and for the first time since Campbell Morgan's day the Church was again completely filled as 2,500 persons at times crowded the auditorium, first gallery and balcony." The "2,500" and the "at times" refer to occasions such as Good Friday and Easter Sunday but numbers on more normal Sundays were certainly in excess of 1,500; a fact not unnoticed by The Congregational Monthly, which said that Westminster Chapel "is now the largest Congregational Church in London" and that was in spite of fifteen months when "the interior has been encased in scaffolding, and workmen have been repairing the damage caused to the Chapel towards the end of the war by flying bombs." Oddly enough, the article refers to the Chapel as Campbell Morgan's church with no mention of its present minister Martyn Lloyd-Jones, the man who had, without question, made it London's largest Congregational Church. Another occasion when the Chapel was almost completely full was on the morning of 10 February, 1952, the first Sunday after the death of King George VI, when he preached one of his rare sermons based upon a contemporary event, praising "a King who was loyal to his office" and presenting "the Christian view of the State and the Crown and the Office."

The picture, therefore, was of an influential ministry: "when I joined in 1953," wrote Betty Micklewright, "the Chapel habitually used the first gallery as well as the ground floor", and the only other London ministry which could approach such numbers apart from the Methodist Central Hall, was that of All Souls where John Stott (1921-) attracted about a thousand people. * As the decade progressed, however, his preaching received less attention from the newspapers and even references in The British Weekly became rare. There were other notable meetings and occasions but as time went on "the great divide" between himself and other Christians became more evident. Not only did he fail to endorse the hope of one territorial church but he had grave misgivings about

* See pp. 48, 49, 118, 124, 127, 128, 197, 226, 227,
what he saw as doctrinal indifferentism and alternative views of Christian truth which, in his opinion, did not reflect the "fundamentals of evangelicalism." These were the issues that opened up the gap between Christians in the 1960s and came to occupy much of his time and attention.

In March 1968 Lloyd-Jones became ill and required medical attention: "I suddenly faced a situation in which I at any rate might no longer be here", he said at a meeting of the Evangelical Library on 8 November that year. The illness was not the reason for his retirement from the pastorate at Westminster Chapel but, as he said, it was a "precipitating factor in what was becoming an increasing conviction." He recovered and could have continued at Westminster but he was in his sixty-ninth year and had "completed 30 unbroken years in the ministry of Westminster." The conviction was that he should give more time to publishing his sermons, preparing "spiritual reminiscences" and accepting "invitations from various parts of the world." His retirement was sparingly noted in the press: "London's longest preaching marathon" - The Daily Telegraph, "the end of an era" - The Western Mail, and "one of the most influential Free Church ministries of our time" in The Methodist Recorder. His retirement lasted thirteen years during which time he preached to a wider audience.

On 8 April, 1969, Dr. and Mrs Lloyd-Jones made their last visit to America, not returning until 9 September, their longest visit abroad. He travelled extensively but the most significant appointment was his sixteen lectures at Westminster Theological Seminary, Philadelphia, on preaching, afterwards published as Preaching and Preachers. After 1969 he increasingly spent more time preparing his sermons for publication and completed six volumes in his series on Romans and seven on his Ephesians series. His interest in the Evangelical Library continued as did his association with the Westminster Fellowship, the Evangelical Movement of Wales and the Christian Medical Fellowship, which went on into the late 1970s. The latter had been a distinguished relationship, as Douglas Johnson pointed out. He had chaired the London Medical Group for over fifteen years and had addressed Annual Breakfasts during three British Medical Association meetings, Cardiff in 1953, Brighton in 1956 and Swansea in 1965.
world demonstrate how familiar he was with current practice and developments but more importantly, they contained contributions to the debate on healing, drug abuse and demonic possession, issues which had urgent attention in and out of the church of his day.

On 7 November, 1979, he preached for the last time from the pulpit of Westminster Chapel, and in the following May he was at the Methodist Central Hall, Carlisle, St. Vincent's Free Church, Glasgow and Baker Street Congregational Church, Aberystwyth, preaching in Welsh in the afternoon and English in the evening. On 8 June, 1980, he preached his last sermon at the opening of Barcombe Baptist Church in Sussex and on 1 March, 1981, he "passed on to the glory of which he so often preached." Bethan Lloyd-Jones died on 5 February, 1991 at the age of ninety-two, and was buried beside her husband in Gelli cemetery, Newcastle Emlyn, Dyfed.

Thus, at every level, Lloyd-Jones's life provides the motive and sets the scene, determining the kind of issues and events which form the subject of this thesis. Each chapter has its origin here but grows into the next with equal force and purpose until, at the end, we have a more complete picture of the man and his ministry. And since preaching was his primary task, we will start there.
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2. PREACHING THE WORD
"Pericles and Demosthenes"

When, in July 1945, Lloyd-Jones described the late George Campbell Morgan as a man for whom "preaching was the supreme passion of his life" he might well have been describing himself.\(^1\) If Morgan directed all his gifts to this one end, Lloyd-Jones did the same. And as Morgan attracted members of different denominational backgrounds so too did Lloyd-Jones, and men who differed with him on other counts were generous when it came to admiration for him as a preacher. John Stott, Rector of All Souls, Langham Place, acknowledged that "in his heyday in the 1950s, he was superb", and Sir Norman Anderson, first Chairman of the House of Laity in the General Synod of the Church of England, considered him "the outstanding evangelical preacher of his day."\(^2\)

Yet the expository nature of such a ministry was not easygoing or entertaining but intellectually demanding, and required the fullest attention of those who listened. All the same, it was this kind of preaching that he made a touchstone for his Friday-nighters: "Does exposition of the Truth in preaching appeal to you? Do you like it? Do you enjoy it? Would you like to know more about it? If you can say 'Yes' to these questions you possess good presumptive evidence that you have new life in you."\(^3\) Certainly, none could fail to be impressed by the expository output of Lloyd-Jones. Thirteen years on the Epistle to the Romans or 370 sermons on Friday evenings, eight years on the Epistle to the Ephesians or 256 sermons on Sunday mornings, six years on the early chapters of the Gospel of John or 197 sermons, three years on the early chapters of the Acts of the Apostles or 122 sermons, two years on the Sermon on the Mount or sixty sermons, besides which there were many shorter series such as twenty-one sermons on Spiritual Depression in 1954, twenty-four sermons on Revival in 1959, twenty-four sermons on Baptism with the Spirit in 1964, twenty-five sermons on the Second Epistle of Peter, 1946, 1947, and so on. For those who had "good presumptive evidence" of new life sermons such as these were a theological education and a comprehensive syllabus of evangelicalism.

What, then, was the nature of Lloyd-Jonesian preaching? Could it be said that there was a formula which could be mastered and used by any intelligent, prayerful person or was it more complex with an element of
mystery about it? If the latter, one has to allow an indefinability about preaching and this raises the problem of how to define something which is essentially a numinous experience, and how to explain the way in which plain speaking can be inspired by a sense of the divine. There was a recognizable format to his preaching, it is true, but it was rooted in this transcendental element: to use his own words, it contained "an existential meeting with God." 4 What this amounted to was that preaching in and of itself was the primary means by which God made himself known. It was not the only means of faith but it was the major one appointed by God. So there were two strands in the preaching of Lloyd-Jones: there was the unpredictable spiritual part which arose from a God-given message and there was the personality of the preacher himself. In other words, each sermon was at the same time human and divine, which is why he expected people to be moved by the power of the truth not merely to understand it.

But this inbuilt sense of God and passion in his sermons was not his alone. Any preacher worthy of his calling had the same singularity of purpose. Campbell Morgan, for example, could not understand a "man not being swept sometimes right out of himself by the fire and the force and the fervour of his work" 5 and the Yorkshire Evening Post reported of W. E. Sangster that as his sermon proceeded, "the fire was burning in him and his voice rose with tempestuous force" until, in the end, his "arms were flashing like rapiers, commanding attention, driving his main points home." 6 So there was this rapport of passion and intense seriousness which the man in the pew felt as preachers like Lloyd-Jones expounded Scripture. It had a sense of the divine about it which encouraged people to think that God was in the meeting.

This said, however, and given the adequate treatment of Tony Sargent (sic) on the element of sacred anointing in the preaching of Lloyd-Jones, 7 there are a number of more ascertainable factors. For example, his expository style and treatment of Scripture owed a great deal to his medical training. Doctors are taught to determine the nature of a disease and make the relevant prescription for its cure, and that was the background that moulded the preaching of Lloyd-Jones. As he said, medicine as "an applied science" is concerned with "the treatment and cure of disease" and so is "the Christian faith and the Christian message" which is a "remedy for the cure of sin." 8 If the wrath of God rests on all men and women outside of Christ and if people are to be called to give account of
themselves to God on the Day of Judgement, an exact diagnosis is necessary. It may be said, however, that there is a trace of contradiction here. Medical diagnosis carries with it a sense of fallibility and it may be wise on occasions to take a second opinion. Lloyd-Jones would not have been unaware of this but when it came to an infallible Bible there was no room for flexibility. In one respect this was arrogant since it disregarded the feelings of Christian leaders who held alternative views equally sincerely, on the other hand, believing as he did in one form of truth alone, evangelicalism, he could not act otherwise. In the pulpit he was a physician of souls, a diagnostician, and the ailing condition of man demanded precision. It was the Bible alone which uncovered the needs of men and prescribed the remedy, and for that reason Lloyd-Jones was, first and last, a minister of the Word.

Another factor was his capacity for logic and argument. He had an almost clinical concern for clarity of thought and "a superbly analytical and logical mind" which largely distinguished his type of preaching from other men and was so unmistakeably his style. In effect, he never ceased to be a protege of Lord Horder and this was noted by Gaius Davies who was a medical student at St. Bartholomew's Hospital in 1947: his preaching was "the Socratic method in action", a style of teaching and reasoning he "had learned in his early training with Horder" and then "applied to the Christian life." Logic was undoubtedly one of the things which attracted him to Calvinistic thought and it was this that impressed Lloyd-Jones about the writings of the Princeton theologian, B.B. Warfield: "he had a mathematical mind... His precision and logical thinking appear everywhere... No theological writings are so intellectually satisfying and so strengthening to faith." But he used logic and the Socratic method not only because it attracted him but because it was a way of training people to think and this was a more far-reaching feature of his ministry. It was his contention that if people could be taught how to think about God and man and the world by using biblical principles, that the Holy Spirit would do the rest by bringing people to salvation. Whether the majority of people could follow his deductive preaching and process of logic is perhaps doubtful. His sermons were usually fifty or more minutes long so to follow arguments and reasoning for that length of time would require a higher degree of concentration than most congregations were capable of giving. Fortunately, as Frederick Catherwood says, Lloyd-Jones "had the power to clothe his clinical
analysis with vivid and gripping language, so that it stayed in the mind. For some, however, it was "intolerable" and monotonous.

So there was this capacity for logic but it was not cold or dispassionate because it was always done with the gospel in view and with the salvation of sinners in mind. To use Lloyd-Jones's own definition of preaching, it was "Logic on fire! Eloquent reason!" Such a combination of cumulative argument "superbly organized and magically clear" and lively passion was, arguably, the most crucial factor in Lloyd-Jonesian preaching because it urged people to think and to go on thinking about the kind of questions that Lloyd-Jones deemed important. In this way he taught doctrine and theology, not as an intellectual exercise, but as a means to new life itself.

It was this fusion of logic and fire that formed the contrast between the sermon and the lecture. Lecturing lacked all the passion of preaching but it was not only that which troubled Lloyd-Jones so much as the content and purpose of the usual lecture. Lectures vary as much as the people who give them but generally speaking, they are the presentation of ideas or information which may or may not carry the approval of the lecturer and they are normally given with a view to further discussion and enquiry. Lecturing was more a search for understanding than a definitive statement but therein lay the difference: "the true preacher does not seek for truth in the pulpit; he is there because he has found it" and it was the preacher's task to bring faith and thought together in the gospel. The apostle Paul, for example, "was not a lecturer, he was always a preacher", and that is what he found so appealing about men like George Whitefield and John Wesley or early preachers like Howell Harris and Daniel Rowland. It was the distinction he made in the case of Jonathan Edwards - "the man most like the apostle Paul" - whose ministry in eighteenth-century New England was so successful: "Edwards did not lecture about Christian truths. I am told frequently these days [1976] that many preachers seem to be lecturers rather than preachers."

This may have been a comment about preachers who were less eloquent or about men who were more concerned with precise doctrine than the saving of souls but it bears little resemblance to the other great London ministries of his day. Men like Sangster and Weatherhead were not lecturers in the pulpit. For Lloyd-Jones the lecture was an entirely different approach to public speaking. Good evangelical preaching, on the other hand, demanded a verdict and the pulpit was not the place for
Theories and conjecture. The primary function of the preacher was inspirational: "It is not merely to dole out information, or lecture on the books of the Bible, or lecture on doctrine... His supreme task is to inspire people." 21 The two were not complementary.

These references to a formal lecture style were part of what he saw as the decline of great preaching in the twentieth century. His contention was that the church had suffered and become largely ineffective because of a deterioration in preaching and he cites his reasons for this: a general feeling that preaching was out of place in the modern world, that the church itself was regarded as an obstacle standing between people and the truth, the emergence of religious Baldwinism and a decline in oratory in general, a weakening of belief in revealed truth and the authority of Scripture, a reaction against the great pulpitiars of the late nineteenth century, a widespread failure to understand the nature of the sermon, a change of emphasis in sermon content and finally, the belief that preaching was open to every Christian. This array of alleged failings, right or wrong, contains some useful incites into Lloyd-Jones's view of preaching.

When he spoke about a feeling of uneasiness for preaching in the modern world what most concerned him was a tendency towards "group discussions" and dialogue as a better way of evangelism than set-piece sermons. 22 What he had in mind were panels of experts and public debates on the radio or television and sometimes in a church, where people would ask questions and put forward their ideas as in a Brains Trust or University Debating Society. In his opinion these were "generally nothing but sheer entertainment" and in the case of the experts any discussion of Christian topics was doomed to failure since "the man who is not a Christian is incapable of entering into a discussion about these matters." 23 Lloyd-Jones would not join such panels although he admitted the possibility that God could use such occasions and that "the illumination" of the Holy Spirit might dawn upon a listener, but it was remote. 24 Donald Soper had no such reservations; he had been a regular broadcaster since 1940 and by the late 1950s in "Any Questions", with Brains Trust type of programmes, with Epilogues and casual questions, Donald Soper was all over the public screen as well as on the radio. 25 This is not to say that Lloyd-Jones did not value debate or spend time in long discussions with people at a private level but when it came to public pronouncements on religion and Christianity he was horrified that people should take their lead from a
As for radio and television it was not the medium so much as its limitations which Lloyd-Jones opposed. He had appeared on both but these were special occasions, the exception rather than the rule, and for most of his life he refused to use them because they were "inimical to true preaching." He objected to the use of television on several counts: one was the time-limit of programmes which he said tended to produce "short snappy messages." He was unhappy with the pre-recording and preparation of religious programmes and the kind of control that was necessary to fit a service into a busy schedule because it militated against the freedom of the Spirit and restricted the preacher. To an outsider this element of divine right, for that is what it was, would have appeared as arrogance but it was not so much vanity as a conviction that only God should direct the preacher and this held good for churches too: "The pew does not dictate to the minister as to what he is to do" and although "the minister also must not dictate" it was "the Lord himself who determines." So it was not the listener who was in control nor was it the radio or television authorities. He sympathized with their position but for a preacher to observe such time-limits was to be fettered and chained: "from the standpoint of true preaching...the exigencies of arranging programmes" were irrelevant. He also objected to the impersonal nature of broadcasting where a speaker was cut off from his audience, and he deplored such things as "television technique" which, in his mind, destroyed the whole concept and idea of preaching. Even watching a service of worship on television introduced an element of entertainment so far as the viewer was concerned because however good that service might be it was only ever one of many choices and was slotted in among programmes which were entirely different and probably watched by the same person.

The juxtaposition of the "freedom of the Spirit" and restrictions of time, whoever imposes them, is certainly arbitrary. What in practice he meant by such freedom was a fifty-or sixty-minute sermon as against a shorter one. He had a horror of short sermons and defended himself by telling his congregation, "You Christian people [are] in too much of a hurry to get home to your televisions. Give your preachers time. These mighty truths cannot be declared in a few minutes." Whether God, who is sovereign in every circumstance, would disapprove of the shorter sermon
as against the longer one is open to question. But Lloyd-Jones's feelings were in line with his dislike of organization and his views on the primacy of preaching. Had he wanted to, he could easily have used a fifteen- or twenty-minute "slot" without modifying his message and could have done it as effectively as other men had done. In the event a somewhat romantic view of preaching and an unwillingness to adapt prevented what could have been an invaluable outlet, and it is unfortunate that he continued to see radio and television more as a threat than an ally.

When Lloyd-Jones spoke about the church itself being an obstacle which stood between people and the truth, what he had in mind was a move to accommodate modern man and his objections to faith and religion. Lloyd-Jones was ready to admit that there was a great deal wrong with the church - "traditionalism, formality and lifelessness" - and some churches were little better than "a social club," but if the church had, generally speaking, ceased to believe in the miraculous and the supernatural it had made a rod for its own back by demythologizing its message into a position of weakness and irrelevance. That there was an absence of powerful preaching which gripped and moved the listener was not only a sign of weakness, it was evidence that God was displeased with his people. As a result, the churches were empty and people found their faith elsewhere.

His reference to Baldwinism is interesting. When sixteen years of age Lloyd-Jones had sat with his brother Harold in the Strangers' Gallery at the House of Commons to listen to men like H.H. Asquith and David Lloyd-George but his comment in 1962, when Harold Macmillan was Prime Minister, reflected his feeling that there were no great speakers left: "who would think of wasting his or her time by going to listen to a debate in the House of Commons today?" He was impressed with the oratory of men like Lloyd-George and later Winston Churchill and to his way of thinking, it was no accident that during two world wars both leaders were great orators. The point was that "men who could speak, who could deliver a message" were the kind of men who made history and brought about results - "One thinks of Pericles and Demosthenes and others" - and this was characteristic of his heroes Whitefield and Wesley. Baldwin, on the other hand, "conveyed the suggestion that if a man is a great speaker he is a man whom you cannot trust and is not quite honest." This distrust of the orator and preference for
"simple and plain and honest statements" had, according to Lloyd-Jones, penetrated church circles and produced "a prejudice against preaching", and "religious Baldwinism", as he called it, was part of a general outlook in which the spoken word and preaching in particular had declined.

His reference to Pericles and Demosthenes could hardly have been more appropriate and Plutarch, from whom he either took his illustration or heard it quoted, conveys exactly this link between speech and action. Demosthenes (384-322 BC) spoke as if "possessed with some divine spirit" and his speeches roused the Athenians and Greeks to raise an army of footmen and horsemen as well as the money to sustain them against Philip of Macedonia. 37 Pericles (?495-429 BC) "thundered and lightened in his oration to the people, and... his tongue was a terrible lightning", and if Plutarch is to be believed, it was his "rhetoricke and eloquence" which successfully conducted the Peloponnesian War, 431-404. 38 Such illustrations fitted well with Lloyd-Jones's views on preaching and had a strong autobiographical element, especially as he later pleaded for secession and realignment. But eloquence is a two-edged sword and what Lloyd-Jones did not say was that Demosthenes after rousing the people to fight "fled like a coward, and did no valiant act": and Pericles, in Plutarch's opinion, not only achieved victory in the Peloponnesian War but was the cause of it! 39 So perhaps Baldwin had a point.

A further cause for decline came in a reference to the showmanship and professionalism of certain ministers, and Lloyd-Jones argued that there had been a reaction against nineteenth-century pulpiteers, men like Henry Ward Beecher, who dominated their churches and "were experts at handling congregations and playing on their emotions." 40 His view of pulpiteerism was that it contained a strong element of showmanship and that oratory had become an end in itself and preaching a form of entertainment. Such ministries, wherever they were to be found, lacked substance and drove people away from true preaching. But it has to be admitted that great numbers of people did hear the gospel through such men and whatever our response to pulpiteerism, it is no easy matter to judge. Not all princes of the pulpit were pulpiteers in the pejorative sense and in the end men like Henry Ward Beecher, C.H. Spurgeon, Campbell Morgan, W.E. Sangster and Lloyd-Jones himself were all masters of the pulpit in their own way and it would require a partisan line to distinguish between any of them. There was something of the thespian
in all of them and without exception their purpose was to influence if not manipulate great crowds one way or another. Lloyd-Jones was right to draw attention to the dangers of showmanship in the pulpit but it is equally true to say that such elements might attract rather than repel and there were undoubtedly those who went to hear Lloyd-Jones simply because they enjoyed it, and did so regularly.

Perhaps his most potent and personal reason for a decline in preaching had to do with the need for a specific sending call from God. Without the intervention of a heavenly sending, no "man has a right just to set up and start preaching" and it was his belief that far too many men were preaching who were not called to do so, and this in itself produced weak and average sermons with little power or authority. His argument was that being a Christian did not qualify a man to be a preacher. The Bible encourages believers "to give an answer to everyone who asketh" but that was a reference to personal conviction and did not amount to everyone becoming a preacher. It was not a matter of deciding to preach or taking it up as a profession as might happen with a younger man "fascinated by the glamour of preaching, and attracted by the idea of addressing audiences, and influencing them."

His definition of a sending call contained five elements: an inner conviction which was "a kind of pressure...brought [by God] to bear upon one's spirit", the recognition of a gift for preaching by other "spiritually minded" members of the church, a concern for the "lost estate and condition" of men, a constraint "that you can do nothing else" and a hesitancy derived from "a sense of unworthiness" and weakness. It was a high view of preaching based as much on his own route into the ministry as on biblical teaching but the deduction was clear: the call of God meant the blessing of God and where there was no call preaching declined. It is not surprising then that he deplored the rise of lay-preaching and the idea "that a preacher is a man who earns his living in a profession or business, and preaches, as it were, in his spare time."

He did allow "exceptional circumstances" where it might be necessary, but this was only where a man felt called to preach full-time but where his church was not financially strong enough to support him: "I would not call him, strictly speaking, a lay-preacher; he is a man who, for the time being, has to earn his livelihood, partly, by doing something else in order to make his preaching possible." Such a distinction, based as it was on a
rarefied view of preaching, is hardly convincing. There is no evidence, for example, that there is any difference between one man or another so far as God's call to preach is concerned. It is true that certain men in the New Testament were solemnly set aside to be full-time evangelists and preachers, but it is equally true that there was a church in Rome before the apostle Paul arrived and that the spread of Christianity throughout the Roman Empire owed a great deal to artisans and professionals who also preached. It may be that some men had not reached the heights of a Campbell Morgan or Lloyd-Jones, but this could be said of almost any preacher, both lay or clerical. In so far as the spread of the gospel and the support of the churches went, lay-preachers played an increasingly prominent part in church life, especially as "the number of trained ministers became fewer." All the same, the idea that any believer was free to stand up and preach in front of a congregation was another nail in the coffin in Lloyd-Jones's view.

But if there was disapproval of uncalled men becoming preachers or hesitancy over lay-preachers, women in the pulpit were an even greater problem. So far as Lloyd-Jones was concerned, gender was a non-negotiable fundamental. On the question of ordaining women into the Christian ministry and allowing them to preach to mixed congregations, the biblical position had not changed: the New Testament instructed women to keep silent in the churches, forbade them to teach men, and, on the analogy of Christ and the church, taught the wife to submit to her husband. This is why, in 1977, Lloyd-Jones saw no place for female students in the new London Theological Seminary: "This being a Theological Seminary, no women will be admitted." To train women as preachers would go against the Word of God.

But why did Lloyd-Jones attract such crowds and why was he a "magnet," to quote the Methodist Recorder, "at a time when many influential voices have been trying to tell us that the day of preaching was over, and that no preacher, however gifted, could expect the crowded congregations of earlier, more church-conscious days?" To the outsider it was something of a puzzle. Sunday services at Westminster Chapel were austere and simple: there were no choirs, no soloists and no variation in the order of service from one year's end to the other. The interior of the Chapel was, and is, impressive for its spaciousness.
Interior of Westminster Chapel, c. 1950s.
and Victorian style but apart from some geometric stained glass there was no adornment, no banners or paintings or mosaics; just a vase of flowers on the communion table and two thousand seats facing a large circular rostrum. There was a powerful Willis organ behind the platform but this was used only as a means to assist the singing although it could be impressive at the conclusion of a service. The focus of the whole building was the pulpit, a large red Bible, and the preacher himself. Lloyd-Jones was an insignificant-looking figure, short in stature and pugnacious in appearance, "with a great domed cranium, head thrust forward, a fighter's chin and a grim line to his mouth." There was a Welsh lilt to his voice but it was an educated accent and not strong; he did not have a voice like Sangster nor a gift for open-air preaching like Soper but relied heavily on a public address system. His style of preaching was not demonstrative, he used few illustrations and no humour, and his sermon delivery was intellectual and deductive. Yet, in the experience of Viscount Tonypandy, his "preaching penetrated one's very heart" and according to The Christian, he had the "ability to hold the largest congregation spellbound." To the non church-going public the ends and the means were contradictory; as The Observer put it, "He has a Bible in front of him and can locate texts like a computer. Nobody so much as coughs" but "whether it's what he says, or how he says it, something is terribly convincing."

There were a number of convincing components. For example, although his approach to worship seemed out-of-date and old-fashioned his language was not archaic and what he said was always relevant to the occasion. He knew how to speak to the times, often without directly referring to a situation. In 1939, one month after Hitler's occupation of Prague and when London was humming with the inevitability of war with Germany, The Evening Citizen of Glasgow carried a report of a Lloyd-Jones sermon under the heading "Easter in London" in which "Churchman" wrote of a closely reasoned discourse "without a single illustration except from the Bible" and went on to say, "I do not think the word crisis was ever used; there was certainly no reference to the international situation, and yet everything he said was intensely applicable to the problems facing us in these days." After the service the reporter recorded the reactions of the congregation, some of whom said how it "would have heartened Mr. Chamberlain, who carries so heavy a burden of care."
It was not a topical sermon in the usual sense but his note of triumph over the forces of evil touched on the problem exactly as it did on 10 February, 1952, when he thanked God for the late King (George VI) and went on to consider the Christian and "the powers that be." On New Year's Day, 1957, when he preached at a Civic Service in Wood Street Congregational Church, Cardiff, to a congregation of almost 3,000 people, he was more direct, speaking against the background of "this business in Egypt, this business in Hungary" and criticized the flippancy of the press and people in general when the world was "on the verge of a third world war." He had the ability to reach the individual in the crowd by plain-talking and by impressing upon them a sense of the urgency and solemnity of the hour.

More significant was his note of authority and assurance. Forty years after hearing Lloyd-Jones address the Lawyers' Christian Fellowship, it was this authority which remained in the mind of Lord Denning, who remembered him as "a speaker of the first quality" and a man who had spoken with clarity and conviction. Whatever the occasion this note of authority was there: "This message is from God," he would say, and he was full of such phrases as "I am absolutely certain", "I make no apology for saying", "this is the only answer", "I do not hesitate to say" and "there is no other hope in the world tonight." Even more effective was the way he scolded his listeners as if to arouse their sense of guilt and foolishness, something picked up by Mati Wyn in The Welshman: "The Doctor hurled his truths at the congregation, and the congregation were highly pleased by this. He called us fools, stupid fools if we rejected God and refuted Christ. And he emphasized the word 'fools' again. And from the gallery came many an 'Amen' and 'Praise be to God' from keen listeners." He had the knack of making people feel that to believe any other word than his was spiritual and intellectual suicide.

But this was not unique. Politicians are equally persuaded of their cause and so were the preachers and prophets in whose line Lloyd-Jones stood. Hesitancy and apology win few converts and people respond to positive leadership especially when they live in uncertain times. An authoritative message with clear-cut answers is a safer option than doubt. Lloyd-Jones would have denied that he had any authority believing it all came from God but given the kind of words he used,
his often weighty style and the forceful nature of a man who took no pleasure in losing an argument, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that his sermons were as much the product of talent and personality as anything else. He feared nobody, high or low, and it was this unflinching, confrontational style that was his theme when preaching to a group of young people in September, 1978: "Much of the failure of the Christian Church during this present century has been due to the fear of man. The Church has been afraid of educated people" and has become "apologetic and nervous" which is why the Church has lost its authority and boldness. So the preacher, as a man called of God, should be fearless and when leading services or conducting worship he was to be in complete control. Pastoral dominance of this kind, seen in Lloyd-Jones's own ministry, allowed for no hesitation: to be indefinite was a sign of weakness and was distracting to an audience which had assembled primarily to hear God's Word, and it was this highly commanding note which drew the crowds to Westminster Chapel. In fact the man and his message blended to such an extent that people felt as though they were in touch with God through the exhortations of his servant.

Given the nature of his personality, and we are all "the inheritors of the sins and shortcomings of our forefathers", there is little doubt that whatever the numinous element the full explanation of Lloyd-Jones's preaching lies as much in the man himself as his message. It was the presence of the man and such was his influence and people's view of him that many "would go to listen to the Doctor even if he was going to read from the telephone book." Edward Mace in The Observer thought it "must be instinct; actors have envied it" but it was a combination of factors. He was not a typical Welsh speaker and there was no "hwyl" about his preaching but he had what Packer described as an "electric quality of communication" and that was something he had in common with great actors: "Olivier had it a lot, Gielgud and Donald Wolfit had it in a coarser form", and the effect was "a sort of human magic." People wanted to hear him and were drawn to him. There was a kind of vibrancy about his preaching, a compelling power, and the same sense of urgency was true of W.E. Sangster: "it was impossible not to listen." So it was as much the performance of the preacher that lingered in people's minds. It was the same with Campbell Morgan and Leslie Weatherhead and even Donald Soper who consistently attracted crowds at Speakers' Corner in Hyde Park and Tower Hill.
We should also consider the kind of people who listened to Lloyd-Jones. After all, these sermons were demanding and people had to sit patiently while he slowly built up his arguments and reached a climax fifty minutes later. Sometimes the climax never came at all and yet between 1948 and 1968 congregations averaged 1500 on Sunday mornings and about 2000 on Sunday evenings. These were people who, apart from visitors, "regularly travelled by bus and train through all weathers into central London, sometimes from as far away as the south coast." 

Who were they? The overall picture reveals a surprising range of social groups. A.E. Gould wrote of "large numbers of young men and women, medical and other students, and youngsters earning their living in London" and this is confirmed from other sources. Gaius Davies wrote of "a large group of... medical students of many denominations [who] went to Westminster for the regular, systematic teaching" and Chua Wee-hian, General Secretary of the International Fellowship of Evangelical Students, who had come from Singapore to study theology in London in the 1950s, spoke of "large crowds of students" of all nationalities who "furiously took notes during the sermons", and although he does not say so, a large number of these would almost certainly have come from London Bible College. 

Evangelical Anglicans also went to hear him in the 1950s and 1960s: Alec Motyer was at that time working at Clifton Theological College (now Trinity College, Bristol) and recalled that when "any of our men were in London on Fridays or Sundays they would invariably sit at the Doctor's feet." Some went to John Stott for one service and to Lloyd-Jones for the other.

There were also politicians, men like Cledwyn Hughes and George Thomas and professionals like Margery Blackie, homoeopathic physician to the Queen, and a variety of special visitors like Professor R.V.G. Tasker who attended on Sunday evenings for a time: "he forsook liberalism and told me that under my ministry he became convinced of original sin and the wrath of God." Uganda's William Nagenda and Festo Kivengere were at a Sunday morning service in 1959 when he was preaching on revival and Arap Moi, later President of Kenya, attended when a student, and Chua Wee-hian talks of Ghanaian Christians and others who also attended. Among the most noted was Emil Brunner, lecturer in dialectic theology in the University of Zurich: "I listened to Emil Brunner give a lecture at King's College on Tuesday evening on 'Predestination and Human Freedom.' He was very stimulating. He came to listen to me on Sunday"
evening and came in to see me at the close of the service!" 77 But there were others and a reporter from the Liverpool Daily Post in 1954 "was impressed with the number of families present. They came in - father, mother, daughter...to their own special seats." 78 In his annual letter for 1961 Lloyd-Jones expressed his pleasure at seeing young families "growing up in our midst" and he was obviously pleased with the increasing number of people staying for lunch and tea on Sundays, and spending the whole day at the Chapel. 79 This is a useful comment because it shows his concern that the whole family should come under the sound of the gospel. There were some children in his Westminster congregation although not many. Photographs of the congregation are scarce but one shows a family of four children with their parents sitting in the gallery on a Sunday morning, and Edwin King spoke of his own four children who when they were young liked "to watch and listen to the great preacher." 80

He was not unconcerned about children and their duties as his sermons on Ephesians six show 81 and he did, on one occasion, preach at Greenford County Grammar School in April 1954 at an Easter service: "I was allowed 15 minutes but took 20!...the 550 children, masters and mistresses, and the local clergy and ministers...listened very well." 82 But he made no comment on the subject in his lectures on preaching and so far as we know, the only concession he made at Westminster Chapel beyond their occasional mention in public prayer was to include a children's hymn at Christmas. This may have been dictated by the nature of his ministry and the size of his congregation but his feeling was that preaching was a word for all and children were expected to learn, if only by imbibing the climate of worship. Young adults did attend his services as we have seen - "Nurses in their uniforms...young families and students of all colours and races" 83 - but most of them were in higher education and the children, by and large, were members of Chapel families. So far as church services were concerned the impression was of a general absence of young people between the ages of sixteen and twenty-five years.

The constituency of the congregations, therefore, was mixed but the majority of the crowd were ordinary middle-class people from London and the suburbs. They left no written records of what they felt and thought but they voted with their feet by coming in their hundreds. Whether they followed all his arguments is impossible to say but it is
certain that they warmed to his plain-talking and intellectual style. It would be unreal to deny that there was also an element of sycophancy although it was more marked outside of his Westminster ministry. There is little question that the crowds who attended his British Evangelical Council conference addresses or his sermons to ministers at the Bala or Puritan Studies meetings contained a number of men who "liked" listening to him and travelled long distances to do so. But if Lloyd-Jones had his followers, his coterie of admirers who hung on his every word, the same could be said of Morgan, Sangster and Weatherhead. It was not that these men contrived such a situation, they may have deplored it, but because of their impact and reputation as public figures it became inevitable.

This was not the whole story because in addition to the heady days of the 1950s and 1960s there were the years of his first pastorate, 1927-38. If the Westminster Chapel crowds were largely middle-class those at Sandfields were mostly working-class. In the words of Mrs. Lloyd-Jones, Aberavon had "begun to suffer from the great depression" with little money, overcrowding of accommodation and general poverty, yet by 1931, 135 new members had been added to the church and of the 400 seats of which only seventy were occupied when Lloyd-Jones arrived, all were filled an hour before the service started. Bethan spoke about "drunkards, evil livers - all manner of types and backgrounds and all ages" who attended and were converted. Admittedly, Lloyd-Jones's erstwhile career had aroused much attention in Wales, and given that people congregated more readily in those days to hear great speakers, what he achieved was no less remarkable. His published sermons of the period are more evangelistic and less didactic but his preaching style was the same, as were the kind of illustrations he used. He allowed no choirs, no drama or entertainment, no "giving of testimonies" or appeal for decisions yet Prayer Meetings grew to "between 200 and 300 people" on a Monday evening and it was the same with the Wednesday night Fellowship Meeting when "the hall was always well filled." It is not necessary to linger over the details. Our point is that both the Aberavon and London ministries, so different in many respects, attracted a representative cross-section of society which sat through long sermons and queued for the privilege of doing so.
It is obvious that Lloyd-Jones was an individualist and had his own way of doing things but there were other outstanding preachers in London in the 1950s who also gathered large congregations. W.E. Sangster's preaching filled 3000 seats at the Methodist Central Hall. His sermons could also be forty or fifty minutes and yet his ministry in Liverpool in the early 1930s had brought a rise in church membership from 200 to 700, and it was the same in his next church, Queen Street Central Hall, Scarborough, which became overcrowded in the winter as well as the summer and at Brunswick Chapel, Leeds, people queued for an hour to fill 2000 seats. When he succeeded T. Dinsdale Young at Westminster Central Hall in 1939 the congregation was about 300 but by 1945 all 3000 seats were occupied on a Sunday evening and people were sitting "on the stone stairs or parapets of the galleries" and this had been the picture throughout the war years. During the war many received food and shelter in the basement of Central Hall but it was the lively expository preaching on Sundays which attracted the crowds and continued to do so until he was appointed General Secretary of the Methodist Home Missions department in 1955.

Leslie Weatherhead was widely known for his intimate conversational style of preaching with its emphasis on the love of God and forgiveness. He preached to large congregations for over thirty-five years, first at the Brunswick Chapel, Leeds, 1925-36 and then at the City Temple 1936-60. The seating capacity of the old City Temple was about 1800 and until the Temple was bombed in 1941 "crowds continued to flock to hear him" sometimes queuing "for 2 or 3 hours to get in." Nor did it change when the congregation moved to St. Sepulchre's on Holborn Viaduct, the largest of the Anglican City churches, when they "needed to borrow six hundred chairs from St. Paul's Cathedral", or for the next eleven years in Marylebone Presbyterian Church. When they returned to the new City Temple in 1958 it was to a smaller building with 1500 seats and an overflow hall for another 800, but still there were queues to get a seat. During Weatherhead's first six months in London one hundred people became members and several years later his comment was that he had received new members into the church at every "single communion service" since.

Donald (now Lord) Soper also had a unique ministry at the West London Methodist Mission at Kingsway Hall, Holborn, 1936-78. Soper,
"the tom-boy of the Methodist London trinity" and youngest of the three had a strong belief in democratic socialism as the Christian way forward in post-war Britain, and Londoners who went to hear him soon found that his was not a conventional Methodist ministry. By the 1940s he was a national figure, as much at home on radio and later television as in the pulpit or open air and as a Christian Socialist he was always in the public eye so it was not surprising that people went to hear him. Kingsway Hall seated about a thousand but although it was often full Soper did not attract the crowds that Sangster and Lloyd-Jones commanded. He was not happy with the limitations of a pulpit and was more at home preaching in the open air. In 1951, the Festival of Britain year, he preached to 5000 young people in Hyde Park and to "enormous" numbers at the Durham Miners' Camp Meeting, and similar crowds were recorded on his visits abroad as well as in different parts of England, but his political views and public persona almost certainly accounted for much of this interest. In time the Kingsway ministry was overshadowed by its social commitments and although Soper continued to command a great deal of interest numbers fell and in 1970 it was sold, allowing Soper to continue his work on a wider scale. His biographer suggests that the fall in numbers and sale of the Hall was partly because of a shift of tactics from a Mission pulpit to a larger and more secular forum where he could reach more people, and partly because of a mid-fifties thinning out of large congregations but this was hardly true of the City Temple, Westminster Central Hall or Westminster Chapel. Weatherhead saw the sale of Kingsway Hall in almost Lloyd-Jonesian terms, describing it as "another sign of the times" when the sermon was no longer seen to be important and Lloyd-Jones, who had shared the same platform with Soper in October 1944, has a veiled reference to the decline of Kingsway Hall in Preaching and Preachers when criticizing socio-political preaching: "there are two preachers in London who are great advocates of this", men who "have small congregations on Sundays in their churches in the very heart and most accessible part of London", (Kingsway Hall was opposite Holborn Underground Station and was served by bus routes and private transport). And yet "one of these two men", surely Soper because of his "great publicity", had "ceased to have a Sunday evening service at all in his own building." His point was unmistakeable: preaching such as Soper's was largely responsible for emptying churches.
There were other competent if smaller London ministries of the day. Bloomsbury Central Baptist Church in the 1930s had a congregation of about 500 in the morning, 800 in the evening and a women's weekday meeting 500 strong. Numbers fell during the war years but rose after 1945 to several hundred. Townley Lord, minister from 1930 to 1958, was something of a scholar preacher; he had a wide interest in comparative religion but on Sundays philosophical and social themes pervaded much of his preaching. With masterly ambivalence Lord was described as being "True to the old Gospel, and true to the new light. Evangelical without blinkers." By 1939 Bloomsbury Baptist Church was a growing community with a forty-five member choir and a large number of social and church activities, "a preaching station" and a "lively fellowship of workers", as Lord declared in the Spring of that year. When he resigned in 1958 and became a Visiting Professor at Furman University, South Carolina, the congregation at Bloomsbury was about 300 in a church which seated nearly 1200. During Lord's ministry he had welcomed 600 people into church membership and like his distinguished ministerial neighbours he maintained his pastoral leadership throughout the war years.

He was followed at Bloomsbury by a Welshman, Howard Williams, who was pastor from 1958 to 1988, a lifelong socialist and friend of Tony Benn, the Labour Member of Parliament. He had a passion for social justice and righteous causes and in the opinion of the Methodist Recorder, "the sermon, so easily the tedious part of worship, became the high spot" under his preaching. In the early days of his pastorate there were over a hundred students in attendance each week and during the 1960s and 1970s the congregation numbered several hundred. Daniel Jenkins in The Guardian put his finger on the theology of the church in an obituary of Williams in 1991: "while never achieving the popular appeal of the Congregational City Temple and the Westminster Central Hall in their heydays Bloomsbury had long been regarded as the main metropolitan liberal Baptist church." Williams, who had spoken about the length of Lloyd-Jones's sermons as "longer than mortal men would consider wise" was not an expository preacher so much as a philosopher preacher who constantly grounded his message in stories - "often stories of church life back in the Valleys."

In addition, All Souls, Langham Place, seated about a thousand and regularly had large congregations. Stott, who was Rector from 1950 to
to 1975, was twenty years younger than Lloyd-Jones but there were striking similarities in their preaching. Stott was well known for his powers of expository evangelical preaching and for his gift as a teacher. He was not a rhetorician but he had an analytical mind and this attracted a strong congregation. In the 1960s, All Souls and Westminster Chapel were the two outstanding expository ministries in London. Both men were influential, Stott with his executive capacity making an impact on evangelicalism in the Church of England and Lloyd-Jones with his gifts for leadership and preaching among nonconforming evangelicals. They had their differences, as we shall see, but Stott was quick to acknowledge that they "shared the same degree of conviction about the gospel", and in his review of *Preaching and Preachers*, he did "not hesitate to urge all preachers to study and digest this book. The reading of it certainly both challenged and blessed me." The only other outstanding London ministry, although it had declined considerably, was the Metropolitan Tabernacle at the Elephant and Castle where Graham Scroggie was pastor from 1938 to 1943. People had been added to the church in Scroggie's day but had he taken on the pastorate as a younger man the impact would probably have been much greater. He had been a prominent evangelical preacher and had conducted a successful ministry at Charlotte Chapel, Edinburgh, from 1913 to 1933. When he arrived at the Tabernacle he had served for over forty years in the Baptist ministry, written twenty-five books and had been a major speaker at the Keswick Convention, giving the first of his Bible Readings in 1914. In 1941 the Tabernacle was destroyed by an incendiary bomb although the basement remained, and depleted services were held there until his resignation in 1943. At the age of sixty-six Scroggie had "three times lost his house through enemy action, himself been buried beneath the rubble on the second occasion", and he finally withdrew to become the first Director of the London Bible College. The Tabernacle struggled on under difficult circumstances with small congregations until 1956 when E.W. Hayden became pastor and began a period of reconstruction. The Tabernacle was rebuilt and opened on 24 October, 1959 but its seating capacity of 1800 was vastly oversized for congregations which rarely exceeded three hundred. When Hayden resigned in 1961 the congregation decreased to such an extent that in 1965 the new pastor, Dennis Pascoe, wrote: "our membership can now be accommodated in a few pews." Of these London ministries, all within a two-mile radius of Leicester
Square, the primary ones in the 1940s and 1950s were W.E. Sangster, Leslie Weatherhead and Martyn Lloyd-Jones. The Westminster Central Hall had the largest capacity with about 3000 seats and if Sangster filled these seats, as the evidence suggests, then he had the largest Nonconformist congregation in London. The City Temple and Westminster Chapel had about the same seating capacity so apart from overflow facilities for special occasions the two Sunday congregations at 1500-2000 were about the same. As to the nature of these congregations they were as mixed in social and educational backgrounds as Westminster Chapel. At the City Temple there were people of all ranks from a Cabinet Minister to Harley Street doctors, civil servants, lawyers, students, artisans and clerks, and Methodist Central Hall audiences comprised large numbers of visitors as well as "men and women of the lower middle class... university students, and several professional families." 116 Bloomsbury Baptist Church enjoyed a wide range of listeners including local residents and All Souls drew doctors, nurses and other professionals as well as a good number of ordinary Londoners. Kingsway Hall in the 1940s and early 1950s was well attended and in those days "they came in their hundreds, keen, younger generation worshippers, many beyond the reach of any conventional cleric" 117 and, again, they came from all kinds of backgrounds.

Placing these congregations side by side there is little to distinguish between them. From 1930 to 1960, years of suffering, uncertainty and reconstruction in Britain, powerful preaching continued to exercise its influence. In general terms the City Temple attracted a more emotive listener who benefited from the holistic approach of Weatherhead, the kind of person who was not looking for a theological system so much as a life. The Central Hall was a centre for people who liked the passion and pragmatism of Sangster, Kingsway Hall catered for the ideals of Christian Socialism with a new and fairer world in mind, and Westminster Chapel was for the kind of people who enjoyed a more doctrinal and theological sermon, but beyond this it is difficult to go. There is no doubt that great preaching draws crowds and each man had his own followers, people who believed in them and what they were doing. And for reasons which are not clear, in each case there was a kind of interaction between speaker and listener which meshed together: possibly it was uncertainty combined with a felt need for authoritative answers and leadership in an increasingly complex world which was growing more hostile to religion and the church.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congregational Churches</th>
<th>1939</th>
<th>1945</th>
<th>1955</th>
<th>1965</th>
<th>1967</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kings Weigh Duke Street</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitefield Memorial Church</td>
<td>New building opened October 3, 1959</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>W.SALMON</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>H.A.JACQUET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christ Church Westminster Bridge Road</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>M.T.SHEPHERD</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined with Upton Baptist Chapel, 1963</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westminster Chapel</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>R.E.TAYLOR</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Temple Holborn</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>D.M. LLOYD-JONES</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Court Tollington Park</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>A.L.GRIFFITH</td>
<td>488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Churches</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodist Church Year Books</td>
<td>Methodist Central Hall Westminster</td>
<td>Kingsway Hall Holborn</td>
<td>Bloomsbury Baptist Church</td>
<td>Farme Park Baptist Church</td>
<td>All Souls Langham Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1075 W.E.SANGSTER</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>585 F.T.LORD</td>
<td>616 D.H.HICKS</td>
<td>691 J.R.W.STOTT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These figures show little about the spiritual vitality of congregations nor do they say why some churches declined and others prospered. The actual sizes of congregations which in some cases exceeded membership figures and in others were much smaller, are not reflected here either. But they do indicate a general trend.
But if it was credible answers that attracted people, what has to be noted is the difference of character and presentation of these ministers.

Allowing that these men found their source of authority in the kind of message they gave and that each of them preached Christ according to his own understanding of the Christian faith, and given that they were university men, six of them with higher degrees, temperamentally they could hardly have been more different. Sangster was passionate, imaginative, his sermons "like Greetings telegrams, admirably embroidered with imagery" and carefully constructed. Weatherhead, not an orator in the conventional sense, had a more conversational style with a voice which was "soft and liquid", whereas Soper had a more masculine and commanding voice resembling a "resonant baritone actor's voice." Townley Lord was a "genial man, and an encourager" with a "deep, effortless and comfortable voice." Williams and Lloyd-Jones shared the same Welsh lilt although it was more pronounced in the former than the latter, and Stott was cool, methodical and incisive.

Clearly, such men were easy to listen to and no matter what the content of their sermons it was the voice and a sense of the dramatic which held the crowds. That is why Westminster Chapel "was packed downstairs and in the...galleries" in Campbell Morgan's day, and why they even sat on the rostrum and communion table platform to hear his words. Morgan had a finely pitched voice which could be heard even in a whisper at "the furthest corner of a great auditorium" but he was a master of words and imagery too. And this is what lay behind the Liverpool Daily Post assessment of Lloyd-Jones in 1954: "words flowed in a fluent stream from the preacher's clipped, almost harsh voice", and it was compelling. He was preaching from Ephesians six on the whole armour of God, a dramatic passage of Scripture, and "pointing with upraised hand to an invisible sword, putting on with gestures the helmet, the breastplate, the girdle, and the shield made us conscious of the immense, menacing presence of the dark, unresting forces of evil. We felt they were right there outside the sanctuary walls - in Victoria Street, in all the streets of London and of the world." In the end, we have to say that these great ministries were the result of credible and powerful personalities. Each of them was a gifted communicator so that whether it was the Calvinistic, confessional formalism of Lloyd-Jones or the more liberal message of Weatherhead, the effect was the same: thousands were pleased
What is difficult to understand is the demise of this kind of preaching. Adrian Hastings suggests that the "mid-1950s can be dated pretty precisely as the end of the age of preaching: people suddenly ceased to think it worthwhile listening to a special preacher." 127 The view of Father Robert Brooks and General Coutts in The Observer article of 1967 was that the day of the long sermon was "out for good" and Edward Mace, who wrote the article, felt that Lloyd-Jones was "the last, in London anyway, of the great oratorical preachers." 128 The question they had asked - "Can today's preachers find a substitute for the thunderous old-style sermon?" - was significant if only because the question had been asked at all. Certainly, since the resignation of Lloyd-Jones from Westminster Chapel in 1968 there had not been a modern equivalent to these princes of the pulpit, and the question is, Why?

Lloyd-Jones would have found the answer in the unfaithfulness of the church and the absence of a "Demonstration of the Spirit" and divine power, 129 and he was probably right, but there were other factors. With the rise of the ecumenical movement, for example, there was a subtle shift away from preaching to a more liturgical emphasis where services centred on the altar and the sacrament and where fellowship was a priority concern. There was still preaching but it was shorter and, set within an ecumenical ethos, tended to be more conciliatory and less individualistic: it was the communion table not the pulpit which mattered most and this was found among Nonconformists as much as Anglicans. Another development was the charismatic renewal movement which arose in Britain around 1961. It produced some gifted preachers, men like David Watson (1933-84) of St. Michael-le-Belfrey, York and Michael Harper (1931- ), originally on the staff of All Souls, but it also aroused a pronounced interest in other spiritual gifts and the miraculous, and allowed for more open worship and audience participation. Preaching was less formal although it was just as determined to influence people's minds. Outside of the church, as we have seen, political speeches tended to be more Baldwinian and less Churchillian and in that sense the day of the rhetoricians had passed. In addition to this most Protestant churches in post-war Britain had suffered a decline in membership and it became apparent that there was a loss of certainty and nerve in the face of rising liberalism and secularism.
Nonconformity not only became weaker in its churches but at university level it had lost men like A.S. Peake (1865-1929), H.H. Rowley (1890-1969), C.H. Dodd (1884-1973), T.W. Manson (1893-1958), and H.Wheeler Robinson (1872-1945), all of whom were outstanding scholars and churchmen. Peake was the son of a Primitive Methodist minister and remained in that denomination all his life: he was the first occupant of the Rylands chair of biblical exegesis at Manchester, 1904-29, and as such was the first non-Anglican to hold a divinity chair in an English university. Rowley had been a missionary in China with the Baptist Missionary Society before he took up his professorship at Manchester. Dodd was a Congregationalist and Norris-Hulse professor of divinity at Cambridge, 1935-49, Manson was a Presbyterian and professor at Manchester, 1936-58 and Wheeler Robinson, a Baptist, was principal of Regent's Park College, Oxford, 1920-42. They were not evangelicals as Lloyd-Jones understood the word but they were biblicists and acclaimed for their work. Thus between 1904 and 1958 their part in the training of ministers and, therefore, influence upon the churches had been significant but apart from a few exceptions, by the 1960s a newer and more radical theology had become fashionable and fewer men were offering themselves for the ministry. So it was not only powerful preaching that declined but interest in biblical studies at university level as well: in neither case did there appear to be any successors.

But there is another and much stronger factor, the emergence of television. The majority of people in Britain in the 1950s did not have a television set yet within the next ten years it became widespread and by the late 1960s it had become a major factor in the control of the social environment. In public life men like Harold Wilson and after him other politicians used the intimate style of television as a way of communicating their ideas and even more forceful speakers like Margaret Thatcher and Arthur Scargill made extensive use of television to present their case to the nation. And so did a whole range of other interest groups including the church itself. It is true that important speeches continued to be made both in Parliament and elsewhere, and ministers went on preaching but, essentially, electronic communication had taken the place of set-piece speeches in front of great crowds and, with a few exceptions, society no longer turned out to halls and meeting places for their instruction or entertainment. For Lloyd-Jones it was substituting men of strength with "grinning ninnies", his term for "television personalities"
but whether he liked it or not television and not the pulpit had become the more significant means of communication and could reach more people in half-an-hour than the accumulated congregations of one church in a lifetime. As we have said, Lloyd-Jones would not have rated this kind of sociological factor very highly but whatever the reason, the 1950s and 1960s saw the demise of a preaching tradition that had come down through Spurgeon and others and which, originally, had been a strong reaction to pre-war liberalism. The only possible exception was the evangelist Billy Graham: he was a popular preacher but it was not great oratory which attracted his crowds so much as extensive advertising and media attention as well as the diverse style of the meetings. Ultimately, whatever the age or environment, people will always respond to a phenomenon but so far as pulpit giants are concerned, there was a cessation. Lloyd-Jones was not wholly discouraged and believed that great preaching would not finally perish though it might be in eclipse: "in God's time it will come back." 135

But it was not just great preaching which men like Lloyd-Jones, Sangster and Weatherhead produced, it was a unique experience of worship which large numbers of people responded to. Great preaching makes for great congregations and there was a kind of synergism in such meetings, a climate of expectancy as people gathered under the power of the Word. Lloyd-Jones recognized this associational element: "What a wonderful place God's house is... Many a time I have thanked God for His house. I thank God that he has ordained that His people should meet together in companies, and worship together. The house of God has delivered me from 'the mumps and measles of the soul' a thousand times and more—merely to enter its doors." 136 It was the combination of influential preaching and good listening that blended to make an "oldfa fawr" 137 and it was this living contact Lloyd-Jones had in mind when he spoke of "an interplay of personalities and minds and hearts" between people and preacher." 138 Weatherhead also felt that preaching was not only a matter of instruction but a means of worship. In the Preface of That Immortal Sea, the point of preaching was to "give men and women a glimpse of Jesus", 139 or as his son put it, "To make God real." 140 But the "deep and profound silence" at the end of a service, "a hush which no-one wanted to break", 141 was a characteristic of all good nonconformist services and was found as much at Westminster Central Hall as Westminster Chapel. At the heart of it all was a sense of
divine immanence and it was this ingredient of mystery which enhanced the atmosphere of Christian people gathering together. Campbell Morgan has also spoken about a "spirit of expectation" in his meetings and this is what Jill Morgan meant: "for the most part people were waiting and hungry for the Bread of Life." In other words it was a feeling that God might visit his people at any moment: "The whole glory of the ministry is that you do not know what may happen...Suddenly, unexpectedly...the touch of the power of the Spirit of God" may break in and it was that which made preaching and a service of worship unique for Lloyd-Jones. And this explains why he was not happy with "once-ers": "We must convince them of the importance of being present at every service of the church. Every service!" in case "something really remarkable" should take place and they miss it.

These, then, were the kinds of factors which attracted people to the great preaching centres of post-war London. Some will regard these years as a bit of late Victorianism with more than a little hero-worship in it. Others will see great preaching as an extraordinary but repeatable occurrence. Of Lloyd-Jones himself, all the evidence points to his being one of this century's greatest preachers. That so many and so varied a crowd went to hear him is an indication in itself of the charm and inspiration that was in his voice and of the prophetic note which filled his sermons and spoke to his times. He was of the old Welsh Calvinistic Methodist school and the best illustration of his own definition that preaching is "theology on fire."

But although as a preacher Lloyd-Jones was in touch with people in numerous countries and across the British Isles, the heart of his ministry was, for thirty years, at Westminster Chapel and in the next chapter we turn to its history, its changing character and Lloyd-Jones's position on a number of relevant issues.
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3. WESTMINSTER CHAPEL

"A cathedral of Nonconformity"

Until 1967, the year in which Westminster Chapel cut its links with the Congregational Church in England and Wales (CCEW), Westminster was a Congregational Church, its Trust Deeds of 25 December, 1842, directing its officers and members to uphold and preach the religious doctrines held by the Congregational Union of England and Wales (CUEW). Its ministers were for the most part noted Congregationalists and to trace the history of Westminster Chapel is to trace the course of Congregationalism in Britain, its large auditorium often the venue for annual assemblies and its platform the scene of some historic decisions.

The kind of Congregationalism into which Westminster Chapel came as a new member in 1841 had only been in existence eleven years but successive issues of the Congregational Year Book (CYB) give some idea of the growth of Congregationalism during these years. For example, the number of Churches, Branch Churches and Mission Stations in Great Britain and Ireland in 1848 was 2,173, and in England and Wales in 1859, 2,236. By 1865 the number of Congregational Churches in England and Wales had grown to 4,347 and in 1904 when Campbell Morgan commenced his first Westminster ministry, there were 4,615. In 1939, when Lloyd-Jones became co-pastor, there were 3,435, in 1966 when the CCEW was formed, 2,747 and in 1969, 2,386.

The first Westminster Chapel was built, according to Albert Peel, during "six of the most important years in the history of the Union."¹ New foundations had been laid, churches and County Associations were joining the Union and there was an increasing urgency for building more places of worship.² Much of this had to do with two men, Thomas and Joshua Wilson. Thomas Wilson (1764-1843), "Congregationalism's 'most striking layman' in the nineteenth century" had entered his father's business as a silk-manufacturer but retired a wealthy man in 1798 to give himself to Christian work and chapel-building. Much of his time was given to the Hoxton Academy, a Congregational theological college, of which he was Treasurer from 1794,³ but between 1790 and 1840 he became instrumental in re-opening or founding a number of Congregational chapels in London and the provinces. Joshua Wilson (1795-1874) also had a part in the formation of the CUEW: he was Secretary 1832-36, Treasurer 1864-74, a Trustee of the Union and a prime mover in...
The first Westminster Chapel, May 1841.
the later development of the Memorial Hall and Library. 4

Joshua had his father's vision for Congregationalism. His concern for chapel-building extended from the 1840s to the early 1870s, and when asked by the 1861 Assembly how best to celebrate the Bicentenary of the Ejectment of 1662 he suggested fifty chapels to be opened "before 24th August, 1862" and the foundation stones of fifty more to be laid "on that day." 5 Our interest in him lies in the fact that his was the first name to appear on the Westminster Chapel Trust Deed. It had been the intention of his father to found a chapel for the "teeming population" of Westminster since 1832 and after "several attempts to obtain suitable ground", a freehold site in Castle Lane was secured. 6 This makes the Castle Lane building one of his earliest London chapels and it also establishes that Westminster Chapel, largely through Joshua Wilson, was a Congregational Church from the beginning.

Where people came from to form the original church is not clear. There was a Dissenting chapel somewhere in the Westminster area which had stood on a piece of land belonging to Lord Dartmouth and had opened on 26 June, 1807. 7 It is possible this work had declined, leaving a remnant of Independently minded believers without a chapel. Such a group may have continued in the area and as such would have pre-dated Westminster Chapel but it is not certain. The most likely explanation is that the founding party was the Congregational Union itself which, looking for ways to build more churches in the London area, knew of the derelict site at the corner of James Street and Castle Lane and decided to build there. It was certainly in line with John Angell James's call to "build, build, build" and not wait "for congregations to be gathered before we build", and it was in the mind of Shec Harlowes who wrote that although the first building "was opened for public worship on May 6th, 1841", a church was not formed until October of that year. 8 In fact a corner stone "was laid on August 3, 1840 by Charles Hindley Esq., MP" 9 and on 4 October, 1841 the Declaration of the Church meeting at Westminster Chapel made it a "regular" Congregational church. According to the CYB for 1841, membership at that date was twenty-two but they formed a church and it took only eight months to find their first minister, Samuel Martin, who remained at Buckingham Gate for the next thirty-five years.

The Declaration of 1841 and the Trust Deed of 1842 both draw attention to the Congregational nature of Westminster Chapel. In the former it was
described as "a house of God for Divine Service, according to the Congregational Faith and Order", and the latter committed the chapel to upholding "the religious doctrines held by the Congregational Union of England and Wales." The terms of the Deed obliged a minister to give assent "to the aforesaid Denomination of Independent Protestant Dissenters" and preach the doctrines of the CUEW but as we shall see, this did not prevent the appointment of J.A. Hutton in 1923 and Hubert L. Simpson in 1928, both Presbyterians.

Circumstances had of course changed in 1967 when Lloyd-Jones asked P. Raynar, one of his deacons, if "in his opinion it was competent for the Members of the Church to decide to join the FIEC", and to do so "without the agreement of the Trustees." It was Mr Raynar's view that such Deeds should "be interpreted by reference to the situation ruling at the time when the Trust Deed was entered into" but in fact there was no infringement of doctrine since Westminster Chapel remained staunchly Independent and Protestant under Lloyd-Jones. The only thing that had changed was the demise of the CUEW and some of the evangelicalism of Joshua Wilson's day. As Raynar pointed out, there had been "no departure from the terms of the Trust" and their entry into the FIEC would make no difference to what they believed. Raynar's view was very much in line with Lloyd-Jones's opinion on the usefulness of Trust Deeds, Covenants or other arrangements which he felt should not be allowed to restrict the people of God. Criticizing "certain tyrannical ideas" of the Pilgrim Fathers, he disagreed with the notion "that the conditions of church membership and church government could be so laid down that the church could continue like that in perpetuity": "we cannot legislate for posterity." On the other hand Lloyd-Jones was ready to say that he believed "wholeheartedly everything which is contained in the church covenant of Westminster Chapel...I would not be able to stay there as minister for a moment if this were not true", but it was probably "the belief of the Independent Protestant Dissenters" which most impressed him about the document.

The first Westminster Chapel was built "to supply the urgent wants of a wicked city, where scenes of vice and wretchedness abound in the immediate neighbourhood of the Queen's palace, the courts of law, and the Houses of Parliament." It was built with the help of the Metropolis Chapel Building Fund Association on the site of the old
Westminster Infirmary which had moved to a new site in 1831. Charles Hindley, whose name appears on the corner stone, promised £1000 and such was the urgency of the need for a chapel in Westminster that Thomas Wilson "advanced £2,500" towards the purchase of the site.

An early engraving shows a Greco-Roman style building with imposing pediments and columns, and a spacious tree-lined forecourt. It was built by John Tarring to seat 1,500 but such was the success of Samuel Martin's ministry - "In 1863 the applications for sittings at Westminster Chapel had for some time exceeded by several hundred the number which the building could provide" - that by 1865 it had been demolished and replaced by a larger building designed to accommodate 3,000 persons. The present building, designed by W.F. Poulton, was opened on 6 July, 1865 and completely covered the original site. Its design was a mixture of Classical and Romanesque in polychrome brick with a tower on one side and a series of steps across the front of the building rising from the pavement on Buckingham Gate to an entrance behind three central arches. The cost amounted to £18,000. The most impressive aspect of the design was the span of the auditorium with its ornate iron balustrades, columns and cantilevers supporting two galleries and giving unrestricted views of the pulpit. In some respects it looked more like a Victorian Music Hall than a church and according to a newspaper cutting of the time, the span of the roof was greater than "any other edifice in London, except Covent Garden Theatre." It was, and still is, impressive, but it did not please everyone.

Officially it had the best acoustical properties but Lloyd-Jones felt the building was so bad it "killed Men. It would have killed me beyond any doubt...But fortunately this thing [the microphone] has been invented, and it enables me...to exercise my ministry." He referred to Samuel Martin, who died when he was only sixty-one years old: "I am persuaded in my mind that it was this building that killed him. He had continual trouble with his voice and throat." And "owing to his weakness", even Campbell Morgan "could not be heard, and they had to provide a loud speaker system before I came here." Even so, Lloyd-Jones thought that Westminster Chapel was "a wonderful pulpit to preach from. Though the place is so big the congregation is nevertheless near the preacher. It is almost unique, in my experience, in that respect." But not all ministers liked it. Arthur Porritt in his J.H. Jowett (1924) remarked that Westminster was "Variously described as 'a cave of the winds' and 'a Charing Cross
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Station of a Chapel" which "oppressed Jowett sorely." 25 There is much truth in this; from the pulpit desk the auditorium is cavernous. To preach in a building which is 130 feet long, sixty-seven feet wide and fifty feet high requires a good voice as well as a good sermon. Lloyd-Jones had the latter but when the public address system failed, as it did on occasions, it was difficult to hear what he said.

Still, it was a fine example of mid-Victorian chapel-building. Lloyd-Jones of course did not see it in that way. To him it was the product of "a carnal spirit", not an architectural achievement and when he called Westminster Chapel a "Nonconformist cathedral" it was not a compliment so much as a criticism of the Nonconformist "desire to be respectable" and "to look big in the sight of the world." 26 He was probably right. Victorian Neo-Gothic and numerous other styles were used to produce some impressive public buildings but it was not only Congregationalists - Baptists, Presbyterians, Methodists - all had gothic windows, colonnades or campaniles. But large congregations require large buildings and architects had a duty to design buildings which were appropriate to the surroundings. A vast unadorned barn of a building is not necessarily spiritually preferable. Yet, for Lloyd-Jones it was a matter of principle: an impressive building had little value if it had been achieved "at the expense of the Spirit and loyalty to the truth." 27

The same argument arose with respect to the church organ. The Henry Willis organ, built in 1879 "at a cost of £1,600" in memory of Samuel Martin, was considered after its restoration to be "one of the finest in the country." 28 Originally it stood at the porch end of the church but in 1905 it was moved to its present position behind the pulpit. The old organ, now redundant and presumably inadequate, was "sold to a chapel in Wood Green for £100." 29 For Lloyd-Jones by installing a larger instrument the 1879 congregation were "competing with the Church of England" by wanting "one of the best organs in London", but Stanley Curtis, church organist 1951-75, saw things differently. 30 That the organ was one of the finest in the country was not, in his opinion, "the objective, consideration being given solely to its suitability and effectiveness as a means of praise and worship." 31 It would, perhaps, be difficult to exclude some element of pride altogether yet for those who heard Curtis play it was not a "carnal" experience but a spiritual one: he raised the level of worship at every service.
Lloyd-Jones cannot have been unaware of this; even so, he felt that such an instrument was excessive and expensive and this again became apparent when an overhaul was necessary in 1965: "We are now having it cleaned and reconditioned at a cost of over £2,000", he said, but when he was warned that a future reconstruction would be needed "at an estimated cost of £15,000" his comment was, "I shall probably not be here then, but let me say this for the guidance of those who will be here. If you do that...I say you are forfeiting every right to expect God to bless you. To spend £15,000 on reconstructing an organ in an age like this I regard as nothing but grievous sin." 32 In practice, however, a congregation the size of Westminster Chapel needed a powerful instrument to lead its worship - Lloyd-Jones certainly did not have the voice to do so - and there is no doubt that the hymns and psalms he so often chose would not have sounded the same without their inspired accompaniment. The "grievous sin", if that is what it was, was committed in 1981. 33

Here, then, was "a cathedral of Nonconformity" which until 1947, when Westminster Chapel's relationship to the CUEW became nominal, had held an important place in London Congregationalism. Of the nine ministers (excluding assistants) who served the Chapel up to 1968 two were Presbyterian, one Calvinistic Methodist and six were CUEW accredited men. 34

So what kind of church was Westminster Chapel under its nine ministers? and did it change? In most respects Westminster was not unlike any other Congregational Church of its day. It reflected current social needs and theologically its position was that of the CUEW. In other words, it was a combination of spirituality, intellectual development, compassion and recreation. There was another factor, however, unique to Westminster Chapel: its vast accommodation and 145-foot-high campanile stood near to some of Britain's greatest institutions and this endowed it with its own importance. 35

Between 1842 and 1878 when Samuel Martin was minister, a whole range of activities was established. The Sunday Schools were actually founded four months before the foundation of the church in June, 1841, fifteen months before Martin arrived. They had originally been connected with the West London Auxiliary of the Sunday School Union (South West District). 36 By September 1842 Martin had become its President and Sunday School Minutes for 1862 show that on average "20-30 attended" Teachers' Meetings 37
which suggests a total Sunday School of about 200.

According to Lloyd-Jones, Martin was "full of ideas" and made "a great impact on the City of Westminster", a view shared by Albert Peel who wrote that Martin "did much for the regeneration of Westminster, then one of the most degraded districts in London." He had "meetings for people described as 'down-and-outs', beggars and tramps." He "lectured frequently and successfully at Exeter Hall for the Young Men's Christian Association", and was active on the Committee of Westminster Hospital and presented a Communion Plate to the hospital chapel in 1862. When Martin was Chairman of the CUEW in 1862, Westminster Chapel entertained the Autumn Assembly: "in addition to dinner at the Tavern each day, there was a tea at Stepney Meeting and a breakfast in a room 'tastefully decorated, as well as bountifully supplied with provisions' at Westminster Chapel."

The impression, therefore, is of a flourishing, socially active church, strongly committed to neighbourhood needs but not neglecting national questions. Under Samuel Martin the combination of good preaching, extensive pastoring and a lengthy pastorate produced one of London's strongest churches and Westminster Chapel did not enjoy the same kind of success again until the arrival of Campbell Morgan in 1904.

In Henry Simon's time, 1878-87, three other Sunday Schools began joining with the Chapel on special occasions such as Flower Services and Flower Shows, and a Harvest Festival was introduced at this time. In 1883 the Congregational Union suggested Westminster Chapel take over Buckingham Chapel in Palace Street, Pimlico, for evangelistic purposes, and this was begun in March 1884, and became known as the Westminster Chapel Mission, A.W. Hewitt being given the oversight. Hewitt introduced Bible Classes, evangelistic services, social evenings, a Temperance Society, a Band of Hope and other agencies with the Chapel's approval and this continued until the lease ran out in 1892, when the work was transferred to Westminster Chapel itself.

In W.E. Hurndall's day the emphasis was similar. In a pastorate of only sixteen months he "launched out into various and numerous activities, established a 'Men's Own' at Westminster Town Hall, together with a 'Woman's Own' at Westminster Chapel", and had the same interest in "the poor and lowly and underprivileged." In his previous pastorate at
Harley Street, Bow, his "Men's Own" group grew to a membership of "nearly one thousand" and his interest in personal evangelism brought about a church-based enterprise which was said to be "One of the largest tract distributing societies in London." It was a combination of these kinds of interests - evangelism, lively preaching and, again, a wide-ranging pastoral ministry - that he brought to Westminster Chapel and which produced "a swiftly-growing prosperity" and increase in Sunday congregations.

During the ministry of Richard Westrope, 1896-1902, the impression is that Westminster Chapel became more of a Christian social centre. Lloyd-Jones spoke of "advanced socialistic views" and felt that Westrope's ministry "was very similar to that of... Lord Soper today." He probably took this from the Westminster Record's description that Westrope was an "advanced Radical holding strong Socialistic views, his great desire... to establish at Westminster a 'People's Church', institutional, having clubs for men and women, a labour bureau [and] people's lawyer." Westrope's preaching was aimed "to win the consent of the whole man" and Sunday evenings were, in his own words, to be a "gathering point for distressed and scattered souls... a rallying place for all who are wearied of conventional religion", but Lloyd-Jones was probably right to say that "his attempt to appeal to the man in the street... was not a success." By the time he resigned from Westminster Chapel in 1902 membership numbers were down to 245 and financially, a source of income from property interests which was used "to make good the difference between income and expenditure" had been "expended early" that year. In the end it is likely that Westrope's social concerns and growing disillusionment with an ordained ministry were factors in his move to the Society of Friends in 1907. After the resignation of Westrope in June of 1902, "the fortunes of Westminster Chapel... reached their lowest ebb" and in the months that followed, "Sunday services were conducted in one corner of the great auditorium."

Fortunes changed in 1904 when George Campbell Morgan (1863-1945) returned from North America to become minister. Such was the interest in his return that on 2 November, at a service of recognition, William Robertson Nicoll (1851-1923), editor of the British Weekly, spoke of Morgan's "heroic thing", and Charles Silvester Horne (1865-1914) of Whitefield's Memorial Church, spoke of a "chivalrous and courageous enterprise." On Sunday, 3 November, Morgan's first services at Westminster Chapel, the whole ground floor was crowded and before long
George Campbell Morgan, 1936.
the first gallery was filled also.

But if under Morgan Westminster Chapel once again became a comprehensive social structure in which minister, officers and staff controlled an extensive array of church activities he did not do it by himself. A condition of his acceptance was that Albert Swift, his lifelong friend, would join him and it was only when that was settled that Morgan agreed to come. Swift's organizational abilities played an important part in the new developments, something which Arthur E. Marsh continued in 1908 when he became assistant and Church Secretary. The new development which was used to reach "the people of the slums of Westminster and the sleek, outwardly smiling streets of Kensington" was the Sisterhood, and by the end of 1904 Morgan had "ordained" four young women for the work. By 1911 the Sisterhood had grown to nine full-time workers who wore a distinctive uniform of navy blue and scarlet. They sat together during Sunday services and among the areas of responsibility in the 1911 Sisterhood was a Woman's Employment Register, Study Circle Leadership, superintending of the Primary Department of the Sunday School and Young People's Institute, teaching at all levels of the Sunday School, church visitation, church membership matters, secretarial, editor and sub-editor of the Westminster Record, management of the Westminster Pulpit and the chapel bookstall. In addition they had the oversight of Communion Circles Classes, took part in the Benevolent Committee and one of them, Sister Dora, was Missionary Secretary.

These were gifted women and carefully chosen by Morgan. One had taken a course at the Westhill Training Institute at Bournville to prepare herself for Primary School leadership and one had been Honorary Residential Secretary at the Central Institute of the YWCA in Hanover Square. All were experienced in social and church work, some having secretarial and nursing skills, and one was "an artist of exceptional ability." According to Jill Morgan among later Sisters one was a doctor, one was a graduate of London University and one was married to the General Secretary of the London Missionary Society. And when The Christian Age carried an interview with Albert Swift on prospects for the new ministry in 1904, Swift spoke particularly about reaching the more "aristocratic 'flats'": "We are having a lady - a lady by birth and training, and one who desires above all to give herself up to the work of God - who we shall turn loose, as it were, upon the well-to-do people."
It was a formidable team and there is no question that these women contributed substantially to the success of Westminster Chapel as a local church. In his "Editorial Note" for October 1908, Morgan acknowledged "the burden of oversight and responsibility" undertaken by the Sisterhood: "We do not hesitate to say", Morgan continued, "that, apart from the work done at Westminster during the past four years by our Sisters, the results obtained would have been impossible." They had the diaconate, A.W. Hewitt the full-time evangelist and the Vergers, but the backbone of the Westminster Chapel social structure was the Sisterhood and Morgan had no reservations about women in positions of responsibility in church. Indeed, his desire was for more women and for this he appealed: "Are there not many young women of leisure and of means who could devote themselves to such work... results would be beyond computation if twelve or twenty such daughters of the King should join our ranks for training during the next year."

Integral too was a choir of around sixty voices, a League of Prayer, Junior Church Membership, Lay Preachers' Guild, Missionary Circle, Literary and Social Guild and Mothers' Meeting. The Men's Slate Club inculcated "the principle of thrift and provided benefit during periods of sickness" and a Coal Club was a savings account and means of provision "during the winter months." There was also a Cripples' Parlour, a Dorcas Guild to make clothing for the poor, a Benevolent Society - "to provide help among the sick and poor who live in the parish and immediate neighbourhood" - a Visitation Committee, the Brotherhood, and Bible Teachers' Association. There were two publications: the Westminster Pulpit which started in 1905 and continued until 1909, and the Westminster Bible Record, the organ of the Bible Teachers' Association which started in 1910 and ceased in 1916. The Westminster Pulpit was published again in May 1927, as the Westminster Record and has continued to the present time.

It is little wonder that Lloyd-Jones described Westminster Chapel under Campbell Morgan as a "highly organized institutional Church." It was. Placed together - the burgeoning of evangelistic and youth activities under Swift, the extensive social concern of the Sisterhood and the popular preaching of Morgan - Westminster Chapel became one of the largest Congregational Churches in central London.

There were three other pre-war pastorates: J.H. Jowett, J.A. Hutton and
H.L. Simpson but although the preaching varied, Westminster Chapel remained much as Morgan and his associates had made it. Jowett, 1918-22, a distinguished Congregationalist, had succeeded R.W. Dale at Carr's Lane, Birmingham, in 1895 until he went to New York in 1911. When he returned to England in 1918 it was with "a new emphasis on social and international implications of the Gospel." Hutton, 1923-25, resigned to become editor of The British Weekly. When he concluded his two-year ministry, a resolution of Westminster Chapel stated "a deep appreciation of the interest shown [in] the welfare of the schools and Young People's Institute" and for Mrs Hutton's work in "the Women's League and the Dorcas Guild." Hubert L. Simpson, 1928-33, continued in the same tradition.

So there was very little change in the kind of church Westminster Chapel was between 1841 and 1939. The number of church activities and level of organization were greater in Morgan's day but there had always been a variety of mid-week meetings, societies and youth work. As a local church the strength of Westminster had been in this structure of departments and activities while as a centre of preaching it had continued to be popular among all classes of people. Apart from the vacancy years of 1902-04 and 1925-28 when the Chapel was at its lowest ebb, the tendency was towards high attendances, the strongest years being those of Samuel Martin and Campbell Morgan. It is also apparent that a church which is socially as well as spiritually orientated can be a success. There does not have to be a dichotomy between the two, as Lloyd-Jones suggests, and John Huxtable's dictum that the church "must have a sociological as well as a spiritual manifestation" was not so far from the truth. But what kind of church was Westminster under Martyn Lloyd-Jones?

When Campbell Morgan resigned from Westminster in June, 1943 after sixty-seven years of preaching, the character of Westminster Chapel had already begun to change. This was not unique in itself. Large metropolitan churches drew the bulk of their congregations from a wide radius and people travelled into London, so it was inevitable that events would affect such churches. Numerous air raids, evacuation and transport problems had reduced church attendances so that by 1940, Morgan's collegiality and elaborate structure of activities had largely disappeared, and Lloyd-Jones did nothing to revive them. A Sunday Prayer Meeting was started by Lloyd-Jones in 1942 and the Sunday School reopened in 1943. The Friday evening Bible School became a meeting for
fellowship and discussion in the Institute Hall but by 24 October, 1952, Friday night meetings had moved back into the church and become more like the original Bible School. By 1957 church activities on Sundays included pre-service Prayer Meetings, an afternoon Sunday School, Young People's Class, Women's Bible Class and Bible Study with Discussion, and week-nights included a Monday Prayer Meeting, Tuesday afternoon Women's Meeting, a monthly Dorcas Guild on Wednesdays, a Thursday Bible Study Class with Discussion, and Friday evenings. A creche was "provided during the Morning Service... for the convenience of parents with babies and small children" and in October 1954, the "serving of coffee, tea and biscuits after the Friday and Sunday evening services was started... by our deacon Mr. G. Hasler." 71

All this was a far cry from the "Shoeblack Brigade" of Martin's day or the "Orchestral Band" of Morgan's early years 72 but it was to be expected. The idea of Westminster Chapel as a centre of social life was, for Lloyd-Jones, the product of a nineteenth-century mentality which had failed to meet spiritual needs. That there had been vigorous preaching no one could deny, but in spite of conversions and professions of faith the material welfare or social side of the gospel had been "inherited from Victorianism" and left the church in post-war Britain weak and powerless: "The sooner we forget the nineteenth century and go back to the eighteenth... the better." 73 It was a plea for prayer, preaching and revival but what he especially had in mind was "organist tyranny", "choir tyranny" and what in Wales became known as "'the demon of the singing'" which had caused more quarrelling and divisions in churches than practically anything else. 74 True, "many a preacher has had great trouble in his ministry with a difficult organist" but it may also be said that good organists and choirs have had their troubles with difficult ministers and poor standards of music. 75 Lloyd-Jones was not averse to singing or to the organ, indeed, his argument against Christians who sing nothing but psalms without accompaniment was that the church should be free to sing the whole range of psalms, hymns and spiritual songs "as an expression of... joy and happiness together", and occasionally he chose a hymn with a chorus. 76 His criticism had mainly to do with conditioning and formality, and he was sensitive about this wherever it arose. Some people "seem to think that the right thing to do in the house of God is just to go on singing choruses and a certain type of hymn until you are almost in a state of intoxication", he said, but "that may be of the very devil." 77 It was not only a matter of psychological coercion.
because his criticism was also aimed at those who, in his view, were more interested in music than the truth. He disliked what he called a "formal service... such as you have in a cathedral", although it has to be said that there is a degree of formality in any church service, even at Westminster Chapel. But it was all part of an attack on those who look upon church as an aesthetic experience, "a beautiful service in a beautiful setting" with "very short sermons."  

His point with respect to music in public worship was that, given how powerful music can be, it should be controlled and nothing allowed to detract from the pulpit. The greatest work was preaching, not singing, and all the emphasis was to be on that. If there had to be organists and choirs in churches - and he would "abolish choirs altogether" in favour of congregational singing - ministers should ensure that the organist and "every member of the choir" were Christians and that "the preacher should choose the tunes as well as the hymns, because sometimes there can be a contradiction between the two." So far as the abilities of the organist went these were not to be inflicted on churches and it was this element of unobtrusiveness and lack of showmanship which impressed him about the playing of E. Emlyn Davies at Westminster Chapel; "His idea was not to show what he could do, not to impose his gifts and powers upon us... everything in the service must be subservient to the one great end of bringing glory to God." Lloyd-Jones's whole conception of church music and the dignity of services was the old Dissenting view of public worship where people sang together under the minister's direction and where the only eccentricities were those of the dominant sermon.  

At Easter, 1939, the choir of Westminster Chapel consisted of only five ladies (some may have been on holiday) and by 1945, it had gone altogether as had the Sisterhood, the Young People's Institute, the Saturday Evening Praise, Prayer, and Missionary Rally, Junior Church Membership, Communion Circles, the Lay Preachers' Guild and youth movements, the Brotherhood, Visitation Committee and Bible Teachers' Association. What remained of the Morgan era was the afternoon Sunday School, the Women's Meeting and the Dorcas Guild. In some respects these changes were to be expected, as Lloyd-Jones said: "the Hospital... has taken over the healing of the sick" and the "State has... taken over the administration of social relief, education and much else." There was now no need of the Men's Slate Club or a Cripples' Parlour. But the absence of such activities at West-
minster Chapel was less an indication of changing times than a view of the local church.

Healing the sick or bringing aid to those in need is important, as the New Testament shows, but Lloyd-Jones's point is that healing was not Christ's primary purpose: the priority of Christ's ministry was to deal with the problem of sin and restore men to a right relationship with God. The ministry of healing was a "by-product" or "incidental function" to the main purpose of making sinners right in the sight of God, and this was his reason for leaving medicine in the first place. The real business of a church was prayer, preaching and Bible study and this is what he meant by a "God-centred" church. Churches which "became the centre of social life" with "all sorts of cultural clubs" or "organized games", as many had been in "the pre-1914 period", were not only man-centred but where it led to socio-political preaching, were "largely responsible for emptying the churches." Whether this were so or not, and it was not in Morgan's case, Westminster Chapel prospered under the influence of Martyn Lloyd-Jones.

The Chapel under Lloyd-Jones then was very different. From the beginning he had been critical of what he had inherited and by 1945 had gradually dismantled most of it or at least done nothing to preserve or revive it. It had been the same when he went to Aberavon in 1927: the "drama group and the football team were done away with", the Band of Hope "which was associated with the Temperance Movement" came to an end and they "got rid of the stage...in the hall." But the new régime was achieved at a cost and it generated such feelings that for the first few years of his ministry at Westminster, Lloyd-Jones experienced opposition. Murray draws attention to "influential members of the congregation from pre-war years, including men in the leadership of the diaconate" who opposed him, although he does not identify them. When Margery Blackie, converted under Campbell Morgan, first heard Lloyd-Jones's sermons, she "did not take kindly to him" and was "even somewhat prejudiced against him", such was the difference between the two men. In a letter to A.G. Secrett in 1943, Lloyd-Jones confessed to being "terribly lonely at Westminster for the whole of the first year. Indeed, I could scarcely believe that it was actually possible for a church to be so spiritually cold." And there was a touch of homesickness as he missed the fellowship and friends in Port Talbot.

At the same time it was no easy matter to labour under the shadow of such a famous person as Campbell Morgan and this was the problem faced by Glyn Owen in 1969. When Lloyd-Jones went to Westminster Chapel in 1939 such was the esteem which surrounded Morgan that Lloyd-Jones and his new approach to church affairs were not well received; in "my first two years I went through hell." Morgan's daughter accused him of trying to ruin her father's work" and Blackie felt he had not cooperated with Dr. Morgan as he should have." According to one estimate, although "the blitz" dispersed many of the people to other parts of the country,"perhaps 20% - 25% of Campbell Morgan's congregation" - some still office bearers - "remained at Westminster in the 1940s." Still, most of the old guard had either died or moved away by the 1950s and others, according to Mrs Lloyd-Jones,"became his firmest friends." 

The changes in Westminster Chapel between 1939 and 1966 were not capricious but a matter of principle. The principle was that benevolent societies, concerts, clubs and suchlike activities were extraneous to spiritual life and were the sign of a dead church rather than a living one. He was convinced that if "the Protestant Fathers and the Puritans could return and look at the modern Church" they would not recognize it: "they did not have brotherhoods and sisterhoods, and divisions according to ages, and organizations and clubs and leagues and badges." The local church was a separated society, a gathering of the new-born, who focused on doctrine, the breaking of bread and prayer, on the glory of God and the salvation of mankind and nothing else. Yet in spite of all the effort Lloyd-Jones made in his preaching to discover the real nature of the church it is curious that in the case of Westminster Chapel he offered little guidance. On the wider issues he was unequivocal - the fellowship of believers, spiritual gifts and styles of worship, the history and purpose of the church, relationships with other churches - but when we turn to the pragmatics of church polity and government he was uncertain if not random. Given that the marks of a Congregational church are the worship of God, preaching of the Word, administration of Baptism and the Lord's Supper, pastoral care, discipleship and evangelism, there were discrepancies. Worship, preaching and the sacraments were in place but the function of elders and deacons was not clarified, there was no acknowledgement of Baptism in public worship, no collective action of the church to visit and evangelize the locality, no programme of pastoral care or preparation for church membership and no parity between minister
and assistant. In his early years at Westminster he had, according to one source, tried to lay down a basis of faith but it foundered on the question of priorities: "He wanted to insist that the sacraments were placed within secondary truth" and not among the primary functions of the faith, and this is a view confirmed by his lectures and sermons.

In the matter of ruling or teaching elders and the question of deacons Lloyd-Jones was adamant that the subject was never meant to be central. Iain Murray, in a footnote, has it that he "opposed any consideration of the introduction of elders at Westminster Chapel" and this is almost certainly true. Lloyd-Jones hardly ever mentions the subject but he admits in a lecture on "The First Congregational Church" in 1966, that Henry Jacob had elders and deacons. It is interesting that he concluded his paper with a warning against rigidity and the need to keep an open mind but in practice he retained a diaconate of twelve, and by doing so continued the pastor-deacon arrangement of his predecessors which was the traditional CUEW position. He would have agreed with the Moderators that the "office of the elder has been fused with that of the deacon."

With the passing of the Campbell Morgan "old guard" deacons were generally speaking, happy to let Lloyd-Jones have his own way. In the early days some had taken longer to persuade than others and there were times when "he let meetings go on until midnight or after until he got his own way" but even then he did not convince all of them. When Lloyd-Jones wanted to take Westminster Chapel out of the CUEW in 1947, Church Meeting Minutes record that in the diaconate, "it had the support of all, save one Deacon." But not all of the older deacons had difficulty with the change of ministry. A.E. Marsh, who had served under Morgan since 1907, had no trouble adapting to Lloyd-Jones. He carried on as Church Secretary with Lloyd-Jones's approval without a break until 1961, and in his retirement address on 16 March, 1961, spoke of Lloyd-Jones's "magnificent expository ministry" and in particular, of his Studies in the Sermon on the Mount, 1950-52: "I shall use a good deal of my spare time" to see that this "shall be known all over the world."

As time went on newer deacons became more deferential towards their minister although to be fair, there was little else they could do: he usually had his way. Whether the deacons understood the issues involved in his preaching or were sympathetic to his views is another matter. One of
them in the 1950s "who was always on the door was a liberal...and only H.C.Todd was clear about the ecumenical movement" 105 which, if true, is rather striking. The rest of them were "more interested in general biblical truths and not so concerned with all Lloyd-Jones's talk about secession and the church", as was evident in the Billy Graham Greater London Crusade when one of his deacons became a chief steward at Harringay. 106

On the matter of Baptism and its mode Lloyd-Jones was for a long time undecided. At Port Talbot he sprinkled believing adults and over eleven years there were about thirty entries in the Baptismal Register but up to the 1950s he had not baptized any at Westminster Chapel and was "confused" over the subject. 107 By the 1960s, however, he was happy to sprinkle adults again 108 and these were recorded under the heading of "Membership Matters" in the Westminster Record supplement which appeared three or four times a year, as was the dedication of infants. Of the latter it was his practice to dedicate infants at the close of the Sunday morning service when requested but at no time did he baptize the children of unbelieving parents or immerse, although there was a baptismal pool under the floor of the Institute Hall which Morgan had installed and used during his first pastorate. 109 When people asked for immersion in George Hemming's day they were referred to Paul Tucker, minister of East London Tabernacle and when Herbert Carson was assistant, he baptized "two at Welwyn Evangelical Church, one in Highgate Chapel and one in a chapel... in Surrey where the family had personal links." 110

This was fair enough since he was not an immersionist by conviction but our point here is that the significance of Baptism and its overt implications were lost, at least so far as the Sunday congregations were concerned, and there was no public recognition of the great spiritual realities for which the sacrament stood. This reluctance to come to terms with the practice of Baptism occasionally appeared in his sermons 111 but it is clear from what he said that Baptism was of secondary importance whatever its mode, and its practice was confined to a personal duty and given no place in Sunday worship. When he did baptize it was in the Institute Hall at a Church Meeting so the public element was removed and Baptism became more a sign to the person himself than a witness to the whole congregation or to the wider public. 112 The irony is that given the importance of Baptism in the New Testament and in the church,
so far as the Sunday congregations at Westminster Chapel went, the sacrament hardly existed. For Baptists and those who held more decided views on the subject it was not easy to accept that Baptism was unimportant in the overall scheme of things, and Lloyd-Jones almost certainly did not realize how unacceptable Baptism as a secondary truth was to immersionists, and many who "welcomed him as a special speaker...would not have done so as pastor." 113

The position of Westminster Chapel on the mode and practice of Baptism was not rigid. The Declaration of 1841 has only a general reference of "obedience to all the doctrines, ordinances and laws of Christ", and the Trust Deed of 1842 states that ministers should belong to the denomination of Independent Protestant Dissenters and "preach the religious doctrines held by the Congregational Union of England and Wales." The Constitution and Law of the CUEW defines member churches as those "in which the privileges of Membership and eligibility to office are not dependent on the opinions held regarding the subjects or mode of Baptism" 114 and this view was carried forward in later constitutions.

By 1925 the general practice of Congregational Churches was of Infant Baptism, not as indicating baptismal regeneration but as an act of dedication, and the recommendation was that "Every church should possess a font" and that Baptism by sprinkling should be "made part of the ordinary [Sunday] morning worship", usually following the last hymn, and this wider view and practice became accepted in the majority of cases. 115 The question of the mode of Baptism at Westminster Chapel was not a matter of controversy. That it changed from time to time was no infringement either of the documents we have cited or the spirit of Congregationalism. In any case, as we have seen, Lloyd-Jones had an almost cavalier indifference to Trust Deeds and the like, "believing it was not possible to keep people true to the faith in the future" by such provisions. 116 The only church that mattered was the present one and so far as Baptism was concerned, the right approach was to treat it as a secondary matter: "I care not whether a man is a Presbyterian or a Baptist or an Independent or Episcopalian or a Methodist, as long as he is agreed about the essentials of 'the faith'" and Baptism was not among "the essentials." 117

Pastoral care at Westminster Chapel under Lloyd-Jones was also a marginal affair and almost exclusively confined to those who came to his
vestry each Sunday. This is not to imply that he never visited the sick or that his vestry ministry was ineffective; on the contrary, there was real compassion and where there were deeper problems people returned for help over a number of Sundays. Nor are we unaware of the help he gave to people wherever he preached or to fellow ministers over the telephone or at conferences but in the case of Westminster Chapel, there was no organized pastoral care and Murray’s biography does not tackle this problem.

The explanation, at least for Lloyd-Jones, rested in the special nature of his ministry and he made this clear in 1959: “Though we do not meet personally as frequently as I should like, owing to the exceptional circumstances in which we are placed, I am nevertheless conscious of being in a special relationship to you as your Pastor.” But it is difficult to know what that “special relationship” was since he never knew the majority of his congregation and had no contact with them beyond the Sunday services. If “exceptional circumstances” was a reference to Westminster Chapel as a preaching centre and to out-of-town engagements during the week, the same could be said of Campbell Morgan, the difference being that he established a team of workers to carry out the church’s obligations to its own members and the neighbourhood. In Lloyd-Jones’s day hospital visitation was left to the assistants and any others who may have had a particular interest. No conditions were laid down or arrangements made and the sick were discovered by attending the Prayer Meeting or in conversations between services. In some cases this may have been effective but at its best it was a rather hit-or-miss affair. At the Sunday morning Prayer Meeting there was on average half a dozen or so present with more at night and on Monday evenings, the attendance was about twenty-five to thirty. For such a large congregation and such an overtly evangelical ministry in which the spirit of worship and prayer was so prominent, this was a poor showing. Westminster Chapel was, it is true, in central London but not all the congregation lived at a distance and Buckingham Gate was well served by public transport. It was fortunate that since members were not mobilized for sick visitation that his assistants, at least three of them, were ready to undertake some of the pastoral work.

Equally haphazard was entry into church membership. There were no
"Rules of the Church" or "Duties of Church Members" as there were in Samuel Martin's time, no member of staff to oversee membership matters like the Sisters in Campbell Morgan's day and no preparation of candidates. Some went to see Lloyd-Jones and some did not; it was wholly at his discretion and the transfer of members "did not exist." Names were mentioned at a Deacons' Meeting and the Church Secretary "made sure this was then voted on [at] the next Church Meeting": none questioned his wisdom - it was entirely in his hands. New members received a booklet of numbered, monthly Communion Cards, presumably to follow up those who did not attend the Lord's Table regularly, and the "right hand of fellowship" was given to new members as it had been in Morgan's day, at the close of a morning Communion Service. The only other hint of organization was a "Roll of The Friends of Westminster Chapel" which included the names of the members who had moved away from London but wished to keep in touch, but the origin of this is uncertain. It may have arisen during Morgan's ministry but it no longer functions: "it faded out at the start of Dr. Kendall's ministry."

We have also said that there was no parity between the minister and his assistant at Westminster. Assistants were appointed by Lloyd-Jones alone, they were not church members so they did not attend church business meetings or, for that matter, deacons' meetings, they had to be ready to step in at any moment should Lloyd-Jones be sick and they were dismissed without the need of consultation with others. Because they were "assistants to the minister" and not "assistant ministers" they were a personal choice although their appointment was confirmed by the deacons. With the first assistant, Iain Murray, 1956-59, "The Doctor proposed that he should invite Mr Murray" and that "a Bursary of £450" be provided, and these proposals were "agreed." There were two reasons for the first appointment - "the need of some assistance in order to provide sufficient week evening meetings, in addition to the Friday Evening Lecture", so releasing Lloyd-Jones for preaching engagements "in all parts of the country" and to provide time for Murray to continue his research. The meetings Murray took included the Monday Prayer Meeting and Wednesday Bible Study but he was not invited to preach either on Sundays or Fridays.

The position of assistant varied with circumstances. For Murray it was a means of enabling him to settle his future. With the second
assistant, George Hemming, 1959–65, it was a "tent-making situation" and a break after a seven-year pastorate at Union Congregational Church, Leigh-on-Sea. For Herbert Carson, 1965–67, it was a breathing space on leaving Anglicanism and with Edwin King, 1967–69, it was a matter of keeping various meetings going at Westminster Chapel while continuing with his own pastorate at New Town Baptist Church, Chesham. All of them were expected to keep a Sunday afternoon Bible Class, the Monday Prayer Meeting and Wednesday Bible Study going, and in most cases, to undertake pastoral visitation where necessary. Hemming, who "came almost entirely for pastoral help," undertook hospital visitation, taught mathematics part-time at a Technical College in Slough and preached "somewhere in Greater London" every Sunday. 127 Like Murray he was not invited to preach either on a Sunday or Friday at Westminster. Carson, a Dublin graduate, also preached widely through the London area although always within striking distance of the Chapel for the Sunday afternoon Bible Study, and to supplement his stipend he lectured part-time at All Nations Bible College (now All Nations Christian College) in Ware, Hertfordshire. Carson, of course, was not a young minister serving an apprenticeship: "I had been an Anglican parson for nearly twenty years and being in a university city at St. Paul's I was quite prominent." 128 Carson brought with him much skill as an expositor and preacher 129 and Lloyd-Jones acknowledged this when he resigned and went to Hamilton Road Baptist Church, Bangor, Northern Ireland: "We shall ever be grateful for the fellowship and co-operation of such a faithful and courageous contender for The Faith." 130 He also differed in that he was the first assistant of Lloyd-Jones to preach at the Chapel: "I preached the first Sunday after Christmas, the first Sunday after Easter and on four Sundays in the summer", 131 but there was no formal agreement or contract either with Carson or any of the others.

The heaviest load fell on his final assistant, Edwin King. Like the others he had visited the sick and taken weddings and funerals 132 but when Lloyd-Jones fell ill in March, 1968, he became immediately responsible for the services. He was invited by the deacons to take one Sunday a month during the vacancy "for which I would receive £21; I would take the Friday Evening Bible Study regularly and could drop the Wednesday meeting," and this continued until Glyn Owen was appointed in 1969. 133 But apart from these unusual circumstances, King was expected to continue in the same tradition and this he had done since 1967.
So the position of assistant under Lloyd-Jones was very different from that of Campbell Morgan and Albert Swift who were co-pastors. For all of Morgan's fame as a pulpit giant of the early twentieth century he did not hesitate to acknowledge Swift as an equal partner: "He is not my assistant. We are colleagues in this work. The duties he is going to undertake are quite as important as anything I can do." But Lloyd-Jones was more solitary and never encouraged a "curate" type of situation, let alone a colleague of equal standing. Possibly he was not the kind of man who could have had a powerful assistant, or maybe he did not want the challenge or difficulties that an assistant of this kind might bring. Either way he was not for sharing the leadership and having a co-pastor would have meant doing so. It could also be said, however, that his style of leadership was a phenomenon of the time when preachers like Dinsdale Young, W.E. Sangster or Leslie Weatherhead overshadowed their officers and assistants, as was really the case with Campbell Morgan. But whatever the explanation, there is little doubt that Westminster Chapel and the assistants themselves would have benefited from a properly organized assistantship with well defined areas of work. Had they been there at the invitation of the church and not on the spontaneous decision of the minister, things might have been very different after his resignation.

Thus although Lloyd-Jones became convinced that Independency was the most Scriptural form of church government, in practice, he never ceased to be a Welsh Presbyterian minister and heir to a tradition that went back to the Victorian period. He was a product of his own past but he was also the product of his training and experience as a medical consultant, which explains why, for Margery Blackie, "Lloyd-Jones... appeared much more like a doctor in his consulting room than a minister in his chapel." As one of his deacons said, his vestry ministry was reminiscent of "a Harley Street consultant seeing his patients, the church parlour being the waiting room and the deacon on duty being the receptionist" and Murray agrees: "to an extent, Lloyd-Jones "ran his vestry interviews as a specialist runs his consulting room" but none of these observations goes far enough. It was not only true of his vestry ministry, he ran the whole of Westminster Chapel as a consultant's practice although with one difference; he had no registrar. This may have been acceptable medical practice but it was not what is generally understood as Congregational church practice. So once again we are left with a contradiction. On the one hand he recognized differing gifts and
functions in the local church but on the other, he offers no guidance as to how these gifts and functions operate. This "Chief" had no "firm." 

In all these matters - the relative unimportance of the diaconate, reluctance over the sacrament of Baptism, the absence of any programme of church-based local evangelism and the lack of organized pastoral care - Westminster Chapel could not in the usual sense of the word be described as a local church. By definition a local church is not only a centre of preaching it is a witness to the gospel in its own neighbourhood and parish. There were, as we shall see, those who showed initiative and this included the assistants themselves, but this said, in all other respects Westminster Chapel was held together by one man.

Lloyd-Jones was not altogether unhappy with the idea of Westminster as a preaching centre - it had been such since Morgan's day - and he had successfully used the Chapel as a base for reviving evangelicalism in England; even so while this was an outstanding achievement and although it had the effect of enhancing Westminster Chapel as a centre of Christian teaching, it did so at a cost. Lloyd-Jones evidently saw this and apparently warned new members on several occasions that there was "no such thing as pastoral care" at Westminster and he was right.

If in any sense Westminster Chapel could be said to be a local church it was, to quote Lloyd-Jones, "just barely" so. There was, certainly, an inner circle of friends, what Frederick Catherwood called "a core of the church", "a strong church 'family' who stayed for most of the day on Sunday", or as another member of the Catherwood family put it, "in terms of 'body life' nothing could have been stronger than the Chapel!" But it is difficult to see how these sentiments can be viewed as anything other than wishful thinking. If this "inner circle of friends" was a family which lunched together, talked, shared thoughts and discussed problems why could no such provision be made for a wider circle of friends, house groups for example, for people who lived at a distance but who regularly attended the Chapel? After all, if it could be said that those who were free to spend all day Sunday at the Chapel "were the Church family, the nucleus who under God supported the whole work" the same might also be said of people who met for prayer and fellowship in the Greater London area or beyond. Yet no effort was made to reach the wider fellowship or consolidate the membership of the six-to eight-hundred
members and the majority remained outside the inner circle. In any case, zeal for the strength and harmony of a "core" church cannot excuse the fact that, in practice, Westminster Chapel was not a local church as we would understand it.

Lloyd-Jones's idea of a gathered church, so fundamental to historic Independency, was real enough but his continual emphasis on preaching, doctrine, prayers and the encouragement of a godly fellowship separate from the world tended to overshadow all other issues. The priesthood of believers needs to be earthed in Christian responsibility and it is here that some organization is useful as a counterbalance. In the end it must be said that so far as Westminster Chapel went Lloyd-Jones did not have a doctrine of the church. It was an autocracy or at its best a "benign dictatorship."

In theory Westminster Chapel was Congregational between 1939 and 1966 and it continued to be so when it joined the Fellowship of Independent Evangelical Churches in 1967. In reality, however, it was more a Presbyterian than Congregational or Independent church and became so during the transition from Campbell Morgan's leadership in the early 1940. In theory also, evangelical doctrine had been central to the witness of Westminster Chapel since the beginning and was included in the Trust Deeds but in point of fact, according to Lloyd-Jones, there were only two ministers "of whom it could be said without any hesitation that they stood for the Evangelical faith unadulterated", and these were Morgan and Lloyd-Jones himself. But even in the case of Morgan, while Lloyd-Jones referred to him as "God's gift to His Church", he was not a Calvinist and his "highly organized institutional church" was not what Lloyd-Jones understood to be a New Testament church. So it would be wrong in his view to give the impression that Westminster had always been a great evangelical centre.

In a sense Lloyd-Jones was quite right. His predecessors all upheld the gospel and preached Christ but none of them had the kind of regard for Reformation principles that was his, not even Campbell Morgan.
one thing there was a greater concern for socio-political issues before 1939 and for another, ministers tended to move more easily between denominations and be more open to theological developments. None of the earlier ministers appear to have questioned the rise of modern biblical criticism or the liberty of ministers to differ on such matters. Westrope accepted new views of the truth and even Morgan, while regretting Wellhausen’s "materialistic philosophy", was willing to allow Higher Criticism to be "a perfectly legitimate and proper process" which in the end would "issue in a vindication of the Bible." 149

All this was alien to Lloyd-Jones but it is odd that he allowed bodies such as the Baptist Union or the CUEW to hold their assemblies at Westminster Chapel. He was not the first to do so: when Samuel Martin was Chairman of the CUEW in 1886 the Autumn Assembly was held at the Chapel and over the following years there were many other occasions. But it became incongruous in the 1950s when the Congregationalist debate was moving towards ecumenical union and a more corporate church, and in 1966 when Congregationalists adopted a wider definition of "church" following their declaration of the Covenant when the CUEW became the Congregational Church in England and Wales (CCEW). 150 It would be interesting, for example, to know what delegates themselves thought as they crowded the pavement outside of the Chapel and saw Lloyd-Jones’s name on the notice boards; some might have regretted his self-imposed isolation. Others would not have heard Lloyd-Jones since he was never present at Congregational assemblies, but for those who did know him John Marsh was probably right to say that he was "tolerated" as "an extreme" and no more. 151 But others used the Chapel during these years. The London Bible College held its annual meetings there until 1954 when it switched to the Metropolitan Tabernacle; so too did the Trinitarian Bible Society, the Strict Baptist Mission and the FIEC and in 1966, Michael Harper, curate to John Stott at All Souls, was allowed to hold charismatic meetings in the Institute Hall. 152 So Westminster Chapel was a useful venue for many.

Some of these meetings raise interesting questions. Why, given the strength of his views, did Lloyd-Jones allow denominational Congregationalism to expound its ecumenical intentions and proposals for union from the very pulpit where he had so strongly denied it? Or, knowing his antipathy to women ministers, what of the induction of Elsie Chamberlain as Chairman of the CUEW in May 1956 at the same desk from which he
preached week by week?\textsuperscript{154} Evidently Lloyd-Jones dissociated himself from much of what was said and done at these meetings but the fact remains that the majority of his evangelical sympathizers would have considered it compromising to rent their church premises to those who held opposing views. Granted, the building is not the church, but for nearly thirty years Westminster had been at the centre of evangelicalism in England and for many Lloyd-Jones and Westminster Chapel were synonymous. Given that the withdrawal of the Chapel from official Congregationalism in 1966 changed things and that Westminster became a setting for many of the great British Evangelical Council rallies, the point remains that some of the earlier Chapel lettings were puzzling and contradictory.

In making our observations, however, we should not fail to take due account of what Lloyd-Jones did achieve. None could have known in 1939 how much the nature of Westminster Chapel as a social institution would change under Lloyd-Jones and how little of Campbell Morgan's church would remain after 1945. Some activities, reflecting a changing society, died out anyway but others ceased as a matter of principle and some for lack of resolution. In one respect Westminster was an outstanding success. For almost thirty years and at a time when in general the number of church members was declining and congregations falling, Lloyd-Jones regularly attracted large congregations in central London by preaching alone. The reason Westminster Chapel attendances increased from less than 500 in the early 1940s to around 1,500 and more by the 1950s, and maintained their momentum until 1968 was that he preached the Chapel full. People went because they wanted to hear Lloyd-Jones and the absence of a choir or any other aid beyond the simplicity of four hymns, two prayers and a Bible reading made no difference. A plain poster announcing "Studies in Paul's Epistle to the Romans" was all that was needed to draw five or six hundred people each Friday evening for thirteen years.

None the less all great ministries come to an end and when they do, it is hardly surprising if there is a vacuum or aftermath. Inevitably, people will change their habits. Those who had travelled into London over long distances to hear Lloyd-Jones no longer had the same incentive and by the time Glyn Owen arrived in October 1969, most of these had gone. So too had a variety of other visitors — students at colleges in London and the South East, ministers with a free Sunday, people on holiday or travelling through London — would no longer come for the stimulus of
a Lloyd-Jones sermon. For some it demonstrated the fallacy of placing too much importance on any "human personality" but that was always the danger with a powerful speaker. By the nature of the case it was bound to attract and was the same at the Methodist Central Hall and City Temple. As Maurice Rowlandson said, great preaching centres were "a bit like a petrol station" where people went "to be filled up on Sundays." That of course was also true of ministers' conferences, Keswick Conventions and the like, and Lloyd-Jones was not unaware of this.

It was also the case that people had looked on Westminster Chapel as their theological alma mater and had become familiar with a speaker of national and international significance and some would find it difficult to settle under another ministry. Many did, like Geoffrey Thomas, join another local church but others may not have found it so easy to sit under new ministries and forms of worship. Christopher Catherwood's rosy picture of Westminster Chapel people, fortified by "the benefit of years of the Doctor's teaching" going into local congregations and making "an enormous difference" to their lives, is highly optimistic. The reverse was more likely.

All in all, church attendances remained fairly steady until the autumn of 1969 but after Glyn Owen's call to the pastorate the losses slowly increased. After Lloyd-Jones announced his resignation to his deacons on 29 May, 1968, he suggested they set up a Pastorate Committee composed of the diaconate and six members of the church under the chairmanship of T. Omri Jenkins, a fellow Welshman and General Secretary of the European Missionary Fellowship. Jenkins, styled "Moderator" in the Westminster Record from September 1968 to September 1969, recommended Glyn Owen – minister of Berry Street Presbyterian Church, Belfast, since 1959 – to the Committee and his name was put to a Church Meeting in September 1969 and accepted.

Whether it was wise to appoint another Welshman so soon after the departure of Lloyd-Jones and on such a low turnout of church members is not our concern here but if church attendance figures for that autumn are anything to go by – under 500 on Sundays and less that 100 on Friday evenings – it at least remains open to question. How much the Committee of deacons and six church members played in the choice of a successor is not clear but in the opinion of one general church member, it "was nearly a year before the church was called to prayer over the issue" and the "general feeling at Westminster
Chapel during the vacancy was one of confusion.  

So while the ministry of Martyn Lloyd-Jones was a great achievement therein lay the problem. In a sense no one could succeed him. Such was his impact on the congregation that whoever followed him was certain to have a hard time and this was even more true of his first pastorate in Port Talbot. There his success had been of revival proportions but it left the same kind of aftermath from which, in David Mingard's view, "they are only just recovering today." The trouble was that the building became interlocked with the man and, for a while at least, it was difficult to imagine the Chapel going on without him. Had there been a more viable assistantship or the appointment of a co-pastor and possible successor, things might have been very different.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Members</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Teachers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1842</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1843</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>S/S Teacher's Meeting Minutes, 1863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1877</td>
<td>892</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1879</td>
<td>926</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Church Meeting Minutes, 1879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1887</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1889</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1904</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>904</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>912</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>901</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>721</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>S/S Teacher's Meeting Minutes, January 5, 1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Withdraw from CUEW in 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>673</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>Bill Reynolds, letter, June 24, 1996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(All figures are from Congregational Year Books unless otherwise stated)
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63 Ibid., p. 17.
64 This was a nineteenth-century equivalent of family income support and social services. Applicants were given immediate relief through local tradesmen and suppliers and some were provided with food and shelter through the Salvation Army. Money for the Society came from voluntary gifts and a Christmas morning collection.
65 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Centenary Address, p. 12.
66 CYB, 1925, p. 153. The "new emphasis" was mainly as "a champion of unity of the Churches." On Jowett see "Glossary of Terms" No. 16. The British Weekly, 8 October, 1925, No. 2032, Vol. LXXIX, p. 39. The report also spoke of "the influence of his strong and virile ministry during the two years in which he has been in office in the Westminster Church." On Hinton see "Glossary of Terms" No. 14.
67 On H. L. Simpson see "Glossary of Terms" No. 25.
69 J. Morgan, A Man of the Word, p. 316. He became Minister Emeritus and reached eighty years of age on 9 December, 1943. He died on 16 May, 1945.
72 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Preaching and Preachers (London, 1971), pp. 265, 266. Speaking at the Memorial Service of E. Emlyn Davies, FRCO, in 1951, he admitted: "I am afraid he must have suffered much at my hands, because I am conservative in these matters, and I often probably imposed considerable restrictions upon him. I tend to have my favourite hymns... and I am afraid he may have groaned inwardly many a time, but he never revealed it to me." Westminster Record, July 1951, Vol. 25, No. 7, pp. 85, 86. Davies was organist at Westminster Chapel 1916-51.
73 Westminster Record, September, 1968, Vol. 43, No. 9, p. 132 and July, 1951, op. cit., pp. 84, 85. Earlier, in Aberavon, he had been "the 'star turn' when he sang "one of the old favourite hymns in a quartet. He could read the part - bass for him - easily and well, given the sol-fa, and not the old notation!" Bethan Lloyd-Jones, Memories of Sandfields 1927-1938 (Edinburgh, 1983), p. 41. Mrs Lloyd-Jones was describing a Whit Monday march which turned out to be wet and stormy: "we were all herded into the chapel" filling it "from door to pulpit and from floor to ceiling." Ibid. Such references to his singing in such a way are rare indeed.
74 Westminster Record, September, 1968, pp. 139, 140. D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Faith on Trial (London, 1965), p. 44: "a certain type of hymn" was almost certainly a reference to songs with a high level of repetition, little theological content and with a distinct emphasis on personal experience.
75 Westminster Record, September, 1968, pp. 139, 140. D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Faith on Trial, p. 43. See also D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Will Hospital Replace the Church? (Christian Medical Fellowship, 1969), p. 6, where "beautiful singing" was "a pleasant form of 'escapism'."
76 Westminster Record, July, 1951, p. 85.
77 Westminster Record, July, 1951, p. 85.
78 For Lloyd-Jones on music, see "Glossary of Terms" No. 38.
79 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Faith on Trial, p. 43. See also D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Will Hospital Replace the Church? (Christian Medical Fellowship, 1969), p. 6, where "beautiful singing" was "a pleasant form of 'escapism'."
80 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Preaching and Preachers, pp. 266, 267.
81 Westminster Record, July, 1951, p. 85.
82 Westminster Record, July, 1951, p. 85.
83 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Will Hospital Replace the Church?, p. 19.
84 Ibid., p. 11. "I saw men on their sick beds, I spoke to them of their eternal souls, they promised grand things. Then they got better and
back they went to their old sin! I saw I was helping these men to sin and I decided that I would do no more of it. I want to heal souls." Sermon, 28 April, 1929, quoted in I. H. Murray, The First Forty Years (Edinburgh, 1982), p. 80.

85 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Preaching and Preachers, p. 34.

86 Evangelical Magazine of Wales, April, 1981, Vol. 20, No. 2, p. 15. Of the stage, Lloyd-Jones "wanted it chopped up for firewood to heat the chapel, but a compromise was reached and it was donated whole to the YMCA." Ibid.


88 Constance Babington Smith, Champion of Homoeopathy (London, 1986), p. 76. In due course, Blackie "was able to find in him a wise counsellor and understanding friend." Later, when writing The Patient, Not the Cure (London, 1976), she thanked Lloyd-Jones for reading the proofs and for continued advice as she "turned to him again and again", and to "his wife Bethan", who "also made valuable comments." Ibid., p. 157. For Blackie's high regard and close relationship with Campbell Morgan and his wife, see pp. 59, 74-76, 97.


90 At the Memorial Service for E. Emlyn Davies, Lloyd-Jones said: "I always used to like the way, when he came back from holiday, he used to tell me how he felt home sick. I knew exactly what he felt, and he was one of the few people who could sympathize with me when I felt the same!" Westminster Record, July, 1951, p. 86.

91 Life of Faith, 18 October, 1969, No. 4184, p. 3. Glyn Owen was appointed to Westminster Chapel in September 1969 and commenced his ministry in October. Although he stayed until 1974 such were the memories of Lloyd-Jones that "his years at Westminster were difficult years." George Hemming, interview, 6 February, 1995. As R. T. Kendall said, "My advantage was that the church was already empty when I got there." Tape recorded conversation, 8 October, 1991. Kendall arrived in 1977. So far as the Chapel went in 1968, Kendall did not believe "there was a preacher in the whole world who could have kept it going." In that sense, it was fortunate for Campbell Morgan that there was a Lloyd-Jones to follow him, but there was no such person in 1968.

92 "Personal Information 1".

93 Ibid. Morgan had two daughters, Ruth and Kathleen Annie, both of whom were devoted to their father's ministry. Kathleen became Morgan's secretary and travelled with him in Britain and in America. Our source does not say which daughter it was but given their loyalty and devotion, it could have been either. See J. Harries, G. Campbell Morgan, pp. 222f. for Kathleen's assessment of her father. On Margery Blackie see Champion of Homoeopathy, p. 76.


97 Edwin King, tape recorded conversation, 31 March, 1995. This may also have contributed to his earlier difficulties.


100 The Moderators, The Deacon (London, 1957), pp. 30, 47. For a short history of deacons from the Congregational point of view this is a useful book. When the United Reformed Church was founded in 1972 it was agreed that deacons in Congregational Churches "should continue so for such remaining years of their elected life, provided
that on re-election they should be ordained as elders." J. Huxtable, As it seemed to me (London, 1990), p. 57.

101 George Hemming, 6 February, 1995.

102 "Minutes of the Church Meeting", 16 October, 1947. WChA.


104 R. T. Kendall's comment was: "In those days when he called his deacons together they simply rubber stamped his decisions". Tape recorded conversation, 8 October, 1991. Herbert Carson's view was that "he got away with so much because he had so many yes-men around him". Tape recorded conversation, 15 April, 1995.

105 "Personal Information 1". H. C. Todd, Church Secretary 1961-71, had been connected with Spurgeon's Tabernacle through his family and had a strong evangelical background. Westminster Chapel News, May/June 1982, p. 24. He had also been treasurer and helper at the Evangelical Library for twenty-one years. I. H. Murray, Not a Museum But a Living Force (London, 1995), p. 12.

106 Ibid.

107 Ibid. Lloyd-Jones "would say about Baptism, 'Don't ask me; I am as confused as you are!'"


109 The baptistry was built in 1904. Morgan originally baptized by immersion as appears in This Was His Faith (London, N. D.), pp. 232f., but when he returned from America for his second Westminster pastorate in 1936 he used sprinkling, possibly because the baptistry had deteriorated. The baptistry was re-opened for the first time since 1917 on Sunday afternoon, 8 April, 1979 when R. T. Kendall baptized twenty-two people by immersion. Westminster Chapel News, May/June 1979, pp. 10, 11. A new baptistry was built in 1990 as part of the refurbishment of the rear halls and the new one "is approximately in the same place as the old one... It is in what we now call the Main Hall, but years ago was called the Intermediate Hall." Bill Reynolds, Honorary Secretary of Westminster Chapel, letter to author, 15 January, 1996.

110 Herbert Carson, tape recorded conversation, 15 April, 1995. This was over a period of two years, 1965-67. Carson, who had been an Anglican and a paedo-baptist, left the Church of England in 1965 and became a convinced Baptist.


112 The New Testament suggests that Baptism was a public event, not a hidden act. See, for example, the baptizing of Christ in Luke 3: 21, 22, the public nature of the Great Commission in Matthew 28: 19, and the instance in Acts 8: 36-39. Generally speaking, the history of the church bears this out by giving prominence to the sacrament of Baptism, whatever its mode or practice.
care about these affiliations and the question as to what were essentials and what were not was far from clear.


119 Few deacons went to Prayer Meetings and Lloyd-Jones did not attend the Monday evening meeting. Curiously, people's prayers showed little relation to the Sunday sermons and in the case of one attender, "I remember when he had been preaching for months on revival...and no one even mentioned the subject." H. Carson, 15 April, 1995. These are variable factors but they might suggest how little influence Lloyd-Jones actually had on his people.

120 Church membership in Lloyd-Jones's day was by special recommendation: "He interviewed the person and if he was satisfied, recommended membership." The same procedure applies today. Bill Reynolds, 15 January, 1996.

121 Ibid. "No doubt the church did not overturn the recommendation."

122 In fact this had become standard practice among Congregationalists: See D.H. Stockwell, *What About Church Membership?* (London, 1956), pp. 79, 80. Although in the author's experience there was no letter or indication of welcome other than the Communion Cards, "the right hand of fellowship" given by Lloyd-Jones was generally considered to be enough. To belong to Westminster Chapel in the 1950s and 1960s was more of a privilege than a relationship. The author's Communion Cards for 1966 show his absence from the Lord's Table on several occasions, but no enquiries were ever made. Cards were issued each January or late December, but apart from a Bible text for each month, the only other information it carried was the name of the minister, address of the church, candidate's number - 641 in this case - and a list of the twelve deacons inside the back cover.

123 The author's "Certificate of Enrolment" No. 88, a small folded card, carried the signatures of Lloyd-Jones and Henry Todd, Church Secretary, and was dated 18 January, 1968. Some of the "eldest people" at the Chapel believe that the "Roll of Friends" went back to Campbell...

124 "Minutes of the Deacons' Meeting", 17 July, 1956. WCHA.

125 Ibid.

126 The first time he preached on a Sunday at the Chapel was during the vacancy, 2 March, 1969. Westminster Record, Vol. 44, No. 3, p. 48.

127 George Hemming, 6 February, 1995.

128 Herbert Carson, letter to author, 20 January, 1995. The church was St. Paul's, Hills Road, Cambridge where he had a large congregation and a considerable following of undergraduates.

129 Carson was a gifted author. He contributed an exposition on *The Epistle of Paul to the Colossians and Philemon* in the Tyndale New Testament Commentary series in 1960, was the author of four other books, and contributed articles to the *New International Dictionary of the Christian Church* and the *Pictorial Encyclopedia of the Bible*.

130 Letters 1919-1981, op. cit., p. 178. By "courageous" Lloyd-Jones was referring to Carson's secession from the Church of England in 1965, an account of which was given in his *Farewell to Anglicanism*, (Worthing, 1969).

Until 1961, A.E. Marsh took many of the weddings and funerals for Lloyd-Jones and latterly, H. Carson and E. King played their part. Lloyd-Jones took such services when he was available but he rarely preached at them. Before Carson went to Westminster in 1965, "when I was still a vicar at St. Paul's, Cambridge, I was asked to preach at a wedding at the Chapel. Lloyd-Jones did not usually speak at weddings. He took the service and I preached." Tape recorded conversation, 15 April, 1995.


The vast opportunities on the other side of the Atlantic appealed to me with almost irresistible force, but the conviction that there was a strategic point in danger of slipping out of the hands of the Church was too strong, as I came to be convinced that I, with the help of one other man, could hold it... when Albert Swift... said he was willing to stand with me, the matter was settled. So I came." "How I came to Westminster Chapel," Campbell Morgan in Westminster Record, January, 1905, Vol. 1, No. 1, pp. 14, 15.

He refers to the Presbyterian Church of Wales as the "denomination to which I belong", Centenary Address, op. cit., p. 16, and he remained on their ministerial list until his death.

Constance Babington Smith, Champion of Homoeopathy, p. 76.


The "Chief" was a word used to describe medical consultants and the "firm" was his team of registrar, housemen, junior doctors and their staff. In the 1920s Lloyd-Jones had been chief assistant to his "Chief," Lord Horder. I. H. Murray, The First Forty Years, p. 55. As a minister Lloyd-Jones was an independent consultant who rarely delegated his responsibilities. His assistants and diaconate hardly amounted to a "firm"!

This was not unique. The first pastor, Samuel Martin, responded to requests for pastoral visits but went on to say: "It may readily be inferred that the Pastor of a large Church can have no time for calls and visits of a merely friendly nature, and this notice is appended to the Church Rules to prevent disappointment." Declaration.

R. T. Kendall, 8 October, 1991. "I asked him twice over on one occasion if Westminster Chapel was a church and he answered, 'just barely': those were his actual words."

F. Catherwood, At the Cutting Edge (London, 1995), pp. 148, 64.


For one of the best discussions of these issues see P. T. Forsyth, Faith, Freedom and the Future (London, 1955), pp. 290, 336, 447.


D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Centenary Address, p. 22.

Westminster Record, July, 1945, Vol. 19, No. 7, p. 61, and Jill Morgan, This Was His Faith, pp. 238, 20.

D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Centenary Address, p. 22. A. P. Stanley (1815-81), Dean of Westminster Abbey, assisted J. C. Harrison and Henry Simon at the cemetery, where he spoke. CYB, 1879, p. 331. Stanley had Broad Church views and was sympathetic towards German liberalism as, indeed, Richard Westrope was later. F. W. Farrar (1831-1903) was Dean of Canterbury. Although an evangelical by upbringing, he modified his position into a broader outlook and questioned the doctrine of
eternal punishment. Farrar preached at the funeral of Charles Darwin in 1882. According to the Westminster Record, January, 1905, p.17, the Earl of Shaftesbury was also among those who gathered "to show respect" to the memory of Martin.

Jill Morgan, This Was His Faith, pp. 242, 241. Julius Wellhausen (1844-1918), biblical critic and orientalist. From a study of the original texts of parts of the Old Testament, he tried to understand the Pentateuch, and taught the gradual development of Hebrew religion from a nomadic stage to the Prophets, then to the Law. It was this and his later study of the New Testament on the grounds of philology that was at the heart of the Higher Criticism movement. See F. L. Cross (ed.), The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church (London, 1974), p. 1465. All of this cast serious doubts on the inspiration of Scripture but evangelicals like Morgan continued to believe in the supremacy and inerrancy of the Bible.


John Marsh (1904-94), letter to author, 8 April, 1991. As a measure of Congregational feeling over ecumenical issues, E. S. Guest of Sawbridgeworth Congregational Church, Hertfordshire from 1956, recalls that he "was greeted with catcalls and boos from the 2,500 members" of the 1966 CUEW May Assembly, when he made "a call for Scriptural principles to be maintained." E. S. Guest, tape recorded conversation, 11 February, 1992. This was, of course, how Guest remembers it but whether all did "boo" him is another matter. Many may have voiced their dissent on Scriptural grounds.


The practice, inherited from Campbell Morgan's day, was that when a request for a letting was received by the Church Secretary, it was approved by Lloyd-Jones who, on the whole, chose to continue the tradition and not be restrictive.

The Sphere, 26 May, 1956, carried a photograph of the event with the comment, "The Rev. Elsie Chamberlain is inducted in London. She is seen at the Westminster Chapel in Buckingham Gate during the ceremony when she was made chairman of the Congregational Union of England and Wales." p. 268. The first woman minister in the CUEW, Constance Coltman, was from King's Weigh House Congregational Church: she was ordained 17 September, 1917, at the age of twenty-eight. See Elaine Kaye, "Constance Coltman - A Forgotten Pioneer" in JURCHS, May, 1988, Vol. 4, No. 2, pp. 134-146.

Gilbert Kirby, tape recorded conversation, 6 August, 1991.

Maurice Rowlandson, tape recorded conversation, 1 August, 1991.

"The problem of Westminster as a church, is that people simply do not know one another and it is difficult to see how they can. It is the old question of a church or a preaching centre." D. M. Lloyd-Jones in a letter to his daughter Elizabeth, cited in I. H. Murray, The Fight of Faith, p. 178. His answer was a week night prayer meeting but this did not solve the problem either.

Evangelical Magazine of Wales, April/May 1987, Vol. 2, No. 2, p. 15. "I was received into the Buckhurst Hill Baptist Church in April 1970".

C. Catherwood, A Family Portrait, p. 74. While admitting that many did blend into other fellowships, in the author's experience, a number of local churches "suffered" rather than prospered at their hands.

"Mr Owen is Welsh, like his predecessor." Westminster Record, Sep-
tember, 1969, Vol. 44, No. 9, p. 143. Evangelical Magazine of Wales, April/May 1987. Geoffrey Thomas was one of the deacons. He remained on the Committee until Glyn Owen was appointed, then resigned because of "the demands" of his solicitor's practice in Woodford. His place was taken by Frederick Catherwood.

Owen had heard Lloyd-Jones on his visits to Wales and had received the Westminster Record. He had been associated with the Evangelical Movement of Wales, and was joint editor of the Evangelical Magazine of Wales from its inception until he left Wrexham in 1959. Life of Faith, 18 October, 1969, p. 4.


According to Edwin King, about 160 were present at the Church Meeting, and Owen received just over sixty per cent of the vote. Edwin King, 31 March, 1995. Hemming says a seventy per cent vote was needed and about seventy per cent voted in favour. George Hemming, 6 February, 1995. For one person present when the vote was taken, the estimate of numbers present was higher - possibly up to 200 but the vote in favour was lower. "Personal Information 4". Whatever the figure, "many of us were amazed that Glyn Owen accepted with such a low percentage in favour." Ibid. Exact figures are not available but membership was around 700.


"Personal Information 4". If this is a reference to Omri Jenkins's "Annual Letter to Members of Westminster Chapel", January, 1969, it was eight months, although in his letter Jenkins refers to "considerable numbers" who "have recently come together to call upon the Lord." For Edwin King, Westminster Chapel in 1968 "was like an ocean-going liner in the midst of the Atlantic with nobody on the bridge." Edwin King, 31 March, 1995.

David Mingard, tape recorded conversation, 28 April, 1995. The Port Talbot ministry ended in May, 1938.
4. INCIPIENT ROMANIZING

"What reasons have we for not coming together?"

If ecumenism had drawn together most of the talents and leaders of
the twentieth-century church it certainly held no attraction for Lloyd-
Jones. On the contrary, by the mid-sixties he felt so strongly that the
World Council of Churches was "a menace to the true meaning of the
Gospel" that he publicly called upon evangelicals of all denominations
to separate and form a new and doctrinally faithful fellowship. Before
coming to these events, however, it would be helpful to identify some
general areas of apprehension which became crucial to his thinking on
the church.

Denominationalism, for example, was thought to be offensive and one of
his anxieties in 1951 was of "a new denominationalism" with increased
"self-consciousness" among religious groups "to emphasize their own
particular identity and outlook." He did not say who these groups were
but goes on to speak of men "animated by a mere party spirit" and of
"friends and allies" who appear to be fighting "for their own particular
theological party" more than for the truth itself. Among the "friends
and allies" of those days John Stott had begun to attract evangelicals
and was soon to be at the centre of an "impending Evangelical renaissance" among the Anglicans. We will refer to James Packer later but as a Puritan
Conference man and a continuing Anglican he was especially suspect, as we
shall see. These two men did much to show that biblical awareness and
membership of the Church of England were not necessarily inimical, but
denominationalism was as much a danger to churches growing in their
awareness of Independency and autonomy as it was to non-separating
brethren. There was a growing interest in the Fellowship of Independent
Evangelical Churches (FIEC) which was enlarging its register of ministers
and churches, and these all believed denominationalism to be "contrary to
New Testament teaching." The FIEC, with its brand of alternative unity,
had long dissented from the ecumenical movement and by the end of Lloyd-
Jones's life had strengthened its separatist and theological position.
But if there was an increase in denominational self-consciousness one
could hardly find a better example than in this very sermon where he
spoke of "false prophets" and "unreliable guides" who lead the church
astray. Nathaniel Micklem in "some plain speaking" interpreted the
contents of this "little pamphlet" (Maintaining the Evangelical Faith
Today) as a recrudescence of "Romanism with its typical anathema on all who do not conform", but the Lloyd-Jonesian attack was against principles, not persons, and in spite of the severity of his pronouncements on ecumenism and theological reductionism he did not fail to acknowledge the presence of evangelical sympathizers "in all denominations." If a person had faith in Christ, however fragile that faith, Lloyd-Jones would recognize it but when it came to an ecclesiological view the only answer to error was separation.

The crux of his objection to denominationalism was that it imposed human authority on Christian people and overshadowed the lordship of Christ and promptings of the Spirit in the government of the church. There were those who were "regulated by tradition" and who placed "reason, human understanding and philosophy" above the Bible itself, and he especially equated "the tyranny of denominationalism" with "the tyranny of Roman Catholicism": it was a fear of growing "central powers and committees" and "of a world-wide Church with yet more centralized authority." It was not that denominations in themselves were wrong. What troubled him was their often liberal theology and ecumenical tendencies. By 1977 he was even more convinced of the matter and suggested that even to speak about "mainline" denominations was a mistake: "they are not on the main line. They have gone astray...they are mixed denominations." And this was essentially the reason why his association with the London Bible College ceased in the 1950s. Although Lloyd-Jones had almost everything in common theologically with Ernest F. Keven, its first principal, what disturbed him was Keven's opening up of ministerial and academic opportunities for his students by way of London University degrees so that they could find recognition within the Baptist Union and other denominations. The same view, although bristling with dislike of the Church of England, is reflected in his Inaugural Address at the opening of the London Theological Seminary in October, 1977, when he referred to "certain Free Church evangelical students" who had entered "Anglican Colleges for their training" which "as a Non-conformist and Free Churchman...roused my ire." But for all his passion and later insistence that evangelicals and Anglican evangelicals in particular should abandon their historic affiliations, his concern was to preserve religious life and truth as he saw it and any practice which minimized the self-authentication of New Testament life and teaching in a believer was tantamount to the removal of a Christian's birthright. Thus, as a generalization, Christopher
Catherwood's suggestion that Lloyd-Jones believed "denominationalism stunted true growth" was true insofar as "paper declarations" and "dead orthodoxy" took the place of life in Christ, but most mainstream men would have said much the same thing. Still, denominational and institutional Christianity for Lloyd-Jones was subversive of autonomy in the local church and ultimately detracted from intellectual freedom.

If the tyranny of denominationalism was intolerable so too was the spectre of traditionalism. At the end of his lecture on "that notable event which took place in 1662" he reminded his listeners of the need for vigilance "to observe all authoritarian tendencies and all tendencies to ecclesiasticism and the hierarchical principle in the life and activities of churches, or groups or councils of churches", issues which were especially urgent "as churches look more and more to and fraternize increasingly with Rome." This last comment, made as it was against a background of international ecumenical activity, was not without some foundation. In 1958 a new and conciliatory Pope had arrived in Rome with a passion for church history and aggiornamento, and he established the Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity—an event which for the first time allowed for a deeper and broader ecumenical debate within the Roman Catholic Church. Later that year (2 December) Geoffrey Fisher became the first Archbishop of Canterbury to visit Rome since Archbishop Arundel in 1397, and in 1961 the Church of England appointed a representative in Rome "to act as a two-way link between the Archbishops and the Pope." In the same year evangelism and ecumenism had been interconnected in the World Council of Churches at the third plenary assembly in New Delhi and in October 1962, the Second Vatican Council was opened with the charge that they should "move nearer to the unity willed by Christ in the truth", and continued its affairs under Pope Paul VI until December 1965.

Hylson-Smith recognized that these developments were "highly dangerous and even heretical" to non-Anglican evangelicals like Lloyd-Jones, but so too was the liturgical thinking that went with it. Lloyd-Jones's views were not formed in a vacuum: "There are movements afoot and meetings taking place" he said in 1962, which "makes it imperative that we should understand something about what is happening." In this sense he was as much a part of the ecumenical scene as anyone else except that his view of events required separation and not inclusion.

To return to the spectre of traditionalism, he was "suspicious of
increasing liturgical tendencies in worship...as expressed in the wearing of gowns and robes and in processions - in Free Churches as well as in the Anglican Church as well as an increasing bureaucracy in church life in general. 22 Of course the wearing of a gown or surplice or indeed the presence of a sympathetic administration does not ineluctably preclude true religion, although for Lloyd-Jones an escalating ecclesiasticism was a threat to New Testament simplicity which exalted the "service" at the expense of the sermon. But even evangelical principles can deteriorate and he was as ready to warn his fellow evangelicals against fossilized Christianity as he was to alert others: "We must not preserve our evangelical principles simply because they have a venerable pedigree" but concentrate on a "living and dynamic" experience which was self-authenticating. 23 What he feared was an incipient Romanizing of Protestant church life and to this he could not be indifferent or neutral: "The Roman Catholic Church and all the churches which follow her speak much about tradition but for the most part it is of human, not divine origin." 24 The old sixteenth-century tension between Scripture and tradition was no dead issue. Paul VI, probably smarting over the struggle between the intransigent and progressive forces among the Second Vatican Council fathers, wrote to Cardinal Ottaviani: "The Church does not derive assurance of salvation from Scripture alone, tradition is the living teaching office of the Church, which authoritatively interprets and complements Scripture." 25 In other words, although Bible reading was more freely encouraged, fidelity to ecclesiastical tradition was also required.

So these were ongoing Reformation questions and while there has been some movement in the Roman Church since the Second Vatican Council ideologically little had changed. "The Church has no cause to abandon good and proven traditions", commented Paul VI in 1965, 26 and nor had Lloyd-Jones cause to abandon his. "We must emphasize 'Protestant' as well as Evangelical" he said in 1977, "because we stand not only against ecumenicity but very definitely and in particular against Roman Catholicism." 27 So there could be no margin of tolerance and any rapprochement between Catholics and Evangelicals was for him a denial of the Reformation itself: "Did the Reformers die in vain, or was the Reformation...the greatest disaster in the history of the Church?" 28 On the contrary, evangelical Protestantism was a defender of the faith, unlike Romanism which detracted from it, and all this is widely reflected in his cumulative works.
In a sermon of 29 January, 1961, later published under the title *Roman Catholicism*, he vigorously condemned the Roman system as "a counterfeit" and, using apocalyptic language, declared that "she is, as Scripture puts it, 'the whore'." 29 The conviction that the Pope is Antichrist and his Church a false Church has a long history and in this Lloyd-Jones adopted a fairly standard seventeenth-century view. We may see how strong this view was by his comment that Rome "binds the soul of her people absolutely, as much as Communism does, as much as Hitler did under his horrible system." 30 And in the shadow of the World Council of Churches meeting in New Delhi, he spoke about resisting "Romeward tendencies, yes, even unto blood, because if the drift towards Rome prevails... everything is lost." 31 In 1962 he warned of assimilation and later in 1969 he spoke of the menace of absorption by "minor changes." 32 At the same time, however, he was not unwilling to acknowledge the presence of a biblical doctrine even within the Roman system. The problem was Catholic "insistence on obedience and conformity to things not taught in the Scriptures" which amounted to "Christ plus something" else, 33 and this undermined the evangelical concept of free grace and reversed the doctrine of justification by faith alone. Stripped of its accretions Lloyd-Jones recognized that even Rome had elements of "the truth" in it and in a surprisingly candid remark of 1954 he admitted that "from the sheer standpoint of orthodoxy and doctrinal beliefs I find myself nearer to many a Roman Catholic than to many within the ranks of Protestantism." 34 What he had in mind was the doctrinal ambiguity and drift of much Protestant Christianity in Britain into "theological insouciance." 35

So far as ecumenical politics were concerned it appeared, in the 1960s, that the inevitable outcome would be a World Church presided over by the Pope. There was no secret about the desire of church leaders for cross-denominational fellowship and co-operation, but Lloyd-Jones's fears were presumptuous. It was by no means clear that churches wanted to relinquish their traditions and distinctive beliefs: according to the Congregationalist John Huxtable, church unity did not mean "'giving in' to everybody but finding some way of expressing the riches we all have," 36 The idea of a World Church was undoubtedly in mind when the Anglican-Roman Catholic International Commission of 1976 spoke of "a special position of the Bishop of Rome in a reunited Church" 37 but thirty years on from Lloyd-Jones's Luther address of 1967, the dreaded monolith has still not materialized and seems less likely to do so. The only unions across
denominational frontiers have been the coming together in 1972, after earlier abortive efforts, of the Presbyterian Church of England and the Congregational Church in England and Wales as the United Reformed Church, with the Churches of Christ joining it in 1981. In 1955 the Church of England and the Methodist Church began conversations which went on to a final report in 1963, but although the Methodists were largely in favour of union the scheme foundered predictably on the issues of episcopacy and the ministry. Talks between Anglicans and Presbyterians came to nothing and a multilateral approach through the Churches Unity Commission in 1976 also failed. In Wales there had been some rapprochement between Nonconformists and Anglicans which concluded in a "Covenant for Unity" but this was tied into the disestablishment question and was described as a "near disaster... from which they emerged bruised and lacerated." So this also came to nothing. Thus, overall, apart from the United Reformed Church, organic church union in Britain had not been realized and all the dialogue and good intentions had, by 1981, achieved little. The World Church paradigm had not yet unfolded although there had been a measure of co-operation and intercommunion. Even so, these were busy decades in ecumenical activity and it was against this background that we must see Lloyd-Jones's fears and misgivings.

It would certainly be unjust to assume that all ecumenically minded Christians had little interest in biblical truth, but viewed from the standpoint of Lloyd-Jones the modern ecumenical movement demonstrated "man's attempt to revive the church by his own methods", and in a reference to the prophet Ezekiel, he likened the World Council of Churches to the coming together of a "number of dead bodies" desperately in need of life. This was colourful exegesis but underlying it was an unremitting fear of doctrinal reductionism because the ecumenical movement as he saw it was a move to homogenize and dilute the faith and therefore something to be resisted at all costs. In 1965 John A.T. Robinson had called for a "cessation of hostilities" between Roman Catholics and Protestants and an end to the "civil war in Western Christendom": the Reformation was over and, according to the Second Vatican Council, so too was the Counter-Reformation, but it was not over for Lloyd-Jones. The doctrine of the Reformers was nothing less than a renaissance of New Testament Christianity and although the historic event had past, each new generation of Protestants should reaffirm the same core of belief. It was a simple choice between daylight and darkness.
Obviously such a view excluded doctrinal adjustment or exploratory discussion and this is evident in much of what Lloyd-Jones said. In a sermon of 1931 he warned of "beautiful generalities" and the kind of syncretism which made the followers of Buddha, Mohammed and Confucius "brethren with Christians" going towards the same goal. In his 1952 apologia he counselled the Inter-Varsity Fellowship to stand "more vigorously than ever" and "refuse to surrender any single part of what is vital to the full evangelical faith as recorded in the Holy Scriptures." He was totally convinced that there could be no fellowship unless there was commitment to identity of doctrine and, dictatorial or not, he felt obliged to stand against men who felt that "the old certitudes" were no longer attainable. His response to this kind of rethinking was more precisely to define the doctrine of the church but by doing so he began to subordinate the principle of fellowship and maximize the doctrine - "Practice and behaviour are the result of the application of doctrine which has already been laid down." His argument turns upon the premiss that the church cannot have unity without agreement in the truth and this he shows from the Acts of the Apostles, "where fellowship follows doctrine." He came to the same conclusion when addressing his IVF audience in 1952: "There must be real agreement concerning the doctrines... If there is uncertainty in such matters there cannot be real fellowship", and "real fellowship" included such matters as the plenary inspiration of Scripture and a particular view of the church. It is little wonder that in the broader arena of differing church traditions, theological conservatism of this kind was regarded as divisive and increasingly so as he sharpened his focus on these issues.

His arguments against the ecumenical movement clustered around the nature of the church and its pneumatic foundation. Much of his concern was with the local assembly and the most he would concede to a global view was that the church is a "unity of essence of being", that is to say, a spiritual family born out of "the mystical union which subsists between the three Persons of the blessed Holy Trinity." In other words, the church is a community of the new-born "not merely an association of friends"; it consists of those who have experienced "the operation of the Holy Spirit in the act of regeneration." Anything less "is not the unity of which our Lord speaks in John 17." So while he can speak of pragmatic details so far as a gathered church goes, anything beyond that has little support in his definition of the church. And because the "one
body" is essentially pneumatic and God-given it can never be the outcome of human effort nor can it be arrived at by discussion or dialogue: "You are already enjoying it", he said,"all you have to do is preserve it." Such a proposition excludes any territorialization and prohibits any view of a state or national church - "the whole notion of a State Church is a complete contradiction of the basic statement of the New Testament about the nature of the Church." The church was a fellowship of saints not a collection of religious people and it was within these parameters that he spoke about getting "the saints together" and evangelical unity. The church, therefore, was not a voluntary society but an involuntary body of people who shared the same elemental experience of evangelical truth. Its membership could only be consistent where each local assembly was comprised of people who had been converted and "born of the Spirit."

So the uniqueness of the church as a unity of essence and custodian of truth was a concept which he believed needed definition and defence, but just as important was the remnant principle. The remnant was a kind of church within a church and consisted of those who "persisted in loyally seeking to do God's will when all else had defaulted." It was an extension of his quest for "doctrinal and ethical purity" and he used the idea to refute the argument that cross-denominational union would make for spiritual strength, impress unbelievers with an undivided church and facilitate the preaching of the gospel. To establish his point he used the story of Gideon where an army of three hundred instead of thirty-two thousand was used to defeat the Midianites and it was this teaching - that the Lord can save "by many or by few" - that he brought to bear on the contemporary situation. This was underpinned with reference to the broad and narrow way of the Gospels and warnings of "false prophets" and "grievous wolves", and was further buttressed by centuries of evangelical witness to the truth, against which "the gates of hell have not prevailed and will not finally prevail."

As a consequence any margin of tolerance for alternative views was inconceivable because it had become a matter of principle not to yield: "We must not be afraid of the charge that 'You think that you alone are right'! Yes, we do think that we are right; but we are not alone." But for non-evangelicals it was an intolerable position and a British Weekly editorial of March 1953 spoke of an arbitrary selection of texts
and a disturbed Alan Braybrooks, writing from Mansfield College, Oxford, criticized the IVF for adopting such a "divisive and schismatic" attitude. Braybrooks called for a public statement from the IVF committing itself to a policy of evangelism which encouraged Christians to work "within the historic denominations", but there was no response. Ten years later, in The Basis of Christian Unity, Lloyd-Jones used the same argument, this time interlinking it with such historic figures as Micaiah the son of Imlah, Jeremiah, Amos, John the Baptist, the twelve apostles and Martin Luther, who had stood alone against opposing forces, in the case of Luther, "defying some twelve centuries of tradition." But most contentiously of all it appeared in his 1966 address at the Second National Assembly of the Evangelical Alliance when he harnessed the remnant principle to an appeal for evangelicals to come together. We will come to this episode shortly but we may note here that Lloyd-Jones's views of a faithful few seceding from doctrinally mixed denominations was not acceptable to John Stott, the chairman, who insisted that the doctrine of the remnant was a description of the covenant people of God not of a church within a church: "In the Old Testament Isaiah had a kind of school of discipleship but they did not secede from the people of God" and in the New Testament neither our Lord nor the apostles used it in such a way. But Lloyd-Jones's idea of the remnant was intrinsic to his theory of separation and from his lips had the force of logic and the appeal of truth.

There was much less interest in the church at a more pragmatic level but it was not entirely excluded. For example, when he spoke about "the purity of the church, both in doctrine and in life" he did not hesitate to "suggest that such steps as should be taken to ensure the purity of the Church" should follow. But although he publicly distinguished the exercise of discipline and the "duty of refusing to tolerate heresy", in practice he took little action. He did not expel the unworthy from church membership or inflict any other disciplinary measure. Privately he advised, in debate he corrected what he believed to be wrong, but it went no further. Church archives up until the 1950s reveal notes of discussions on the Congregational Union and church affiliation, missionary and financial affairs and other similar items, but there is no mention of discipline in any form. This may have been because of the respect which the membership and congregation had for Lloyd-Jones and, in part, because of the authoritative impact of his
preaching, but it was also his belief that all such matters were best
dealt with indirectly from the pulpit by an indwelling Holy Spirit, who
brought both the conviction and the cure. He did not "fence" the Lord's
Table with warnings against the unsaved or unworthy believer but opened
the Communion Service on the Pauline premiss that a man should "examine
himself, and so let him eat of that bread, and drink of that cup." Each
person was responsible to God for his own actions but if matters became
difficult, there was always the vestry at the end of the service.

The direction of this chapter so far has been a general one - to
identify some of the apprehensions which Lloyd-Jones had about the ecu-
menical movement - and it must be clear already that he was not by nature
a crossbench man. He could not be evangelical and ecumenical. It is time,
however, to be more specific and to show how these and other developments
provoked him into action. It is also to answer "Why?" he made his appeal
for evangelicals to come together in 1966.

In the middle of the twenty-ninth year as Pastor of Westminster Chapel
Lloyd-Jones wrote in his January Letter to Members that 1966 had been "an
astonishing year which has witnessed momentous events." On his mind was
the covenanting together of the Congregational Churches of England and
Wales, a Roman Catholic priest preaching at Westminster Abbey "for the
first time since the Protestant Reformation", the official visit of Arch-
bishop Michael Ramsey to Rome, a "united procession of all the churches of
Westminster (apart from ourselves and the Baptist Church in Horseferry
Road)" from Trafalgar Square to an ecumenical service in Westminster
Cathedral at which Cardinal Heenan preached, and "on top of all this", a
meeting in June in St. Martin-in-the-Fields "at which representatives of
all the world religions took part." Provoked by such a display of
competing ideologies and, as he said, "in the light of all this... I made
an appeal at a meeting held in Westminster Central Hall in October." So far as evangelicalism in Britain in the 1960s goes and so far as the
subsequent influence of Lloyd-Jones was concerned, the effect of 18 October,
1966, was considerable. It was here that he took the opportunity to
express his more narrowly defined view of the church and its members in
a public manner.

Gilbert Kirby, on behalf of the Evangelical Alliance Commission on
Church Unity, had invited Lloyd-Jones to speak on Christian unity at the opening meeting of the Alliance's Second National Assembly of Evangelicals which was held at the Methodist Central Hall, Westminster. The First National Assembly had met in September 1965 and had called for a Commission "to study radically various attitudes of Evangelicals to the Ecumenical Movement, denominationalism and a possible future United Church." The concern of the EA was but a part of the growing interest in unity during the 1960s and was partly a reaction to the 1964 British Faith and Order Conference at Nottingham, which envisaged a reunion of the historic churches in the "1980 Resolution" of the British Council of Churches.

There was a climate of inclusivism which, if it did nothing else, highlighted the disunity of Protestantism. The Commission consisted of seven members of the Executive Council under the joint chairmanship of R. Peter Johnston, Anglican, and John Caiger, Baptist. To form their Report they interviewed representatives from ten church groupings and two London churches, Grove Chapel, Camberwell, and Westminster Chapel, and in addition received a number of written submissions from smaller denominational groups. The findings of the Report were published a year later and made available at the Second Assembly. Its conclusions recognized and encouraged stronger links "between evangelical churches of various traditions" but denied that there was any "widespread demand at the present time for the setting up of a united evangelical Church on denominational lines." Some kind of "fellowship or federation of evangelical churches at both local and national level" might be useful but what they had in mind was not an alternative grouping but a stronger Alliance. Put more simply, the findings indicated that the majority of evangelicals at that time were happy to stay where they were.

The scandal in the evangelical sector, however, was not so much the disunity of churches but that Christians with the same core beliefs were disinclined towards each other. It was not that historic distinctives as such were obsolete; it was a matter of people standing apart even though they were agreed in the essentials of the gospel. Until now the majority of evangelicals had been happy with a personal ecumenism based on piety and faith but ecumenical developments had alerted the leaders of evangelicalism and many came to see that something more positive was needed, something that would exploit the homogeneous elements of evangelicalism. For Lloyd-Jones the hope of keeping the "lines of communication open" was not enough because many of the churches in membership with the EA
were also members of ecumenically favourable denominations. The only answer so far as he could see was for the "custodians of the faith of the Bible" to come together outside of the ecumenical movement, but this in itself was ecclesiologically compromising since it disenfranchised other Christian groups and by its perception of the truth declared Independence to be the best understanding of the Scripture. It was a narrow trajectory which allowed for no debate and was largely a pessimistic reaction to the religious climate of the day.

Given all this, it is surprising that with his known separatist views Lloyd-Jones should have been asked "to say in public what he had said in private" at the opening meeting of the Assembly. A. Morgan Derham defended the choice of speaker by suggesting, a little naively perhaps, that there was "a very real difference between his giving evidence to a group like the Commission which is made up of his theological peers and delivering a statement to a general public assembly", but what Lloyd-Jones said in private was often not what he felt inclined to say in public. What emerged in the sermon was fairly straightforward. Initially he argued as the ecumenists were arguing, that in the face of a lost world where the church was largely ridiculed, the unity of Christians "must also be visible." But matters had been complicated by the rise of the World Council of Churches and an entirely new situation existed. Not only was there talk about churches coming together but the attitude of Protestants towards Rome was changing and there was a feeling of understanding not only from Anglicans but from Nonconformists as well, and events were moving with some speed. Evangelicals, he alleged, had no answer to the charge that they had little interest in church unity, but now a unique and perhaps unrepeatable opportunity had opened up for evangelicals to be more positive. "Are we content", he said, to be "nothing but an evangelical wing of a church?" , a paper church that will eventually include Roman Catholicism? Turning ecumenical events to his advantage, he suggested that if others were "prepared to put everything in the melting pot" evangelicals should also start afresh by taking a new look at the New Testament. Defending his unity of essence teaching, he briefly tackled "the sin of schism" and concluded that "to leave a church that has become apostate is not schism" but "one's Christian duty": schism he defined as "a division among members of the true visible Church" over secondary and less important matters. Schism, therefore, could only be committed by true believers since they alone were the "body of Christ" bound by
doctrine and experience. To break with unbelievers or heretics was not schism but a Christian necessity.

Thus far it had been a familiar Lloyd-Jonesian argument and added nothing new to his earlier position; or, indeed, to his statement to the Commission on Church Unity in 1965. What was new and came as a complete surprise to men like Gilbert Kirby and John Stott, was the hortatory application: "Let me therefore make an appeal to you evangelical people here present this evening. What reasons have we for not coming together?" and again, "Do we not feel the call to come together, not occasionally, but always?" 82 The successors of the Reformation should unite in the truth because upon this contingent action the Holy Spirit would bless his Word and his people. It was an unmistakeably secessionist peroration and concluded with the hope that the modern ecumenical debate might have spurred evangelicals on to face their problems and bring them "together as a fellowship, or an association, of evangelical churches." 83

The sermon was printed in a summarized form in Unity in Diversity by the EA in 1967. The introduction to the résumé made it clear that a full transcript of the address was available but Lloyd-Jones himself did not want it to be printed. In his opinion not enough time had been allocated for him to develop his theme into a more formal paper and what he said was, in his view, appropriate only to that "living occasion": it was "not the form in which he would couch his statement" if he had prepared a sermon for the printed page. 84 But what did he mean? The majority of his printed works were of "living occasions", corrected a little, certainly, but never so as to lose their original sermonic form. In fact there is little difference between his papers and his sermons - they were all equally well reasoned and passionate. If the appeal of that night were a valid one, and we would not doubt Lloyd-Jones's motives, and if it were as unique and important an occasion as he claimed, why should it not be publicized for others to consider as was his equally powerful call to evangelicals at the British Evangelical Council conference later in 1967? It would certainly have put the record straight since his sermon was, whether he liked it or not, widely reported in the Christian press. The most likely reason for his reluctance to go into print may well have been a political one in that he wished to distance himself from the broader forum of the EA which had neither endorsed his call nor shown any interest in secession. Hardly any had responded to his appeal and
there had been little real debate on the issues he raised. Certainly by December 1966, when he was writing his January Letter to Members of Westminster Chapel, he spoke of the need for "close fellowship with all similar and like-minded churches", which hinted at his dissatisfaction with the Alliance's mixed constituency and suggested that he might be looking elsewhere for a basis of unity. It was no secret how he felt about Anglicanism and while evangelical Anglicans remained members of the Alliance there could be little hope of the kind of unity that he envisaged. In addition, he might also have wanted to minimize the altercation with Stott and ease the tension that had arisen from that meeting. Whatever the reason it was not until 1989, eight years after his death, that a full transcription of the address was printed.

Powerful as his sermon was (and he was at his best that night, "giving his opportunist instincts full rein, he pulled out all the stops") evangelicals did not come closer together. From the moment the chairman John Stott rose at the conclusion of the address to dissociate himself from the appeal, the gap widened. For Kenneth Paterson, minister of Trinity Road Chapel, Tooting, it was "the moment of a lifetime" but for Alec Motyer, also a friend of Lloyd-Jones, "the call did nothing for the church at large" and "left a lasting legacy of division and suspicion." A. Morgan Derham, the newly appointed General Secretary of the Evangelical Alliance wrote later saying that "in the perspective of twenty-four years" his call "must be judged an irrelevancy from which the evangelical world is still recovering." David Winter, also on the platform that night, felt that Lloyd-Jones totally misjudged the feelings and loyalty of Church of England evangelicals and Kenneth Slack, formerly minister of the City Temple, regarded his effort to separate "the conservative Evangelicals in mixed Churches" as a "notable failure." The English Churchman valued the issues raised by Lloyd-Jones as an "opportunity of taking positive action in the ecumenical sphere" but questioned his use of secession and cited the Anglican Methodist talks on unity as a scheme "for union between Evangelicals" - not exactly what Lloyd-Jones had in mind.

The argument came to centre on what Lloyd-Jones really did ask for: whether it was for a loose fellowship, which already existed partly in such groups as the FIEC, or whether he had a new denomination in view. His closest allies were as ready to defend him as others were to attack.
Leith Samuel, then minister of Above Bar, Southampton, while acknowledging "the Doctor's general feelings about Anglicans," said that at "no time did he ever advocate a new denomination only a loose fellowship or association of churches." Iain Murray offers the explanation that he was pleading "for bigger and bolder thinking and especially for thinking which would keep obedience to the gospel as the decisive issue": keeping the gospel as his first commitment, Lloyd-Jones's hope was for "a basis of association in which churches could work and operate together with a minimum of control." A few pages later, Murray quotes with approval the English Churchman's report which, he says, gets "the emphasis of what Lloyd-Jones said right" — by which he may have meant that there was less talk of secession and more of moderation. Even so the article does not hide the hope that the Anglican authorities would devise "a formula which will enable those evangelicals who so desire to remain in the Church of England without straining their consciences unduly." Lloyd-Jones had, in the context of a 1959 sermon on revival, repudiated "the formation of a new evangelical denomination as the right response to ecumenism" but by 1966 and certainly by 1967 the nature of the church had become more central to his thinking.

As to the shape of the new grouping there is some reason to think that he placed more weight on some kind of united evangelical church than some have allowed. Gilbert Kirby thought that "his dream was that people would leave and regroup" although, as it turned out, it was only "a pipe-dream." R.T. Kendall, the present minister of Westminster Chapel and someone who knew Lloyd-Jones well during the last four years of his life, thinks that the appeal was a political mistake but that what he said was a "deliberate and intentional" move towards a new evangelical alignment. There was nothing incidental or casual about what he said and there was no doubt that he "thought something would happen", and such an intention was undeniably present in his pastoral letter where he referred to his appeal for "all truly Evangelical people in all the denominations to come together and to form local Evangelical churches which should be in a loose fellowship together." But there were other reactions. For Motyer it was a case of disbelief: "I cannot make up my mind to this day whether the Doctor really meant what he said... In subsequent conversation I came to wonder whether he had really expected to be taken seriously." To men like Motyer and Stott it seemed surprisingly naïve of Lloyd-Jones to expect that men reared and trained in the Church of England and committed
to its theological foundations would want to come out and leave it all. James Packer, an ardent admirer of Lloyd-Jones’s preaching, concluded that it "failed to convince", and John Huxtable, who in 1972 became the first Moderator of the United Reformed Church, was relieved that the call to "a sort of true Protestant Church" failed "largely because wiser counsels prevailed." For Kirby the whole idea was not earthed or grounded: "he was not a man to set up an organization", and therefore it "largely evaporated the next day."

What, then, was the outcome of this appeal? The Baptist Times in its leader of 27 October, suggested that instead of increased fellowship, once again "Evangelicals are divided about unity." For Kirby the whole affair was an embarrassment, both "the shock" of the appeal and "John Stott’s understandable reaction. The whole thing I regarded with a great deal of sorrow and wished I had not arranged it in the first place." For Maurice Rowlandson, one of the sea of eager young men sitting on the edge of their seats, it was a "great excitement" especially after the chairman’s altercation: "it was like a breath of fresh air to have debate like this." In an oblique comment Walter Bottoms of The Baptist Times took up the united evangelical church theme in his report: "what kind of Church would it be?" and asked, would it be "Independent or connexional; ritualistic or pentecostal?" True, this was probably a tongue in cheek remark, but it was a pertinent issue in that these were the very kinds of thing which roused the passions of Christians. Furthermore it is too easy to say that Lloyd-Jones was not interested in organization or that this kind of alternative ecumenism rose above ecclesiastical preferences because he clearly sat uneasily under more ceremonious forms of worship and church government as, for example, that of the Free Church of Scotland. The EA, not a little embarrassed by the whole affair, played the matter down and "pleaded for a spirit of patience and mutual respect between brethren who differ from one another on matters of interpretation." In effect, the EA maintained its status quo of a broader basis for "free mutual association" with "mutual responsibility", as Derham wrote on the eve of the Assembly, or as the editor of Crusade put it, "without a massive secession of Evangelicals from the historic Churches." Whatever might be said of Lloyd-Jones’s sermon there was undoubtedly a "never again" feeling in a meeting of the Executive Council of the Alliance which recorded in its Minutes of 20 October, "that in future only one public rally should be held during the Assembly, which should be informative and
inspirational." For Walter Bottoms, the whole affair had "an air of unreality about it" in view of a lack of any widespread demand for such a grouping, but for R. S. Luland, "the report did not reflect the true position", and he believed "that many Baptists were moving towards secession."  

It is unfortunate that no record was kept by the Evangelical Alliance to show how many withdrew from their denominations as a result of Lloyd-Jones's call, but the truth of the matter is that although there was a flurry of debate and excitement very few actually seceded, so statistically there was little to record. According to Gilbert Kirby, "We lost two Council Members around that time" and they withdrew "without any acrimony", but these withdrawals were not directly attributable to Lloyd-Jones's appeal. When the two men (John Caiger and T. H. Bendor-Samuel) resigned from the Council, "there was no other reason than its attitude to ecumenicity." In fact the EA suffered very little. Kirby had himself already resigned as General Secretary earlier that year to become principal of London Bible College but he remained a firm supporter of the Alliance. Leith Samuel agreed that "very few came out of the 'main-line' denominations" and on the FIEC list of accredited ministers, "less than two dozen men" had come in from other denominations, men who "like myself [Leith Samuel] had seceded for conscience sake long before the Doctor's" call. Motyer, Packer and R. T. France—all Anglicans—felt that the appeal had very little impact in the short term and put the withdrawal numbers at two, which seems to be the general opinion. E. S. Guest, Secretary of the Evangelical Fellowship of Congregational Churches, agrees that few seceded "because of the appeal. In the long term people began to come out but in our denomination we had a background of evangelical fellowship already going on." It could be said that A. Morgan Derham, though not a seeder, was the most unfortunate casualty of the event as he fell between two stools, the EA and the BEC, and he continued to look upon the 1966 event as a grievous dividing of the evangelical community in the United Kingdom. But in spite of the pain in Derham's words, the Executive Council of which he was a member passed a resolution on 15 December, 1966, saying that "it would be most desirable for the "EA and BEC to be "seen to be working closely together", although this was not to be the case for some years.  

In reality it was mainly the evangelical Anglicans who were most
estranged, not from the gospel, but from Lloyd-Jones who, according to Motyer, had exercised a "profound influence among evangelical Anglicans" at one time. But even if Lloyd-Jones had announced a concrete plan for a new church it is highly improbable that it would have made any difference to them: they were not separatists or they would not have been Anglicans. There had been some unofficial discussion along these lines as Stott candidly admits, and in spite of Anglican convictions secession had been a lively issue in Anglican evangelical circles: "One of the topics discussed in the Eclectic Society in the 1950s was whether we should stay in the Church of England and on what grounds." But by the spring of 1967 at Keele * "we had made a strong decision to remain in the Church of England as witnesses."

It might of course be argued that John Stott's postscript to Lloyd-Jones's sermon went some way to make the appeal a "cause célèbre." At the time Stott with his expository preaching was at the height of his powers. His ministry at St. Peter's, Vere Street, had attracted a full church and when he returned to a restored All Souls it was the same. In 1966 congregations "varied between 600 and 800", Sunday offerings averaged between £160 and £200, and monthly magazines for that year showed forty-five members serving as missionaries overseas. Stott had been at the centre of a revival of Anglican evangelicalism since the 1950s and his refounding of the Eclectic Society in 1955 had provided a seminal forum for evangelicals under the age of forty and had been "the driving force behind the National Evangelical Anglican Congress... in 1967."

So here were two men, Lloyd-Jones and Stott, in many respects completely different and yet at one in their preaching and equally hard-hitting in their claims for Christ, who were without doubt the most prominent evangelical leaders in Britain at the time and who equally demonstrated the possibility of holding evangelical convictions while retaining intellectual integrity. All of which made the public clash of 1966 memorable and significant.

Rightly or wrongly, Stott's remarks turned a sermon into a debate and underlined the disparity among evangelicals on the extent of non-negotiable truths. For some, the ecumenical movement had become a

* See pp.195,196.
fundamental consideration affecting the very gospel itself and although this was a familiar stance for Lloyd-Jones and his followers, many in the Central Hall that night were hearing it for the first time. It brought such issues out into the open and into the public domain. But the postscript was not Stott's only contribution to the meeting. Under the heading of "Chairman's Remarks" he was given ten minutes in which "to speak on why in good conscience I could remain a member of the Church of England" and this was before Lloyd-Jones's address. He did not exclude "the possibility of secession altogether but he felt sure that that time had not yet come." Stott's argument was that the Church of England should be judged by its official formularies such as the Thirty-Nine Articles and Prayer Book not by some theological deviation, and Lloyd-Jones had responded to this "by saying that the Church I belonged to was a paper church, and this was the heart of the debate." Lloyd-Jones's point was relevant to all confessional groups but it would be difficult not to see his allusion to a "paper church" as a direct reference to the evangelical Anglicans.

Even so, despite such disapproval it was not to this that Stott objected so much as to the pre-emption of debate and possibility of hasty action. "We are here to debate", he said, "appeal should have come at the end. I believe history is against what Dr. Lloyd-Jones has said. Scripture is against him... I hope no one will act precipitately. We are all concerned with the same ultimate issues and with the glory of God." The reason Stott intervened before the final hymn was twofold: it was thought to be improper to issue an appeal on the eve of an Assembly that was called to debate this very issue, and such was the strength of Lloyd-Jones's preaching that he "could foresee many young men going home and writing their resignations that night. I wanted to damp down their enthusiasm and ask them to think about it and wait until the Assembly had discussed the matter."

Whether Stott's concluding remarks are seen as an intrusion or a necessity will depend on the point of view but according to David Winter, Editorial Secretary of the EA at the time, the Council had agreed that Stott could respond as chairman if he felt it right to do so, and this is confirmed by John Caiger who was also with the platform party and was present when A. Morgan Derham advised Stott that if Lloyd-Jones's statement gave serious embarrassment he must feel free to speak afterwards as
chairman. 132 Stott does not remember anticipating a problem: "we knew the topic on which he would speak [but] we had no idea that he would actually issue an appeal to people to leave their churches." 133 Derham does not wish to comment on the events of 1966 but Eric S. Fife had apparently foreseen the outcome when he met Gilbert Kirby at Wheaton, Illinois, in April 1966. According to an article he prepared for Eternity magazine in 1981, Fife had "warned him that the Doctor could be expected to give a call for ministers to leave their predominantly liberal denominations." 134 For T. H. Bendor-Samuel, a member of the original Commission who interviewed Lloyd-Jones, Stott "over-reacted" and for Derek Prime, the mistake, if there was one, was in having the same man "as both speaker and chairman of such an important meeting." 135 Caiger saw Stott's remarks as a "very justifiable qualifying note" but considered that "strictly speaking it was ultra vires because as chairman he should have been objective, but he felt so involved with evangelicals in the Anglican Church, especially as their leader, that he felt compelled to speak." 136 Stott later apologized to Lloyd-Jones "for misusing the Chair" but not for what he said. In his view "the number of people who protested at my words was about evenly matched by the number who thanked me for speaking out (they were not by any means all Anglicans), because they believed it was a responsible attempt to de-fuse a very emotional situation." 137

The intention then was to study the subject of Christian unity the next day. None the less the night before could not be ignored and any real discussion would need to take into account the points raised both by Lloyd-Jones and Stott. The question of what happened is important for several reasons. From the Alliance's point of view it could be said that the Second Assembly largely failed in what it set out to do. True, the Report of the Commission on Church Unity was passed but it could not contain Lloyd-Jones and his followers who, within twelve months, were to form the groundswell of a revived BEC, nor could it provide much of an alternative to the growing awareness among evangelical Anglicans of their own identity in the Church of England, as the Keele Congress was to show. So far from keeping evangelicals together there was a noticeable change of direction among the Anglicans towards intercommunion and experiment, and among some of the Free Churchmen there was an opposite shift towards reactionary conservatism. From the point of view of Lloyd-Jones the following day's debate was particularly important: would the Assembly heed the issues he raised, and would there be a serious discussion of them?
Whatever the outcome, the rally of the night before was a watershed in which Lloyd-Jones was not invited to address the Alliance again nor, indeed, was there another annual assembly of the EA, and thereafter Lloyd-Jones dissociated himself from the broader and more centrist platform of the Alliance, although not from his friends in it.

Evidence relating to the next morning's debate is sparse but an address was first given by Julian Charley, an Anglican, which counterbalanced Lloyd-Jones's statement and put the case for "a united territorial Church" with a warning against a "perfectionist/individualistic outlook" which could "never make any headway in the matter of unity." For the second part of the morning, discussion was tied into the need for evangelicals of whatever denomination to stay together in the unity of the Spirit, and the conclusions of the Report of the Commission were passed, as were the fourteen resolutions of that day. These stated that the current "accelerated movement towards the Roman Catholic Church" was "a movement away from Biblical Christianity," that Christians of all denominations should not be excluded from "the historic right of access to the Lord's table in the Church of England," and that loyalty to the Person of Christ and belief in the Old and New Testaments as the inspired Word of God should encourage evangelicals to remain united and be patient with each other although they may "differ in matters of interpretation." The remaining resolutions related to sexual morality, Christians in society, community service, Sunday observance, missionary strategy, evangelism and the encouragement of young people. The Assembly also endorsed the Commission's conclusion that there was "no widespread demand... for the setting up of a united evangelical Church" and confirmed the Alliance's opinion that it "was uniquely fitted to provide a framework for effective co-operation on the part of evangelical churches in general, whatever their denominational affiliation." And most of this was passed nem con.

But did this peaceful conclusion bear any relation to the arguments raised the night before or had Lloyd-Jones been tactfully ignored? One member of the Assembly, Kenneth Paterson, "was so aroused" by the opening rally that he "typed out a resolution" the same night "to the effect that this assembly deplores the action of the chairman and supports the call made by Dr. Lloyd-Jones," and asked for serious discussion of the issues raised. It was seconded by Alan Gibson, then minister of Stanmore Evangelical Free Church, Winchester, who welcomed the motion as a
means "to carry forward the discussion" but regretted that "it was never put to the meeting because, in the Council's view, the substance of the motion was contained in another motion which was to be put to the meeting."  

The official explanation was provided by Derham in response to a letter from Paterson later that month: "We discussed it very carefully - that is, the Chairman and the Secretariat - before the meeting, but we felt that it would so deflect the Conference from its main purpose and it would introduce such a personal element into the discussion at the very start that it really would not be a right and proper thing to do, bearing in mind the overall purpose for which we were met." There was a standard procedure to allow emergency resolutions but the Paterson resolution was not in this category.

Under the heading "Immediate Reactions" the Executive Council Minutes of 20 October, Item III, stated that Resolutions "should definitely come from the churches represented at the Assembly", and Item IV said that "Careful consideration should be given to the acceptance or otherwise of last-minute amendments." Item III would outflank any embarrassing moves by personal members and Item IV enabled the Council to eliminate redundant resolutions. The conclusion of Derham was that the discussion and subsequent vote showed that the Alliance majority opinion was against separation from denominations, but had Paterson's resolution gone forward, it might have been a different story. Each of these men, both for and against, was doing what he felt was right but whether it was wise to limit the range of areas for discussion and avoid the issues of the night before depends on our interpretation of the episode. Lloyd-Jones's two fundamental questions (whether evangelicals were content to go on being a peripheral influence in their denominations, and what the real nature of the New Testament church was) remained unanswered and, so far as Alan Gibson was concerned, it was a matter of sorrow that people "were unwilling to face the challenge so clearly presented to the National Assembly of Evangelicals in 1966." Others would argue that the challenge lay inside the denominations not outside and that Lloyd-Jones's view of the church did not correspond to what Scripture taught. Whichever was right, the clash between Stott and Lloyd-Jones went some way to accelerate polarization within British evangelicalism and in this it was a catalyst.

Six weeks later, on 29 November, in the vestry of Westminster Chapel, "a rather dispirited" Lloyd-Jones announced to Caiger, Secretary of the
Westminster Fellowship, "I am closing the Fellowship today. The Anglicans are not with us." It was the first casualty of his failure to bring about a new evangelical grouping. The closure of the Fellowship was a unilateral act and depended on no committee or joint decision, not even Caiger "knew what he was going to do until that day" and it aroused astonishment and sorrow among the members.

From its inception in 1941 the Westminster Fellowship had been a success. Out of a handful of brethren eventually two hundred men in pastoral charge met monthly on Monday mornings in the parlour of Westminster Chapel to hear papers read and to share their problems and difficulties. It was a forum of wide interest and discussion included medical, historical and pastoral issues as well as straight theological debate. The only other meeting in London for evangelical clergy at the time was the Eclectic Society which John Stott had re-founded. It was not a conscious parallel to the Westminster Fellowship but there were similarities as well as disparities. Stott had been influenced by an upswell of evangelical interest among some of the younger ministers in the Church of England and what he visualized was a gathering of young men of his own generation for informal fellowship, discussion and prayer. Its growth was largely spontaneous and there had been no attempt at promotion but it is noticeable that Stott, unlike Lloyd-Jones with the Westminster Fellowship, was ready to develop an infrastructure for the Society which he outlined for prospective members. It was a touch of worldly wisdom that ensured its future growth. By 1966, when many of these young clergymen heard Lloyd-Jones give his Westminster Central Hall sermon, the Eclectic Society had seventeen affiliated groups in different parts of England as well as one in Northern Ireland. These kept in touch "through Residential Conferences...the exchange of membership lists and other literature", and in addition provision was made in the four Greater London Groups for a Senior Group for members who had reached the over-forties. It was a succinct piece of planning. Lloyd-Jones, on the other hand, was not inclined to organize anything beyond the immediate agenda of a meeting and would have looked at this somewhat obliquely as an example of "men [who] set themselves up to form their own organization." In fact it was not until the closure of the Westminster Fellowship in 1966 that he conceded the need for a written statement of belief with requirements for membership and even then, it was minimal. Had he been a less autocratic figure (in practice the Fellowship was very
much a one-man band) and had he been willing to extend the Westminster Fellowship idea, with its blend of mutual encouragement and instruction through a network of ministers' fraternals nationwide, he might have gone some way towards realizing his hope of evangelical unity.

Among the similarities, membership of the two groups was by nomination and election and in both cases members were expected to hold a full commitment to the Scriptures as the Word of God. As a reliable primary source the Bible was always the central axis of debate and none held to it more ardently than Lloyd-Jones and John Stott. So that however wide the range of discussion - "and we could be as radical as we liked in the application of Scripture" - it was always contained within this view of Scripture. As to membership, the original Eclectic Society, founded in 1783, admitted some non-Anglicans but the revived movement provided for Church of England clergy alone. The great difference between the two groups was, in the end, the difference between two personalities. Lloyd-Jones dominated the Westminster Fellowship and was patriarchal, indeed, men went to hear his latest words. Such was the esteem held for these utterances, and in particular the value of his private sessions as a pastor of pastors, that men travelled from the north of England as well as from the south and west to be there. Stott was quite different - "we had nothing like that." Each of the affiliated groups in the Society made its own arrangements regarding the composition of its committee and officers, and although there were guidelines leaders were strictly "primus inter pares." Whether Lloyd-Jones's brand of leadership was a strength or weakness will depend on how we see the Westminster Fellowship but if the real focus of attention were the counsel and wisdom of its chairman, any other arrangement would be an anticlimax.

Until 1966 the Fellowship was open to all who took a conservative evangelical position, so that within its own criteria of theological certainties it had been a tenable form of cross-denominational unity. But the developing ecumenical movement was forcing churchmen to reconsider the issues. A difference of opinion had opened up and this was too serious a matter to be ignored, especially in a fraternity of ministers where he was the chairman. So strong were his feelings that he was ready to close the Fellowship although not, in the event, irrevocably. According to Iain Murray's notes Lloyd-Jones was unwilling to see the Fellowship "degenerating into strife and wrangling" but for John Caiger,
Secretary of the Fellowship from 1955 until the death of Lloyd-Jones in 1981, it was a strong reaction to what happened at the Central Hall: "the Doctor was outraged and hurt [by Stott's response] and I think on reflection that the presence of the evangelical Anglicans who were quite happy to stay in their denomination had, by doing so, become a reflection on what he was trying to say." If it was a rebound from the Central Hall meeting it was not only Anglicans who provoked his frustration: others "also felt unable to take so definite a stand" and Leith Samuel spoke of "a number of sincere and godly... Baptists who ceased to meet at Westminster following the 1966 watershed." But while some aspects of the Central Hall meeting had exacerbated matters, for Lloyd-Jones the closing of the Westminster Fellowship was not an entirely spontaneous reaction if, as alleged, he had already expressed some concern for the future of the group a year earlier. Caiger's point, that keeping company with men who disagreed with his separatist stance would be a reflection on what he was trying to say, was a valid one. Lloyd-Jones had said as much in 1963: "What is the value of expressing criticism if in practice and in action you are saying, We are one of them after all?" To be seen in public with men who held an opposing view on this issue was not charitable fellowship but compromise and confusion. Given the intransigence of Lloyd-Jones's separatist ecclesiology on the one hand and the more open nature of denominational evangelicalism on the other, the closing of the Westminster Fellowship was not surprising.

Between the two sessions on that November day when he closed the Fellowship there had been some discussion about the possibility of saving the meeting and although Caiger had not been included in this discussion a suggestion had been put to Lloyd-Jones which attracted his approval. This is clear from the afternoon session when an announcement was made, probably by Bendor-Samuel, "that the Doctor had expressed his willingness to continue as chairman if the Fellowship desired it, but the Fellowship must be on a more specific basis than it had been" hitherto. It was unfortunate that the decision to close the Fellowship had not been taken in collaboration with its Secretary, but this was part of the problem of conservative evangelicalism at that time, so much of which had come to centre on Lloyd-Jones. But it was not his wish that the meeting should die altogether. What he wanted was a positive response from the members, a declaration of intent which reflected his own theological preferences, and this is precisely what happened. The lunch-time
discussion had rescued the Fellowship but Lloyd-Jones had imposed his own terms and when it re-emerged the following year with a narrower basis of fellowship up to a third of the members had gone and in terms of quality, "it was a serious loss." In the meetings of the following January and March Lloyd-Jones spoke "about the previous events but explained that he wanted to discuss other questions than just the ecumenical one", and since those who had differed with him were no longer present, "the meeting should move on to other matters", and "there was no opposition expressed."

Now that he had cleared the air something could be set out in print which asked for consent to evangelical doctrine and required "opposition" to the ecumenical movement. Until now men were proposed for membership and their names brought before the meeting for a vote of approval. In the reconstructed Fraternal there was a Statement of Principles governing membership to which all members must adhere and five of the six Principles affirmed dissatisfaction with the nature of ecumenism. Perhaps it was a counsel of perfection in which as James Packer suggested, he set "the trajectory of required agreement for evangelical unity unbiblically high" but the Statement amounted to more than this because in Principle Five pressure was placed on men who remained in doctrinally mixed denominations to "seek to know the mind of God concerning the steps which they should take." Evidently "the mind of God" was on the side of the separatists and although the Statement concedes that not all evangelicals "see eye to eye with us" the implication was that non-separating brethren were compromisers. As Caiger commented, "it even went as far as that." It was not surprising that Motyer spoke of a "two-tier membership" where "pride of place was given to those committed to a secessionist position." What Principle Five did was to place a matter of opinion within the definition of "an uncompromising Gospel basis" and that was a serious if not sectarian development.

Those who approved of the new Fraternal naturally saw things in a different light. Their view was that there was little profit in continuing debate at cross purposes where people were "talking on different presuppositions", and this was something the Eclectic Society recognized for their membership. If the aim was for ministers to move towards an evangelical fellowship of churches, and it was so expressed in Principle Six, to hold an opposing view would be contentious since the matter was no
longer open for debate. In the event the inclination towards a regrouping of churches was not a practical option. It may have been exhilarating to share ideals and discuss pastoral problems with a select company of like-minded men but in reality men could only move when churches were ready to move with them and "for various reasons not enough of the men could persuade their churches to move. The best that could happen was for a closer fellowship between the churches of the Fraternal ministers." 165 So if Lloyd-Jones saw the Westminster Fellowship or Fraternal as a prototype of church unity, and it is likely that he did, his hopes of a new grouping of evangelicals again failed to get off the ground, this time among his closest friends. But there was another and parallel casualty of the advancing separatist movement and that was the suspension of the Puritan and Reformed Studies Conference which met each December.

The Puritan Conference was formed in 1950 and started as a study group under the aegis of the Tyndale Fellowship. 166 The first Conference was announced in *The Christian Graduate* when Lloyd-Jones was to speak on "The Distinctive Theological Contribution of the English Puritans." 167 It was the brainchild of two Oxford students, Raymond Johnston and James Packer,* who went to Lloyd-Jones's vestry "to float before his eyes" their vision of such a forum, asking for "his help in making it a reality." 168 At the beginning they met in the parlour of Westminster Chapel but this was soon too small and they moved upstairs into the Institute Hall. By 1955 about sixty attended but this rose to around three hundred by the 1969 Conference. In some respects Packer became an almost equal figure to Lloyd-Jones in the Conference and for some, he "was looked upon as the Doctor's number two." 169 Like Lloyd-Jones, Packer was strongly influenced by Protestant doctrine and puritanism and did much to establish an intellectually defensible gospel in the face of an intimidating liberalism and a largely pietistic evangelicalism. Packer's scholarship, coupled with Lloyd-Jones's preaching, did much to redeem evangelicalism from a theological backwater and gave new meaning to biblical Calvinism.

What was it, then, that brought this formidable partnership to a close? What "led to individual estrangements, from which the present writer [Packer's own words] was not exempt?" And why in evangelical circles did Packer "cease to be, in England, the oracle he once was?" 170 So

* See pp. 154, 155.
far as Lloyd-Jones was concerned the reasons were to be found in his ecclesiology. In 1968 Lloyd-Jones offered his own annotation on the cleavage in stark chiaroscuro: "It is, alas, a time of conflict and trial, indeed a time of tragedy when old comrades in arms are now in different camps. It is not that one in any way questions the honesty or the sincerity of such friends. There is only one explanation and that is, 'an enemy hath done this.' Never has that enemy been more active or more subtle." 171 Both men had carried a torch for puritan godliness but the difference was that Packer was an Anglican whereas Lloyd-Jones was by now a convinced Independent. It was never Packer's intention to secede although Lloyd-Jones hoped he would, 172 but rather to use his energies in the battle against liberalism and against attacks on the Protestant basis of the Church of England, its worship and Thirty-Nine Articles. But he was prepared to test the waters and to explore the possibility of common ground between Christians and herein was the problem since for Lloyd-Jones dialogue between diversified church groups could only amount to compromise. Packer had been a member of the Anglican-Presbyterian Conversation from 1962 to 1965 and of the Anglican-Methodist Unity Commission from 1965 to 1968. When the Anglican-Methodist negotiations faltered in July 1969, 173 mainly because of Anglo-Catholic and evangelical opposition, he was appointed by the Unity Commission of which he was already a member to carry out further study between the opposing elements of the union and the Commission's findings were published in 1970 under the title, Growing Into Union. The document declared that reunion was desirable so long as beliefs and practices were "controlled by theological norms, with explicit reference to the Bible", and so long as it was a unity in diversity and "a unity-by-acclamation", by which local church discussion and opinion was encouraged. 175 "It was a final tactic to cut the official, as it seemed to me, juggernaut rolling for a proposed union scheme between the Anglican and Methodist Churches." 176 It was not "an 'Open Sesame' solution" 177 nor necessarily a fully viable scheme, but it did at least carry the argument for union forward within the traditional concept of the church as "semper reformanda."

For Lloyd-Jones this was folly which sooner or later would result in doctrinal horse-trading, but it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that Lloyd-Jones did not want to understand what Packer was trying to do. The fact that Packer had joined with two Anglo-Catholics in discussions on
church unity had the effect of closing his mind to any further co-
operation, but the truth is that Packer had never moved away from his
evangelical moorings as his publications clearly show. As to the
discussions outlined in the "Proposals" of 1970, the conferees did not
trade their doctrinal convictions; they had no sympathy with "organiza-
tional and administrative reshuffles", they did not "cry up unity as the
palliative for all the Church's ills" and their interests did not lie
in a syncretist super-church.

But there is little doubt that Packer had become an embarrassment to
Lloyd-Jones. To have remained in fellowship would have been seen as a
compromise by the followers of Lloyd-Jones and might have brought the
charge that he was lax in acting on his own principles. Since their views
on ecumenism and the church were incompatible, to have continued in fellow-
ship would, from the point of view of Lloyd-Jones, divide his platform and
confuse his followers. Packer's bilateralism was a bridge too far for
Lloyd-Jones. He may have thought that Packer had been weakly led by pol-
itically ambitious friends or he may simply have miscalculated the strength
of Packer's commitment to Anglicanism. It is true that he had known about
Packer's denominational affiliation from the start but this had probably
been tolerated because of their mutual interest in the Puritans although,
at a private level, Lloyd-Jones took every opportunity to press for seces-
sion: "he felt it was part of his task to get me out of the Church of
England." By the 1960s their views on ecumenism and the church had
become a rift and there can be little doubt that the publication of
Growing Into Union had been the last straw which ended their association
and precipitated the closure of the Puritan Conference.

According to the Publisher's Introduction to The Puritans - a collec-
tion of Lloyd-Jones's addresses to the Puritan and Westminster Conferences
from 1959 to 1978 - "the three non-Anglican members of the Puritan Con-
ference Committee (John Caiger, David Fountain and Dr. Lloyd-Jones) decided
that it was impossible for the Conference to continue without the intro-
duction of serious controversy." In other words, Packer had been dis-
missed for keeping improper company and for making concessions to the
Catholics, and once again, a unilateral decision was made. Packer had been
shut out. In a political move Lloyd-Jones withdrew as chairman of
the Puritan Conference at the December meeting in 1969, and there was no
further meeting until 1971 when it was reconstituted as the Westminster
Conference under the continuing chairmanship of Martyn Lloyd-Jones.

As we have shown in the case of the Westminster Fellowship the closing of these meetings leaves room for comment. It is more than likely that in the background of Lloyd-Jones's mind was a desire to be free from his bilateral opponents so that he could re-establish a more homogeneous group. He knew of the affection of his followers and in fact it was not long before they rallied to his position. It was astute and perfectly in line with his conviction that evangelicals should think for themselves to allow the will to re-form to come from his sympathizers rather than from Lloyd-Jones himself. That he continued to guide the newly formed group as vigorously as before - "it was to all intents and purposes the old conference resumed" 183 - until within a few years of his death at least shows how reluctant he had been to see their demise. But if that was in the background of his mind, at the forefront was Growing Into Union, the final evidence of Packer's compromise: "I was dismissed", Packer said later, "although I did not press for a debate at that time." 184 There was no need for a debate since most members of the Conference knew where he stood. Commenting twenty-six years later, he said; "my mind has not changed since the 1950s with respect to church unity", 185 and with regard to evangelicals in the Church of England, he kept "one foot firmly in the Church and the other firmly among those who shared" his evangelical convictions: "As a matter of judgement you believe you ought to be in the Church, to use that threadbare slogan, in it to try and win it. You have a job to do." 186 So Packer's views were well documented in his contributions to the ecumenical debate 187 but none of this minimizes the peremptory nature of his dismissal nor, indeed, of his related dismissal in 1970 as a consulting editor of the Evangelical Magazine. 188

If the showdown between Lloyd-Jones and John Stott was damaging to evangelical unity so too was the break with Packer. It was less public, certainly, but it is not hard to imagine how much might have been achieved for British evangelicalism had these men stayed together. The new Westminster Conference did not actually exclude Anglicans but few could expect them to be comfortable under the same separatist regime as the Fraternal. Packer, their greatest loss, now had less influence among Free Church evangelicals and turned his mind to "greater responsibilities in the Anglican context." 189
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Packer continued to maintain his bilateral stance. Later in the 1970s he became involved in the biblical inerrancy question in America, and by 1978 he had become Professor of Systematic and Historical Theology at Regent College, an interdenominational institution in Vancouver, founded in 1968.
Our discussion of the ecumenical question so far has not taken into account the position of Westminster Chapel and Congregationalism, nor have we shown the extent of Lloyd-Jones's separatism in relation to the British Evangelical Council. More positively, we also need to establish what he believed to be true biblical ecumenicity, and these matters will be our concern in this chapter.

From a chronological point of view the withdrawal of the Chapel from Congregationalism antedated October 1966 and was one of several developments which reached their climax in 1967.

At a members' meeting on 20 January 1966, Minutes of the Church Meeting record a motion that was "proposed, seconded and carried nem con that Westminster Chapel should not enter into the new covenant relationship of the Congregational Church in England and Wales." On 17 May, at the one hundred and thirty-fourth Annual Assembly of the Congregational Union held in Westminster Chapel, BBC television cameras were present to record the Act of Covenant Service at which John Huxtable, Minister Secretary of the newly constituted Congregational Church, presented the Covenant Book to the first president, Maxwell Janes. Eleven months later, Westminster Chapel affiliated to the Fellowship of Independent Evangelical Churches and, through them, to the BEC. But for Lloyd-Jones the events which transpired between January 1966 and April 1967 had a longer history of disenchantment with Congregationalism.

Congregationalists had taken a sympathetic interest in the ecumenical movement since the World Missionary Conference in Edinburgh, in 1910. In 1939 the General Purposes Committee had recommended that the Congregational Union join both the World Council of Churches and the British Council of Churches and men like Nathaniel Micklem, principal of Mansfield College, Oxford, and J.S. Whale, president of Cheshunt College, Cambridge, played a vigorous part, as did A.E. Garvie, who became president of the National Free Church Council in 1924. By the time Lloyd-Jones became co-pastor of Westminster Chapel in 1939, leading Congregationalists were firmly ensconced in the ecumenical movement. The post-war situation had brought a fresh impetus to establish what had been a temporary arrangement.
and in 1946 a provisional committee met in Geneva where it was decided that the first assembly of the World Council of Churches should be held in Amsterdam, in August, 1948. These were the first tangible results of the ecumenical movement and represented a shift away from agreement in dogmatics to a new kind of unity which placed a simple faith in Christ and confidence in God alongside the need for an inter-church forum for discussion and co-operation. G. Campbell Morgan, by now retired from the Westminster pastorate, had not been impressed with this movement for unity and on occasions was "glad to escape the political [sic] clamour that so often intruded" into Free Church Council Meetings. 5 He was not slow to express pleasure "in the spiritual unity of the catholic Church" but "for corporeal unity" he cared "very little." 6 Neither Morgan nor Lloyd-Jones became involved in denominational affairs but in Morgan's case his reluctance to take part or "to be nominated for the Chairmanship of the Congregational Union" arose not out of separatist convictions - he was always a loyal Congregationalist - but from a wish to direct his energies into "the preaching and teaching of the Bible." 7 Westminster Chapel was happy to maintain its reputation as a preaching centre and follow its minister. But Lloyd-Jones was becoming increasingly suspicious of the idea of mutual recognition between different churches and in October, 1944, he warned against the "vague generalities" of church leaders who for the sake of unity diluted the Christian message to such an extent that "the uniqueness of the Gospel has vanished." 8

In Congregational circles, a new series of talks with the Presbyterian Church of England had commenced in 1945 "with the object of achieving, if possible, a scheme of union satisfactory to both denominations", but these talks had not been wholly successful and some had expressed their doubts. 9 The following year a surprising suggestion had come from Geoffrey Fisher, Archbishop of Canterbury, that the Free Churches should take episcopacy into their systems as a preparation for a commonly accepted ministry. 10 It was not so much a plea for organic union as an effort to maintain essential Anglicanism while inviting the other churches to join it: for Fisher it was not "desirable that any Church should merge its identity in a newly constituted union" and so far as he was concerned, it was important to preserve the episcopal system. 11 The General Purposes Committee of the Free Church Federal Council responded to Fisher's idea by saying that "individual Free Churches should be invited to hold conversations with the Church of England along the lines of the Archbishop's
suggestion", but Nonconformists were not episcopalian and Congregationalists were not uncritical of Fisher's idea for union. John Huxtable, putting the Congregational point of view, spoke of Fisher's idea "as a sort of ecclesiastical experiment in cross-fertilization" and wondered how the office of bishop "could be fitted into a non-episcopal system?": would "the Moderators of the Congregational Union be consecrated?" and would future "generations of Congregational ministers have to be ordained by Moderators: and would their orders be otherwise invalid?" Moreover, what was a bishop and what was his office in the church, and how would the Anglican pattern fit in with the Free Church idea that each pastor supported by his elders or deacons was bishop in his own church?

Such questions were for clarification and discussion not for preventing ecumenical dialogue. Indeed, for Congregationalists, a little was better than nothing: "If we cannot have the larger unions we desire, it seems politic to seek such as are possible", and for the Presbyterian Church of England which had welcomed Fisher's suggestions with reservations, the feeling was the same. The Free Church leaders met Fisher at a Joint Conference of Anglicans and Free Churchmen on 16 January, 1947 at Lambeth Palace, but in the Report which appeared in 1950, only the Methodists were ready to enter into a serious correspondence with the Church of England. But if union with the Church of England were remote, talks with the Presbyterian Church had moved forward and new possibilities had opened up by the May Assembly of 1947. The British Weekly picked this up and carried the news that after debate and "sustained applause" in favour of union the Assembly received the Report of the Joint Conference of Presbyterians and Congregationalists which, as the Congregational Year Book says, amounted to a "covenanting together to take counsel with one another in all matters of common concern", while falling short of complete union.

This, then, was the background and these were the issues which caused Lloyd-Jones to think about breaking with the Congregational Union in 1947. The question had originated with a Resolution at the Church Meeting of 22 May, "To consider whether Westminster Chapel should withdraw from affiliation with the Congregational Union of England and Wales and The London Congregational Union, or otherwise." But since his return from America, Lloyd-Jones had modified his views. He had received a letter from a Congregational minister which had expressed the hope "that the Chapel would remain in the Union and thus support the number of
Evangelical ministers in the Union\textsuperscript{,} and Lloyd-Jones had referred to "The Congregational Evangelical Ministerial Fellowship, a body of 60 or 70 Evangelical Ministers, who had made a similar appeal.\textsuperscript{18} He had also agreed with another correspondent that, although modernism was "rampant in many churches", there was a continuing number of ministers who remained "steadfast in the matter of Evangelical Principles" and he did not wish to "increase their difficulties" by withdrawing from the Union.\textsuperscript{19} So he accepted their appeal and agreed that Westminster Chapel should remain in the Congregational Union, but it was on his terms. An amended Resolution was put together at the Deacons' Meeting of 2 October, 1947, and it was decided to continue the affiliation fee and remain in the Union, but "in order to preserve the Independent nature of the Chapel" they would continue to exercise "complete freedom of action in the allocation of monies" to churches and evangelical causes of their choice, and that "no official delegates should be sent to any society under the auspices of the Congregational Union.\textsuperscript{20}

Such was the amendment placed before the Special Meeting of the Chapel on 16 October. It was a well-attended meeting and the reasons why Lloyd-Jones had reversed his original intention were in the Minutes: "that in the light of these appeals, together with further reflections, he felt led to modify his views and support the Amendment.\textsuperscript{21} We are not told what the "further reflections" were but the mixed ecclesiastical affiliations of the Harvard Conference which had included representatives from the Lutheran, Anglican, Baptist, Presbyterian and other churches from as far away as Europe and Australia might have made him more sympathetic to the position of other evangelicals.\textsuperscript{21} In the event Lloyd-Jones gave his word that "any worthy Congregational cause" would be supported "so far as may be within our power", and the Minutes show that the amendment was carried with ten dissentient votes "and some who refrained from voting.\textsuperscript{22} Among the dissentients were those who could not support "the non-sending of Delegates to Societies" and there may be some truth in Iain Murray's suggestion that these were largely a pre-war remnant unwilling to relinquish their loyalty to Congregationalism.\textsuperscript{22} Whether this were so or not, and it is not possible to be certain at this distance, it was no more than a temporary compromise for Lloyd-Jones because his real hope was for full disaffiliation.
The present church, c. 1930s.
The break, therefore, between Westminster Chapel and the Congregational Church in 1966 did not represent a shift in policy for Lloyd-Jones since his earlier views had been much the same. What was new, as we have already seen, was the missionary zeal with which he came to insist on separation from the ecumenical movement. After more than twenty years of disillusionment with denominational Congregationalism, the proposal of August, 1965, by the Congregational Union to form the Congregational Church in England and Wales provided a convenient breaking point, and the relationship of Westminster Chapel with Congregationalism ceased entirely at "a well-attended Church meeting" on 20 January, 1966. 23

The main reasons for the decision were printed under Special Announcement in the Westminster Record the following month, and reflected the Minutes of the Deacons' Meeting, that is, the involvement of Congregationalism with the World Council of Churches "which we regard as inimical to evangelical principles," and disagreement with the new proposal of the Union to form a Congregational Church, "a definite infringement of the Congregational principles to which we adhere." 24 It was to this point of principle that Lloyd-Jones referred in his December Puritan Conference paper on "Henry Jacob and the First Congregational Church." Indeed, his justification for considering Jacob was not only to celebrate an anniversary but to highlight what he saw as the difference between seventeenth-century Independency and modern Congregationalism with its new formation as a "Church." 25 He was dismissive of "the authorities of the Congregational Union" who, he felt, "were probably completely ignorant" of the Henry Jacob anniversary which fell around the time of the 1966 Assembly: "though it means nothing to them it means a great deal to me." 26

The truth was that men like Geoffrey Nuttall and John Huxtable were sensitive to the issues of early Independency and were not unmindful of their history but, as Huxtable said, they were unwilling to ignore "the ecumenical spirit of the times." 27 Jacob had founded an Independent church in Southwark in 1616, and had defined a church as "a number of faithful people joined by their willing consent in a spiritual outward society or body politike, coming together in one place, instituted by Christ in his New Testament, and having the power to exercise Ecclesiasticall government and all God's other spirituall ordinances (the meanes of salvation) in and for it selfe immediately from Christ." 28 Lloyd-Jones subscribed to this definition although not to the semi-separatism
of Jacob 29 and it was this kind of statement describing the nature of an Independent church which, in Lloyd-Jones's view, had come to an end with the formation of the new CCEW.

The heart of the matter was centralization. Since the October 1904 Assembly a Council had been elected and some of its members co-opted to direct the affairs of the denomination, and in 1919 Moderators were appointed for the first time. 30 It could of course be argued that centralization was inevitable given the need for a more careful deployment of limited resources and it does not follow that, because final decisions on important matters rest with an Assembly or its representatives, there is no continuing congregational element. Members of an Assembly are, after all, members of the churches they represent and in this way they have the same interests at heart. Neither, so far as we know, did the Congregational Union or the new Covenant relationship aspire to be surrogate churches, but for Lloyd-Jones centralization was incompatible with "essential Congregationalism" because it violated the autonomy of a congregation's subjection to Christ and the Scriptures alone.

But Lloyd-Jones was right insofar as the idea of covenanting, as used in the overtly historicist Act of Covenant Service in the 1966 Assembly, was a move away from original Congregationalism. Covenants and confessions by ministers, members and congregations had been an important part of independence since the sixteenth century and had safeguarded doctrine and the gathered church principle: towards the middle of the nineteenth century there was a decline in local church covenants as new Congregational churches appeared. A.P.F. Sell has noted the influx of "Enlightenment individualism" which arose at the same time and which encouraged a shift away from saints covenanting "in Christ" to an emphasis on the unanimity of saints; that is, the democratic principle of "one man - one vote", 31 and Westminster Chapel had not avoided this either. There were exceptions but "by the 1950s" the idea of a more national covenant incorporating the denomination as a whole had evolved, and it was this broader use of "church" which Lloyd-Jones found disturbing. The new Act used "covenant" more widely to describe the whole CCEW, and the intention of such a "global form of confessing" 32 was to recognize the wider communion of believers, a point which Huxtable made clear in his sermon at the formation of the new Church: "as so often happens people who see one thing very clearly are apt to miss other things", and it took Independents "almost 300 years to
The nature of modern Congregationalism did not consciously deny its Jacobean roots but it had moved on to see the life of the church "as a whole" and to recognize "Christians of other traditions", but it was a change of direction away from historic Independency. 34

The position of Westminster Chapel vis-à-vis the Congregational Union had never been strong. It had paid its annual subscription until 1947 but apart from being a convenient amphitheatre big enough to accommodate large meetings in central London there had been remarkably few contacts. Nor had the Chapel affiliated to the London Congregational Union, although "for many years [it] had sent a voluntary lump-sum contribution...in order to help Churches in the Eastern part of the City." 35 Lloyd-Jones was never on the denomination's ministerial list and the letter "A" against his name in the Congregational Year Book list of churches noted that he was not yet in the Union. Strictly speaking, the decision of January, 1966, was not secessionist since the old Union had been dissolved and the new Church was a voluntary association. It simply stood outside the proposed covenant and did not join. So the non-covenanting decision was something of a non-event so far as the Chapel was concerned, although it served to sharpen the issues and redirect the Chapel's focus. Numerically Westminster Chapel was strong enough to pursue its own course. By 1964 orders for the Westminster Record, which carried little more than a sermon by Lloyd-Jones, were 6,000 copies monthly, which included 1,200 sent to overseas subscribers and 2,300 sent to addresses in the United Kingdom. 36 Despite this strength, however, the Chapel was not isolationist nor was it Lloyd-Jones's intention to be so. He had said as much in his annual Letter of January, 1967, when he wrote about "the danger of living only to ourselves", and when giving notice of the March business meeting that year one of the questions to be considered was that "of our formal relationship to other like-minded churches." 37

Turning to this meeting and the Chapel's relationship with like-minded churches, there is some evidence that Lloyd-Jones did not have things all his own way. Minutes of the meeting on 16 March record a "unanimous recommendation by Dr. Lloyd-Jones and the Deacons to the church to apply for membership to the FIEC" but no definite decision was taken: "on a show of hands, 42 people voted in favour of postponing our decision and it was agreed that another meeting should be called as soon as possible to consider the matter further." There is no suggestion as to what percentage
of the meeting this number was nor do the Minutes record the number present, but the issue was obviously unresolved. There are several possible reasons for this. Church meetings in Independent churches are an open forum for members and in practice this extends and duplicates discussion, a process which can lead to clarification but as easily to confusion. No doubt there was an element of this and doubtless there were some who had given little thought before the meeting as to what the new alignment would mean. Others may have been loath to sever a lengthy affiliation to Congregationalism. Murray includes this meeting under a chapter on Controversy and suggests that the matter of affiliation to the FIEC was a difficult move for some, with "a measure of controversy" and tension which arose, mainly, from a small group of younger men who felt that the FIEC was not sufficiently Calvinistic. This may have accounted for a few, and no doubt for Murray himself, but a vote of "42 people" in favour of postponement points to a more general feeling of uncertainty rather than any arguments against the FIEC. It was true that the FIEC did not require acceptance of the five points of Calvinism for membership but neither did it stipulate the mode of Baptism or form of local church government, matters where genuine believers differ. Its vision of evangelical unity was more broadly based in that it included both Calvinists and Arminians who were united in the more primary doctrines of evangelicalism and who stood against the ecumenical movement. It was this broader evangelical fellowship that Lloyd-Jones and his deacons had recommended, but members wanted more time to think. The matter was finally resolved on 13 April, when "attendance at the church meeting was very large", and by a show of hands the motion was "carried by an overwhelming majority" with "five dissenting votes", and Westminster Chapel applied for membership to the FIEC. Once again, the number of votes were not recorded but the wording of the Minutes points to a larger gathering than 16 March, and this being so, the five dissenting votes suggest a nearly unanimous decision.

The conservative Evangelical Times saw the new affiliation as a "by-product" of Lloyd-Jones's call for a new grouping of evangelical churches and an argument against those who interpreted it as a call for a new denomination, but others might have seen it as his only refuge and an inevitable move if he was to avoid isolation. Lloyd-Jones had burned his boats so far as Congregationalism went, but his future did not lie with the FIEC so much as with the BEC. Here he became passionately outspoken, and as
their leading speaker over the next twelve years he was its main advocate. Although the BEC had been founded in 1952, until November 1967 (when Lloyd-Jones preached on the 450th anniversary of Martin Luther's ninety-five propositions) the BEC was almost unknown to the Christian public. Its interest for us here is that the Luther address contained a further appeal for evangelical unity which was more rigorous than the Evangelical Alliance appeal of 1966, and, apart from the Mayflower sermon of 1970, it was the last time Lloyd-Jones called for radical Independency in so public a manner.

The substance of his appeal this time was that the real enemy involved fellow believers, those who, although equally sincere and honest, had a faulty conception of the nature of the church and of the gospel itself. In an address to the Evangelical Library on 5 November, 1968, Lloyd-Jones referred to a questioning of the early chapters of Genesis and "a fairly widespread capitulation into a belief in the theory of evolution." What he had in mind was a growing challenge to the inspiration and authority of Scripture and what he alleged to be a general deterioration of central Christian beliefs from within the church itself. Predictably, such attention to nuances and subtle changes of position produced impatience in others and Lloyd-Jones knew this: "Some of us Evangelicals are constantly being charged with being spiritual detectives, and we are said to condemn a man for a dot or a comma... we are over-critical." But for Lloyd-Jones the boundaries between truth and falsehood were clearly drawn and believers must defend themselves against wrong associations. Such was his view that a destructive force was at work within the churches and that ecumenism was the ruin of biblical Christianity, that it comes as no surprise to hear him speak with increasing vigour of uncompromising separation. In his twenty-four sermons on revival in 1959, he was already declaring his interest in separation "between those who are 'on the Lord's side' and those who worship their own ideas, and their own thoughts", and later, when speaking at a meeting commemorating the ejection of clergy who would not conform to the Act of Uniformity, he plainly stated: "if they were prepared to go to such lengths concerning those matters what should our attitude be towards flagrant denials of the very foundations and first principles of the Christian faith... As in 1662, the choice before us today is - conformity or purity." And during the closing address at the Mayflower Commemorative Meeting he roundly condemned the errors of Romanism and the position of fellow evangelicals who differed on the ecumenical question, and asked his congregation:
"are we not prepared to separate from those who are liberal in their doctrine, who deny the Christian faith... are we not ready to divide on this issue of denying the inerrancy of the Word of God... Is not the call to us to separate from everything that is represented by the World Council of Churches and the Ecumenical Movement?"  

The inerrancy question, what James Barr (1924– ) later called "the constant factor in all fundamentalist interpretation", was a crucial part of Lloyd-Jones's critique of ecumenism. This he later made clear in an interview with Carl F.H. Henry for Christianity Today in 1980: "There has been a slide toward a liberal view of the Scriptures", he said, and cited Barr's *Fundamentalism* as representing "some of this country's prominent evangelicals [who have] quietly and subtly crossed the line by concessions to higher criticism. At stake", he continued, "is the loss of a doctrine of the full inspiration and inerrance of Scripture."  

To return to his sermon of 1967, it had become clear that "Neutrality at a time like this was cowardice, it is temporising where it is not sheer ignorance of the facts." It was time for believers to withdraw from unholy alliances and enter into a fellowship of like-minded people "such as this BEC" which, in his opinion, "stood for the truth and against compromise, hesitation, neutrality and everything that ministers to the success of the plans of Rome." For those who chose to remain in the established churches and denominations while maintaining their own evangelical convictions, he was most scathing. He spoke of the "mental reservations" and "private interpretations" of such men who because they remained in doctrinally mixed churches were in fact denying the Articles or Confessions of Faith which they had claimed to believe, and this he repeated with greater strength in 1971, accusing such men of "dishonesty, and of lying." He may have had in mind the kind of remarks made by Michael Ramsey, incoming Archbishop of Canterbury, who in 1961 had said that it was "quite in order for a person to stand up in church and recite the Creed even if he has scruples about the virgin birth, provided he believes in the pattern of faith as a whole." Whatever the meaning of the latter part of Ramsey's statement, for Lloyd-Jones the "pattern of faith" had to be matched by accurate doctrine and credal honesty. Later, in his 1971 *State of the Nation* sermon, he spoke of the "spectacle of a bishop" and "leaders of the Church." The "spectacle" was John Robinson, suffragan Bishop of Woolwich, who had stood as a witness at the trial of D.H. Lawrence's book, *Lady*
Chatterley's Lover, and was in favour of publishing the unexpurgated edition, saying that Lawrence's portrayal of the sexual relationship was something sacred, like "an act of communion." 55 The "leaders of the Church" were those who supported "the Wolfenden Report recommendations with regard to homosexual practices." 56 These were extreme cases but they served to highlight the mixed nature of the church, especially the Church of England, and made his call for separation increasingly urgent.

Matters reached a climax, at least publicly, in Lloyd-Jones's closing address of the BEC conference of 1 November, 1967. It was preached to a capacity congregation in Westminster Chapel and contained an assessment of Martin Luther and a commemoration of the ninety-five theses. Principally, it was a critique of the modern church and a call for evangelicals to secede. The Evangelical Times had no doubt about the burden of this latter-day Luther: "Here I Stand" was the headline, 57 and few could have missed the implication of one man and his cohorts standing for the truth in a sea of unfaithfulness. The Christian, less separatist and anti-ecumenical, had the headline, "Attack on Ecumenism", 58 but both were right. In most respects it was a typical Lloyd-Jones sermon containing the same kind of emphasis and illustrations that are common to a great many of his sermons but this time there was a new element, a sting in the tail. Not only did he claim doctrinal compromise in those who remained in their denominations, he went further: "It also raises the question of guilt by association." "If you are content to function in the same church with such people", he said, "you are virtually saying that though you think you are right, they also may be right... That, I assert, is a denial of the Evangelical, the only true faith." 59

By definition, therefore, "guilt by association" was an argument that was laid at the door of fellow Christians who chose not to secede. It was not merely a protest against the contemporary zeitgeist, it was a challenge to fellow evangelicals on the subject of church affiliation and it carried all the marks of second-degree separation. Using Luther's life and message, he warned against unevangelical tendencies and clinched his argument from Revelation 18:4: "Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues." 60 The idea that evangelicals could stay within a doctrinally mixed denomination in order "to reform it" or "to turn in into an Evangelical body" was, to Lloyd-Jones, "midsummer madness", 61 and that was a word not only to the Anglicans but to
Baptists, Congregationalists, Methodists and all who had an official interest in ecumenism and the World Council of Churches. But it should not be forgotten that Lloyd-Jones was profoundly convinced that the ecumenical movement was an enemy of the gospel and it was against this background that he used "guilt by association." Indeed, such was the number of occasions on which he expressed anti-ecumenical feelings that it is not hard to see how they came to be a primary factor in his understanding of Christian truth: "If your doctrine of the church is wrong, eventually you will be wrong everywhere. If you believe in a mixed denomination... of necessity you have to compromise." 62 The nature of the compromise was not that one agreed with the sentiments of a certain bishop or church leader but that one associated with his views by remaining in the same denomination. It was not Anglo-Catholics, moderates or liberals he had in mind so much as the culpability of evangelicals who held the same gospel in all its essential points.

To speak of "guilt by association" implied the committing of an offence or at least a failure of duty and since words like "guilt" and "compromise" and "separation" indicate disapproval, it implied a judgement of those concerned also. It was a serious charge but it raises certain questions. The issue of church affiliation is clear enough but does "guilt by association" mean that all serious conversation and dialogue with Christians who hold differing views is out of the question? Is it wrong to talk face-to-face with other believers on matters of mutual interest? But if there is an embargo on communication how will people learn from each other and how will they live together in a yet imperfect world? Or does the offence relate to the purity of the pulpit and the kind of men who are invited to preach in our churches? And, perhaps most radical of all, should evangelicals feel guilty if they do not join the BEC, since this was the best provision for unity? But to say as much is bordering on sectarianism and, in any case, encourages yet another ecclesiastical organization.

The problem is that although the trend of thought is clear Lloyd-Jones did not define what he meant by "guilt by association." It may amount to any one of the above explanations or it may be all of them. What is beyond doubt, however, is that it immediately polarized believers by making separation the touchstone of orthodoxy, and at a stroke it removed a whole group of Christians from the mainstream of debate and action. For R.W. Davey, it was quite illogical: "to talk about withdrawing from denominations and
churches...is like saying, if you are a human being you had better not be a member of the human race because that is the reductio ad absurdum of that kind of argument." 63 But it could also be argued that "guilt by association" is unchristian because it is not consistent with the life and ministry of Christ. He was separate, certainly, but by virtue of who and what he was, not in the sense of encouraging his disciples to dissociate with each other, and he might well have done so, for example, in the case of Peter's denials. None would doubt the severity of Christ's words against sin and unbelief or his warnings on a variety of subjects but when it came to judging a brother in the faith he cautioned care. 64 Of course Lloyd-Jones knew this and John Caiger was quite right to say that "the closer you were to Lloyd-Jones the more inconsequential was this position. The further away from him people were the more they felt the impact of his statement." 65 Nevertheless, it was said, and there is evidence that he was not happy with his original emphasis. The tape recording of the sermon conveys all the passion of his preaching and the statement is undoubtedly an indictment - "It is guilt by association." The printed version is toned down to "This raises the question of guilt by association", 66 but this is not a critical point. A man has the right to edit his spoken word for publication and most preachers do; nor does it change what he is saying, a view which he was to hold for the rest of his life. "I was criticized some 8 or 9 years ago", he said in 1974, "for using a phrase, 'guilt by association'. I was told you mustn't say that. But now there is no difficulty because the position has changed. What I saw then to be implicit has now become explicit" and he went on to explain what he meant by citing cases of ecumenical evangelism. 67

Reaction to the charge of "guilt by association" reflected the division that had opened up among evangelicals. Those close to Lloyd-Jones chose either to defend him or say little so as not to exacerbate the situation. Murray makes no mention of "guilt by association" in his reference to the Luther address but talks all around the subject of separation and alignment in the following chapter, "Controversy: An Assessment." He does, however, allow the phrase in a quotation from James Packer in Appendix 4, and adds that this did "not fairly reflect his [Lloyd-Jones's] position." 68 Murray's view of Packer in this Appendix is somewhat partial. He seems to be saying that Packer is a man who has lost his way and gone with the tide, especially in the implication that he had changed his mind about the nature of the church itself. But, as we have noted earlier, Packer was still
a convinced evangelical and retained an essentially evangelical view of the church. * A more reasonable explanation of what Packer was doing by non-separating would be that he wanted to keep up with a constantly moving situation and make his contribution as an evangelical thinker. If this was so it might be difficult for some to understand the kind of struggles bilateralists like Packer had in maintaining a position to which, they believed, they were called of God.

The view of Hywel Rees Jones was more direct: "The Doctor was not advocating second degree separation" at all, "What he was doing was questioning those who, in the previous twelve highly charged months, had repeatedly rejected a call to gospel unity in favour of denominational loyalty which countenanced serious error." 69 But to say that "he was not in fact charging anyone with guilt" is either to question the meaning of words or miss the point altogether. As we have said, it was a charge laid at the feet of fellow believers and this was not missed by his contemporaries. For Gilbert Kirby, then principal of London Bible College and a friend of Lloyd-Jones, "guilt by association did tremendous damage" and for Maurice Rowlandson, Administrative Assistant to the Evangelical Alliance, "it turned brother against brother." 70 David Winter, Editorial Secretary of the Alliance, thought that few took "much notice" but R.W. Davey who attended the Westminster Fellowship found it more menacing: "there was a sense in which you were forced to conform, rather like receiving a government Whip. You gave nominal assent... but privately there was lots of dissent." 71 Davey highlights the dilemma of men who had grown up under the preaching of Lloyd-Jones and who had benefited from his counselling but who now felt uncertain about what he was saying on secession. To such men, an unquantifiable number, loyalty had to be balanced with conscience.

There were others, men like A. Morgan Derham, who spoke about the separatist emphasis in 1966 and 1967 as "an error of judgement which... grievously divided the evangelical community in the UK" and this had been noted by J.D. Douglas in an American publication, Christianity Today: "it is irrefutable that the veteran Welsh preacher's views on separation have split evangelical ranks." 72 The grievous dividing in Derham's case was a distinct coolness between the more inclusive EA and more exclusive BEC and it is not hard to see the predicament of Derham who had sympathies with both sides but who felt personally betrayed. His hopes had been for

* See pp. 131-134.
a strengthened Alliance in which all evangelicals stood together, but the events of 1966 and 1967 had proved otherwise. He was not happy with these new tensions between brethren and in spite of looking on Lloyd-Jones as "my theological guru, my pastoral exemplar, my friend and encourager" regretted that he pressed separation so far that it made his mission as the General Secretary of the EA "impossible and I quit." The ambivalence of Derham was clearly expressed in a letter to the author: "I resigned in 1968 precisely because the promotion of the BEC made my vision for the EA impossible, and because I did not wish to be involved in controversy with my former friends and colleagues of the Westminster Fellowship of which I had been a member since the late forties." Alec Motyer, who had known Derham "tolerably well" and who attended the Westminster Fellowship, felt that "the whole aura of guilt by association... made real fellowship between true evangelicals more difficult and less warm... and there was a real fear of entering into even simple cross-barrier contacts": fear, that is, of deserting Lloyd-Jones and his cause. This was the kind of observation made by Maurice Rowlandson; it was a feeling of anxiety which "made you look over your shoulder and made people very careful of what they said; they didn't want to condemn themselves in the eyes of others." Packer's response was that although it had been made in good faith, "guilt by association was viciously flawed" and entailed "censure of [the Apostle] Paul because, having detected and corrected major errors, he failed to tell the churches that he personally was breaking off fellowship with them until he was satisfied that they had all renounced those errors." It cannot, of course, be said that Lloyd-Jones wanted to provoke ill-feeling but either he had not thought his position through sufficiently or he was naïve in his expectations. For some, moved by the power of his preaching, it may have seemed like the beginning of a new era and a new reformation. For others it was an absurdity and could hardly gain a foothold in the mainstream denominations since all of its members would be "guilty by association." In practical terms all it did was further to marginalize Lloyd-Jones and his followers and it had no effect on the total English scene so far as the church was concerned. The result was that instead of evangelicals coming together in the 1960s and thereafter, they split three ways: the separatists to the BEC, the Anglicans to a reinvigorated evangelical Anglicanism and the rest to the EA. It could hardly have been further from what Lloyd-Jones had intended. For many evangelicals denominational loyalties still had their place although not
to the exclusion of other Christians and as R.T. France said, "if anything, Lloyd-Jones's appeal...made us more clearly aware that our denominational context was more than just a flag of convenience. We became more conscious of being evangelical Anglicans, not Anglican evangelicals." 78

So far as the nature of the church went the concept of a pure church was as illusory as it had always been in an imperfect world and, on the matter of the ecumenical movement, few Christians of whatever complexion would have failed to be anxious from time to time over some issue or another but, in general, evangelism and proclamation of the gospel were considered to be a higher priority. As for church unity, thirty years after the Luther address mainstream churches are still slow to relinquish their independence and sink their differences.

The two calls for a new grouping of evangelicals, 1966 at the Central Hall and 1967 at Westminster Chapel, were sincerely made but they largely fell to the ground through lack of support and it is difficult not to see the Central Hall appeal as a political mistake. Until that meeting Lloyd-Jones had almost universal approval among all evangelicals but after 1966 his influence declined amid some bitterness and polarization. Whether he would have formed a new denomination given the chance, is a moot point. Publicly he denied any such intention but some who were close to him are not so sure. R.T. Kendall, for example, feels that when nothing happened "he was very disappointed. He could have done it. I think the only reason he did not have the courage to do it was that he thought it might fail. I think he hoped for vast numbers of people beating on his door to do it." 80 But Lloyd-Jones made no plans for a new structure; this he left to others. In fact he looked upon plans and schemes with disdain and had no ambitions to be a denominational leader. His great interest was preaching but herein lay the dilemma. Such was the effect of his preaching that he inspired many by what he said and his relentless use of logical arguments and historical illustrations demonstrating what he felt was genuine faith and confessional correctness made people think that what he was being said was of great significance. And yet if the calls of 1966 and 1967 were so important why did he make them if he was unwilling to follow them through? Was it right to say such things then leave people dangling in mid-air, hoping that something would happen? His purpose may have been simply to alert people to what he saw as the great need of the day but if he had no intention of following up what he said, it might more accurately be
described as misleading rhetoric. Or perhaps it was politics. If so, to make rejection of the ecumenical movement a core belief of Christianity was too narrow; in fact it was sectarian, no matter how concerned he was for the truth. That confusion and contradictions existed in the church was nothing new but even if some felt that God was leading them towards realignment while others took the opposite view, it remained a matter of conscience and not a matter of duty.

The allegation of "guilt by association", coming as it did a year later in 1967, may have been a final blow aimed at less radical brethren who were not prepared to conform to Lloyd-Jones's concept of unity. But beyond the impact of the occasion it had little practical effect. Few were willing to say that Christians who spoke out against error while remaining in their churches were guilty simply by virtue of the membership they held. If that had been so, for one thing it would prejudice the integrity and motives of those who differed and for another, such wholesale secession would mean that the evangelical point of view would cease to be heard in the church at large. But the most chilling aspect of this kind of conservatism is its alienation from the fellowship of other believers and its failure to understand their struggle with current issues in an equally honest way. The closest Lloyd-Jones came to realizing his call for a new grouping of churches was to revive an existing one, that is, to associate with the BEC. There were other associations - the FIEC, for example, or the Evangelical Fellowship of Congregational Churches - but the BEC was a larger forum and could speak, so he hoped, with a corporate evangelical voice. From here he would hold the fort and make his pronouncements: "Why do I belong to the British Evangelical Council?" he asked at Westminster Chapel in 1969: "It is because I cannot say 'yes' and 'no' at the same time... I take my stand with the apostle Paul", that is, in the certainty of the apostolic proclamation. The implication was that to remain outside of the BEC was to weaken the church's coherence and testimony to biblical truth and the unmistakable impression was that evangelicalism and the BEC were one and the same thing.

So the BEC became a kind of flagship for shadow ecumenism but in spite of the thousands who gathered to hear Lloyd-Jones at their annual meetings it amounted to very little, and the impact on British Christianity today of those who take the Lloyd-Jonesian line is negligible. A number of new independent churches have arisen in England since 1966 but this is more
likely due to the output of new pastors by colleges such as the London Bible College rather than to any direct result of Lloyd-Jones's call for separation. Moreover, there are clear indications that the majority of Lloyd-Jones's supporters held Independent convictions well before 1966. T.H. Bendor-Samuel, for example, spoke about the "vital importance of building a truly united evangelical church" in 1964, and went on to say, "we should hope and pray that out of the present confusion one evangelical church may arise and we should be prepared to take our place in it." And, troubled with the issues of mixed doctrine and ecumenical tendencies, the Evangelical Movement of Wales had formed in 1955 to encourage evangelicals in the Principality and in 1967 churches were beginning to affiliate to it. So that in the case of his supporters their position was confirmed rather than precipitated by the appeals of 1966 and 1967. So far as evangelical Anglicans were concerned, they too were already on the move in the 1960s. Latimer House had been founded in Oxford in 1959 to promote theological research and scholarly writing on current Christian questions from an evangelical point of view, and by 1964 there had been two Northern Evangelical Conferences in York and a layman's conference in Leeds, and plans for the Keele Congress were being discussed in 1964 by men like John Stott: "All that was going on without any reference to Dr. Lloyd-Jones and when he began increasingly to make separatist noises the effect was that Anglicans progressively lost interest." So a divergence of opinion between Anglicans and Independents was already opening up in the early 1960s and there was a developing hostility towards the Church of England and its gospel which was epitomized in Lloyd-Jones's call for secession, "and Anglicans were subject to severe criticism." The trouble was that for Lloyd-Jones secession was not up for discussion: all who took the opposite view were guilty of ecclesiastical indifferentism. He could not, for example, accept that by remaining in their churches denominational evangelicals did not weaken evangelicalism but strengthened it or, to put it another way, in the words of John Cook "whose is the Church of England?" These were no empty words because for men like Stott and Packer the evangelical influence in the Church of England was growing and Cook's point, that secession would mean the surrender of evangelical influence and affect "the eternity of souls", was a valid one. It would also call into question the motives of ministers who were in their churches because they were "convinced that the Holy Spirit had put them there." For them, secession would be disobedience and would damage the people of
God. But more than this, Lloyd-Jones's idea of unity at this point is open to question and we are entitled to ask if he was right to make evangelicalism the focus of allegiance as against or in competition with membership of an empirical church affiliation? To hold this kind of unilateral allegiance was to encourage the very party spirit that he deplored and at the same time it made the ecumenical movement the axis around which his ecclesiology was formed. For the majority of Christians, however, these were not primary issues nor did they find any difficulty in being faithful to the gospel and remaining in their churches. Lloyd-Jones's black-and-white distinction between denominational evangelicals and independent congregations did not reflect the true state of affairs for the generality of church-goers. But it was not they who concerned him so much as the smaller number of the faithful who stood outside of the World Council of Churches and found refuge in the BEC, God's alternative provision in an age of theological syncretism: "I believe the call to the BEC, which it has heard and already responded to, is to do in our age and generation precisely what Elijah did on Mount Carmel." Once more, it was "the big battalions" on the one side - the false prophets against "a despised little remnant" - and on the other side the Luther-like figure of Elijah standing in the name of God and the truth. Or as he put it on a number of occasions, it was "Athanasius contra mundum."

The consequence of all this was that it placed those who disagreed with Lloyd-Jones among the false prophets. There was only one way to worship God - "in spirit and in truth" - and as the prophets of Baal were destroyed for opposing the true God, the church also must withstand heresy: "You must destroy them and their teaching. And if you cannot excommunicate them because of your numerical weakness, you have got to remove yourself from their midst." That some appeared to be removing themselves gave him much satisfaction: "I am immensely encouraged at the sight of this congregation" he said at the beginning of his Luther address in 1967: "I am glad to find that if not exactly 7,000 there are at any rate some 2,500 and more who have not bowed the knee to Baal." Such was his conviction: "Why this BEC? Why not join the other evangelicals?" His answer was unequivocal: "they are mixed up with infidels and sceptics and denials of the truth."

But although there had been anti-ecumenical feelings in certain areas in the 1960s, Lloyd-Jones was alone among the other prominent London
ministries of the time. W.E. Sangster, his famous Methodist neighbour, "tried hard to see fine points about all the Churches, and went to a variety of services when he could, including Roman Catholic ones": he "was active all the later years of his life in ecumenical meetings of every description, including the British Council of Churches, the United Free Church Council, the Ecumenical Institute, the Conversations between the Church of England and the Methodist Church", and that was while he remained an outstanding evangelical preacher. Leslie Weatherhead at the City Temple was keenly in favour of Christian unity but although he was responsible for initiating the Methodist-Anglican Conversations as President of the Methodist Conference in 1955, he was not "a member of any committee or involved in any official discussions on unity." Donald Soper at the Kingsway Hall had a very broad ecumenical view which extended to "the merits of non-Christian faiths" and to a multi-religious interchange of ideas of which Christianity was an important part. Townley Lord at Bloomsbury Central Baptist Church was strongly involved with the Baptist World Alliance and was "ecumenical in outlook", and his successor, Howard Williams, was even more ecumenically minded. John Stott at All Souls was a convinced denominational evangelical and was already playing a vital part in the development of evangelical Anglicanism. These were diverse and influential ministries as we have seen but each of them, with the exception of Westminster Chapel, was committed in some measure to the ecumenical movement and a wider appreciation of other church traditions and points of view.

In the end, it can be argued that Lloyd-Jones's separatism was a retreat, not from biblical doctrine or from a broader ecclesiastical view alone, but from a wider field of influence in which he once was generally welcome. In the eyes of the church at large it was a retreat into self-marginalization. It was also a shift in priorities. The heart of the matter for Lloyd-Jones was that differing views of the Christian church and of its core beliefs had become "the major cause of division amongst evangelical people" and formed "the greatest hindrance to revival" and evangelism. Thus ecclesiological issues had taken on an overriding importance and this, even in the eyes of his sympathetic grandson, "was a mistake." Our study so far has shown more of the negative side of Lloyd-Jones's ecumenical position and there has been enough evidence to suggest the nature of its problems. But the difficulties were not all on one side. It
is true that there was doctrinal wooliness in contemporary ecumenism and Lloyd-Jones had little in common with most of its leaders. Moreover, given his belief that the church was to be pure and separated and not a net with all kinds of fish in it, his fears were justified since the majority of Christians did not separate but remained in their churches and therefore within the ambit of the ecumenical movement. There was, however, a more positive view of Christian unity and any attempt to assess his ecumenical position would be incomplete without the knowledge of what he did believe.

In a letter to the editor of the Welsh monthly Barn, June 1963, Lloyd-Jones wrote: "I believe from the bottom of my heart in church unity and I look on schism as sin." 102 In his opening address at the Second National Assembly of Evangelicals in 1966 he told his congregation, "I am a believer in ecumenicity, evangelical ecumenicity. To me the tragedy is that we are divided." 103 What then was the positive side of his teaching on Christian unity and how could he be so passionately for and against it at the same time? We have already seen that there was a clash in his thinking between biblical unity and what was going on in the mainstream churches, we now need to show the underlying reasons and theological bases for what he did believe.

The case for an alternative ecumenism came not from political alliances but from the premiss of evangelicalism itself, and this he confirmed as early as 1946: "The question is, what is this great ecumenical church to stand for? What is she to believe? What is her foundation?" These were the issues in mind, not numbers, "for however great a body the ecumenical church may be, she will have no influence upon the world unless she has a truth to present." To be faithful to its roots the church must prioritize the apostolic message because what "the Bible is concerned about is truth, and in a very extraordinary manner it ridicules our pathetic faith in big battalions and in great numbers." 104 Lloyd-Jones's view of biblical ecumenism was a logical process within which three main areas of thinking can be identified. The first step was to ask three fundamental questions: "What is a Christian?", "How does one become a Christian?" and "What is the Church?" Arising from his answers to these questions came the second part of the process, the nature of the unity itself. Lastly, and equally integral, was his division of doctrine.
In response to the first question the Christian is described as someone who is "born of the Spirit", which not only means that his "sins are forgiven" but that by virtue of the converting act he "is a partaker of the divine nature...one in whom are essentially, the traits and characteristics of God himself." 105 So if, by definition, the Christian is the result of an act of God in conversion and that alone, the new birth cannot be conferred through such practices as Infant Baptism, church membership, or the living of an irreproachable life. And this is exactly what he said in an undated and rare testimony under the title "Why I am a Christian": "I am a Christian solely and entirely because of the grace of God and not because of anything I have thought or said or done." 106 It was the classic Calvinist answer: "We are Christian not because we are good people", he said in another place, "we are Christian because, though we were bad people, God had mercy on us and sent His Son to die for us. We are saved entirely by the grace of God; there is no human contribution whatsoever." 107

And this led exactly to the more contentious second question of how a person becomes a Christian: "Is it through the Church and its sacraments and through works alone; or is it justification by faith alone?" - it was "the old 16th century question... how is a man saved?" 108 and was firmly set within his view of history and Scripture. "How does one get forgiveness of sins?", he asked in his Luther address, is it through indulgences or works or is it wholly fideist? "How does one become a Christian and get this assurance of being reconciled to God? That is the question that led to the Protestant Reformation." 109 As Luther had come to a personal experience of salvation by studying the Scripture, especially the book of Romans and its doctrine of justification by faith, so not only did he become a different man but, more importantly, his experience opened up the difference between a church-based system of salvation and one in which divine grace came directly from God without a priest. 110 Becoming a Christian was a gratuitous and sovereign act which depended on God's work rather than man's. After conversion the believer was expected to be "throughly furnished unto all good works" but the initial conversion experience was "not by works, lest any man should boast." 111 The answer to the question "What is the Church?" is strictly tied into the other two questions and has a strong spiritual emphasis: it was a communion of saints, not an institution. It was an association of people who had been "born again" and who because of this, were members of the body of Christ. Such people are "a spiritual society with the Holy Spirit as their companion, as the one who leads them, and the one who inspires them." 112 In
other words the church is an aggregate of all who share the same conversion experience.

Put together these questions and answers provided a structure for the kind of unity which Lloyd-Jones envisaged. It was to be Trinitarian and familial, and these concepts were at the heart of his exposition of Christ's High Priestly Prayer in John 17: "the essential character of the unity about which our Lord is speaking is that it is comparable to the unity that exists between the Father and the Son Themselves. It is also comparable to the unity between the Son and the people for whom he is praying." 113 This was the Trinitarian aspect, something he put even more clearly in a sermon on Romans 8:28-30; "The unity of which our Lord speaks is not a mere coming together of all who call themselves Christians; it is a unity of the same character as the unity between Father and Son." 114 So there is a clear-cut division between those who are in the world, the non-believers, and those who are separated or gathered to Christ and it is the latter "and they alone [who] are the subjects of this unity." 115

The argument is circular; true believers are one because their salvation is Trinitarian and Christocentric. This is a familial relationship and a unity of essence since they all belong to the same Father. As "a matter of blood and of essence" each family member has his or her origin in the same evangelical experience, and for this reason the unity of the church is not voluntary but inevitable. Such inevitability is a vital part of his argument: unity being involuntary, there is no need "to create" or search for it, it is a matter of preserving what is already there. The people of God "stand for the same things...possess the same emphasis [and] speak the same language." 116 It is not surprising, therefore, to hear him say that "the invisible Church is more important than the visible church," and to take this a step further, for evangelicals "loyalty to the former may involve either expulsion or separation from the latter, and the formation of a new visible church." 117 Separation was obviously in his mind when he said this in 1962 but to what extent is not clear. A.T. Davies certainly thought this statement was mischievous but in his defence Lloyd-Jones argued that it was not his purpose to deny the reality of a visible church, simply to show the difference between the visible and invisible aspects, which is common knowledge to "every Protestant Church." 118 He makes little comment on "new" which Davies takes as "the heart of the argument" but which Lloyd-Jones saw as the myopic reaction of someone
unable to think of any church "other than the episcopal church!" 119

The third part of the process was the centrality of doctrine. What he believed about biblical ecumenism rested firmly on an agreed body of truth: Christian unity is "unity in the truth", it is the "getting together of like-minded people." 120 Conversely, people "are not 'one', nor in a state of unity, who disagree about fundamental questions" and in practice there needs to be "agreement on basic points before true co-operation is possible." 121 Any kind of unity which is less than this "is dishonest and sinful" because it misleads the world at large; it is to "be guilty of a lie." 122 His point was that all unanimity in apostolic doctrine would help a fallen world in need of gospel light - "Nothing so surely drives the world away from the truth as uncertainty or confusion in the Church with respect to the content of her message", and he illustrated this from geometry. "Without the acceptance of certain axioms and propositions in geometry...it is idle to attempt to solve any problem; if certain people refuse to accept the axioms, clearly there is no point of contact between them and those who do accept them. It is precisely the same in the realm of the Church." 123

But not all truth can be defined as axiomatic and he makes a distinction between essentials and non-essentials in The Basis of Christian Unity and in What is an Evangelical? although it is a distinction which recurs in other sermons too. The essentials, the irreducible minimum, are the full inspiration and authority of Scripture as the revelation of God, and its trustworthiness in all matters of faith, knowledge and practice, creation, the Fall of man, the divine plan of redemption which included a propitiatory and substitutionary atonement, 124 the need for the new birth, and the resurrection and final glorification of believers. It also included the trinitarian nature of God and the full divinity of Christ in his birth, life, death, physical resurrection, ascension and second advent, and the person and work of the Holy Spirit. These were the constituents of truth and the elements of "essential evangelical preaching" and unity. 125 It was a body of doctrine which had been received from the past and was to be preserved in the present, and Lloyd-Jones believed that evangelicals above all others were the "guardians and custodians" of this "New Testament heritage." 126 Secondary or non-essential truths were those "matters upon which the Scriptures are not clear" and among these were the mode of Baptism, church polity, interpretations of prophecy, theories or modes
of sanctification, and spiritual gifts. To divide on these kinds of issues where opinions differ even among evangelicals, was to "become guilty of schism and...to rend the body of Christ." His definition of schism, therefore, was wholly restricted to believers: "It is only evangelicals who can be guilty of schism. Schism means that men and women who are agreed about the fundamentals of the faith divide on matters that are not fundamental, and are of second-rate importance." 

This, then, was the rationale of his position. There was no unity outside of "the cardinal truths", and to pray, evangelize or worship with people who differed on the essentials, was meaningless. It was of the greatest importance, therefore, not to compromise and he constantly warned against the replacing of defined truth with "a flabby, sentimental notion of unity" which was, in his view, characteristic of the ecumenical movement. It was a theological outlook which depended entirely on the "absolute supremacy" of the Bible and on an Independent view of the church. If church order was a matter of relative indifference, the nature of the church itself was not, and this is why it was so difficult for Anglican evangelicals to co-operate with Independents. True, the Anglicans had as much to offer as anyone else but when it came to establishment questions and inter-church relations, "they would never be accepted as 'true blue' Evangelicals." 

Given the theology of Lloyd-Jones, the idea of biblical unity which he advocated was a perfectly valid one and his disagreement with those who held a more syncretist view of the church was not unexpected. Some in the ecumenical movement might, indeed, have agreed with much of what he said but none of them could be so exclusive of other Christian views. As John Huxtable said, "Variety must have its place within the framework of a well defined unity" but that, of course, meant freedom to differ on doctrine and practice. Lloyd-Jones's doctrine and practice were so closely defined, at least in the essentials, that it left him no room for manoeuvre. If there is no true unity outside of evangelical doctrine and experience, obviously, compromise would be unthinkable. And if the church is a remnant people and its ideal state Independence, as Lloyd-Jones believed, separation was inevitable. It was but a short step to "guilt by association."
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6. WALES AND THE ENGLISH
"A Welshman through and through"

We turn in this chapter to the question of nationality and the part it played in the life and ministry of Lloyd-Jones. Such was the nature of his nationalism that it affected the way he saw things and the way he accomplished his purposes. Thus, because Welshness so strongly coloured Lloyd-Jones’s evangelicalism, it is important to include some assessment of the matter.

In the first of three talks on Radio Wales in 1943, Lloyd-Jones described himself "as a sort of Welsh exile." He had been "in London and in England" only four and a half years yet after forty-two years of living in England he felt the same. He took his holidays in Wales, missed no opportunity to preach in Wales and at the end of his life, it was the Bible and a Welsh hymnbook "that were his only reading." By a piece of good fortune for a Welshman, he died on St. David's day and when he was buried five days later, it had to be in Wales: "He couldn't have been buried anywhere else." 2

Martyn first visited London at the age of eight years when he went with his father, Henry Lloyd-Jones, to an exhibition at the Agricultural Hall in 1908 but the family moved to London when Henry was looking for work in 1914. 3 * The family became members of the Welsh Presbyterian Church in Charing Cross Road (formerly the Welsh Calvinistic Methodist Church in Nassau Street, Soho), and their names first appear in the Annual Report to members of 1915. 4 There was no change in the Report until 1918 when it was recorded that Harold, Martyn's older brother, was "killed in action" and in 1921 when Martyn first appeared as "Dr. Martyn Lloyd-Jones." 5 In 1925 the Report records the death of Henry Lloyd-Jones 6 and by 1926 the family had moved to 12 Vincent Square, Westminster. According to the Chapel Report of 1927, Martyn had taken away his membership paper but this was because he had married Bethan Phillips at the Chapel on 8 January, and arrived in Aberavon in February to take up his first pastorate. In 1939 when he joined Campbell Morgan at Westminster Chapel Magdalene, his mother, withdrew her membership paper from Charing Cross and was welcomed into membership at Westminster Chapel by Certificate of Transfer at the communion service in January, 1940. 7 In the

* See p.4.
same year Vincent Lloyd-Jones, who at Oxford had developed a strong interest in Roman Catholicism, moved to 24 Vincent Square.

Charing Cross Chapel, from the end of 1914 to the end of 1926 when Martyn was a member, was a liberal church and something of "a transit camp for Welsh who came to London to work or study." It was "a cultured church" and Lloyd-Jones referred to the "high intellectual level" of papers "read at the Literary Society meetings on Friday evenings and the discussion that followed." But although he was appointed Sunday School Superintendent for a year these were spiritually barren years for an unconverted man: "What I needed was preaching that would convict me of sin and make me see my need...But I never heard that." The gospel that was preached by Peter Hughes Griffiths, minister at Charing Cross Chapel for almost forty years, did not have the conservative emphasis that Lloyd-Jones adopted and the assumption, if that is what it was, "that we would not have been there in the congregation unless we were Christians" was for Lloyd-Jones "one of the cardinal errors of the Church" in general this century. Even so, he remained in membership until January, 1927, while occasionally visiting Westminster Chapel during the ministry of J.A. Hutton. Lloyd-Jones preached "about twice in Charing Cross after he retired" but because of his conservatism he "was not a...popular preacher...with the members." His invitation to preach at the centenary services in 1949 was partly because he and his family had been prominent members between 1914 and 1927 and also because, although there was disagreement with his theology, he was a distinguished figure in London church life and a convinced Welshman as well.

Before moving to London, however, he had grown up in a Welsh-speaking rural community and in one of the centres of Calvinistic Methodism. Under the preaching of Daniel Rowland of Llangeitho and Howell Harris of Talgarth, Cardiganshire and Breconshire had been at the heart of the "great awakening in Wales", and for Lloyd-Jones these men were among the heroes of the faith. As a child he attended the Calvinistic Methodist Chapel in Llangeitho where Rowland had been minister for fifty years and at the age of thirteen he had attended the Summer Association meetings where four or five thousand gathered to celebrate the bicentenary of the birth of Rowland. These meetings made "a deep impact" on Lloyd-Jones and it would have been surprising, given his increasing interest, if some of the enthusiasm of those days had not rubbed off on him and if
the life of Rowland had not caught his youthful imagination. Rowland, "the greatest preacher of them all", had preached in Wales to crowds of up to 3,000 and people travelled on sacrament Sundays "from almost every county in Wales." Above all, it was "a Welsh movement, led by a Welshman preaching in the Welsh language" and this was undoubtedly the kind of revival Lloyd-Jones would like to have seen in twentieth-century Wales. Indeed, it is not difficult to find similarities between the two men: conviction in preaching, extended exposition of the same text, a vibrant doctrine of Scripture, and belief in evangelical Calvinism.

He did, of course, meet with people who had experienced the 1904-5 revival in Wales - the South Wales minister in Preaching and Preachers who lacked careful sermon preparation for example - and considered himself to "belong to that generation." But although "the Calvinistic Methodists received an added 24,000 into membership", and the revival spread to the whole Principality, north and south, there were "many problems." He would not deny that God was present in the revival but there were "certain tendencies to extreme mysticism in Mr. Evan Roberts" and the "general difference in character" between this and earlier Welsh revivals was "the lamentable failure of the preachers to continue preaching and teaching during the revival." He also referred to the absence of sermon preparation during the revival and the problems it caused afterwards in Preaching and Preachers: "I knew several such men and had to try to help them a little out of the spiritual depression which in some cases...crossed the line from the spiritual to the psychological." So things were not as he would have liked and recalling a conversation of "many years ago" he spoke of "the sad decline in spiritual tone and spirituality of the Church in Wales" since the revival.

Yet while the revival had proved to be disappointingly transient and had not touched Llangeitho - "By the time I came to live there" the church where Daniel Rowland had been the minister was "of all churches that I have known, the most lifeless" - there were still a lot of very devout people around. True, "Welsh preaching [had] lost the old-time power" and the original enthusiasm had gone, but some churches had retained good congregations, probably through a strong sense of tradition. Others were not so fortunate. When Rhys Davies visited Wales in the mid-1930s he found the majority of chapels empty, and in one place "20 people sat huddled in the centre pews", the vast number of seats both downstairs
and in the galleries empty. 28 A decade later Wales had failed to revive its Nonconformist traditions and the general attitude to religion was one of apathy. Writing in 1946, the view of Thomas Jones was that religion in Wales "is not attacked, nor is it fiercely discussed... it is subjected to something worse - it is ignored as something irrelevant" 29 and Lloyd-Jones's assessment in 1963 was that "Wales is quickly turning into paganism and is becoming popish." 30 The same, of course, was true of England but so far as Wales was concerned, while people turned out for cultural occasions such as the Llangollen International Eisteddfod, local eisteddfodau, or the excitement of an election, when it came to chapel life, "Only a celebrity like Lloyd-Jones could draw a crowd." 31

But although his commitment to revival was strong, because he was "a Welshman through and through" there was also a robust, lifelong nationalist element in him, and like his father, he "carried Wales in his heart." 32 The subject arose a number of times in his lectures and sermons but the best source is found in "Nationalism, Tradition and Language", a printed version of an interview with Gaius Davies in 1964. Here Lloyd-Jones distinguishes between nationalism "according to the flesh" that is, idolizing it above others "because you belong to it", 33 and nationalism as the inheritance of a language and tradition which are integral to upbringing and citizenship. For this he cites the apostle Paul who was "of the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of the Hebrews; as touching the law, a Pharisee" but who looked upon such things as "dung, that I may win Christ, and be found in him." 34 That a man is a Christian "does not mean that he ceases to be a citizen of his own country" but it was not the United Kingdom he had in mind so much as the "Welsh 'anian'." This "ethos or temperament", largely preserved by language and accent, 35 was to be preserved on the grounds that real Christian faith does not violate or change a person's individuality. National characteristics remain as do pre-conversion faculties and talents, but the problem was that indigenous Welsh culture was under attack and anglicization, as we shall see, was thought to be the main offender. To lose culture and language because of external influences, to lose the "anian" and conform to another cultural pattern, was unthinkable for Lloyd-Jones because it "not only betrays" a man's "country, but also betrays human nature." In other words, the "man who is ashamed of his Welshness, or who tries to crucify his Welshness" by suppressing his accent, for example, "is... doing something that I would argue the New Testament itself condemns." 36
None today would wish to question the place of ethnic cultures or the value of regional and minority languages in society, but so determined was Lloyd-Jones to retain Welsh Christian tradition, that is the tradition of the Welsh Calvinistic Methodists, that when he moved to London he would not conform to the English pattern of doing things, either at Westminster Chapel or in Inter-Varsity Fellowship circles. And because, in his view, the Welshman has a "higher rate of intelligence" and is "more theologically inclined than the Englishman", his purpose in coming to England was to teach the English "this element of depth" which they lacked. With unabashed confidence he told "the English many times" that he had "come amongst them as a missioner...Though I put it in a jocular form, I really mean it." Indeed, to reverse the argument, any idea that the Welsh needed the help of the English was as "utterly superficial" as the idea "that Britain needs the help of America...It is we who have got the real contribution to make because of this element of depth." 37

Three main points arise from all this: his understanding of the Welsh temperament, the importance of the Welsh language and his belief in the superiority of the Welshman to the Englishman.

As might be expected, his view of the Welsh was favourable. His understanding of the Welsh temperament arose initially in 1943 with his theory that psychologically there were "a number of different levels" in the Welsh personality each one independent of the other. Among these levels, feelings are the most superficial but then came emotion, imagination, a sense of the melancholic and tragic, reason, clarity of argument, systematic thinking, a feeling for the truth and finally the will, which "is not easy to reach." It "is possible for one level to be awake while another sleeps", which explains why the Welshman can be moved by his feelings alone, or by his interest in argument or public speaking without any further commitment - the danger of being "religious without being Christian." Thus the Welshman's feelings are "merely a thin layer on the surface...underneath is the thick, strong layer...namely the mind." The Englishman has one unified and "totally simple character" whereas the Welshman is more complex, "with many facets" to his personality. 38

The result, according to Lloyd-Jones, was stability, conservatism, preference for authority and exactness of thought, and it was for these
kinds of reasons that the "'Via Media' of the Church of England or Arminianism [was] too indistinct and not systematic enough for the Welshman." 39 It was either Calvinism or Catholicism with their more extreme and precise positions which appealed most to the Welsh. Whether this psychology of the Welsh temperament is scientifically tenable or merely an example of unrestrained partiality we leave for others to judge but it seems perfectly feasible that such levels of personality are present in most people. None the less, the same ideas resurfaced over twenty years later in "Nationalism, Tradition and Language" and shaped the content of what he said. The Welshman was a mystic, "a bit of a dreamer, emotional but not sentimental like the English. He was essentially a humble man, helpful and tending towards self-denial but above all his thoughts were of a greater depth than his English neighbours. He instinctively took to the cut and thrust of "discussion, questions and answers", and "the essence of the Welsh genius" was the ability to deal with "profound questions" and "give expression to the truth", particularly through "incomparable" preaching. 40 And because of "uncommon mental abilities" the Welshman refuses "to conform with the majority" 41 and is inclined towards preciseness and definitions: "He prefers authority and systems which set out truth clearly in every point and which reconciles everything together." 42 If there is a downside to being Welsh, it is that "We are also natural actors and imitators", "lazy by nature" and, disliking change, "very conservative." 43

Such were some of the elements in the nature of a Welshman. He was a dissident at heart, a protestor, an individualist and nonconformist with a good deal of the "serf complex" ("Cymlethdod y taeog") bred into him by "the past history of our nation." 44 The problem was that he belonged to a smaller and more dependent country in which "the overwhelming direction of... social and economic life" was "towards greater integration with the English way of life", and this was unfortunate for Wales. 45

But the dominance of a larger nation over a smaller one was nothing new although in the case of Lloyd-Jones, allied to his concern for national survival, was a strong sense of ethnic superiority. Edwin King, for example, recalled an occasion when "he gave an address to the Church of England Jews' Society in which he said that as a Welshman, he had a kind of affinity with the Jews", 46 and this was, in part, the significance of his second radio talk in 1940. In the Old Testament the Jewish nation
was also small by comparison to many other nations, yet in spite of this and of "all its failings, and sin and weaknesses" Israel had been chosen by God to bring his revelation of the truth into the world. For much of her history Israel had been overshadowed by her neighbours and in New Testament times she was a vassal state of Rome. But Israel was a nation raised up by God "for his own purpose" 47 and it was this Messianic element that set them apart from the other nations. While the situation with regard to ancient Israel was historically unique the sense of isolation and specialness was not that far from the "inestimable value" of Welsh Christian tradition or his "missioner" to the English concept. It was also to the Jews he referred when answering the question as to whether Wales had "made any particular contribution to the Church's understanding of the truth?": the "genius of the Jew lies in his talent for expression. I believe up to a point that the same thing is true of us. This is our particular gift." 48

The comparison was unmistakable. Evangelical truth was "the only true expression in doctrine of the Christian faith", 49 it was the vessel by which God chose primarily to reveal himself. Lloyd-Jones, its chief exponent in his day, had the added advantage of coming from a land of outstanding "eloquence" and of "intellectual understanding." 50 By the grace of God, Welsh evangelicalism, although only a minority view in modern Wales, could still be a spiritual force in a godless world.

The same interest in ethnic minorities arose in a sermon on the "Woman of Samaria" in 1964: "I was amazed...it lent itself to the occasion as the condition of the Samaritans was so similar to that of modern Wales - Nationalism, interest in religion and theology, preaching etc." 51 But it found its widest expression within the International Fellowship of Evangelical Students. There he warned "of the dangers of Western domination" and did much to encourage the indigeneity of developing countries such as those in Africa and Asia. Chua Wee-hian's observation was that Martyn Lloyd-Jones's Welshness "helped considerably", and in the 1947 conference at Harvard he amused some of the delegates with a defiant comment "when he insisted that he would not allow the English or the Church of England to formulate his Christian perception of the truth!" 52 Whether he was as intent on keeping the English out as bringing the others in is more than likely but to be fair, much of the groundwork in overseas Christian development had been done either by English graduates
or with their support. Moreover, had there been any Anglican colonialism or "Western domination" as Lloyd-Jones had warned, the IFES would soon have folded, but the reverse was true.

The implications of one group eclipsed by another may also have had its ramifications in the remnant principle and the "Gideon scenario" of David against Goliath and Gideon against the Midianites where right triumphed over might, but there was also a personal component. When Lloyd-Jones used the quotation - "the greatest things in this world [have] been done by small men and small nations!" it was no tongue-in-cheek comment. That he meant what he said appears, for example, in his lecture, "John Knox - The Founder of Puritanism" where he describes the Reformer as "of short stature" and adds, "a fact not without significance!" That Knox was apparently "not a handsome man" or "distinguished in appearance as judged by modern standards" was important since it shifted the glory away from man to God. The same thought arises in The Weapons of our Warfare where, when quoting I Corinthians 10:1 and 10, he suggests that Paul "was not of striking appearance" but "probably, according to all accounts, a short man with a bald head and also suffering inflammation of the eyes." Lloyd-Jones was of course a short man. Whether he was influenced at times by taller people is possible, certainly Edwin King thought so, but it would not be surprising given that many of his friends were taller than he was. But that aside, Lloyd-Jones may have been less secure than his public persona suggested and it is possible that he shared what A.B. Philip identified as a Welsh characteristic, "an inferiority complex towards England and its people." If this was so it would help explain why, on the one hand, he was a Welshman and "proud of it" and on the other how he harbored "a real contempt for the English."

Temperamentally the Welshman was a Celt and Lloyd-Jones believed that Celts have "a high regard for the importance of doctrine and a national aptitude for theology." He argued for national differences in emotional and intellectual outlook, and when distinguishing between different parts of Britain he made it clear that Celtic Scotland "had retained more of the older art of biblical exposition and theological interest than the South," and this was true of "Wales and Northern Ireland" too. But this begs the question as to whether, if a church-by-church survey were made, it would show a lower percentage of expository preaching in England, 1900 to 1950, compared to Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland. Much depends on what we mean by expository preaching. And to find contemporary preaching weak by comparison with our "evangelical forefathers" was not so much a comment on the general "religious scene" as Murray suggests, as an anti-English way of looking at things. This is clear from his further remarks in which, "Greatly daring", he criticized "certain aspects of English Evangelicalism" and Englishmen in particular. But if preaching had declined in England it had also declined in the rest of Britain, and if English evangelicals paid "fulsome lip-service" to the past it was also true that Welsh believers indulged in the same kind of backward-looking-Christianity, to 1904 and 1859, to Daniel Rowland and Howell Harris. As for "the older art of biblical exposition" and "preaching (in its truest meaning)" perhaps there was more of it than he knew.

It is doubtful also if he was justified in distinguishing between the four ethnic groups in Great Britain on the grounds of intellectual capacity and faithfulness to God's Word. There is, it is true, a distinct Welsh culture as, indeed, there are an English, Scottish and Irish culture which are "quite different", and we would agree with Rhys Davies that there is such a thing as a Celtic sense of the visionary and poetic. Genetic and environmental factors are important and Lloyd-Jones agreed: our "views are determined by a number of accidents... Celts and Saxons start with a different bias and prejudice." But such has been the inter-mixing of accents and traditions in modern Britain, "the closer integration of culture in Wales and of the Welsh economy with their English counterparts, as well as the decline of the Welsh language" itself, that entities such as Celtic individualism or Saxon inflexibility are found in most corners of the British Isles.

The Welsh language, however, was a matter "of very great value." Lloyd-Jones was a Welsh-speaking Welshman and his preaching among Welsh-speaking people in Wales "added to the effect and influence of his sermons." He believed that the preservation and continued use of Welsh strengthened the "Welsh 'anian'" and to the extent "that you lose the language you will also tend to lose this 'ethos'." So Welsh was more than a means of communication, it was "a way of thinking and feeling, even a way of life", and it was a safeguard against uniformity and "certain psychological patterns." What he had in mind was the violation of "a man's personality" and the making of a "standard type" of believer such as cults produce. But
the "standard type" was also a reference to "the establishment", that is to the English universities and the English Church. 69

Once again Lloyd-Jones used his biblical knowledge to demonstrate his point. The purpose of a regional language like Welsh, set as it was among so many other languages and against a majority language like English, was analogous to "the whole question of the inspiration of Scripture." 70 All Scripture was inspired and inerrant 71 but it was not mechanically transmitted and there was a variation of style between the writers. They were "all controlled by the same Spirit" and directed as to what they should write, but they expressed "their personality" in the way they wrote. Thus, if you can "recognize Paul's style as distinct from that of John or Peter", the same is true of nationality and language. The "peculiar quality" of Welsh was that it had the capacity to "convey aspects of the glory of the gospel in a way which... a Welshman alone can do", 72 and this was especially evident in the case of Welsh hymns with their "emphasis on the heart and the affections" as well as the mind. 73 "I am sorry for the people who do not understand Welsh!", he said, when preaching on the theme of praise and worship in 1959: 74 there was simply "no comparison" between English and Welsh hymns. 75 Welsh was a better means of thinking and feeling about the faith, a better expression of praise.

Gwynfor Evans and Ioan Rhys defined this "peculiar quality" as something inherited from the old Welsh and the Methodist revival which "produced, not hymns as the English know them, but lyric poetry as great as any in the Welsh language", and Lloyd-Jones would have agreed with this. But it was not only "the joie de vivre" 76 of the old Welsh it was the deeper doctrinal content as well as the "grandeur and dignity" of the language which, allegedly, exceeded English hymns. So while Welsh has its own intrinsic value it was also thought to be an ideal vehicle for the expression of theological truth and liberty of the Spirit, and it was this almost mystical element that Lloyd-Jones was unable to utilize at Westminster Chapel. 77 In effect, "God had so gifted" Welsh Christians with this unique means of declaring the gospel that a moral and spiritual obligation rested on them to learn and use the language: indeed, it was their "bounden duty to do so." 78

Yet in spite of all this, Welsh had hardly changed in five hundred years and words had to be invented and added to the language to contend with modern forms of knowledge and expression. In that sense Welsh could
not match the variety and breadth of the English language and not even Lloyd-Jones had the same facility of words in Welsh as he had in English. And since the use of Welsh was outlawed in official business in the Act of Union of 1536—"the most important manifestation of the anglicizing tradition in Wales" 79—English had become embedded in Welsh culture as the language of commerce and industry. Of course Welsh writers and poets became a vehicle for the arts and humanities and later for the sciences as well, but whether Welsh provided a better way of thinking about the Christian faith depends upon the point of view. Many would feel that there is little to match the 1611 King James Bible or much of the literature that it generated.

But although he believed Christians in Wales had a duty to learn the language he was not saying that Welsh alone should be spoken. After all, Wales had been in some measure bilingual since the conquest of Wales by Edward I (1282-84) and Lloyd-Jones himself preached in both languages regularly. His point was that, to preserve national identity, Welsh should be used and in this he was adamant: people who go to live in Wales should learn Welsh and non-Welsh-speaking Welshmen should learn their own language. "It is laziness" not to do so. 80

The logic of Welshmen speaking their own language might seem plain enough but there was a streak of Utopianism here. Not all Welshmen wanted to learn Welsh. Census returns for the years 1901 to 1981 show a constant decline in the number of people in Wales who could speak Welsh, and notwithstanding the efforts of Plaid Cymru (Welsh Nationalist Party), the Welsh Language Society, a Welsh language fourth television channel, the teaching of Welsh in schools and Papurau Bro (community papers), by 1981 the figure had dropped from the fifty per cent of 1901 to nineteen per cent. There were, certainly, spatial differences between strong heartland areas like Bala where the figure in 1971 was eighty per cent and in Llangeitho where it was seventy-nine per cent, but apart from Welsh-speaking Wales which was mainly in the west of the Principality, the rate of decline over the years 1901 to 1981 was constant, and in Colin Baker's view, it was a trend "towards extinction." 81 Welsh church attendance had also declined and chapel, which had been a major centre for integrating Welsh language and culture had, for the most part, either anglicized or closed. 82 So despite optimistic claims from Welsh interest groups and Lloyd-Jones's conviction on the learning of Welsh, the reality
was very different. To be fair, while Welsh was a matter of "very great importance" to Lloyd-Jones he did not share the extreme view that to lose the language was to lose everything: that was to be "guilty of going too far." What troubled him, as we have seen, was loss of identity, "the slavish way that so many Welshmen" appeared to lose their individuality through anglicization, something neither the Scots or Irish had managed to do "in spite of having, to a large extent, lost their language." 83

Coming to his "contempt for the English" 84 and belief in the superiority of the Welsh, on the surface it may seem innocuous enough, but underneath there were some strong anti-imperialist feelings and harmful generalizations. Of the later, for example, his view was that the English were pragmatists with "a genius for compromise." Pragmatism and the "via media appeals to the Englishman" because "he likes the idea of compromise" and dislikes "over-precise definitions." Indeed, there is "a hatred of definitions and precise statements" 85 and because he is a compromiser, the Englishman is an Arminian rather than a Calvinist. The "English way of thinking" is not only superficial - "There is no depth or depths in his character" 86 - it is "dangerous to Protestantism" 87 which relies on exact statements and doctrinal precision.

Put another way, the typical Englishman is "an out-and-out empiricist who moves carefully without knowing in what direction", rather like "the glory of the British Empire" which did not have "a written Constitution. It just happened, and with the principle of empiricism enthroned... she ... 'muddled through'." 88 So, in effect, the English do not think; they have an innate dislike of precision and rather than follow a principle, they settle for moderation. In terms of the Christian faith this amounted to "a little superficial religion" with "no great doctrinal content", and to a nebulous "brotherliness" which merely "strives to create a good mankind" and no more. "In a word", it was "to agree with Thomas Arnold who defined religion as 'morality touched by emotion'." 89

The tragedy, as Lloyd-Jones saw it, was that the English way of thinking and doing things had done great harm among Welsh students who had been heavily influenced by the Student Christian Movement which, as we shall see in our next chapter, was more liberal and open-minded than the Inter-Varsity Fellowship. Above all he was disturbed by the way in which they became "adorers of William Temple, the most typical Englishman..."
could ever find", and "one of the worst influences, not only upon the
Christian life of Wales, but upon the Welsh life of Wales." There were
some grounds for this feeling. By 1908, when Temple was only a Deacon in
Holy Orders, he had become a popular speaker in the Workers' Educational
Association, the Young Men's Christian Association, the Student Christian
Movement and other societies, and from Iremonger's biography it is clear
that Temple was consulted by these groups as much as Lloyd-Jones was in
IVF circles. In addition, Temple was at the heart of ecumenical affairs
in the early days and presided over the founding of the British Council
of Churches in 1942. Perhaps there was an element of rivalry between
the IVF leader and the SCM leader: certainly there was some disappoint-
ment. After "influencing the IVF for thirty years", Lloyd-Jones admitted
failure in the sense that Welsh students had "been too ready to conform":
they have not let me down exactly - but have been sort of battling
against me." The trend was "to go under the umbrella" of the larger
group and to follow William Temple and the SCM, the "big organization",
and that was the cause of the "present deplorable condition in Wales" because it exposed students to modernism and the anglicization of their
thinking. That large numbers of Welsh students chose not to follow Lloyd-
Jones and his Welsh way of doing things probably reflected a wider field
of interest as much as anything else, but if the SCM group did "adore"
Temple it is equally true that the IVF group and similarly minded people
idolized their leader.

Temple's interests were wide ranging and with respect to Wales, he had
become chairman of a committee in 1936 which looked into the problems of
long-term unemployment and among the practical results of this was the
opening of a large number of occupational centres in South Wales, for
which Temple's part was highly praised. And towards the end of his life
he played an important role leading up to the 1944 Education Act by his
speeches, so given the Welsh concern for poverty, unemployment and edu-
cation, it is little wonder that Temple endeared himself to so many people.
But it was the theological comprehensiveness and ecumenical activities of
the SCM and William Temple that Lloyd-Jones was most concerned about,
and it was this that was most "deplorable." Whether there is such a
thing as a "typical Englishman" and whether Temple really exercised
such a negative influence again depends on the point of view, but he
could hardly be charged with a second-rate mind or lacking principles.
What irked Lloyd-Jones more than anything about Temple was that Welshmen
had responded to a figure from the English Establishment, and this was
nothing less than a return to the old serf complex.

Ultimately, his feelings about "the average Englishman" and the
English way of life centred upon social status and class: "I hope that
I do not despise any person," he said in 1963, "but I admit to despising
social or intellectual snobbery, and especially so in the religious
realm." 96 He also had the impression that religion and the Bible were
sometimes "valued solely in terms of England's greatness" and this had
given rise to "the charge of national hypocrisy." Britain had been
"blessed in the past" because it had been religious, and God honours
those who honour him, but when we "advocate religion in order that we may
be blessed we are insulting God" because the grounds of true worship are
that he is Almighty and Holy; we worship him because of who he is. The
idea that the "more religious the nation, the more moral and the more de-
pendable and solid is the nation" may be true, but it was a tempting pro-
position for "statesmen and leaders to pay lip service to religion and
to believe in its maintenance" 97 as a quid pro quo, for political purp-
oses. 98

The idea of the English as the ruling class was never far away. When
referring to 1660 and the restoration of the monarchy in England his
comment was of "the conservatism of the English mentality, and its liking
for ceremonial": "This is one of the few countries left in the world
that has a monarch. This is not an accident, it is typically English. A
fondness for kings and queens, a liking for titles and names, is a part
of the whole outlook." The Welsh, on the other hand, were "a peasant
people" and "Never had the veneration for titles that is found so
commonly in England." 99 In his sermon "What is the Church?" he makes
the same distinction. He commends the subordination of nationalist
feelings to the greater duty of placing "a Christian brother before a
Welshman" but in the following paragraph, speaking on separation from
"the orders of society," he refers to "The squire! The Lord! the great
men of the district; and the various gradations down until you come to
the underling." His point was fair enough: there is no room for a "mon-
archical" or "aristocratic principle" in Christianity; believers are
equal although differently gifted. But his illustrations were distinc-
tly anti-English, and the rich man of James 2:1-9 became "'the Lord of
the Manor'." 100
It was a caricature of the English "country gentleman" who "must have his weekend", but his feeling about the English ruling classes was also a stab at the public school ethos. In a letter to his friend Douglas Johnson, he said that if he were ever to write "a best seller" (it was a tongue-in-cheek remark) his thesis would be "that the main cause of our present ills [1940] is due to the tragic break-down and failure of the middle-class in this country [England] due especially to their aping of the aristocracy in sending their children to public schools." This was one of the reasons why he reacted so strongly to William Temple. He had been to Rugby School before going up to Oxford, and the significance of Rugby was the influence of Thomas Arnold (1785-1842), Headmaster from 1827 to 1842. Lloyd-Jones referred to this in a sermon dealing with "righteousness without holiness" in 1956: "I am afraid that in many respects Thomas Arnold of Rugby was mainly responsible for... the so-called Public School religion, which is concerned about producing a gentleman, not a saint." The inference was that by teaching religion and morality Arnold believed people would behave "in a nice, decent, respectable" manner and produce a "law-abiding society", but the "appalling thought" for Lloyd-Jones was that people could be moral and decent, and even "enjoy public worship without knowing God!"

There can be no doubt that it was Lloyd-Jones's Welshness rather than any theological position which accounted for the majority of these feelings. Lloyd-Jones had grown up in an atmosphere of antagonism between church and chapel and one of the great questions of his youth was the disestablishment of the Church of Wales. It had been a long and divisive struggle, but when it finally came and the pre-1662 endowments were "secularised and transferred to the University of Wales and county councils", it was considered by the majority of Welshmen to have been a victory for the Nonconformists. What made matters worse was the sharpness of feelings that lay behind the division between church and chapel. Welsh Anglicanism was seen by many as "an ecclesiastical version of English colonialism" and since most of the landed middle and upper classes in Wales were Anglicans, it is not surprising that there was tension, especially in the Welsh-speaking heartlands where Lloyd-Jones had grown up. But just as important and as fiercely debated was the question of education in Wales. Nonconformists were in favour of a national education system under effective public control and with religious equality, which was not found in church schools. Anglicans and Catholics argued for the
retention of denominational schools but in addition, they wanted public funds to maintain them and this, for the Nonconformists, was incipient priestcraft.

So there was much anti-Anglicanism, anti-Romanism and anti-ritualism about and if we add to this the element of Celtic individualism and the inflexible nature of the English Establishment, it is not hard to see how Lloyd-Jones came to think as he did. He was on the side of the peasant class, the Nonconformists, and while he may not actually have "despised" Englishmen he had difficulties with them, and had "a Welshman's distrust of the English upper-classes." That he "hated public schools" may also have had its roots in his own unhappy experience as a child when he boarded at Tregaron County School.

Thus while he spoke against nationalism, he came very close to it himself. Indeed, if Welsh Nationalism is a protest against anglicization, Lloyd-Jones was "on the side of the Welsh Nationalists." In that sense he did not cease to be nation-conscious. In the early days he refused "automatically every invitation that came from England. I did not even consider them. I was called to Wales." Eventually he accepted an invitation to speak at a Bible Witness Rally at the Royal Albert Hall in 1935 and thereafter his visits to England increased, but on matters Welsh there was no compromise or middle ground. In fact so determined was he at one time that when asked by Bethan Phillips, his future wife, "whether she or Wales came first [he] had to say that Wales came first", and when speaking at the centenary of Westminster Chapel in 1965 because the second pastor, Henry Simon, came from Pembrokeshire, he "did not acknowledge him as a Welshman" at all.

Yet none of this precluded his criticism of the Welsh. Far from it. On preaching, for example, "there were men who turned" it into "entertainment [by] the over-use of illustration and stories... We had a glut of this especially in my own country of Wales." He severely criticized the Presbyterian Church of Wales and "was very critical of his Welsh brethren over charismatic matters." But his most devastating critique came in a lecture, "The Tragedy of Modern Wales," to the Literary and Debating Society of Charing Cross Chapel in 1925 and was reported at length in the South Wales News. He rebuked Welshmen who "worship degrees", and who formed "spurious" aristocracies based on wealth, especially among...
the London Welsh: he attacked gambling, the membership of London Clubs where "men ate and drank like beasts", wire-pulling in public and church life, excessive singing and the "great abomination" of preacher politicians. Wales, once a Christian nation, had "lost its soul" and was "on her death-bed." Not surprisingly, the lecture evoked a great deal of comment and produced a number of articles and letters. Editorials pronounced it a "wild and indiscriminate abuse of his fellow countrymen... an outbreak of hysteria" and in response to a letter defending him it was said, "If Dr. Martyn Lloyd-Jones talks like this at twenty-five, we tremble to think what he will say about us when he is fifty." Among those who spoke in his favour were Peter Hughes Griffiths, chairman of the meeting and minister of the church, who referred to Lloyd-Jones's "brilliant introduction" although he did not agree with all that he said, and Tomos Phillips "the well-known eye specialist" and father of Bethan Phillips, who agreed with "every word of it." Of course, the lecture was the product of a fiery young Welshman, but although time may have tempered some of his words he remained just as uncompromising and the lecture of 1925 could easily have been given in 1965.

So far in this chapter we have not questioned the value of ethnic cultures or denied the role of nationhood in the Christian's experience. As Lloyd-Jones said, "salvation... does not erase... national characteristics. It is the man or the soul which is re-born and not his... abilities nor his temperament... The personality, as such, remains the same" and we agree with this. The problem is that while there is much that is commendable in what he says, he tends to generalize and much of what he said is coloured by anti-English feelings. We would not deny that the Welsh have their own brand of thinking, as do the Scots and the Irish, and it could only be blinkered reasoning which refused to admit that there were a lot of very good thinkers in England too. But much of the content, for example, of the first and third of his 1943 radio broadcasts was a parody of the English. In fact the whole series was more like an autobiographical tirade against his pet dislikes rather than a constructive discussion on an important subject. There were elements of truth in what was said but his bold generalizing on matters of faith and practice were unconvincing. For example, he contends that Welsh services and public meetings lay great stress on preaching, whereas the English emphasis was "on other things." What he meant by "other things" in this context was an "eminent man", a "Mayor or Lord Mayor" who was invited to take the chair, and as
the guest speaker, "to give his address — not sermon — after the choir has sung." He was "expected to speak on a topic of current affairs — political problems, moral problems — without raising a text from the Bible", and then the "listeners — not the congregation — show their appreciation... by clapping their hands." But of which church was he speaking? Occasionally it might have been true, in England or Wales, but on the whole it was inaccurate and misleading. The majority of churches are not like that. Again, he argued that English preachers "usually" read from manuscripts "fairly closely", producing "an essay rather than a sermon" but in the author's experience this was the exception; the use of notes in preaching was normal practice, but reading a sermon was rare. Similarly, "the Englishman likes movements" — the Council of Free Churches, Student Christian Movement, Christian Endeavour, Keswick, Missionary Societies, Holiness and Prophetic movements, the Children's Special Service Mission and Young Life Campaign — whereas "We as Welshmen, do not like a lot of small societies", they are "not congenial with our spirit as religious people." But why then did he associate with the Evangelical Movement of Wales, the Inter-Varsity Fellowship, the Banner of Truth Trust and the British Evangelical Council? Were not these movements and societies?

When it comes to his analysis of the English and Welsh character the same kinds of problem arise. Is it true that an Englishman's character is "close to the surface" with "no depth or depths", or that below the surface of a Welshman lies a "thick, strong layer... namely the mind" with "its love of reason and of definitions"? And is there any substance in the view that while Englishmen "claim" to be controlled by reason "he hates definitions and clear and plain boundaries" of thought? Is it only Welshmen who think for themselves and "believe in principles" or is all this nothing more than special pleading? The latter seems more likely.

The irony of the situation is that while Lloyd-Jones had genuine feelings for Wales, his uncompromising identification with conservative evangelicalism earned him the reputation of being a fundamentalist, and "as such he was largely ignored" by his own people. Those who held him in the highest regard were men like J. Elwyn Davies and "a generation of believers" who had "come to faith in North and South Wales in the late forties and fifties" during the ministry of Martyn Lloyd-Jones, but it was significant that when he died in 1981, "very little appeared in the
Welsh press" about it. 121 The "common people were prepared to hear him gladly", perhaps out of curiosity as much as anything else, but the majority of leaders in the Presbyterian Church of Wales "had been considerably irked" by his outspoken convictions as had many others. 122

As for the preservation of Welsh culture and nationality apart from preaching, Lloyd-Jones did nothing to promote it and played little or no part in London Welsh life. This was one of the points made in the editorial response to his lecture, "The Tragedy of Modern Wales": "where and when has Dr. Martin (sic) Lloyd-Jones done anything towards delivering Wales from its besetting sins and shortcomings?... A critic who claims the right to indict a nation should at least be able to show that he has laboured long and assiduously to save it from itself." 123 In his defence, Lloyd-Jones carried a heavy load of engagements and was frequently out of town, and when he was in Wales he probably felt that preaching in Welsh was contribution enough. On the question of nationality there was no quest for nationalism in the political sense but there was an ideal, and this was the Welsh Christian tradition based upon the "Methodist Revival of the 18th century." But if a revived Methodism had awakened Wales to a new Nonconformity and consciousness of religion, it was hardly likely that Calvinistic Methodism was going to have the same effect in the twentieth century. Certainly the 1904-5 revival did nothing to restore the old position and in 1969 his comment was that "conditions, religiously speaking, are worse today in Wales than in England." 124

One should also take into account a strong element of tribalism and brotherliness in Welsh culture, especially in Welsh-speaking Wales, and a general feeling for the old values and beliefs. We are not saying that Lloyd-Jones wished to "re-establish communion with a fading Welsh way of life" 125 but there was more than a hint of the romantic in his references to the Welsh language and to the traditions of the Methodist fathers. Yet in spite of the clannishness of the Welsh, Lloyd-Jones was not a social being and unlike other ministers, he did not have to keep his congregations together, they willingly came to him. In this sense he was on the periphery of things and although individually he helped many, it was characteristic of the man that his individualism made it hard for a large number of ministers to work alongside him. 126 This may have been a trait in Welsh Nonconformity and indeed of Congregationalism in general, but Lloyd-Jones had been an individualist from the beginning.
Notwithstanding all of this, the preaching of Martyn Lloyd-Jones had a remarkable impact on his fellow Welshmen. Chapels "all over the country invited him to prove his oratorical gifts in their pulpits" and such were the numbers that attended his meetings in the 1920s and 1930s that Iain Murray used "revival" to describe what was happening. To give two examples: an estimated 7,000 heard him at the 1935 Sasiwyn (Presbyterian quarterly meeting) at Llangeitho; and 2,000 at a meeting in FelinFeoel in 1936, but contemporary newspapers carried many such reports. Even so, it is not our concern here to deal with the nature of his preaching so much as with its effect. Why, when Welshmen were struggling with unemployment, poverty and in some cases were growing "impatient with the chapel" and the church, did so many people flock to hear him? It was not that he was demonstrative or had "the old furious way" of the early revivalists. In fact Lloyd-Jones had said, "I am not and never have been a typical Welsh preacher", and when Rhys Davies went to hear him he was disappointed because instead of fire, he found "a cold ruthlessness" in his preaching. But such sermons as "Christianity - Impossible with Men" (1928), "Why Men Disbelieve" (1930) and "Repentance: The Gate to the Kingdom" (1932) attracted great crowds and were relevant because they emphasized the cause of their troubles - "the desecration of everything that is sacred and of God", and offered the answer - "to discover the mind of God" and return to him.

If we accept that "the hand of God was upon him" what was happening was not unlike revival but there were other, more "worldly" reasons, chief of which was the celebrity factor. Lloyd-Jones did nothing to encourage media interest in his life and deliberately played down the idea of sacrificing a medical career for a less prosperous one in a poorer area of Wales. Nor, in his mind, was there anything noble about it since it had never occurred to him to go anywhere else: "I was certain I was called to minister in Wales" where the need was greatest. He had also inherited "his father's radical views and concern for the poor and the underprivileged had had a profound effect upon him", and this was probably a major factor in his going to Aberavon in 1928. But this was not how the newspapers and people of Wales saw it. The impact of his leaving Harley Street and a promising career as a consultant physician for a Mission in a depressed area of South Wales "was, in those days, like Albert Schweitzer going out to Africa." It was a talking point, a sensation, and such were the columns of print which newspapers devoted to religious
affairs in the first part of the twentieth century that it would have been unusual if Lloyd-Jones had not become well known. In that sense he had a lot going for him although he did not have the same media coverage after the late 1940s. Still, it was the celebrity factor that initially caught the imagination of the Welsh: as D. Ben Lewis said, "Listening as a child, it was this aspect of what he had given up which was present in all the conversations about him." But it was a combination not only of celebrity but of oratory and authority which brought all kinds of people to hear him, and what they heard was a voice of assurance in difficult times. And such was the interest, that some "of the poor of the valleys" saved their "'dole' money for weeks in order that they might travel to listen to him."

Another reason for his success was the Welsh sense of occasion. As people went to hear David Lloyd-George and later Aneurin Bevan so they flocked to hear Martyn Lloyd-Jones, and in this sense at least, he certainly was in the great Welsh tradition of oratory and among the last to draw large congregations in Wales. These occasions were social events, not dissimilar to a Durham Miners' Gala and people travelled in from the surrounding countryside, giving the whole day up to two or three meetings. They were crowd-pulling events and provided a focus of interest even for non-evangelicals who would go along to hear his logic and passion. In the early days he preached in churches where ministers were sympathetic, and many of these became annual visits but later, when ministers moved on and in some cases were replaced with liberal-minded men, such was the strength of local feeling towards these visits that the tradition was allowed to continue: to have stopped them "would have caused quite a stir." What was unique about this sense of occasion was that it was almost entirely Welsh. In England people went to hear W. E. Sangster, Leslie Weatherhead and Lloyd-Jones in large numbers but there was not the same gala atmosphere. When people filled halls and churches in England to hear Lloyd-Jones the majority were evangelicals whereas in Wales, even those who disagreed or were indifferent went along - it was part of the tradition. Such was the case with Rhys Davies who was not a believer and had no wish to be "induced... to be 'saved'," and for a collier who responded to his preaching by saying that, "as a Welshman it held and roused me, but as another man it left me cold." This may have explained, in the case of Davies, why the congregation was unresponsive. He was, of course, comparing it with earlier and more demonstrative preaching,
in the 1904-5 revival, but it is a useful comment in that it shows how little Lloyd-Jones played on the emotions or forced the will of his auditors. Perhaps the evidence of the Spirit was deeper than words but it also serves to remind us of Ramsay MacDonald's observation in 1922, that some of the people of Aberavon were more interested in the excitement of elections than in the politics. Why such a "Welsh exile" remained so long in an English pastorate was in itself very Welsh. When he left Aberavon in 1939, "it was as though 'a shutter had come down' and he knew that the time had come", but there is no doubt that he saw Westminster Chapel as a centre of influence at the heart of what had been the British Empire and in this sense, his London ministry was the greatest "occasion" of all. It was a mission to the English and to the world.

But his parody of the English was largely driven by a lifelong distaste for Anglicanism which had its roots in his upbringing and background. In many respects it was a confrontational background in which Wales was set against England, Nonconformity against the Established Church and public school against state school. These were all part of the chemistry of the situation. He could, it is true, lay aside his feelings and talk with Anglican friends but such was his "almost pathological loathing of the Church of England" and unwillingness to recognize that any good thing could come out of the Church of England, even at the Reformation, that we need to consider the matter further.

In 1963, comparing cathedrals and parish churches to "some of the churches in the New Testament" he wrote of "self-conceited dignity... formal deathliness and... respectability" which was more reminiscent of "pagan false religions... than the simplicity of the Early Church", and of "the spiritual famine of the ecclesia anglicana." And quoting D. Gwenallt Jones, who had crossed from Nonconformity via the social gospel to Anglicanism before finally returning to Calvinistic Methodism, he referred to the Anglican Church as "the old mother" and "'the old traitress'." Seven years later, at a meeting commemorating the sailing of the Pilgrim Fathers, he cited "John Foxe, the great martyrrologist" who believed "there were still remnants of popery left in the Church of England which he wished God would remove, for God knew that they were the cause of much blindness and strife." In other words, the Reformation had not gone far enough in the Church of England, and this was his point in 1962 when he distinguished between Puritanism and mainstream
Anglicanism. What he believed about the Puritans, who were mostly Anglicans up to 1662, was that they were a movement "for a pure church, pure in practice as well as doctrine, pure in life as well as belief." "Essential Puritanism" was a desire that "the Reformation of the Church of England should be completed" and since "the gathered church" was "at the heart of the Puritan idea" and of Scripture itself, the Church of England could not be truly reformed until it had become congregational. It was semi-reformed and still contained Catholic customs and traditions. The only exception in the history of Anglicanism was the Puritan movement, and that was "a glorious exception", and this is how he saw his erstwhile friend James Packer. He had regarded him "as a latter-day Puritan" and would not acknowledge that he was "a real Anglican" at all, predicting that his fellow-Anglicans would not accept him.

Whether such a view of Puritanism is acceptable or not, and many would argue against his premiss that "a truly Reformed Church" is a gathered church, what is clear is his hostility to what he saw as "the mechanics of worship" and a religion of externalities and doctrinal deadness. Unlike the Puritans, the Church of England had no interest in going back to the New Testament and was only concerned to maintain its "continuity and tradition" as a kind of bridge between Rome and Geneva. For Lloyd-Jones the claim "to be Catholic as well as Reformed" was an expression of compromise and expediency, and this is what he meant by "Anglican thinking among members of the Baptist Union, the so-called Congregational Church of England", Methodists, and other churches. By remaining in their denominations, reason rather than revelation became the controlling factor for evangelicals. There were exceptions, but generally speaking, the Church of England was a lost cause and "the greatest obstacle to revival" outside of Rome itself.

He was especially critical of the first National Evangelical Anglican Congress held at the University of Keele, 4-7 April, 1967, because it condemned the "narrow partisanship and obstructionism" of earlier evangelicalism in the Church of England and pledged a new willingness "to welcome truth from any quarter" and fellowship with other Christians whatever their differences. This was primarily an ecumenical issue but for Lloyd-Jones it was also an example of the nature of Anglicanism.

* See pp. 105-114.
which, as he believed, was flawed through compromise and accommodation. He was right to say that Keele marked a change in the position of Anglican evangelicalism: it was a landmark. Delegates not only made an ecumenical commitment but were encouraged to place loyalty to the Church of England above that of loyalty to evangelicals in general, and this was clearly stated in the printed report, but what it also highlights is the black-and-white manner in which Lloyd-Jones saw things and his unwillingness to reconcile opposing ideas. He would not accept that men like John Stott and James Packer could be true evangelicals while at the same time nurturing a wider fellowship of Christians and, although there were exceptions — his brother Vincent, for example — he would not allow that Anglo-Catholics and Roman Catholics were Christians or that Rome would ever reform. When Archbishop Ramsey, a man known for his openness towards Anglo-Catholics and liberals, was invited to speak at the Keele Congress Lloyd-Jones was "amazed" that such a man should be "called onto an evangelical platform... I still personally have to be satisfied that the man is really a Christian in the New Testament sense of the term at all." He was also doubtful about C.S. Lewis, and although he had written a favourable but short review of The Screwtape Letters in 1942, he doubted that Lewis was a Christian in 1963. Lewis was a moderate Anglican layman, neither Roman nor Genevan, but such was his popularity among conservative Christians that Lloyd-Jones thought he had "almost become the patron saint of evangelicals", but he "was never an evangelical and said so quite plainly himself." Obviously Lewis did not meet the criteria of Lloyd-Jones's definition of a Christian and Packer's assessment of what he had said — that it was "provincial and wrong headed if only because this kind of notional correctness was not achieved by anybody after the Apostle Paul" — has some force.

Intriguing, too, was his sympathy for J.H. Newman and his search for truth. Newman had come from an evangelical family on his journey to Rome, and he had immense influence on the Anglo-Catholic tradition in the Church of England. Lloyd-Jones had urged Iain Murray "to get hold of Wilfred Ward's two-volume Life of Cardinal Newman which he had recently finished" and during the 1941 IVF mission to Oxford, he was evidently pleased to have preached "in the famous pulpit of John Henry Newman — in St. Mary's Church, where he preached while he was still in the Church of England." Lloyd-Jones was a prolific reader of all kinds of books but while the whole story of Newman "fascinated him:
where Newman had gone wrong, and how it had happened, what a great mind he had" and so on, what especially caught his attention was how Newman came to see the Church of England as a compromise between Romanism and Protestantism, and how he had withdrawn from Anglicanism; although he could not condone his move to Rome. The same kind of response arose in the case of his old friend A.T. Davies (1909-80) who had moved to the Church of Wales: "if he had, like Mr. Saunders Lewis turned Catholic I would understand and would see a kind of consistency although I would disagree completely." In Lloyd-Jones's view Roman Catholics and evangelicals in Wales were "the only two groups who know where they stand and what they believe": Anglicanism counted for nothing. The trouble with A.T. Davies and his High Church tendencies was that he had moved from a distinctive position in Calvinistic Methodism to an "anti-theological", empiricist position and Lloyd-Jones could not understand such a defection. All he could hope was that "some day we shall see ATD 'coming to his senses'" by returning to the faith. There is, of course, no question as to the antipathy of Lloyd-Jones to Rome and all it stood for but it is striking how he was often more sympathetic to people in the Catholic Church than to people in the Church of England: ... before he died, "a group of Jesuit priests in America" discovered his writings, and he was "most happy about" it.

It is evident from what we have seen in this and preceding chapters that Lloyd-Jones did not give sufficient credit for the doctrinal stand and intentions of Anglican evangelicals. That their doctrine of the church differed from his is clear enough both before and after Keele, but people like John Stott and James Packer, two of the leading Anglican evangelicals, also believed in the purity of the church and Stott had said so: "We do not believe in a doctrinally mixed church and in such comprehensiveness." Indeed, Stott's resolve to remain "first and foremost an evangelical" was the "probable reason" why he had not been appointed a bishop: "I could not understand people who changed their theology on being made bishops. I'm committed to the purity of the church." And in spite of the imperfections of the Church of England Stott could not "disown the great majority of Anglicans as if they were not Christians": they were like "Apollos, needing to be taught the way of the Lord." Lloyd-Jones agreed with this, at least the latter point, but remained adamant that neither Stott or Packer, nor anyone else would ever change the Church of England. Packer, a continuing evangelical although ecumenically involved, "never had any qualms of conscience about the integrity" of his position,
and men like Alec Motyer and Kenneth F.W. Prior, while under no illusions as to the faults of the Church of England and acknowledging Lloyd-Jones's "deep distrust and dislike" of Anglicanism, remained Anglican.

So the insistence that unless Christian truths were expressed in a certain way they were not truly truths, effectively cut off the majority of Anglicans, although he remained friendly with some of them. Those who did go to hear him after 1966 were more cautious and "would sift what they heard." Nor were they tempted to secede. He did not preach at All Souls although Stott had invited him, "especially at our annual Doctors' service" although he addressed meetings of the Eclectic Society in its London groups on such topics as prayer and revival, and that was "after 1966." As we have said, he preached at St. Mary's in Oxford but he also attended a service at St. John's in Parkstone, Poole, when Motyer was preaching in 1960. He had heard Stott preaching and there were other occasions when he was to be found in an Anglican Church, but they were very few.

In fact his influence on the religious scene so far as the Anglicans were concerned was minimal. In the mid-1950s and 1960s such was the attraction of the Westminster Chapel pulpit that Anglicans and Nonconformists alike were impressed but as he became more outspoken on ecumenical issues and particularly after 1966, his influence declined. Nor could we say that the "call" of 1966 inadvertently triggered a response among Anglican evangelicals as to their own position. There had been plenty of talking going on well before 1966 and 1967. As Packer said, the Church of England had been "in process of getting a total spring clean" since the 1950s. Prayer Book and canon law revision was under way, the question of patronage had been raised as was the value of the Thirty-Nine Articles and whether they should remain. Latimer House had been founded in 1959 and this in itself brought about "a lot of ad hoc discussion" and the involvement of a number of "top people at that time who met and formed a kind of strategy for Anglican evangelicals." So the planning for Keele went back three years to 1964 and its roots at least ten years, and was going on while men like Motyer, Prior and others were visiting Westminster Chapel.

Despite this blind spot for Anglicanism, at a personal level Lloyd-Jones had friends among Anglicans and was "always ready to have commerce
with them." He believed that they erred by remaining in the Church of England and said so "strongly, not to scorn them, but to try to lead them to the truth", but there were some long-standing friendships. Stott "had a very friendly relationship at a personal level right to the end" in spite of their differences, and the Central Hall disagreement of 1966 did not sour their relationship. Sir Norman Anderson was thankful for "the warmth of his friendship and his dealing with individuals", and welcomed him as "a man with whom I enormously enjoyed discussion." Philip E. Hughes spoke of "the constancy of his friendship during more than thirty-five years" and Alec Motyer saw him as "a great man and a good friend." D. R. Davies, a Welshman from Pontycymer in Glamorgan, who moved from Unitarianism and Marxist Socialism to faith in Christ and was eventually ordained by Archbishop William Temple into the Church of England's ministry, spoke of Lloyd-Jones's preaching as an influence which "defies analysis" and reached the depths. Although Davies went through Nonconformity and settled for Anglicanism Lloyd-Jones willingly put him in touch with Hodder & Stoughton who published his book, On To Orthodoxy, an account of his disillusionment with rationalism.

All the same, he could never understand the appeal of Anglicanism and while he looked for flexibility and change in men like Packer and Stott he was not willing to be flexible himself. In the end, his anti-Anglicanism as we suggested earlier, was essentially a Welsh view of the English. Being Welsh did not wholly account for his theology, although his upbringing and association with Calvinistic Methodism was a significant factor, but it gave emphasis to his attitude and was as much a "national outlook" as any for which he condemned the English. Some of his criticisms of the Church of England were probably justified, this we would not dispute, but that does not allow for his lack of respect for Englishness or horror of Anglicanism. Christopher Catherwood, seeking, no doubt, to mitigate the circumstances, suggests that "the Doctor did not ever become 'anti-Anglican' per se. It was simply that in England, the Church of England was by far the biggest of the 'mixed' denominations." But this does not match the evidence: as one of his admirers said, "he was never 'fair' to the Church of England! It was his bête noire." Nor does it account for his singularity in the matter. He did not, for example, object to the Church of Scotland or to the Lutheran Church in Scandinavia or Germany in the same way. All of these maintained the Establishment principle and the element of national recognition but they did not generate the
same kind of emotion and annoyance that the Church of England did: not even his antipathy to Roman Catholicism equalled it.

As we have said, he related to certain individual Anglicans, and during his lifetime did nothing to discourage his daughters and grandson from going to Oxford or becoming term-time Anglicans, but he remained "extremely vocal" in his criticism of the Church of England and of what he perceived Englishness to be. It was part of his national outlook. As he said, "national characteristics influence the lives of religious men" and their "understanding of the truth", and he was right.

In view of all this, and it has its own significance, we need to ask how much of a leader Lloyd-Jones was? The next two chapters answer this question.


7. Westminster Record, January 1940, Vol. 14, No. 2, p. 36. Martyn stayed at the family home, 12 Vincent Square, with his mother and brother from September, 1939, but in December he moved to The Haven, a rented house in Chatsworth Avenue, Haslemere, Surrey, travelling up to London, usually on Saturday evening. In November 1943 he moved to 2 Colebrooke Avenue, Ealing, and in July 1945 when this property was sold they lived in rented accommodation at 39 Mount Park Crescent - "a few minutes from Ealing Broadway station." In the summer of 1965 he moved to 49 Creffield Road, Ealing, where Ann and Keith Desmond moved into the top floor, the Lloyd-Joneses occupying the ground floor. I.H. Murray, The Fight of Faith (Edinburgh, 1990), pp. 134, 495.

8. David Mathias Lloyd-Jones, interview, 19 October, 1996. Vincent did not become a member of the Roman Catholic Church. At Oxford he came under the influence of G.K. Chesterton, Hilaire Belloc, Evelyn Waugh and the writings of Ronald Knox. He became a member of the Thomas More Society in London and read the Tablet every week throughout his life. His interest in Catholicism was more "a matter of intellectual interest than religious commitment." Apparently there was no friction between Vincent and Martyn, who "perfectly understood." Ibid.


10. Y Ganrif Gwyntaf (The First Century), Charing Cross Road Chapel, 1949, p. 17.

11. D.M. Lloyd-Jones, Preaching and Preachers (London, 1971), p. 146. Lloyd-Jones placed no date on his conversion but it appears to have been around 1924-25. See I.H. Murray, The First Forty Years, pp. 64-78.

12. "Whether we always enjoyed the gospel as we listened to him it is not for me to say." Y Ganrif Gwyntaf, p. 19. Evidently he did not.

13. D.M. Lloyd-Jones, Preaching and Preachers, p. 146. According to Lloyd-Jones, Griffiths dominated the church "by the sheer force of his personality."

14. "I belonged to a Welsh Presbyterian Church in London. But I was greatly attracted by Dr. J.A. Hutton... then minister of Westminster Chapel which I attended occasionally." Christianity Today, 8 February, 1980, Vol. 24, No. 3, pp. 155, 156.


16. There may also have been some ill feeling over Lloyd-Jones leaving the Presbyterian Church of Wales for a Congregational pastorate, and some of the older members may have felt that he should have gone to the college at Bala. With respect to Charing Cross Road Chapel, membership numbers steadily declined until by 1982 there were only 132 members and seven in the Sunday School. The Chapel closed on 30 June, 1982, and the buildings were sold for one million pounds, the money going "into denominational funds." I.D. Pickering, 9 September,
1995.


18 D.M.Lloyd-Jones, *The Final Perseverance of the Saints* (Edinburgh, 1975), p. 293, and I. H. Murray, *The First Forty Years*, p. 26. The meetings were in 1913. He was "deeply moved...and possibly the most important thing it did was create in me an interest in the Calvinistic Methodist fathers which has lasted until today." p. 27. The occasion was also the start of a lifelong passion for revival: *Evangelical Magazine of Wales*, 19 April, 1975, Vol. 14, No. 2, p. 21.


21 For example, see D. M. Lloyd-Jones, *Preaching and Preachers*, pp. 225, 152. "It was the second generation after the revival of 1859, and I discovered later that I had never really heard a truly convicting evangelistic sermon. I was received into the Church because I could give the right answers to various set questions." Ibid.

22 E. Evans, *The Welsh Revival of 1904* (London, 1969), p. 146. To the Wesleyans were added "over 4,000, the Congregationalists, 26,500" and the "Anglicans and Baptists brought the total figure to... 100,000." Ibid. G. I. T. Machtin, *Politics and the Churches of Great Britain 1869 to 1921* (Oxford, 1987), has Nonconformists increasing "by some 82,000." p. 269.


24 Ibid. "The mystical element was probably the most impressive thing about the revival." Evan Roberts, an ex-collier and layman, was the outstanding preacher of the revival. See Ibid., pp. 151, 152, and C. R. Williams's article, pp. 251f.

25 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, *Preaching and Preachers*, pp. 225; 226, 151f. Of the "poor fellow" who continued to neglect his studies, expecting God to "fill his mouth", "he emptied his church, and was more or less useless as a preacher for some fifty years afterwards."

26 With regard to any permanent effects of the revival, Williams suggests that it was largely social and political. There were those who retained their evangelical faith but the general impression was one of increased social and political awareness among Nonconformist churches, particularly the growth of Christian socialism. To this he added the attempt of many young ministers "to reconcile the teachings of nonconformity with the 'new knowledge'" coming from R. J. Campbell at the City Temple, and this was the opposite to what was expected. C. R. Williams, *The British Journal of Sociology*, pp. 257, 248f.

27 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, *Final Perseverance*, p. 293.


29 T. Jones, *The Native Never Returns* (London, 1946), pp. 13-17. This was quoted by Jones from a broadcast by Principal Gwilym Edwards in 1945. Thomas Jones (1870-1955) was at one time a Deputy Secretary to the Cabinet and Secretary to the Economic Advisory Council.


32 Ieuan Phillips, "In Memoriam", 1925. "...you entered Wales as soon as you crossed the threshold of his home. The Welsh tongue, the Welsh spirit and Welsh hospitality greeted you like a breeze from the hills."

33 *Evangelical Magazine of Wales*, August/September, 1969, Vol. 8, No. 4, pp. 5-11. The discussion was carried in consecutive issues of the magazine, of
which Gaius Davies was one of the editors. According to Graham Harrison, this interview was not well received in "some parts of darkest England" but "was most warmly received in black Africa." Apparently they felt that it showed great understanding of colonial-type attitudes and situations, and that it brought clear biblical principles to bear on them." Evangelical Magazine of Wales, April, 1981, Vol. 20, No. 2, p. 46. The interview was reprinted in Span, the magazine of the Pan-African Fellowship of Evangelical Students.

Philippians 3:5, 8, 9.

Evangelical Magazine of Wales, 1969, pp. 5, 6. For a striking sermon on the subject see Honour to Whom Honour (1952).

Ibid. The reference to suppressing the Welsh accent is a reminder that Welsh was thought to be socially an inferior form of speech in some quarters: as Alan Butt says, "many Welsh people find it convenient to lose even their accent as they rise in the world." A.B. Philip, The Welsh Question (Cardiff, 1975), p. 47.

Ibid., 1969, p. 7. "He loved the other nations" but it was "sometimes with a sardonic smile." F. and E. Catherwood, The Man and His Books, p. 33.


Ibid., p. 5.

Evangelical Magazine of Wales, 1969, pp. 6, 9, 10.

Barstow, April, 1963, p. 173.


Evangelical Magazine of Wales, 1969, p. 6 and "Religion and Features", p. 5.

For this reason it is "extremely difficult to reach the will of the Welshman" and to move it. Ibid.

Ibid. A reference to years of poverty and tenant farming.


Edwin King, tape recorded conversation, 31 March, 1995. No date was given but it was probably the late 1950s or early 1960s.


Evangelical Magazine of Wales, 1969, pp. 8-10.


He had preached in Birmingham on John 4. Samaria emerged as a nation when the ten northern tribes of Israel broke away from the two southern tribes after the death of Solomon. I Kings 12 and II Chronicles 10. Samaritans were excluded from the temple in Jerusalem and hostility between Jews and Samaritans was fierce.


D. Johnson, Contending for the Faith (Leicester, 1979), pp. 273f. National Christian Unions that had imitated a Western model were "very few", and in most countries languages and circumstances guided the Unions and the gospel was "clearly geared to local needs." Ibid.

I Samuel 14:6 and Judges 7.


Edwin King, 31 March, 1995. "Doctor was very susceptible to tall people, this was one of his weaknesses." Packer writes of "this slight Welshman with the large domed head." C. E. Fant and W. M. Pinson, (eds.).


60 J. Elwyn Davies, letter to author, 3 February, 1995.

61 I. H. Murray, The Fight of Faith, p. 72. This was one of the eight "General Causes" of weakness in British evangelicalism outlined by Lloyd-Jones at the Kingham Hill Conference in 1941, pp. 70-74.

62 Ibid., pp. 74, 72. "This address, delivered as it must be remembered in private, provides one of the clearest indications of ML-J's approach to the contemporary religious scene." Ibid. The whole Kingham Hill address was aimed more at the English situation than any other, but number six of the eight "General Causes" is more specific.


64 Rhys Davies, My Wales, pp. 14f.


69 Ibid., p. 6.

70 Ibid., p. 10.

71 See "Glossary of Terms" No. 3.

72 Evangelical Magazine of Wales, 1969, p. 6.

73 Banner of Truth, June, 1975, No. 141, p. 20.


75 Evangelical Magazine of Wales, 1969, p. 6.

76 O. D. Edwards, Celtic Nationalism, p. 234.

77 As, for example, when preaching on Christian worship from Ephesians 5:19 - "There is a Welsh hymn that puts what I am anxious to say at the moment perfectly." Westminster Record, November, 1968, op. cit., p. 174. The use of Welsh before an English congregation would have been pretentious and out of place, but Lloyd-Jones never did so to my knowledge.

78 Evangelical Magazine of Wales, 1969, p. 11.


80 Evangelical Magazine of Wales, 1969, p. 11.


82 Chapel and language are closely related in Aspects of Bilingualism in Wales. As attendances at Welsh chapels declined, so did attitudes to the Welsh language change; chapel was "no longer the main transmitter of Welsh culture." Ibid., p. 148. In the case of children between ten and thirteen years of age, "having and preserving a favourable attitude to Welsh and relatively favourable attainments in Welsh were most strikingly linked to Welsh religious services." Ibid., p. 179.
Evangelical Magazine of Wales, 1969, p. 10.

He was charged with despising the English by A.T. Davies, although he denied it. Barn, June 1963, p. 236.


D.M. Lloyd-Jones, "Religion and Features", Part 3, p. 3.

Barn, June 1963, p. 236.

D.M. Lloyd-Jones, "Religion and Features", Part 3, p. 3 and The Puritans, p. 221. To describe the British Constitution as the result of "muddling through" shows how little appreciation he had for the historical process and, once again, he is proving a point rather than making an informed comment. True, the Constitution was not written or embodied in one document - it might have been weaker if it had been - but its evolution from Magna Carta in 1215 to the fourth Statute of Westminster in 1931 provided a wide-ranging and valuable foundation that was solidly based on historic events. As such it was a series of principles and enactments which came to include the Crown, English Law, the supremacy of Parliament and the growth of democracy. If this was "empiricist" and "muddling", the result was remarkable.

Ibid., p. 4.


Theologically, Temple was clearly "broad church" and a liberal in his views. He had trained as a philosopher and his early Neo-Hegelianism probably coloured his thinking. None the less, he was "Sure of God and of God's universe" and wholly dedicated "to the service of the Church." F.A. Iremonger, William Temple, pp. 500, 501.

Temple had taken a double first in "Greats" (classical languages, ancient history and philosophy) at Balliol College, and from 1904 to 1910 held a fellowship at Queen's College, Oxford. His lectures, sermons and other publications give ample evidence of his principles and of an independent mind. His ideas may not have been those of Lloyd-Jones, but they were surely as valid.


This had been true, but with increasing secularization and marginalization of the church in post-war Britain, morals and religion were seen more as a matter of individual choice, and although public figures were seen in church from time to time, religion was rarely mentioned in public unless it was a political issue.


D.M. Lloyd-Jones, What is the Church? (1969), p. 12: "and that is not an easy thing for me to say."

The term "public school" (now generally known as independent schools) emerged in eighteenth-century England and refers to private, fee-paying secondary schools with boarding facilities. The chief purpose was to facilitate university entrance, which was the way forward into the professions. Traditionally they promoted the study of classics and placed a strong emphasis on religion, discipline, a sense of civic and national responsibility and, since the mid-1800s, sport.
Some of the smaller public schools such as King's School, Canterbury, go back to the sixteenth century but among the seven major schools Winchester was the first, and was founded in 1382. Rugby was founded in 1567. Schools such as these, and Eton especially, formed the bulk of the English ruling classes and have done so until fairly recently. See J. Gathorne-Hardy, The Public School Phenomenon 597-1977 (London, 1977).


D. M. Lloyd-Jones, The Gospel of God (Edinburgh, 1985), pp. 360, 361, 261. See also The New Man (Edinburgh, 1992), p. 193. Lloyd-Jones's analysis of Arnold agrees with the latest biography by Michael McCrum, Thomas Arnold Head Master, (Oxford, 1989). Arnold's achievements have been both disparaged and exaggerated but McCrum shows that "Goodness was more important than truth" at Rugby, and that the Bible for Arnold was "a source of moral guidance" rather than doctrine, p. 5. He believed that "the State's chief function is education, administered by the Church", p. 7 and that "social action" rather than dogma was the only way to "save the Church." Ibid. Arnold had a very Erastian view of Church and State and by "Church" he understood the Church of England, and that alone. The qualities he required in a lower form master was that he should be "a Christian and a gentleman, an active man, and one who has common sense." p. 31. It was a Victorian and Anglican view but there is no real reason why these qualities should not co-exist or why they should appear to be contradictory. Certainly, Arnold saw them as two sides of the same coin. See also D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Darkness and Light (Edinburgh, 1982), pp. 82, 204.

G. I. T. Machin, Politics and the Churches, p. 306. The Disestablishment Act received the Royal Assent in September, 1914, but was not implemented until March, 1920, when the four Welsh dioceses separated from the Province of Canterbury and became an autonomous Anglican province. See also P. M. H. Bell, Disestablishment in Ireland and Wales (London, 1969), and D. Walker, (ed.), A History of the Church in Wales (Penarth, 1976).


G. I. T. Machin, Politics and the Churches, pp. 284f.


D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Centenary Address (1965), p. 22. See also I. H. Murray, The First Forty Years, p. 301.

D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Letters 1919-1981, p. 6. "That was certainly the most awful question I have yet been asked during my life. She was great enough to say that that she thought still more of me for saying so." On the other hand, perhaps she had little choice.

D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Centenary Address, p. 8. There might have been an element of jocularity here but if there were, under the surface he was quite serious. "He came from Pembrokeshire which is sometimes called 'Little England beyond Wales'." According to Evans and Rhys in O. D. Edwards, Celtic Nationalism, "English had been the indigenous language of one or two areas like South Pembrokeshire for centuries." p. 220.

D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Knowing the Times, p. 265.
There was "loud and prolonged applause from his Welsh audience. Although seven speakers followed him, only one attempted to criticize what had been said." February 11 p.4. Lloyd-Jones apparently had no idea the lecture was to be reported but when interviewed afterwards said, "he was not criticizing the Welsh nation as a nation but...its modern representatives." Ibid. It was a good example of public condemnation but a softer approach in private. Perhaps Lloyd-Jones was closer to the Welsh preaching tradition than he realized.

For example, "Nationalism, Tradition and Language", 1969, which carries the same characteristics.

Lloyd-Jones, "Religion and Features", Part 2, pp.5.

Ibid., Part 1, pp.3-5.

Ibid., Part 3, pp.5, 5.

Barn, April, 1963, p.173.


Evangelical Magazine of Wales, April 1981, Vol. 20, No. 2, p.24. This was apparent in 1938 when it was suggested that Lloyd-Jones should serve on the staff of the Calvinistic Methodist Theological College at Bala under the Rev. David Phillips, its Principal. Certain leaders "were prepared to resist quite openly" such a proposal, and although it was "favoured by the Associations in the South and East, the North Wales Association kept deferring a decision - a deliberate ploy...to avoid the opprobrium of an outright rejection, whilst at the same time making it obvious to the Doctor and others that his services were not welcome." Ibid. The other side of the story is that Lloyd-Jones had not been trained in a theological college and would not be appropriately qualified for such a post. Some would have felt that his narrow views on a number of issues did not serve the best interests of an academic institution and there was always the fear that such convictions would split the denomination. It was here that he had warned against ministers "becoming socializers and tea-tasters", so it is likely that Lloyd-Jones would have been an embarrassment to them. I. H. Murray, The First Forty Years, pp.288, 289. In the event, no invitation to Bala came and after he had kept Westminster Chapel waiting six months, he finally became co-pastor with Campbell Morgan in 1939. Ibid., pp.346-351.


Evangelical Magazine of Wales, 1969, p.8. The point was made in connection with the alleged shallowness of the Englishman, who is easily moved and the deeper Welshman who is more thoughtful and cautious.


Rhys Davies, My Wales, p.117.

I. H. Murray, The First Forty Years, pp.202-227, 299, 307-324. Sasiwn (the older spelling is Sassiwn) is a Welsh corruption of the English "association".

The Western Mail, Herald of Wales and other local and national newspapers, including The British Weekly, carried regular reports on "The Famous Welsh Preacher", as the Christian Herald described him in 1937.

Rhys Davies, My Wales, pp.104, 118.

I. H. Murray, The First Forty Years, pp.146, 147, and Rhys Davies, My Wales, p.119.

D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Evangelistic Sermons, pp.43, 25. This is a collection of twenty-one sermons preached between 1928 and 1937.
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133 C. Catherwood, *Chosen by God*, p. 179.
134 *Monthly Record*, Free Church of Scotland, April, 1941, p. 81. "I gave up nothing, I received everything."
135 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, *Centenary Address*, p. 22.

There are hardly any references, for example, in The British Weekly after 1949 in stark contrast to the 1920s and 1930s. One of the reasons for the decline of newspaper interest may have been the kind of message that he preached. Had there been an ecumenical interest it might have been different. On the other hand national newspapers were becoming less interested in religious affairs, and by the 1950s the day of the printed sermon in a daily newspaper was long past.

140 *Y Goleuad* (Weekly News of the Presbyterian Church of Wales), February, 1933, Vol. 63, No. 8.
141 David Lloyd-George (1863-1945), Liberal Prime Minister 1916-1022. Lloyd-George was also a patient of Tomos Phillips, the eye-specialist and father-in-law of Martyn Lloyd-Jones. See family tree, p. viii. Aneurin Bevan (1897-1960), Minister of Health in Clement Attlee's Labour government of 1945 and architect of the National Health Service in 1948. He was considered by many to be one of the finest orators of his day.

142 The Durham Miners' Gala was a festive and social event. Founded in 1871, it has continued intermittently to the present time as a demonstration of solidarity and faith among miners and their fight for better conditions. Above all, it provided an opportunity for leading public speakers to give rousing speeches and among these were Ernest Bevin, Ramsay MacDonald, Herbert Morrison and Aneurin Bevan. See W. R. Garside, *The Durham Miners 1919-1960* (London, 1971).
144 Rhys Davies, *My Wales*, pp. 119, 120.
148 Barn, April, 1963, pp. 172, 173. D. Gwenallt Jones was a Christian poet who died in 1969. The quotation came at the end of a letter from Lloyd-Jones in his controversy with A. T. Davies on Christianity. Davies, who had also moved from Calvinistic Methodism to the Church of Wales, accused Lloyd-Jones of "being infallible and self-righteous as the Pharisees of old." Ibid., p. 171.
150 For example, "confirmation" was something which the Anglicans inherited and "just continued" from the Roman Catholic Church; "it is simply a part of the incompleteness of the Reformation of the sixteenth century." D. M. Lloyd-Jones, *Joy Unspeakable* (Eastbourne, 1995), p. 47. Puritans, p. 257.
153 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, *The Puritans*. "God deliver us from stereotyped formal prayers!"- "they are not true to the New Testament teaching."
154 Ibid., pp. 257, 258.
155 John Caiger, tape recorded conversation, 11 February, 1992. Lloyd-Jones's own words. And yet almost all the leaders of the evangelical revival in the eighteenth century came from the Church of England.


157 On John Stott's suggestion that Rome might reform itself, Lloyd-Jones replied: "That's impossible. I think the Roman Catholic Church will disintegrate... liberals like Hans Küng (who is not a Christian) will join the Church of England - he'd be happy there - while the conservatives will remain unreformed." John Stott, "A Visit to Dr. Lloyd-Jones", personal notes, 19 December, 1978. Used with permission.

158 D.M. Lloyd-Jones, tape recorded sermon, 1 November, 1974. Michael Ramsey had aroused a great deal of interest in his year of enthronement (1961) when he said that he expected "to see some present-day atheists" in heaven. Daily Mail, 2 October, 1961, No. 20, 354. Lloyd-Jones's comment was, "if this is true, if we are to expect to meet atheists in heaven, if a man can go to heaven who does not even believe in God, why should we ask him to believe in the Book? Why should we have a Christian Church at all?" Free Grace Record, Summer, 1969, Vol. 2, No. 11, pp. 324, 325. But according to John Huxtable who met him frequently, Ramsey was a man of "honesty of thought" and "deep spirituality," "one of the very great Archbishops." J. Huxtable, As it seemed to me (London, 1990), p. 45.

159 Inter-Varsity Magazine, Summer term, 1942, Vo. XIV, No. 3, p. 23. The Screwtape Letters (1941) was the first of his many books on Christian apologetics. Lloyd-Jones told Christianity Today (20, December, 1963, Vo. VIII, No. 6) that "because Lewis was essentially a philosopher, his view of salvation was defective in two key respects: (1) Lewis taught and believed one could reason oneself into Christianity; and (2) Lewis was an opponent of the substitutionary and penal theory of the Atonement." (Scrapbook cutting, page not known.) There is no doubt that Lewis had a philosophic turn of mind. He believed that reason was important in ascertaining the truth and gave much attention to imagination as a means of understanding, but his journey from atheism to rational theism did end in a full acceptance of Christian truth, and we would not wish to question the validity of his conversion or faith.

160 D.M. Lloyd-Jones, Knowing the Times, p. 21. This was the view of A.N. Wilson in his biography of Lewis: "to the amazement of those who knew him in his lifetime, [he] has become in the quarter-century since he died something very like a saint in the minds of conservative-minded believers." A.N. Wilson, C.S. Lewis (London, 1990), p. 52. Lloyd-Jones listened to a lecture by Lewis in 1941 and had lunch with him afterwards: they met again on a boat to Ireland in 1953. I. H. Murray, The Fight of Faith, p. 52.

161 J.I. Packer, tape recorded conversation, 5 June, 1992. "He was relating
the sine qua non of true faith with being intellectually correct in terms of intellectual formulae achieved between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries in certain streams of Protestantism."


165 See D. H. Lloyd-Jones, Roman Catholicism (1967) and numerous other references in sermons and lectures. R. T. Kendall, tape recorded conversation, 16 November, 1991.

166 John Stott, tape recorded conversation, 16 November, 1991. These were his words to Lloyd-Jones.

167 John Stott, "A visit to Dr. Lloyd-Jones", 19 December, 1978. "I didn't add that both [Howard W. K.] Mowll (1890-1958) and [Marcus L.] Loane (1911- ) had asked me to be a Sydney Coadjutor, that the Crown and Archbishop's secretary had been to see me, or that I'd declined to be nominated by friends for sees like Sheffield and Rochester," Ibid. Stott was invited to be a Sydney Coadjutor shortly before Mowll died, and Loane repeated the invitation a few years after he succeeded Mowll. The visit of the Crown and Archbishop's secretary was after Stott became Rector of All Souls in 1950, probably about 1955. The approach of "friends" with regard to Sheffield and Rochester was "between the mid-1950s." John Stott, letter to author, 28 July, 1997.

168 On Packer see "Incipient Romanizing", pp. 131f. Motyer was vicar of St. Luke's, West Hampstead, 1965-70, and principal of Trinity College, Bristol, from 1971. Prior was vicar of St. Paul's, Onslow Square 1965-70, then Rector at Sevenoaks, Kent. When Motyer moved to London in 1965, Leith Samuel offered to propose him for membership of the Westminster Fellowship, but when he learned "that the Fellowship was in effect erected on a secessionist basis [he] pursued the matter no further." Motyer, 19 December, 1991.

169 Gilbert Kirby, tape recorded conversation, 6 August, 1991.
174 Ibid.
176 Barn, June, 1963, p. 236.
Son (Leicester, 1985).

182 "It was plain that he hoped to eventually see me leave the Anglican fold." J. I. Packer in A. Spangler and C. Turner, (eds.), Heroes (Leicester, 1991), p. 55. The answer to Lloyd-Jones's question, "Would you ever leave the Church of England?" was, "Yes, indeed... if the church itself compromised officially one of the central doctrines of the faith." John Stott; "A Visit to Dr. Lloyd-Jones", 19 December, 1978.
183 C. Catherwood, A Family Portrait, p. 128.
184 Alec Motyer, 19 December, 1991. This was also Stott's view in his notes of 19 December, 1978.
185 C. Catherwood, A Family Portrait, p. 173. This was Elizabeth and Ann. His grandson Christopher went to Oxford in 1973 and attended St. Ebbe's with his grandfather's "full knowledge and permission." Evidently St. Ebbe's had the most "active spiritual life" in the city at the time. Ibid. See also "Glossary of Terms" No. 23.
186 John Stott, letter to Eric Fife, 9 September, 1981. Used with permission.
7. THE NATURE OF HIS LEADERSHIP
"standing alone against the whole world"

In the autumn of 1950 Lloyd-Jones told his Westminster congregation that there was "nothing so unchristian in the Church today as this foolish talk about 'personality'." What he had in mind was the kind of self-confidence which attracted people to the speakers themselves rather than to God. Such "purely fleshly and carnal" behaviour had no part to play in the work of the ministry. And yet those who were listening to that Sunday morning sermon were confronted with one of the most outstanding personalities in post-war British Nonconformity.

There were other personalities who not only inspired their followers but knew how to fill pews as well. * There was nothing new about this. The evangelical world has always had a tendency to produce larger-than-life figures - a C.H. Spurgeon (1834-92) in London, R.W. Dale (1829-95) in Birmingham, an Alexander Maclaren (1826-1910) in Manchester - and people revered them, hanging on their words and following their lead. Great crowds followed great preachers, as we have seen, but this larger-than-life element was not unique to great men alone. It was just as true of smaller churches where ministers were respected as the Lord's servant dispensing the Lord's Word. Indeed, the centrality of the pastor who was at the same time teacher, counsellor, guide and example to his flock laid itself wide open to the cult of personality and was a fertile field for anyone who were so inclined. Where the pulpit was pre-eminent and where the minister although fallible was seen, to use Nancy Ammerman's words, as "a little above the messiness of the everyday world" the position of the minister "was one of enormous power." 2

So although pulpit giants have largely disappeared, at least in Britain, the larger-than-life tendency in evangelicalism lives on. True, post-war society was becoming less deferential towards its leading citizens but while some church members were more ready to question their minister, people had been doing this for years and especially if pews were not filled. If the outcome of the 1966 call for a new church grouping showed anything, it was that large numbers outside his congregation did not follow Lloyd-Jones: "few were ready to stand with him"

* See pp. 46-52.
and for the majority, his influence "was virtually zero." Still, Lloyd-Jones was a forceful personality and it was inevitable that what he said would receive attention:

What, then, was his definition of personality and how did he distinguish between what was acceptable and unacceptable in this matter?

For this we will turn to his sermons of October 1950, where he outlines poverty of spirit, meekness and mercy. Under the heading, "Blessed are the Poor in Spirit," he defines "poverty of spirit" as the state of a man "face to face with God" and therefore opposed to the "emphasis the world places on its belief in self-reliance, self-confidence and self-expression." It was a reference to "what is regarded by the Bible as the greatest virtue of all, namely humility," and an indication as to why Lloyd-Jones objected to "a certain aggressiveness" in modern advertising which tended to project a preacher "into the foreground." To step onto a platform "with confidence and assurance and ease, and give the impression of a great personality" was to turn on its head the teaching of the Apostle Paul who has said, "We preach not ourselves, but Christ Jesus our Lord." When Paul "went to Corinth, he tells us, he went 'in weakness, and in fear, and in much trembling' and people said of him, 'His appearance is weak and his speech contemptible!'" When Lloyd-Jones entered his pulpit in Westminster Chapel in his Geneva gown it was unobtrusively. Climbing the stairs of the rostrum and walking to the preaching desk his head was always down, never looking at the congregation or greeting them with a smile or word of welcome. He simply bowed his head in silent prayer and this was followed, in the mornings, with the doxology and then a short public prayer which ended with the Lord's Prayer and the first hymn. But this was, it may be said, as much the expression of personality as of conviction, as it was with other ministers who saw the same truths but behaved differently.

His sincerity was not to be doubted any more than his readiness to defend the faith, but it was not in his nature to let "sleeping dogs lie." Poverty of spirit "does not mean that we should be diffident or nervous ... retiring, weak or lacking in courage," nor does it indicate that a man should be urged to "repress his true personality" or contrive to produce an impression of self-effacement by assuming "another character and personality" like Aircraftman Shaw, or retire from public life "after the
manner of the monks." On the contrary, although people were changed at conversion their temperament and native abilities remained the same; they were simply redirected. The Apostle Paul, who was "a violent persecutor" became "a violent preacher. He was zealous in everything he did. That was his type. It did not change. What was changed was his direction." Poverty of spirit, on the other hand, was not a natural quality but a feeling of unworthiness: "complete absence of pride...of self-assurance and of self-reliance...utter nothingness as we come face to face with God." The nearest secular comparison was "the humility of great scholars", but even that was an insufficient comparison since scholarly humility was produced "by an awareness of the vastness of knowledge", not by the presence of God.

Two sermons later he defined meekness as being "ready to learn and listen" and the absence of retaliation when falsely accused: "The Lord will revenge; he will repay." Again, Lloyd-Jones is anxious to make the point that meekness "does not mean indolence" or "flabbiness": it is not "a spirit of compromise or 'peace at any price', or a smoothing over of 'things that divide." Quite the opposite: "Meekness is compatible with great strength...great authority and power" and for this he goes to the martyrs and "defenders of the truth" who would die for the faith "if necessary." Lloyd-Jones had the same dogged spirit of sticking to his point whatever the cost but meekness was also tied up with his view of the grace of God and the sinfulness of man since meekness is unattainable until a man "has seen himself as a vile sinner." It was the reverse of "the popular psychology of the day which says 'assert yourself', 'express your personality'. The man who is meek does not want to do so; he is ashamed of it." Finally, in "Blessed are the Merciful", he defines Christian mercy as "a sense of pity plus a desire to relieve the suffering" brought about by the consequences of sin. He dismisses the notion of an "easy-going" response towards transgression and the breaking of the law, and has no sympathy with the kind of person "to whom it does not matter whether laws are broken or not" and who have little sense of justice and righteousness.

So there was a tension between the acceptable and unacceptable elements of a Christian's personality, between egotism, "that terrible
thing that has ruined the whole of life" and submission to a holy God, and it was the triumph of the latter which he so admired in men like George Whitefield, Jonathan Edwards and Howell Harris. Given the opposition between the sinful nature of man and the glory of God it was not surprising that he should find pulpiteerism obnoxious because, in effect, it moved the focus of attention away from the message to the preacher and this was the reason for so few autobiographical comments in Lloyd-Jones's preaching: "When I preach, I do not tell stories about myself or anybody else." Of the minister who continually indulges in personal references in his sermons he says, "there is a good deal of conceit about it", not to say "sheer carnality." It was an important point in his Expository Sermons on 2 Peter, where exhibitionism was defined as "too much interest in self, too ready to talk about self, too ready to call attention to self." A child may be expected to behave this way, and he needs to be corrected, but with an adult, especially the "type of Christian" who "the moment he begins to talk...gives you a list of his good deeds", it is out of place. Egotism, he believed, is "one of the last temptations to leave us", and this was something he had experienced. Inserted in a parenthesis midway through the paragraph on exhibitionism, is one of his rare autobiographical allusions: "God knows we have all suffered from this, and maybe are still suffering - God have mercy upon us if we are." It was oblique but sympathetic.

What, then, of Lloyd-Jones the leader? There is a sense in which it was inevitable. Few in the Britain of the 1940s and 1950s provided the kind of leadership that he brought to evangelicalism. When people heard his authoritative preaching they responded and he became their leader and mentor. He may not have wanted it but neither did Sangster or Weatherhead who were treated in the same way. In this respect it was not war or social circumstances that produced great leaders in the church so much as eloquent conviction. But eloquence needs an audience so there is a coactive element here. Disciples and followers make great leaders and the success of Lloyd-Jones grew in proportion to what was thrust upon him. Being the corrector of error and signpost of the truth became habitual and the danger was that, in the end, for all practical purposes Lloyd-Jones came to assume his own infallibility and this was precisely the point picked up by a fellow evangelical in 1983: "In a quite unique way he functioned as the Cardinal Archbishop of evangelicalism, participating in the Westminster Fellowship, the British Evangelical Council
and the Evangelical Movement of Wales not as an ordinary minister but as a different order of being." 14

This is not how Lloyd-Jones would have seen it and it could not be said that he aspired to papal tendencies but what we are saying is that these things grew as people increasingly looked up to him as an oracle of the faith. It was cause and effect: the cause was the uncompromising personality and intellectual brilliance of one man who stood against the Lord's enemies, the effect was the number of people who esteemed him as a prophet for their day. The effect was equal to the cause. Lloyd-Jones knew that people would come to hear him and he believed that this was a sign of the presence of God. He was probably right but if there was a touch of arrogance here, he was at least prepared to suffer for his convictions where necessary. For example, to have been the "only notable minister in the south of England" to stand outside and disagree with the Billy Graham Greater London Crusade in 1954 took some courage, and the final break with James Packer in 1969 caused pain. 15 There were other occasions when he stood alone and walked a solitary path but that said, the grief he suffered was usually the result of assuming an inflexible position - that he was right and they were wrong - and the observation needs to be made that in some cases, he was a poor leader.

His campaign for separation was such a case but there were others, like his overemphasis on preaching. The importance of preaching in the church is not questioned but was it right to elevate one gift at the expense of the others? It is true that he did not deny the variety of spiritual gifts for Christian people but there is some ambivalence in what he said. In his British Evangelical Council address of 1968 he described the New Testament church as "vibrating with life and power", its members all taking part in worship; it was "not a case of one man doing all the talking, and all the praying, and all of everything else, and others just sitting and listening. They were all taking part. There were differing gifts but they all had some gift, and together they exercised this variety of gifts." 16 The allusion to congregational participation is unmistakable. Speaking about worship in the early church, his comment was that he saw "very little in common between what the Apostle describes and what we are so familiar with... the whole thing is different." 17

In practice, however, there was no room for any gift other than his own
in the public ministry of Westminster Chapel. He allowed no soloist, no Scripture reader other than himself, no giving of testimony or other participant on the rostrum except the Church Secretary who gave brief notices and, impressive as the Willis organ was, no other instruments ever accompanied Sunday worship. The presence of a younger man to lead a service occasionally would for many ministers have been an encouragement in the ministry but this was not welcome at Westminster. George Hemming saw this as "a safeguard and a kindness" - a safeguard of the pulpit against any word or act which might conflict, and a kindness by avoiding a "Doctor approved" label which would attach itself to a young man, and make him "immediately noted throughout the evangelical world." That might have been so but a more realistic appraisal would have seen it as an unnecessarily inflated view of one man's ministry. The only time he allowed men to take part was in the Prayer Meeting before the Sunday evening service where, on occasions, they would read from the Bible and open the meeting in prayer. Visiting preachers, mainly in the summer recess, came from all over the British Isles and abroad and were invariably men whose position was secure and where there was no possibility of a man in search of a pastorate or wanting the approval of a Westminster preaching appointment. So apart from holiday Sundays, it was one man ministering to the exclusion of all others which, in Hemming's view, was "because of the nature of his gifts" but, seen from another angle, it came perilously close to clericalism.

Again, Lloyd-Jones's teaching on the validity of a call to preach was so exact that men not matching his definition of preaching could not expect to see the blessing of God on their ministries. His emphasis on the anointing of the Spirit may well have accompanied his own ministry and have done much for the congregations who gathered to hear him, but it did nothing to train young men to be local preachers. His views on evangelism, ideal as they may have been, left the locality of Westminster Chapel largely unvisited and unevangelized. Commuters who came from far and wide on Sundays had little commitment to the area, and when some tried to reach the flats around the Chapel during H.M. Carson's time as assistant, "Lloyd-Jones only allowed tracts but no speaking on the doorstep", and this was confirmed by George Hemming, another of his assistants. Edwin King recalled Lloyd-Jones's response to a number of young men.

* See pp. 37-38.
who wanted to knock on doors near the Chapel as being family and friends first, "then will be the time to start knocking on the doors around Westminster Chapel." 24 In some respects this was a valid point since it is often easier to knock on the door of a stranger than to evangelize family and friends, but Christ's words were that "a man's foes shall be they of his own household" (Matthew 10:36) and earnest people frequently found it hard to get their families to respond at all. Given the indiscretions of some in evangelism, it is still difficult to understand why young people showing such zeal should not be encouraged, and the impression is that Lloyd-Jones seemed to think that only the minister of a church was the channel of grace.

But if Lloyd-Jones did not initiate any visitation as a planned church activity, he did nothing to deter those who were already involved in evangelism and there were some notable efforts during his pastorate.

Paul Cowan, one of the deacons, had a Sunday School class of teenagers drawn from the locality and "he visited their homes, took them out to places of interest in the week and brought some of them to the Sunday services." 25 Joan Hall, another Sunday School teacher and member, felt there was nothing for the local children so she ran a meeting at the Chapel in the week for the neighbourhood children. 26 Mrs Lloyd-Jones had a Sunday afternoon Bible Class for women of all ages from within the Chapel congregation and a weekday meeting for women of the locality, a meeting which "may have been a hangover from Campbell Morgan's day when there were twelve deaconesses working in the area." There was a Sunday School run largely for children of Chapel parents although it did include a few local children, and Frederick Catherwood who had married Elizabeth Lloyd-Jones in 1954 had a Sunday afternoon Young People's Bible Class which he ran with Elizabeth for young people within the congregation, "largely student types." The Sunday School itself was run by two deacons and consisted of thirty to forty children. There were the usual anniversaries and at Christmas there was an open service at which "Mrs Lloyd-Jones and her ladies class attended." The Sunday School ran independently of Lloyd-Jones although he was pleased to have it remembered in Prayer Meetings. Otherwise, "Lloyd-Jones had complete confidence" in his deacons and was happy to leave it to them. 27

Just as important were two other examples of evangelism, highly
individualistic in their leadership but successful, and loosely associated with Westminster Chapel.

In the first, Elizabeth Braund, a Christian journalist, developed a pioneering work at Battersea Baptist Chapel near Clapham Junction. Braund had been introduced to Westminster Chapel in the 1950s by Margery Blackie, but she had been converted when alone. When "writing minor scripts for the BBC, mostly musical biographies, and adapting musical comedies" she was asked to prepare a programme on the history of the Bible's transmission. It was this research which ultimately led to her conversion: "I could do nothing but submit myself to this unknown person whom I did not know but whose claims I could not go on ignoring." She became a member of Westminster Chapel and launched the bi-monthly *Evangelical Magazine* in 1958.

Originally, Braund was looking for space to house the growing volume of work involved in the production of the magazine and it was in connection with this that she found the disused Baptist Chapel which was offered to her rent free. But having moved in with her volunteer helpers it was not long before she became concerned about the "mission field" on her doorstep and asked advice from Lloyd-Jones on how to go forward. He encouraged her to seek the help of the London City Mission and two local missioners eventually took on the Sunday School. Braund re-opened the Women's Meeting but her major work was with the children and teenagers who began to come in off the streets. This became so popular that a junior club for children under the age of ten and a senior club for older youngsters drew sixty to seventy each week. These were children from "the totally different sub-culture of Battersea in the sixties", with its old Victorian terraces and tightly-knit communities, but it also included children from the late sixties when bulldozers moved in to raze their streets in preparation for "concrete ghettos."

Against such a background the clubs evolved. The format of evangelism used by Braund avoided "evangelical jargon" or the imposition of "a middle-class sub-culture" and adapted Christian values to the kind of society around them. So, integrated with simple Bible teaching were games, sports, excursions, craftwork, drama and pageants and, in time, a football team and fishing club. And because few of the children ever had holidays or knew what the countryside looked like Braund and her
helpers took "a bunch of wild city kids" to a sheep farm in mid-Wales, and this became an annual event. The owners of the farm were also friends of Lloyd-Jones who preached at a nearby chapel on one occasion when the children were present "sprawled along the pews": he preached, says Braund, "without a complicated word or sentence in the whole sermon" and, for some of them, it "made sense." 34

In time the Chapel at Battersea was sold to Braund and her friends, and Trustees were appointed and a Trust Deed drawn up. It became a registered Charity and was known as Providence House Trust. When the bulldozers moved into the area in the mid-1960s Wandsworth Council offered them the use of 15 Plough Road, an almost derelict house, in recognition of "the ever-increasing number of homeless young people who turned up at the club" 35 and to ensure its continuation. Such was the success of the work that "a lessening of juvenile crime in the area" was noted by the Local Authority and when Braund later moved to Devon, "children were sent to her by the Authority" 36 and her influence continued.

Although not a Westminster Chapel activity as such 37 Braund's South London outreach was strongly connected through its helpers. Rosemary Bird, a physiotherapist, became closely associated with the work; John Raynar and M. J. Micklewright, both deacons, were visiting speakers, so too was Mrs Lloyd-Jones who took an interest in what was going on and spoke at the Women's Meeting and there were others. Lloyd-Jones himself recognized the value of what was happening and had advised Braund "to take no notice of what others said, but to get on and do your own thing in the way we were led to do it." This appears to reflect some criticism, from within Westminster Chapel perhaps, but for Elizabeth Catherwood it was the story of a "faithful woman and her friends" 38 and this was almost certainly how Lloyd-Jones himself saw it.

The second example of personal evangelism loosely associated with Westminster Chapel during the pastorate of Lloyd-Jones was the more structured Antioch Club, a voluntary group of Christians founded by Commander Derek Elphinstone in 1953-54. 39 Elphinstone had been a wartime naval officer who afterwards founded a commercial film company with the object of getting Christians on to cinema screens as actors in suitable parts. He wrote scripts for two films and had them produced under the Meridian label and shown on the J. Arthur Rank circuit. He had also been an actor himself but "left the theatre in order to have more time for
Christian work", and became a television producer and executive consultant. Helped earlier by the Officers' Christian Union "who took the trouble" to talk to him about Christian things and whose "gentle follow-up work" had impressed him, Elphinstone was converted at the Kensington Temple Pentecostal Church in Kensington Park Road, Notting Hill Gate, and soon after was introduced to Westminster Chapel where he and his wife Marion became members: "We arrived when Lloyd-Jones was preaching on the Beatitudes [1950-52] and it was heavy going to start with, but we persevered and never regretted it. We sat behind Lord Kinnaird who used to fall asleep during the sermon!" 40

The work began at their home in Brook's Mews North near Lancaster Gate, with informal gatherings of a few friends and with no outside help or training: "we did it all ourselves." They read their Bibles, made their own notes and gradually it evolved. As time went on, "conversions were happening at such a rate that we could not cope with them" and a larger property was needed, which they found in 13 Palace Gardens Terrace, Kensington. 41

From its beginning the purpose of the Antioch Club was to reach the unchurched and train converts to evangelize and counsel others. It functioned every night of the week and on Sundays after the morning and evening services, with teas and suppers provided at the Terrace. In time the work became "too big for one person to cope with at a personal level, so it was split into six groups, each with a male and female leader" who were responsible to Elphinstone and these all met at the Terrace. In the early days there were "up to 60 or more active members" and during the first half of its existence, "over 90 people professed conversion and were regular at Chapel and Club, not counting nearly 30 more who were in the Club for only a short time or came in later, and whose subsequent history is not known." 42 Thus, a large number of mainly young people had been contacted and brought to the Westminster Chapel services, and over a period of twenty-five years "about 400 passed through our hands." 43

The "gentle follow-up work" of the Officers' Christian Union was probably the seed from which the Antioch Club grew. Elphinstone's system of evangelism was that "interested" contacts of members were passed on to "a Senior Christian" who dealt with difficulties and checked professed conversions "thoroughly". When the new converts were established in the
faith they themselves became evangelists, the older always instructing and encouraging the younger. It was self-replicating, "each Christian doing the same thing in the same way", and in follow-up members were "directly responsible to their Group Leader" who in turn was answerable to Elphinstone. The modus operandi was (a) Fishing, (b) Conversion, (c) Steps One and Two, John's Gospel, Personal Daily Prayer and Church Attendance, and (d) Attendance on Newcomers' meetings on Thursday nights. During these stages, which might take up to a year, new converts were "with the Antioch Club, but... not of it." Only after they had demonstrated their conversion to be genuine, and after showing their willingness "to work and to do it our way", were they welcomed as members.

Their method of Bible study and follow-up technique was well established by the time the Elphinstones met Dawson Trotman, founder of the Navigators in 1954, but they "adapted" some of his material to their existing system. The meeting with Trotman, whom they got to know well, was at the Billy Graham Greater London Crusade which the Antioch Club fully supported, providing counsellors and in the case of Elphinstone, an Adviser alongside ministers like John Stott. As we know, Lloyd-Jones had strong reservations about the Crusade but his comment on the Club's involvement was, "I am glad that a proper job will be done." The Club continued to grow and lost none of its original belief that the unsaved should not only be reached but be considered their responsibility both before and after conversion. Attendance at Westminster Chapel was expected; the unconverted and "beginners' group" went in the evening when Lloyd-Jones was more evangelistic and the others went both morning and evening. Membership of Westminster Chapel was "treated as optional" but many did join and in time, because of their youth, it was the Antioch Club which provided "half the marriages and dedications at Westminster" and "many of the new members: welcomed into Westminster Chapel were ours." These young people, unlike Elizabeth Braund's Clapham work, were mostly students and young professionals from a mixture of backgrounds who used their memorized Bible verse "with great zeal." Tithing was also taught and this was directed towards the Antioch Club which, in turn, gave a tithe to the Chapel. Later, in the 1960s, the Elphinstones moved to Putney but although the work continued there were not so many new members and some moved away with their work. But when Antioch members moved out of town "they were encouraged to start an "out
of town group" and a few such groups were founded: "one in Whitley Bay where it functioned from the local Baptist Church," but it has not survived. The Club ceased to exist around 1974 when the Elphinstones retired to Eastbourne.

There is no question that the number of Antioch members who filled the ground-floor pews either side of the pulpit each Sunday impressed Lloyd-Jones, and he spoke "of the encouragement this was to him." Indeed, Lloyd-Jones visited the Antioch Club "at least once a year and spent the evening with us. He did not preach, he sat and talked to us in general on the Christian life and various matters of interest. He always invited questions, and questions came pouring in: he loved it." In Anthony Williams's view, Lloyd-Jones saw the Club "as part of the Chapel" and "commended the fact that we were reaching those outside of the church."

What is interesting is Lloyd-Jones's warmth towards this group knowing, as he must have done, that it was largely based on Sandemanian principles which were at odds with his own preaching. There is no evidence that Elphinstone and his members were even aware of Sandemanianism but there was a marked similarity in the "naked faith" or "bare assent" to Christ through the memorizing of Bible verses and the replicating of it in others. Lloyd-Jones dealt with this theme at length in 1967 and what concerned him was the possibility of believing without feeling, and believing without the necessity of an inward assurance of salvation by the Holy Spirit. Nor was it only a matter of historic interest since "easy believism", that is, mere intellectual assent to the truth, was one of the criticisms brought against the Billy Graham campaigns where nightly "altar calls", the believing and memorizing of Bible verses, the signing of a card and registering of "decisions for Christ" were central techniques in all the Graham meetings. Lloyd-Jones took the opposite view, that saving faith is not confined "to the mind, or to the intellect" but includes a felt work of repentance and involved "warm emotional preaching." And there was the military precision of the ex-naval commander who ran a Christian group as he might run a battleship: "Christians doing the same thing in the same way" and under the precise instructions of Elphinstone. To be "in the Club" was to be "on board ship" and he addressed his members as he would have done his officers and crew. In a roundabout sort of way the appeal of the Club was a tribute to
Lloyd-Jones's impact on a kind of Services approach towards Christian officers and others in spite of the differences.

Lloyd-Jones recognized the zeal of the Antioch Club and the conversions that were taking place, and was pleased with their support of the Westminster Chapel ministry. As for doctrinal differences, for Elphinstone "The only Doctrine permissible for discussion with a pagan is 'Justification by Faith'" and "'the Divinity of Christ'". 58 and until contacts were converted, it was considered a waste of time to talk about any other doctrine. In the end, the Antioch approach was more a matter of methodology than intentional Sandemanianism but, in any case, most of these issues would be straightened out as they listened to Lloyd-Jones preaching and as they sat with him at Palace Gardens Terrace.

These, then, were examples of the kind of evangelism that went on among Westminster Chapel members. They were not initiated by Lloyd-Jones but they did, in a measure, receive his blessing. His own view of evangelism was largely a reaction to campaign evangelism and perhaps for this reason it was over-cautious. But faced with people like Braund and Elphinstone there is a sense in which he could do little else than go with their momentum. Either way his own position on evangelism remained and what is clear is that he so distrusted human activity and maximized the need for unction and a divine calling in Christian service that evangelism, in effect, was completely tied in to the set-piece sermon and people were expected to attend the services and hear the Word.

If some of this leaves us questioning his style of leadership so too does the matter of a chosen successor raise questions. The usual response to this issue is that there was no one to take his place: "we have lost a leader who, in our generation at least, cannot be replaced." 59 Graham Harrison defending, as he thought, the sovereignty of God, described those who "complained" that Lloyd-Jones had "not designated and groomed his successor" as "provincial oracles", men who theorized about divine sovereignty but did not believe in it or rest upon it. 60 Evidently God had broken the mould and such was the uniqueness of Lloyd-Jones that even some members thought Westminster Chapel as they knew it was finished, and had "the temerity to say so." 61

But this was not in itself unusual. When W.E. Sangster died in 1960
there were similar sentiments and the Newcastle Journal, which saw him as one of the outstanding preachers of his generation, reported a Methodist spokesman saying that the death of Sangster was "one of the greatest calamities which had come to Methodism and the wider church for many years." It was the same with Campbell Morgan, who was styled "the greatest expositor of the Bible this century." When he died on 16 May, 1945, the Christian World under the heading "Prince of Preachers" referred to Morgan as "a towering personality, a volcanic being, with a commanding presence and an authoritative manner" who "belonged to all the Churches" and for whom "Christianity in two continents mourns the loss." As much could be said for other esteemed men whose ministries had touched the lives of thousands.

So far as choosing a successor went, Lloyd-Jones had gone to Westminster Chapel in 1939 as the result of the spiritual discernment of Campbell Morgan who had seen Lloyd-Jones as his successor. Jill Morgan took it as "the directing finger of an Almighty Hand" and, as it turned out, it was. But for Lloyd-Jones, although it proved to be providential, the matter was not what it seemed. "The trouble with Campbell Morgan was that he liked preaching": "He could hear me on a Sunday and thoroughly enjoy it but on the following Wednesday, he would hear a liberal, but providing the man could preach, he would thoroughly enjoy that too." Still, events proved that Morgan had been right and there is also reason to think that Lloyd-Jones was just as concerned about his successor.

The future of the Westminster Fellowship, for example, was in mind less than a month before he died when he responded to a letter from John Caiger with a five-year plan. He suggested "an Executive committee of six" to include Graham Harrison, Peter Lewis, and John Caiger as permanent chairman, and two men from the London Theological Seminary together with a larger General Committee from which the choice of speakers would usually be made. This procedure should "be adhered to for at least five years", so avoiding "all elections and nominations", and giving "time for natural leaders to appear." These "suggestions were made in response to the men's request" but we are not told how many of the Fellowship were behind this request nor, if they were so well instructed, why they could not formulate their own affairs. Murray's comment on the letter is that Lloyd-Jones had their continued unity in mind and Caiger, according to another letter, saw it as a matter of "pastoral concern."
Others saw it as "the most disastrous thing he ever did." Without doubt, he was "bishop to literally hundreds of clergy" through the Westminster Fellowship, but to issue posthumous rules was more to embalm it than to preserve it.

What he needed was a natural successor like James Packer, but the events of 1966-67 when the Fellowship was closed over the ecumenical question excluded men like Packer. So apart from a last minute effort Lloyd-Jones had made no plans for the continuation of the Fellowship. The trouble was that, unlike the Eclectic Society, the Westminster Fellowship was centred on the wisdom and skill of one man. Had he adopted a less autocratic stance and developed the sort of infrastructure that Stott had done in the Eclectic Society the succession would have been a natural continuation. Because the Westminster Fellowship was essentially his fraternal and the forum where Lloyd-Jones was pastor of pastors, it could not thrive without him, nor did it do so. His five-year plan was too little too late. Caiger, for all his gifts, was not the kind of chairman Lloyd-Jones had been nor, indeed, were any of the men he recommended in the same mould even though most of them were Welsh, and the plan did not really work. The Fellowship continued but numbers fell and at one stage a disagreement over the charismatic question reduced numbers even further.

In the case of Westminster Chapel there is enough evidence to show that Lloyd-Jones did take the matter of a successor seriously. Most surprising is the knowledge that at one stage, Lloyd-Jones had an ecumenical Anglican in mind. In 1966, two years before his resignation from the Westminster pastorate, Lloyd-Jones was one of the speakers at the International Congress of Christian Physicians in Oxford and John Stott, who was also present, expounded the Upper Room Discourse in his Bible studies. In Stott's own words, "I was flabbergasted when he took me aside and said: 'when I retire I would like you to follow me at Westminster Chapel.' I was amazed at his confidence in me in spite of our ecclesiastical differences but what disturbed me most was his lack of understanding of me that I could be in a position even to consider that." Lloyd-Jones had misjudged Stott but it was a serious, if not rash, invitation which in all likelihood arose out of the strength of Stott's preaching. Perhaps he hoped that Stott would leave Anglicanism as he originally believed Packer would, but in both cases he underestimated their ecclesiological convictions. On the other hand apart from
Lloyd-Jones, Stott was arguably the most outstanding expository preacher in England at the time with a strong following at All Souls, so in this respect Lloyd-Jones's judgement was right. 76

The events of October 1966 almost certainly ended the matter and Lloyd-Jones did not refer to Stott as his successor again, although he continued to have a high regard for him. Nor did he change his mind on the strength of Stott's ministry and in a private conversation with Stott in December 1978, Lloyd-Jones spoke of his wish that they "could be together, you and I, we belong together. Together we could make a terrific impact on the church and the country." 77

A second name that arose was Eric J. Alexander, Church of Scotland minister at Newmilns, Ayrshire, 1962-77. 78 Alexander had been approached by the Pastorate Committee in 1969 and in March, Lloyd-Jones made it clear in a letter that Alexander would be a good choice, and urged him "to give the fullest possible consideration to the need of maintaining a biblical ministry at Westminster." 79 The origin of the approach to Alexander was that six members of the Chapel had asked for him to preach, but each time H. C. Todd had taken the matter to Lloyd-Jones, it was blocked. 80 Finally, after Frederick Catherwood supported the idea, an invitation was approved and Alexander preached at the Chapel on 23 February, 1969. 81

Evidently Lloyd-Jones valued the ministry of Alexander as he had done Stott but at the second Interregnum Church Meeting when Alexander's name was put forward for the pastorate, "objections were raised (not of a personal nature) and in view of these it was decided not to offer him the pastorate." 82 From Alexander's point of view it is uncertain as to whether he really wanted to leave Scotland but from Lloyd-Jones's letter, it is clear that he was not happy with the idea of secession - how could he be as a minister in the Church of Scotland? - and felt that his position as pastor "might lead to controversy at the Chapel." 83 Such may also have been the reasons why Alexander declined a further invitation in 1974 when Glyn Owen resigned. 84

Whatever Alexander's feelings, the letter of March 1969 shows how far Lloyd-Jones was prepared to go for the sake of maintaining a successful preaching ministry, overlooking "almost" everything else, 85 even if it
meant turning to non-Independent evangelicals. But nothing would have caused greater confusion among men who had taken Lloyd-Jones at his word on the issue of separation and nothing would have been more contrary to his 1966-67 position. To charge men who had remained in ecumenically sympathetic churches with "guilt by association" and then to support such men as Stott or Alexander because of the "overwhelming consideration" of the Westminster Chapel ministry was a double-standard. It also clashed with his recommendations regarding the running of the Westminster Fellowship with its reservoir of acceptable speakers. Murray, anxious to credit Lloyd-Jones with the best of motives, reminds us that whatever his convictions, Lloyd-Jones continued to have fellowship with Anglican and Scottish ministers who "did not support ecumenism" although, of course, Stott did. As for Alexander's fear of causing disunity at the Chapel, Murray writes that the policy of secession was shared, not only by Westminster Chapel but by the British Evangelical Council and all its affiliated members, but this does little more than compound matters since it was Lloyd-Jones above all who had championed separation.

There was another issue. On the face of it the 1969 letter to Eric Alexander gives the impression that Lloyd-Jones had little to do with Westminster Chapel after his resignation: "From the beginning I have not taken any part in the direct affairs of the Chapel." But in using "direct" he was being economical with the truth. As we have seen, Lloyd-Jones blocked the original suggestion of the six church members which Mr. Todd had taken to him on several occasions and that was nine months after his resignation in May 1968. The underlying problem was that he never taught his deacons to be ready or how to proceed when he retired, and this left a vacuum which Lloyd-Jones continued to fill. Perhaps, in the circumstances, his guidance was appropriate but the impression that Lloyd-Jones had played no part in the affairs of the Chapel since his retirement was not true: "all the pulpit supplies in the interregnum were referred to the Doctor." Edwin King recalled that Lloyd-Jones "wanted all those who had preached over the years to have the opportunity to occupy his pulpit" during the vacancy but this would have had the effect of cutting down the number of suitable candidates and encouraging men with known Arminian tendencies. In practice, however, preachers during the vacancy tended to be long-standing friends of Lloyd-Jones.

In the end, as we have seen, Glyn Owen was appointed to the pastorate
in 1969. So far as is known Lloyd-Jones's views on the appointment of Owen were not expressed, at least in public, although it may have surprised him since Owen was well known "in Keswick Convention circles" for his frequent contributions as a speaker at Keswick.

A further element in the nature of Lloyd-Jones's leadership was an Athanasian or Luther-like way of thinking and it was to these two men, especially the latter, that he often turned in order to make his point. There was something about the perpetual struggle of Luther that caught his imagination. For Lloyd-Jones Luther was a champion of the faith, a man of great energy and above all, a man "baptized and filled with the Spirit." But it was the apparently constant and diffuse nature of Luther's struggling—with Rome, with Zwinglianism and Anabaptism, with Erasmus and the moderates, with problems in the organization of his own church, with defections of erstwhile friends and with the devil himself—that impressed Lloyd-Jones, and there is no doubt that much of this coincided with his own feelings. He was not uncritical of the Reformer but overall he saw him as an "outstanding genius," a man of amazing courage, a "volcano of a man" and someone who delighted in Scripture. If Luther's response to his enemies was, as Lloyd-Jones said, that he "but read and...but expounded and...but preached"—it "was the Word that did it; God led me on"—it was something he wholly related to in 1966-67. It was the "only explanation," as he saw it, and it was "our only comfort this evening."

What Lloyd-Jones found attractive was the entrenched stubbornness and defiance of men like Athanasius and Luther. "What are the mountain peaks in church history?" he asked when preaching on "Submission in the Spirit." One was "Athanasius contra mundum," God's servant standing alone against the whole world in defence of the doctrine of the Person of Christ. Another was Luther, "a man standing absolutely alone against the great Popish church and fifteen centuries of tradition." It was "Here I stand. I cannot do differently. So let God assist me" and this was the "essence of Protestantism." Put another way, God had enlightened his servants so that, in effect, they stood for what was right whereas "the church was wrong", and this was largely the emphasis in Luther and his Message for Today. The "enlightenment" was a rediscovery of Scripture; as "the Word of God came to John the son of Zacharias in the wilderness" (Luke 3:2), so the "Word of God came to
Martin Luther" and it was this coming of God through Scripture which was at the heart of Lloyd-Jones's ministry. It was a case of believing the Word, that is the evangelical interpretation of it, and obeying it whatever the consequence. Thus, Luther "was like a horse who had been blindfolded so that he could not see the enemies that were coming to attack him with their chariots and spears." 102

Lloyd-Jones was, in a sense, fighting the Reformation all over again and closely identified with a robust Luther-like style: "What do numbers matter, what do sarcasm and scorn and derision matter; what does it matter though we be despised and laughed at?" And where ecumenists question the faith and practice of evangelicalism, and separatism in particular, "Let them say it! This one man Luther was enabled to stand as it were against the whole church and against those centuries of tradition. And you and I will be enabled to do the same." 103 He had said as much in what was surely an autobiographical comment in 1948: the evangelical "had to stand by himself...to be misunderstood, to be defamed, to be jeered and persecuted. But he knows in the end that he will have to stand by himself before 'Christ's judgement throne' to 'receive the things which were done in the flesh whether they be good or bad'. [2 Corinthians 5:10] Because he feels that he is answerable to God and to his own conscience, he is not influenced by 'the right thing to do' be it in his own daily life or within the circle of the Church." 104

It was the doctrine of the remnant in action, demonstrating "what one man can do when that one man is truly Christian." It was the "Lord taking a handful of men and making them apostles and the sole guardians and custodians of the faith — that is their message." 105 And such was his point in a sermon on "Activities and Life": "God has repeatedly acted through a remnant, sometimes through one man... Christ left the Church in the hands of twelve men, a mere handful of nobodies. We seem to have forgotten that!" 106 It was also his theme when speaking on "John Knox — The Founder of Puritanism" in 1972: "No man has ever been more maligned yet in the face of "vitriolic attacks" it was his wisdom and energy that largely "saved the Reformation" on several occasions, 107 and "changed the life of the whole of Scotland." 108 For Lloyd-Jones, Knox was of "the same heroic character that you see in Martin Luther standing 'in the Diet of Worms'." So the nature of his style of leadership combined within it elements of this doctrine of the remnant and a heroic concept which, unconsciously, reflected the heroes of the faith. Where this brought him
into conflict with other Christians, it was regrettable but, as he said, this was not "the first time...that minorities have been right." 109

But it was not only that Lloyd-Jones identified with such figures who stood alone against all odds; it was more than this. He saw himself as part of a chain of spiritual strength that stretched from Elijah to modern times. A minority of people "in every country, and in every age" who were "agreed that some things were all-important and of such importance as to render them prepared to suffer any loss or insult rather than betray or refuse to declare them." 110 Lloyd-Jones was a twentieth-century link in the chain. For his old friend A.T. Davies this kind of certainty was "arrogance": 111 others might say that it was the coalescence of an irresistible urge to dominate with a romanticized historical allusion. On the other hand, such a feeling might help to explain the complete unimportance of an "engineered" succession, or of a "successful" church or denomination in Lloyd-Jones's thinking.

In the end Lloyd-Jones was what his followers allowed him to be and this lay behind John Caiger's words on his chairmanship of the Westminster Fellowship: "he had a secretary [Caiger] who was happy (with rare exceptions) to do what he was told, and a fellowship of pastors so hungry for the Doctor's theological learning and spiritual experience that they never questioned the propriety of it all." It was a simple and efficient arrangement and ensured that Lloyd-Jones "had things as he wanted them, and we were all more than delighted that he should." 112 It was deferentialism, but the fault lay as much with the people who encouraged it as with the man himself. However, given the nature of the man, his gift for preaching and Luther-like defiance of error, some hero worship was inevitable. In the Free Church of Scotland many "men of his early days practically idolised him" 113 and this was true of England and Wales. According to David Winter, "he was a 'guru' with a set of adoring disciples" and this was certainly so. It may not have been his wish but such was the strength of his convictions that events overtook him. He was without doubt a genuinely disciplined Christian man but, as Winter says, there were times when even he "could not resist papal tendencies." 114

One might think that if the ministry of Lloyd-Jones were so powerful, so Luther-like, then the pattern of his influence would be extensive. As it was, in "the eyes of non-evangelicals...Most would not even have known his name", and those who did know, "branded him as 'fundamentalist' and
fanatical." His influence lay almost entirely within the evangelical sector of the church and after 1967 this shrank to a minority of like-minded people. In Anglican circles Lloyd-Jones had his friends but in general no members of the episcopate or dignitaries of the Church of England knew or cared about his views. As Packer said, "in the little ecumenical world based on London, where the top brass of all denominations circulate, the Free Church leaders dismissed Lloyd-Jones as a freak, and the Anglican leaders took their word for it." 116

As for his impact on Congregationalism he was more tolerated than admired, and his way of looking at things was thought to be out of touch with the modern church. John Marsh thought that his only impact in Congregational circles was "largely due to the fact that he was called to, and became, the Minister of a large London church." Marsh's view of Lloyd-Jones was that "while his own testimony received a warm reception from a sector of churches and ministers", that is to say, among those within Congregationalism who agreed with him, "his message did not give rise to any sort of wide reception of his views", 117 and in the matter of unity Geoffrey Nuttall recalled a wry comment of John Huxtable, that Lloyd-Jones "was a disaster, doing more harm than good." 118
Notes

5. For example, Leslie Land, minister of Melbourne Hall, Leicester, 1947-61, had a habit of kneeling in the pulpit before preaching. He wore a black gown, academic hood and clerical collar, but his ministry was similar to Lloyd-Jones's whom he knew well and for whom he preached at Westminster Chapel.
6. *Sermon on the Mount*, op. cit., pp. 47, 48. Aircraftman Shaw was a reference to T.E. Lawrence (1888-1935) who as a means of "escape from responsibility, from women and from the Frankenstein monster of his own fame" changed his identity, choosing self-degradation by service in the ranks, which he considered "the modern alternative to a monastery." M. Yardley, *Back into the Limelight* (London, 1985), p. 182. Lawrence was very much of an individualist and eccentric but was a good illustration of a contrived humility. Christians do not need to take on a false identity or withdraw from the world; they are to follow Christ in it.
9. Ibid., pp. 70, 67-69.
10. Ibid., pp. 99, 98.
11. Ibid., p. 107, and D.M. Lloyd-Jones, *I am Not Ashamed* (London, 1986), p. 42. This was true of his Westminster Chapel sermons and his ministry in general, but in his lectures to the students of Westminster Theological Seminary in 1969, there was a glut of personal references. He justified this by saying, "I have aimed at being practical." *Preaching and Preachers* (London, 1971), p. 4. It was the only time he used so many personal illustrations in public.
14. D. Macleod, "The Lloyd-Jones Legacy" in *The Monthly Record*, the Free Church of Scotland, October, 1983, p. 209. Macleod was no enemy of Lloyd-Jones and his comments in favour were generous - "arguably the greatest British preacher since the Reformation." p. 207. What Macleod wrote in his short article was the best critique of Lloyd-Jones to come from an evangelical scholar to date, and opened up the possibility of further discussion and comment, but it never came.
15. On the break with Packer see pp. 131-134, 154, 155. On Billy Graham and his style of evangelism see *Glossary of Terms* No. 33.
19. The same issue arises in Macleod's article when he refers to Lloyd-Jones's prominence among evangelical ministers: "He should have given others an opportunity to develop their gifts of leadership."
(for example, by chairing the Westminster Fellowship)." Monthly Record, op. cit.

20 The present writer was invited to do this on 7 March, 1955 when he needed the recommendation of the church for his application to the Congregational Lay Preachers Association and entry to Mansfield College, Oxford. In a later talk in the vestry, Lloyd-Jones fully endorsed and encouraged both endeavours.

21 Preaching and Preachers, op. cit., p. 305. Campbell Morgan had a Lay Preachers Guild and a Preachers Class in which men who felt "called to the work of preaching" were trained and went to Mission Halls and "neglected stations" in the greater London area and beyond. S. Harlowes, Notable Churches and Their Work (Bristol, 1911), p. 16.

22 The impression when walking along Victoria Street and Buckingham Gate is of shops, offices and hotels, but behind Artillery Mansions and the shops, and as close as Castle Lane and Palace Street at the side and rear of Westminster Chapel, there are large numbers of private residences, not to mention hotel accommodation further afield. For Lloyd-Jones's views on evangelism see Glossary of Terms No. 33.

23 H. M. Carson, letter to author, 20 January, 1995. Herbert Carson was assistant to the minister, 1965-67. "If someone approached Lloyd-Jones with visitation in mind, he said, 'If you feel like it, do it'. He did not discourage them but supplied tracts of which he approved." George Hemming, op. cit. Hemming was assistant 1959-65.

24 Edwin King, tape recorded conversation, 31 March, 1995. The comment is from Lloyd-Jones and followed the question, "have you brought any of your relatives to the services, your friends?"

25 George Hemming, op. cit.

26 Edwin King, op. cit. King's comment was that Lloyd-Jones "could not be expected to do this": the only answer was an assistant "who was resident on the premises in the week."

27 George Hemming, op. cit. In time the Catherwoods had two separate classes. Frederick Catherwood finally resigned after "twenty-five years of uninterrupted leadership of the Young People's Bible Class" in July, 1980, and Elizabeth resigned after twelve years of leading her own Bible Class at the same time. Westminster Chapel News, September/October, 1980.

28 Margery Blackie, physician to Campbell-Morgan and first woman physician to the Queen.

29 Elizabeth Braund, The Young Woman Who Lived in a Shoe (Basingstoke, 1984), pp. 26, 32. These feelings were confirmed the following Sunday as she listened to Lloyd-Jones preaching.

30 It was launched at Westminster Chapel and had the full support of Lloyd-Jones. Braund ran the magazine as managing editor in conjunction with J. Packer and P. Tucker (minister of East London Tabernacle), until it folded in 1970.

31 The Young Woman Who Lived in a Shoe, op. cit., pp. 75, 35, 60, 34, 14. The missionaries who came to their assistance and who had worked in the area for a number of years, were Mr and Mrs Denton. p. 35.

32 Ibid., pp. 33, 9. According to Braund, it was Dr and Mrs Lloyd-Jones who "guided me away from an initial sinking feeling, that some how or another I would have to conform to a pattern." p. 34. Lloyd-Jones's own ministry was known for its freshness and lack of evangelical clichés but this is not to say that he wholly approved of all that Braund did. Faced with such a strong personality - "I did not conform easily to many church-going habits and my old rebellious instincts and critical attitudes did not drop away" p. 33 - Lloyd-Jones was probably wise to encourage Braund's missionary zeal.
The drama and pageants were based on Bible stories, Pilgrim's Progress, The Holy War, Mary Jones and her Bible, John Newton's life, and so on.

This is clear evidence that Lloyd-Jones could speak to the uneducated and uncultured: "I could 'ear that bloke again. It were interestin' - 'E didn't talk down to us," p. 96.

Frederick Catherwood was one of the trustees.

Braund ceased attending Westminster Chapel in 1968, when Lloyd-Jones resigned.

In the "Annual Appeal" published in the Westminster Record in February of each year, among the recipients of gifts for 1966 and 1967 was the "Clapham Mission". If this refers to Braund's work at Clapham Junction it is a clear indication of Lloyd-Jones's support since he chose the causes to be helped.

Originally it was simply called "The Antioch", a name devised for the purposes of a bank account. Elphinstone felt "it sounded a fairly up-market name on a par with The Athenaeum." Interview, 23 July, 1995. "It was not a 'club' any more than a missionary society would be, but there was a room at our house in Palace Gardens Terrace which was called a 'club room', and that is probably where the idea came from." Even so, Elphinstone called it the "Antioch Club" in his follow-up folder, and we will do the same.

The Officers' Christian Union was founded in 1852. It "exists to help officers of the Royal Navy, the Army and the Royal Air Force to a practical experience of the Christian faith both personally and in their duty." 100 Days, Officers' Christian Union, 1924. The 12th Lord Kinnaird (1880-1960) and his wife hosted the IFES Cambridge Conference in 1939. At the time of Elphinstone's remark, Kinnaird was in his seventies and evidently had difficulty staying awake during the long sermon. He was not the only one. On the 11th Baron Kinnaird see "Westminster Chapel", footnote 60.

Elphinstone, interview with author, op. cit. The Officers' Christian Union was founded in 1852. It "exists to help officers of the Royal Navy, the Army and the Royal Air Force to a practical experience of the Christian faith both personally and in their duty." 100 Days, Officers' Christian Union, 1924. The 12th Lord Kinnaird (1880-1960) and his wife hosted the IFES Cambridge Conference in 1939. At the time of Elphinstone's remark, Kinnaird was in his seventies and evidently had difficulty staying awake during the long sermon. He was not the only one. On the 11th Baron Kinnaird see "Westminster Chapel", footnote 60.

Elphinstone, op. cit. Ronald Eeles, later a deacon of Westminster Chapel, met with them at this time: "I studied God's Word with them before they formed the 'club'; they did much good work with quite a lot of young people." Letter to author, 29 July, 1995. The money for Palace Gardens Terrace was largely the gift of a lady health visitor who had been converted at Brooks Mews and who had become a member of Westminster Chapel. "Within a year, through this gift and through tithing the whole project broke even with no debts." Elphinstone, op. cit.

Anthony Williams comments that, "Group leaders changed as jobs took members out of town. The most... the club ever had was four at once, but most of the time, three." Letter, 26 July, 1995. Williams himself was a leader for a time; he had been in touch with the Club since just after it was formed around 1954. He was converted in the army and was anxious for the conversion of his sister. Friends put them in touch with the group, and his sister was later converted. When Williams left the army in 1963 he lived in London and joined Westminster Chapel.

Dawson E. Trotman (1906-56) formed the Navigators in 1933 which, by 1949, had spread to Europe and the Far East. It was a programme of person-to-person recruitment and training in evangelism, with systematic Bible study and memorizing of Bible verses. See In Memory of Dawson E. Trotman (Colorado Springs, 1957).
Elphinstone, op. cit. See also Glossary of Terms No. 29.

Ibid. Lloyd-Jones was making the best of a bad job.

Anthony Williams, op. cit. Apart from a few exceptions, like Williams himself, Antioch members did not attend any of the other meetings at Westminster Chapel. But if the Antioch Club was "outside the mainstream of the life of Westminster Chapel", so too were the majority of Sunday worshippers for whom Westminster was a preaching centre and no more.

Elphinstone, op. cit. There are no figures to prove or disprove this but given an element of exaggeration, Elphinstone was probably not far from the truth.

Anthony Williams, op. cit. According to Williams, there were a few actors, an artist, a dancer and an opera singer, but it was "not an arts group" as some have said, but a mixed group of various abilities and backgrounds.

Tithing is the giving of one tenth of income or goods and is a practice based on Deuteronomy 14:22. The New Testament regards tithing as a minimum commitment: Matthew 5:20, 11 Corinthians 9:6, 7.

Elphinstone, op. cit. He recalls Lloyd-Jones saying, "go on with what you are doing. I've got more 'pillars in the church' than I know what to do with."

Anthony Williams, op. cit.

D. M. Lloyd-Jones, The Puritans (Edinburgh, 1987), pp. 17f. Sandemanianism emerged through two Scotsmen, John Glas (1695-1773) and his son-in-law, Robert Sandeman (1718-71). It was initially an attack on the idea that faith is a work which earns salvation. They taught that bare assent to what Christ had said was alone necessary for conversion. See also D. M. Lloyd-Jones, The Righteous Judgement of God (Edinburgh, 1989), pp. 94f.

The Puritans, op. cit., pp. 180, 185.

Personal Evangelism and Follow-Up, op. cit., p. 4. "There is no such thing as belonging to the Club if you don't want to do the very thing for which it exists." Ibid. The Personal Evangelism folder is four pages of advice and instructions on how to save the lost.

Ibid. It was essential to get the basics right, then move on to the next stage.

I. H. Murray, The First Forty Years (Edinburgh, 1982), p. XV.

Evangelical Magazine of Wales, April, 1981, Vol. 20, No. 2, pp. 46, 47. Graham S. Harrison, minister of Emmanuel Evangelical Church, Newport, Gwent. "To us," he said to like-minded ministers, "he was a friend and a brother and a father all rolled into one." p. 45.

J. T. Omri Jenkins, Annual Letter, January, 1969. Jenkins was moderator at Westminster Chapel during the vacancy until Glyn Owen commenced his ministry in October, 1969.


Edwin King tape recording, op. cit. This may explain how he was able to remain a Congregationalist while maintaining his biblical ministry.

Church, Gunnersbury, 1942-93. Lloyd-Jones had already discussed the matter with Hywel R. Jones, Principal of the London Theological Seminary, the day before.

68 Peter Lewis, minister of Cornerstone Evangelical Church, Nottingham.
70 Personal Information No. 1.
71 C. Catherwood, Chosen by God (Crowborough, 1986), p. 43.
72 The disagreement was over the timing of an open discussion on charismatic issues: "Some asked for time to pray about it, others wanted immediate action without waiting. A vote was taken, the latter lost, and they left the Fellowship." Personal Information No. 1.

For those who believe that Lloyd-Jones left the matter of a successor in other hands, such choices were intuitive, on the spur-of-the-moment decisions, which would vanish the next day, but this hardly does justice to the facts or to Lloyd-Jones himself.

74 John 13-17. The Congress was held on 11-15 July, 1966.
75 John Stott, tape recorded conversation, 16 November, 1991. The invitation to succeed Lloyd-Jones comes from the notes and diary of Stott, the details of which were confirmed by letter.
76 On the credibility of this invitation, Stott's comment was: "D. M. Lloyd-Jones was serious... He took me on one side to say what he did." Letter to author, 21 March, 1995.

77 J. Stott, Notes of a visit to Dr. Lloyd-Jones, 19 December, 1978, used with permission.

78 Alexander was an evangelical who had preached at Keswick and at various conferences and meetings throughout Britain. In 1977 he became minister of St. George's - Tron Parish Church, Glasgow.
80 Personal Information No. 1. Mr Todd was in charge of pulpit supplies. According to the above reference, Lloyd-Jones told the six to "forget about it." A number of audio cassettes of Alexander's sermons had been given to the Pastorate Committee to familiarize them with his preaching. Edwin King says that Lloyd-Jones was completely opposed to Alexander preaching at Westminster Chapel to start with, although in the end he yielded to the request of his son-in-law. Tape recording, op. cit.

81 H. C. Todd, undermined in his efforts as pulpit supply secretary, withdrew and Omri Jenkins took over at about this time. Todd remained as Church Secretary until he resigned in 1971.
82 John Raynar, letter to author, 27 June, 1995. The date of the meeting is not given but it was probably in March.
84 Eric Alexander, letter to author, 18 July, 1995. He acknowledged that Westminster Chapel "approached me again in 1974" but adds nothing more, either of this or 1969, maintaining "complete confidentiality" in both cases.
88 Personal Information No. 1.
89 Edwin King, tape recording, op. cit.
90 See Glossary of Terms No. 41.
91 Men like S. J. Lawrence of Leicester, Leith Samuel of Southampton, G. N. M. Collins of Edinburgh, W. J. Grier of Belfast and his assistants Iain Murray, Herbert Carson and Edwin King. Westminster Record,
April, 1968, Vol. 43, No. 4.

92 See "Westminster Chapel", p. 92.
95 The Puritans, op. cit., pp. 135, 222, 226, 7.
96 Luther and His Message for Today, op. cit., pp. 19, 23.
98 Athanasius (c. 296–373) championed orthodoxy against Arianism. For his trouble, he was attacked and endured "five exiles embracing seventeen years of flight and hiding", but "almost single-handedly ... saved the Church from pagan intellectualism." S. J. Mikolaski in The New International Dictionary of the Church, J. D. Douglas (ed.), (London, 1974), p. 81.
99 Life in the Spirit, op. cit.
100 Barn (Opinion), April, 1963, p. 171.
101 Life in the Spirit, op. cit., p. 68.
102 Luther and His Message for Today, op. cit., p. 23.
103 Ibid., p. 29.
105 Expository Sermons on 2 Peter, op. cit., p. 5.
107 The Puritans, op. cit., pp. 262, 263.
109 The Puritans, op. cit., p. 266 and Evangelical Magazine of Wales, op. cit., p. 10.
110 The Evangelical Magazine, op. cit., p. 4.
111 Barn, op. cit., p. 171.
115 Alec Motyer, letter to author, 10 June, 1991.
117 John Marsh, letter to author, 8 May, 1991. "I have a few, but vivid recollections of him... I heard him preach and I did meet him personally. I felt that he was a sincere believer, though I did not myself follow his train of thoughts." Marsh was principal of Mansfield College, Oxford, 1953–70.
8. THE EXTENT OF HIS INFLUENCE
a "standard bearer for the faith"

We have said that in the larger, denominational sense, Lloyd-Jones had little impact or influence, but this is not the whole picture. That he was not widely accepted only disturbed him insofar as it was a rejection not so much of him, as of his gospel. In this final chapter we will show that there was a real and lasting influence in spite of a self-marginalizing tendency.

In England the outstanding aspects of his influence were his Westminster Chapel ministry, the Westminster Fellowship and Puritan Studies Conference. There were preaching occasions in different parts of the country and these increased after his retirement from the Chapel but, as we have seen, from 1939 to 1968 it was the London ministry which formed the core of his success. Set in the heart of London, Westminster Chapel was in a strategic position "to bear witness to the great evangelical faith and tradition" and in 1948 he spoke about the "many scattered about these islands and indeed in other lands who are looking to us and are helped and strengthened by what we are and what we do." 1 It was no vain boast, especially as such a ministry attracted people who one day would become leaders themselves.

Among the agencies Lloyd-Jones encouraged from his Westminster base the Banner of Truth Trust was particularly successful. As a new publishing venture it had developed out of a magazine, the first issue of which was published at Oxford in 1955. A gift from Westminster Chapel "provided half the cost for the second issue" and the magazine grew from there. 2 The Trust itself proved to be significant because it was they who eventually printed the majority of Lloyd-Jones's sermons. Such was the success of the Trust's printing programme that by March, 1996, 461,963 copies of major titles of Lloyd-Jones had been sold, and the two-volume biography by Iain Murray was selling at 700 copies a year. 3 Compared to other publishing houses the Banner of Truth Trust was comparatively small but such figures are no mean achievement and clearly played a part in sustaining the influence of Lloyd-Jones at home and abroad.

How many people have actually read these collections of sermons — the nine volumes on Romans for example — may be a matter of conjecture, but
undoubtedly there are some. Stott, who owns some of his books, thought it a pity that Lloyd-Jones never allowed "his spoken words to be edited for writing" and abridged: "he takes such a long time to say one or two things I cannot imagine that all these works will still be in print in 20 or 30 years time." At the moment, 1997, the sale of Lloyd-Jones titles has not diminished and other publishers such as Hodder & Stoughton, Inter-Varsity Press, Evangelical Press, Kingsway Publications and Zondervan and Eerdmans in America, are all producing various collections of sermons under different titles. This flow of print is almost entirely from sermons transcribed from audio cassettes, but it has continued to fuel an interest in him and to introduce his preaching to those who never heard him when he was alive. Altogether - the 400 who met at the Westminster Fellowship in the 1960s, the 200 or so who attended the Puritan Studies Conference, the weekly congregations at Westminster Chapel and the wider clientele who bought his books - were a substantial area of influence.

A more limited area of leadership was his interest in the London Theological Seminary of which Lloyd-Jones had been a member of the original Sponsoring Committee and, latterly, a member of the Board until the end of his life. The Seminary which, according to Omri Jenkins, chairman of the Sponsoring Committee, "owed its origin to Dr. Lloyd-Jones as a preacher" met on the premises of the Kensit Memorial College in Hendon and, during its first year, 1977-78, had five full-time students rising to twenty-one in 1981. Students came from a variety of constituencies but mainly from churches of British Evangelical Council background. Some came from the Evangelical Movement of Wales and a few "from Baptist Union and Brethren backgrounds", and these have all gone on to serve as pastors at home and abroad within the same kind of church groupings. Lloyd-Jones preached at the commencement of each new session for the first three years and also lectured on two other occasions. In spite of a Sponsoring Committee of eight, the Seminary was a solid reflection of the Lloyd-Jonesian philosophy of theological education which was, that it should be anti-ecumenical, non-examination centred and a training ground to "help... future preachers", all of whom would be Protestants and men, but the conservative emphasis was not his alone, it was shared by the whole Committee. Whether this style of ministerial training is preferable, say, to London Bible College which had a greater number of students of both sexes studying the same kind of subjects but on a broader academic base, and whether some interaction with other theological colleges would have
been beneficial, depends on the point of view. Lloyd-Jones had been in
at the start of London Bible College in 1939 and in 1943 was Vice-Chairman
of the Council but by the late 1940s the college was preparing men and
women for the external examinations of the University of London and this
increased, and for Lloyd-Jones this involved students in the study of
error. Not only so, Lloyd-Jones was unhappy over the question of student
placements at the College which involved the Baptist Union and other
doctrinally mixed denominations. The ecumenical nature of current
theological education, in his view, provoked the need for "a Protestant
Evangelical College" with a curriculum determined by conservative views
of Scripture and since "the primary need" was for preachers, such an insti-
tution was to encourage men to preach "without fear or favour." 

As we have seen earlier, the formal relationship of Westminster Chapel
with the Congregational Church ended in 1966 and under Lloyd-Jones's
guidance the Chapel became a member of the Fellowship of Independent
Evangelical Churches and a constituent member of the British Evangelical
Council in 1967. But although he was highly regarded within the FIEC
and some of its men were members of the Westminster Fellowship, he featured
little in it.

There were a number of reasons for this new affiliation. Westminster
Chapel was faced with the approaching inevitability of organic union
between Congregational and Presbyterian Churches which finally came to
pass in the United Reformed Church Act (1972), and Lloyd-Jones's whole
view of churchmanship was very much coloured by the effect of having to
face up to a Congregationalism which was steadily moving in that direction.
"Things are taking place," he said in 1966, "and the momentum is indeed
alarming to observe." At the same time, the new association with the
FIEC followed in the wake of his call for evangelical unity in 1966, and
the break with the Congregational Church in that year meant that West-
minster Chapel was disaffiliated from any church alignment for the first
time in its history. This, together with the lack of response to the 1966
call, had left Lloyd-Jones out on a limb. Unless he was to be isolated he
needed somewhere to go. What is not clear is why the Chapel did not make
a direct application to the BEC and become a member church in its own
right, or why it did not join up with the Evangelical Fellowship of Cong-
gregational Churches. No mention is made of such possibilities either in
Church Minutes or correspondence. What is clear is that, in time, he came
to see that the FIEC was not a broad enough base for his message.
Initially he may have hoped that it would be: as E. S. Guest said, "Lloyd-
Jones would have us join the FIEC, but he did come round to see that we
had acted rightly in retaining our view as the EFCC [Evangelical Fell-
owship of Congregational Churches], and then coming into the BEC." 14

In fact some twenty-seven ministers of the newly formed Congregational
Evangelical Revival Fellowship took the Lloyd-Jones position that the new
Congregational Church in England and Wales was a serious departure from
historic Independency, and it was because of ecumenical tendencies and
"a departure from evangelical truth" that the CERF was set up. 15 Murray,
no friend of the FIEC position, records a comment of Lloyd-Jones that mem-
bership of the FIEC was "not the big thing. The British Evangelical Coun-
cil is the bigger thing because its scope is bigger," and in reply to J. I.
Packer's caustic comment "that we should all join the FIEC" Lloyd-
Jones's response was, "that will not do, but did not say why not, nor what
the alternative was." 16 And in a letter of 1980, Lloyd-Jones cites the
BEC as "a powerful anti-ecumenical witness" in Britain and goes on to say,
"we have also started the London Theological Seminary to do the same"
thing, but does not mention the FIEC. 17 So the FIEC connection fulfilled
the need for non-isolation so far as Westminster Chapel went but for
Lloyd-Jones it was a tenuous link.

His place among English evangelicals, however, took on a new complexion
in the 1960s when he began to expound semi-charismatic teaching. The
charismatic movement was probably the most important cross-denominational
phenomenon of the mid-twentieth-century but it raised problems and divided
Christians as much as it united them. People who had long looked to Lloyd-
Jones for guidance and leadership, and who had responded to his clear-cut
views on other matters, were now not so sure of what they heard. True, his
preaching was no less emphatic and, as usual, he gave no quarter to those
who opposed him, but there was an underlying ambivalence. Both sides of
the charismatic divide claimed his support and in a sense they were both
right: he had a foot in both camps. At times he was decidedly sympathetic
to the charismatic movement, hoping that this was the beginning of the
long awaited revival. But he could also be strongly anti-charismatic so
it was little wonder that many were confused. Only his most devoted
supporters could see his position to be as "plain as a pikestaff"; for
the rest, the problem was that in trying to "avoid 'quenching the Spirit'
Where he differed most from other conservative evangelicals was in his belief that the gifts of the Spirit had not ceased: "I think it is quite without Scriptural warrant to say that all these gifts ended with the apostles and apostolic era" and this view is reflected throughout his preaching. What caused the sharpest reaction, however, was his belief in a two-tier experience of the Spirit, "that you can be a believer, that you can have the Holy Spirit dwelling in you and still not be baptized with the Holy Spirit." It was a Pentecostal view and opened up a hornet's nest of feelings for and against. On the one hand there was the neo-Pentecostal position of a Spirit-baptized church where God was present to heal the sick and bestow his gifts, and on the other, there was the feeling that by "the standards of historic orthodoxy, Pentecostalism" was not simply an error, it was "a heresy, fundamentally anti-trinitarian and legalistic." In the middle came a fraternization of the two, "a new rapprochement between Reformed and Charismatic evangelicals" which Lloyd-Jones had, in theory at any rate, encouraged. This middle way could not be described as a movement in itself. People like Peter Lewis developed a freer form of worship in their churches but continued to hold Calvinistic convictions, and many of them after 1979 began to associate with Spring Harvest, an annual "pan evangelical" event which showed all the hallmarks of charismatic worship. It was more of a trend among people who felt that it would be wrong to stand outside of what they saw as a movement of God among his people. Whether the Calvinistic position can really be aligned with Pentecostalism is an open question. For Donald Macleod it was an absurdity because they "belong to different theological universes", but seen in the light of Lloyd-Jones's Calvinistic Methodist roots it was not so bizarre, and many in the Evangelical Movement of Wales agreed with him.

There are several observations we need to make in respect of Lloyd-Jones's openness and ambivalence towards the charismatic movement. It is true, for example, that he was remarkably open to the things which were happening, especially in the early days when he and his friend Philip Hughes shared a "hopeful expectancy" of it all. For Hywel Jones, he was "interested in anything which appeared to display signs of spiritual vitality" and according to David Mingard, he was always concerned to "prick the moribund bubble" of dead orthodoxy "that can form around
Reformed teaching." That he was open to what was going on is not surprising given his belief in the sovereignty of the Spirit. If God is almighty he may act as he will without restriction or question. He does not act indiscriminately or in contradiction to his written Word, but he may act unexpectedly and by direct intervention as he did in the Acts of the Apostles: "the Spirit in his sovereignty may decide to give these gifts again" as he did in the early church. Speaking of "the lordship of the Spirit" and the "inscrutable wisdom and sovereignty" of God in the ebb and flow of revivals, it was his conviction that all preachers of the Word should "expect" a demonstration of the Spirit and power in some measure, "a kind of 'divine afflatus'" on their ministries. This sovereign intervention was to be looked for every Sunday and services should be a "climactic experience" or "turning point in someone's life", and this was Michael Harper's understanding of Lloyd-Jones on the work of the Spirit. At the same time he was severely critical of the charismatic movement in certain areas and believed, even from Aberavon days, that "Signs and wonders must be examined... and sifted." The gifts, especially the spectacular ones, were for him the sign of immaturity much as they were in the church of Corinth: "the one who is grown up is interested more in the graces of the Christian life." He had never spoken in tongues but for those who had, he warned against any feelings of superiority towards those who had not.

Of greater importance was the baptism of the Spirit" but even this was not to be the touchstone of true Christianity, nor was it to minimize the importance of doctrine. He had been particularly concerned about the claims of David Du Plessis, a leading Pentecostalist in the 1950s and 1960s, that the baptism of the Spirit was to be received within the cultural milieu of the recipient so that, in Lloyd-Jones's words, it brought a deeper "appreciation of the mass and all the other various Roman Catholic doctrines and dogmas." Although he regarded the charismata as very important he was also ready to attack the "bankruptcy" of the Du Plessis position because it was "not reformed" in its doctrine. So while he did not deny spiritual gifts for the twentieth century neither did he "venture to put them into the category of the essential." In the end his argument was not so much with the charismatic movement as with extremes. If we take speaking in tongues as a criterion, Lloyd-Jones was not a neo-Pentecostal but if
baptism in the Spirit is the test, then he was. And this explains why he encouraged men like Henry Tyler in his "ministry among charismatic churches" and why he was appreciated in classical Pentecostal circles such as the Gospel Tabernacle, Slough, where A. Wesley Richards, the pastor, noted that in spite of his reservations, Lloyd-Jones "would not be smeared with an anti-charismatic brush." 34

Taking into account the ambivalence of his charismatic sympathies and all that he said about the work and gifts of the Holy Spirit, Lloyd-Jones was unusually conservative. In fact for all his emphasis on Spirit-baptized preaching his position was really an eighteenth-century one, that is, of divine revival, and those who claimed him as a modern charismatic were wrong. It is true that he followed events closely but it was almost exclusively with revival in mind and it was this that lay behind his remark, "Evangelicalism is dead. God must do a new thing." It was the idea of a powerless, failing church that urged upon him the need for "a mighty outpouring of the Spirit of God" and that, not the gifts, was his primary interest. Certainly worship at Westminster Chapel could not have been less charismatic but Macleod surely missed the point when he described these services as "the most inflexible in which we have ever participated" since so many people were evidently converted and renewed, both at Sandfields and at Westminster.

Apart from theological arguments involved in the teaching of Lloyd-Jones on the Holy Spirit, with which we are not concerned here, the ambiguity of his position lay in the fact that he allowed the charismata and encouraged people to be involved in all aspects of the church's life but, so far as Westminster Chapel went, it was a one-man ministry with no demonstration of the gifts beyond his. In other words, it was theoretical pentecostalism.

When neo-Pentecostalism appeared in Britain in 1961 it did so mainly through articles in the American magazine Trinity, which began to circulate among Anglicans in 1962. It reported the events of Passion Sunday, 1960, at St. Mark's Episcopal Church in Van Nuys, California, when the Rector, Dennis Bennett and some of his congregation had been "filled with the Holy Spirit and had spoken in tongues, just like the Apostles on the Day of Pentecost." After some opposition Bennett resigned but it was on this day, 3 April, 1960, that the modern "charismatic movement is considered to
have begun." 36 By early 1963 John Collins, incumbent of St. Mark's, Gillingham, David Watson, curate at the Round Church, Cambridge, and Michael Harper, curate to John Stott at All Souls, had experienced the same kind of baptism. There was some uncertainty as to exactly what it meant so, at the suggestion of Harper, these three Anglicans visited Lloyd-Jones on 9 April, to ask his advice. They did so because of his interest in revival and because "he had surprised many by espousing the Pentecostal position in some respects, without otherwise losing any of his trenchant Evangelical views." Lloyd-Jones believed their experience to have been genuine and some saw this meeting as "the moment when the Charismatic Movement in Britain was born." 37 As we have said, Lloyd-Jones had a more than average interest in the Van Nuys events but it was not long before he became concerned about imbalances and by 1970, writing about the effect of extremes on students who had visited a "Michael Harper movement" at Chard, Somerset, he spoke of "gross dangers and the unscriptural character of the whole thing." 38

There was then an "urgent need for the maintenance of the due balance which we find in Scripture" and it was this reticence regarding the significance of the gifts of the Spirit as well as his eighteenth-century view of baptism in the Spirit that inevitably excluded Lloyd-Jones from much of the charismatic scene. For these reasons it is misleading to tie the beginning of the movement into the 1963 meeting because, although he was privately in touch with some of the charismatic leaders from time to time, he was never the leader of the charismatic renewal movement in Britain. As Harper rightly says, "He remained a sympathetic spectator, nothing more." 39

The situation in Wales as it related to the influence of Lloyd-Jones was more consistent. From the late 1940s a new grouping of evangelicals had started through "Elwyn Davies and others" 40 uniting people from both North and South Wales, and Lloyd-Jones had shown a great deal of interest. He became involved with the Welsh Inter-Varsity Fellowship and then with a broader spectrum of evangelicals through Y Cylchgrawn Efengyliaidd (The Evangelical Magazine) which had its first conference at Bala, North Wales, in 1952. It was renamed "on the Doctor's own suggestion", Y Mudiad Efengyliaidd Cymru (The Evangelical Movement of Wales) at the conference in Denbigh the following year, 41 at which Lloyd-Jones preached three times. By 1958, such was the interest, that a property, Eryl Aran, was
purchased as a centre for camps and conferences and this was extended in 1960 to include an adjoining property, Bryn-y-groes.

All of these meetings were in line with what Lloyd-Jones felt a conference should be, an event where "men amongst themselves be asked to read short opening papers on various subjects, and that we then discuss them together." The two-day Bala conference each June was to become a significant factor in the lives of ministers and students of theology for years to come and, until his later years, Lloyd-Jones was always there. In such a way several generations of men were influenced and this stayed with them as they went on to serve "churches of all denominations in Wales." Thus, "a body of young men" were to form a major part in the development of evangelicalism in Wales.

The Evangelical Movement of Wales from the beginning, was a voluntary association of ministers and individuals who upheld "the evangelical faith" and associated "themselves with the Movement's Aims." It was of course a denomination in the sense that it was a group having a distinctive interpretation of religious faith although it had a minimum of organization. There were and are no membership records or formal registry of members so it is difficult to assess who was and who was not in the Movement. Some ministers supported it while remaining in their denominations, especially in the Welsh sector, others from groups such as the FIEC or Pentecostal churches met in local ministers' fellowships arranged by the Movement. Still, the Movement has evidently grown: the Annual English Conference is now over 1,000 strong and meets in the University Hall, Aberystwyth, and the Welsh Language Conference of about 300 meets in a local church the following week. There are seven bookshops in different parts of Wales and the Evangelical Press of Wales, the Movement's publishing wing, has expanded so that by 1994 it had "sold or distributed books to 16 countries." Much of this may be traced back to the teaching and advice of Lloyd-Jones. Overall, the Movement strongly reflected Lloyd-Jones's own position: separation from the ecumenical movement, holiness of life, commitment to an inerrant Bible and its systematic exposition, the need for revival and a questioning of modern evangelistic techniques.

Seen against the general decline of membership in Welsh churches in the 1970s when "one church in seven had less than 10 members", this is
all the more impressive. As we have said, the absence of any register of churches or members associated with the Evangelical Movement of Wales makes it difficult to plot the development of evangelicalism in Wales in relation to Lloyd-Jones but a number of churches, mainly Presbyterian, did secede after 1966 although, as J.E. Davies says, this was more "a consequence of the deliberations of the Evangelical Movement of Wales's Ministers Conferences and fellowships in the years prior to 1966." 45

The Associating Evangelical Churches of Wales, a group established in 1988 to "provide means for co-ordinating the witness and fellowship of evangelical churches, fellowships and individuals" in Wales including the Evangelical Movement of Wales, records a steady growth of independent evangelical churches since the turn of the century. Before 1900 there were eighteen older causes. From 1900 to 1959 seven churches were added, from 1960 to 1969 five, 1970 to 1979 thirteen, and 1980 to 1989 seven, making a total of fifty. The older churches were Baptist and Presbyterian fellowships which had established themselves as independent evangelical churches in the 1960s and 1970s. These figures show that about twenty-five evangelical churches associated during Lloyd-Jones's lifetime and in the crucial years, 1960 to 1969, there were five that joined. But only one of these churches was Welsh-speaking and there is no account of all the churches, ministers and members from Welsh-language areas who came to associate with these movements, and who had often heard Lloyd-Jones preach in Welsh as well as English. So this "fifty" is only a core number: as G. Wyn Davies says, "Associating Evangelical Churches of Wales numbers are considerably less than those who regularly associate with us", 46 nor does it account for churches and ministers outside of Wales who also supported the movement.

The situation in Wales was that the growth of ecumenical interest, as in England, had caused churches to move away from the old confessional positions and Calvinism was largely a thing of the past. 47 This was his point in 1963: "the majority of the Calvinistic Methodists in Wales today do not believe it [the Calvinistic Methodist Confession of Faith] any more, and they do not even see the need for a confession of faith at all." 48 As a leader in Wales Lloyd-Jones was an anachronism, his views unacceptably narrow and unyielding and if, as it seems, he rebuilt Calvinistic evangelicalism in the Principality, it was only among a minority.
Many heard him preach but "most of the church leaders would shudder when they heard his name." 49 This is not to say that he was wrong or that the convictions of the minority were mistaken but the ecclesiastical climate had changed. Even so, Lloyd-Jones regularly visited Wales and continued his pastoral concern not only for ministers but for their churches too. Where Wales differed from England in the influence of Lloyd-Jones was that English evangelicals generally refused to go along with his separatist stance, as 1966 shows, whereas the majority of Welsh evangelicals did. Where England and Wales agreed was in the way most churches rejected his uncompromising identification with conservative evangelicalism and where the "majority of ministers...largely ignored" him. 50

Overall, Lloyd-Jones had as many enemies as friends in Wales. They could not ignore his preaching or the crowds who listened to him, but that apart, the impression of J.E. Davies that most of the church leaders in Wales would "have been immensely relieved to hear of his call to Westminster Chapel" in 1939 is almost certainly true. 51 By then the Presbyterian Church of Wales was becoming less conservative so it was almost inevitable that, as in England, Lloyd-Jones would become increasingly an outsider so far as its mainstream congregations went: his future lay in smaller circles. Some were specific and spoke of Lloyd-Jones leaving "a bad legacy of men who would not tolerate other views and were anti-ecumenical" 52 but whether this was true or not, among non-evangelical leaders in Wales he had no influence at all. Thus, when Geoffrey Thomas described Lloyd-Jones as "a colossus overshadowing Wales", 53 in the long run it was more a remark of affection than fact. The preaching over, what remains is a growing but minority group, faithful to its convictions, but unconnected with the church at large.

There had also been a lengthy relationship with Scottish evangelicals extending from his first visit in November, 1938 to his last one in May, 1980. 54 Large Bible rallies were concentrated in centres such as Edinburgh's Usher Hall and Glasgow's old St. Andrew's Hall or the Kelvin Hall, but there were other venues such as Dundee, Inverness and Aberdeen.

The Bible rallies and preaching tours were arranged by the Scottish Evangelistic Council, an interdenominational society founded in 1930 which had its own caravan mission and literature outreach. These rallies were
a major feature of the Council's activities and it was normal to hold them in the main centres where larger crowds gathered since they "had the secondary aspect of being fund raising occasions" also. In 1948, after preaching "with compelling power" at a Wednesday lunch-hour service in Renfield Street Church, the Glasgow Evening Citizen reported that "the Scottish Evangelistic Council gave a luncheon in honour of Dr. Lloyd-Jones which was attended by a large and representative company of ministers and laymen of all denominations." The next morning he was at Tolcross YMCA addressing "a meeting of men and lads" and in the evening he preached at a service in the Church of the Orphan Homes of Scotland, Bridge of Weir, "before going south to resume his ministry in Westminster Chapel, London." 56

There were invitations to St. George's-Tron Parish Church in Glasgow, and to Kenneth Street Free Church, Stornoway, where "people came from all parts of the island to hear this outstanding preacher and before doors were opened long queues had formed." This meeting was linked by "a loud-speaker unit" to Martins Memorial Church and the Free Church Seminary, and the numerical estimate was "5000 Hear Outstanding Preacher." 57 Professor G.N.M. Collins noted that Lloyd-Jones was known in the Highlands and Gaelic-speaking areas as well as the Lowlands, and "the Westminster Record found its way into many Scottish manses" bringing "blessing and direction to its subscribers and the congregations whom they served." 58 Such a minister was Kenneth J. MacLeay of Lochinver who had been a friend of Lloyd-Jones: he asked to receive the Westminster Record regularly and Lloyd-Jones had promised to "forward also the back numbers for this year." 59

But Collins's opinion that Lloyd-Jones was "greatly loved throughout the length and breadth of Scotland" needs some qualification. Edwin King, for example, said that Lloyd-Jones's "reception in Scotland was very mixed" and Professor R.A. Finlayson of the Free Church College, Edinburgh, said that Lloyd-Jones's "Calvinism bends over backwards." 60 There were, as in England and Wales, outsiders, non-evangelicals and the curious at his meetings but the greater part of his appeal was to the Reformed constituency, those from "true evangelical circles", which explains why he was so well received in the Free Church of Scotland. 61 It is true that Church of Scotland men like Eric Alexander and William Fitch chaired some of the meetings but they too were sympathetic to the speaker and his
message. In effect, the great Bible rallies in Edinburgh and Glasgow were a kind of "mecca for those who appreciated his testimony in defence of the Reformed faith", but generally speaking, "many liked his oratory but deplored his theology." 62

He did visit other churches in response to specific invitations as, for example, when he preached on the first evening of the Assembly of Scottish Congregationalists in Edinburgh on 30 April, 1945, or when he visited Charlotte Baptist Chapel for the Church Anniversary on 7-8 of October, 1973, or the Church of Scotland pulpit in Rothiemurchus in the Highlands where he preached when on holiday in 1972. 63 Even so, he was probably more at home among ministers of the Free Church of Scotland than any other.

But if, as Donald Gibson says, the Free Church of Scotland accepted Lloyd-Jones as a "new star in the ecclesiastical firmament" 64 there were misgivings even here. When visiting their churches Lloyd-Jones had conformed to the Free Church pattern of worship and this was his practice wherever he went, but some who went to his meetings or to Westminster Chapel when in London were disappointed at his use of hymns rather than psalms. For the majority of people who listened to him it was not a problem but there were "certain Free Church ministers who wrote to the Doctor and took issue with him" on the subject of "Psalms, Hymns and musical instruments." They "did not like his constant resorting to quoting verses of certain hymns over and over again" and there was a decided sense of disapproval that in the singing, "all the praise consisted of hymns and no Psalms" at Westminster Chapel. 65 Lloyd-Jones made his views on this matter clear in one of three sermons on Ephesians 5:19, which did not appear in Life in the Spirit. He distinguished between psalms, hymns and spiritual songs by defining a psalm as "a sacred poem" such as we have in the Book of Psalms, a hymn as "a song of praise to God", and spiritual songs as "Odes and Lyrics." All three were included in the New Testament and early church. He acknowledged those who used only psalms in public worship, those "who would even go so far as to suggest that it is sinful to sing anything else", but for Lloyd-Jones this exclusivity of psalms was "erroneous" and he went on to give his reasons. He was not unaware of the "doggerel" and "sloppy sentimentality" which appeared in some hymns, but the opposite to bad hymns is not no hymns but good ones, and these were invariably the older ones. 66
Again, some tended to downgrade Lloyd-Jones because he did not have a theological degree and had not trained in a theological college. This is not so surprising since Scotland has a strong tradition of theological education and all students in the Free Church of Scotland were expected to complete a three- or four-year diploma course in the Free Church College before their ordination. Lloyd-Jones had his own views on theological education but so far as the Free Church of Scotland was concerned, "On the face of it, the Doctor was not trained," and this was a sensitive issue. 67

There were other differences of opinion particularly over certain points of theological emphasis. His "concept of Christian unity", for example, and his teaching on the baptism of the Spirit as an additional experience to conversion. In Sinclair Horne's view, as older men retired or died - the men who had been closest to Lloyd-Jones in Scotland - "many of the next generation became very critical of him." These younger men were those who had been influenced by teachers like Donald Macleod at the Free Church College who had firmly stood against Lloyd-Jones's teaching on the Holy Spirit. 69 What is surprising is that Lloyd-Jones was so well received even among the older men given the traditions of the Free Church of Scotland. Perhaps it was as much Celtic similarity as historical interest. This certainly aroused his regard for Scotland: "I always say, when I have the pleasure of coming to Scotland, that I am interested to come, not only because of my concern about the gospel, but because of the deep feeling of admiration which I have always had for you as a nation and people." But this admiration was more for the rise and development of the Protestant Church in Scotland than it was for the contemporary scene. He did not neglect to preach the gospel, of course, but it was "Heroic, big men, men of granite" like "Patrick Hamilton, George Wishart, John Knox, Andrew Melville, John Welsh" that attracted his attention, the seventeenth-century Covenanters and the eighteenth-century revivals at Cambuslang and Kilsyth. 70 Clearly, crowds went to hear Lloyd-Jones but according to a colleague, "He did not feel as though he was well accepted in Scotland in spite of the numbers." He was a phenomenon to be heard but the misgivings were never far away. As for the man who was almost certainly his closest friend in Scotland, G.N.M. Collins, he was an Englishman. 71

On balance, the picture of Lloyd-Jones in Scotland was of a "standard bearer" for the faith, and apart from gala occasions it was evangelical
ministers who were more influenced than congregations. As these men began to die off so did much of the influence. He had his admirers but aside from the actual preachings and personal friendships nothing actually happened in Scotland so far as unity was concerned that could be traced to him. Scottish traditions remained inflexible and church groupings stayed as they always had been. But there were at least two positive areas of influence. It could be said that Lloyd-Jones's identification with the British Evangelical Council encouraged the Free Church of Scotland to continue its involvement with them; and it was also true that for a generation of ministers in the 1950s and 1960s the preaching of Lloyd-Jones brought a fresh impetus for evangelical Calvinism in Scotland. For some his prestige may have gone no further than the meeting where he preached but there was an "awakened interest in the steady sale of his books in Scotland" and, as elsewhere, this became part of his legacy.

The influence of Lloyd-Jones in Northern Ireland was on a smaller scale. In September, 1967, he preached at the induction of H.M. Carson at Bangor Baptist Church and after that he spoke at Ravenhill Presbyterian Church. According to Malcolm Coles, he was well known in Congregational Union of Ireland circles through the impact of his books but his contacts were wider than this. He was friendly with W.J. Grier of the Evangelical Presbyterian Church, with Professor Adam Loughridge of the Reformed Presbyterian Church, had fellowship with some of the brethren in the Presbyterian Church of Ireland and made a number of visits under the auspices of the Evangelical Fellowship of Ireland which, in two cases at least, "were attended by very big numbers." All of these provided sympathetic listeners, not only because Lloyd-Jones's evangelical Calvinism was acceptable but also because of his secessionist stance, "which strengthened the hands of those in the smaller denominations and helped those trying to reform the Presbyterian Church of Ireland." That he was appreciated in Congregational Churches is because, generally speaking, Irish Congregationalists had retained more of their original evangelicalism than their English counterparts. The Irish Congregational Union was never in membership with the World Council of Churches, there was no link in 1972 with the United Reformed Church and a number of churches were associated with the Evangelical Fellowship of Congregational Churches. The majority of Lloyd-Jones's meetings were held in Belfast but there was one in Londonderry and one in Armagh.
Frederick Catherwood's father owned a hotel in Rosapenna, County Donegal, and the Lloyd-Joneses took their holidays there for a number of years, Lloyd-Jones speaking "at the Rosapenna Sunday service", but these were more private occasions. So far as is known Lloyd-Jones had no contact with Ian Paisley, MP., and his Free Presbyterian Church. In some ways there were similarities between the two men: both were distinctly Protestant, both were powerful preachers, both were key figures in their group of churches and both were influential leaders, but in other respects they were very different. Their style of leadership was such that it is doubtful if they could ever have worked together. Paisley, an Ulsterman, was a polemicist and was as much at home in the House of Commons or on a soapbox as he was in the pulpit. He had widespread political support in Northern Ireland and was vigorously anti-Catholic. But such a mix of politics, religion and denunciation did not meet with Lloyd-Jones's approval as is seen in the case of T. T. Shields of Canada, who was fiercely opposed to all forms of apostasy but who, in the end, "lost most of his supporters. These men are tragedies to be pitied."  

Of greater consequence was the involvement of Lloyd-Jones in the Inter-Varsity Fellowship. Until 1910 the growing number of Christian Unions in British universities and colleges had been associated with the Student Christian Movement, a group which had emerged from the Student Volunteer Missionary Union which, in 1894, had widened into the British College Christian Union. By 1914, SCM had become influential, with a branch in "virtually every university and college in the country." By the early 1900s, however, a group of men who saw liberal criticism as "a great movement of the Spirit" had moved into the SCM leadership, and by 1906 the Movement had decided "to adopt frankly the modern position about the Bible" and to "shake itself free" from the old conservative approach. In 1910 the Cambridge Inter-Collegiate Union with the London Inter-Hospital Christian Union had remained evangelical and disaffiliated from SCM, and it was from this source that post-war evangelical missions in British colleges developed, emerging finally in the linking of these Unions "under the name of the Inter-Varsity Fellowship in 1928." Lloyd-Jones was right to call the IVF "a separatist movement": as he said, it was the liberalism, modernism and Higher Criticism of "other student movements" that "gave birth to the IVF."
but in time he came to accept that they adhered to inerrancy and was encouraged to support it. His first major appearance on the IVF scene was in April, 1935, when he preached at the same conference as Bishop J. Taylor Smith at Swanwick, and the next was at an international conference of evangelical students in Cambridge in 1939, the year in which he first became President. At the Easter conference of 1941 and 1942 at Trinity College, Cambridge, "the Master, Sir George Trevelyan honoured the Fellowship by attending the Presidential addresses given by Dr. Martyn Lloyd-Jones" and Iain Murray adds that Trevelyan was accompanied by the Cambridge philosopher C.D. Broad.

So if he was hesitant initially, it was not long before he went on to shape the outlook of a rising generation of evangelical students, and so much so that Sir Norman Anderson, a regular speaker and writer for the IVF, considered him to be "virtually unrivalled" in the early years of the Fellowship. Lloyd-Jones had been President five times, three of which were held consecutively in the war years, but he contributed in other ways too. As we have seen, Lloyd-Jones took part in the Biblical Research Committee conference on 7-10 July, 1941 at Kingham Hall School, Oxford, by giving a paper on "The Causes of Present Weakness", but although the conference closed with unanimous objectives, what he had to say was hardly conducive to evangelical unity. Among his eight general causes was an attack on English evangelicalism and in his three particular causes he spoke of an undue emphasis on "the imminence of the Second Advent" which had "left a legacy which militated against scholarship", criticized the "new direction" of evangelism that divorced the gospel message from evangelical theology, and went on to attack the Keswick "higher-life" movement. How the other members of the conference responded to this we do not know but from Douglas Johnson's remark that there had been "a whole day of lively discussion" we may assume that Lloyd-Jones did not have it all his own way. Still, the issues raised in 1941 were important not only because they shaped Lloyd-Jones's ministry among students but because they remained with him throughout his life.

His Kingham Hall paper, while it may appear negative, should be seen as part of his wider concern that IVF should be grounded in biblical doctrine. He wanted people to resist easy beliefism and to think for themselves, and it was this more intellectual element that accounted for his encouragement of scholarship, although it was scholarship in partnership with the Holy
Spirit: "if we begin to rely upon scholarship we are finished. We must rely upon nothing other than the Spirit of the living God." But given the latter, Lloyd-Jones was in at the launch of Tyndale House in 1941 and of the Graduate Fellowship in 1955, and became a frequent speaker at theological students' conferences as well as Christian Medical Fellowship meetings. But although he preached Protestant orthodoxy with an evangelistic emphasis, including appeals to trust in Christ, and students were converted, he was most effective as adviser and counsellor. The IVF Constitution of 1924 provided for "an Advisory Committee of four" to help students in theological and other matters, but by 1928, this had expanded to six, and three more were added later, one of whom was Lloyd-Jones.

Thus, against what Oliver Barclay later described as "an intellectual inferiority complex" among post-war evangelical students which was exacerbated by a resurgence of the SCM with its wider theological base, Lloyd-Jones gave "godly counsel" to "leaders of student movements" on an "enormous range of problems." One occasion was his sermon to the Advisory Committee - "In my capacity as Chairman" - on science and religion in 1959, another was his comparison between the Christian and scientific approach to truth in 1963, and a further example was his address to the Quarter-Centenary Dinner of the CMF at the Royal College of Physicians in 1973, "On treating the whole man," but there were numerous private occasions. His counsel in the dual capacity of doctor and pastor was obviously welcome to members of the CMF, and his name appears regularly in "The Medical Section" of the Christian Graduate. He chaired the "Medical Studies Group" (men appointed to look at medical, scientific and ethical problems), and from 1959 "devoted a Monday evening bimonthly to lead the group, something he continued to do for 15 years." His last address to the CMF was at a Study Group Dinner on 23 November, 1978.

There were international ramifications as well. As President of the British IVF he was present at the fourth International Fellowship of Evangelical Students conference at Cambridge in 1939, and preached on "The One Essential", holding "the close attention" of over 800 students from thirty-three countries. There had been pre-war international conferences - Oslo in 1934 and Budapest in 1937 - but it was not until 1939 that the intention to establish a more permanent relationship emerged. With the onset of the Second World War no further action was
taken until, in April 1946, a committee of delegates from Europe, North America and Australia met for fellowship and discussion, particularly to debate a basis of faith and action which Lloyd-Jones had been asked to draw up earlier, probably in 1939. At the 1946 IFES general committee meeting in Regent's Park College, Oxford, he "presented proposals, clause by clause, and ably argued for various amendments to be included in the new constitution", and at the same time he was elected Vice-Chairman of the emergent fellowship. At the Boston conference in August, 1947, the draft constitution was further debated, amended and finally adopted, and the chairman being unable to be present, "Dr. Lloyd-Jones presided over the assembly." He remained Chairman of the Executive Committee until the Paris conference in 1959 when he became President until 1967, and was thereafter Vice-President until the end of his life.

There was, then, something inevitable about Stacey Woods's words, that Lloyd-Jones "did more to lay a solid Biblical foundation than anyone else." From 1939 he "freely gave several days each year to the Executive Committee and larger periods to the General Committee, and was available both as an "occasional speaker to students" and "for counsel to the General Secretary." Lloyd-Jones was not, of course, the only figure of note in international evangelical student circles — he was only one of the founding fathers — but there can be no doubt that his influence was formative and set against the growth of the IFES, it was extensive. His idea of an open Fellowship where each indigenous group was encouraged to develop its own style of leadership within its own cultural ethos, so avoiding Western — that is to say English or American dominance — was especially relevant and a matter close to his own feelings as a Welshman. It was this autonomy of each national member that made the IFES possible and was the key to its success. Just how successful may be seen by the number of affiliations from member movements: in 1946 there were nine, in 1959 twenty-one, and in 1971 there were forty. In 1983 there were fifty-nine affiliated countries "and if we include pioneering areas IFES is active in around 100 countries" with an estimated 270,000 students involved. By 1985 there were an estimated 300,000 students linked with a movement affiliated to the IFES and by 1995, the work had "spread to approximately 135 countries." 102

Such rapid growth both in the IVF and the IFES owed much to the arrival of Lloyd-Jones on the student scene in the early years. Indeed, according to Chua Wee-hian, it "stirred Archbishop Howard Mowll of Sydney
to propose that Dr. Lloyd-Jones should visit university centres world-wide" 103 but that was unlikely, given the importance he attached to his Westminster Chapel ministry.

There is little question that Lloyd-Jones felt that the IVF and IFES were useful tools for infiltrating colleges and universities with the gospel and he had a high regard for them. But when he prayed, "Let us thank God for the IVF", what he had in mind was the gospel as he understood it. Accordingly, the "genius of the IVF as a movement" was unity in a "hard core" of biblical doctrines with liberty on secondary issues, and this exactly reflected his view of an irreducible minimum of truth. His exhortation on the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the IVF was, "In the name of God I appeal to you: stand in the truth that you have received; stand fast, stand firm!" And such was his emphasis at the Schloss Mittersill conference in 1971: "We must always keep the church under the Word, and we must keep a movement like this IFES under the Word." 104 In the post-war period Lloyd-Jones had inspired a new concern for biblical doctrine but this influence was to grow. In 1949 about 3,000 students were involved in British IVF groups and by 1960 there were about 6,000. By 1977-78 there were 14,000 members in over fifty universities and colleges, with over a thousand students in Cambridge alone who "met in Bible Study groups." 105 As Barclay said, "he taught a whole generation of Christian Union members and evangelical theological students to love doctrine, and to be bold in declaring it." 106

Even so, there are indications that his interest in the IVF cooled off during the 1960s, although not his concern for the CMF or IFES. He had been aware of those who had criticized the IVF on grounds of "spiritual intolerance" and "intellectual dishonesty" 107 but this had gone on for some time. When speaking at the dedication of the new IVF office building in 1961 he identified liberalism, Moral Re-Armament, 108 compromise among men who were "once very prominent within the Fellowship" 109 and Barthianism 110 as part of the "fierce battle" of early days, and under the heading "Present Danger" he warned of complacency and intellectual pride. 111 But these were largely men who either had no sympathy with the IVF message or had changed their minds. In contrast, writing to Philip Hughes in 1960, Lloyd-Jones referred to "anti-reformed activity" in the Advisory Committee, and a feeling for "the unity of the IVF at all costs." 112 Whether this was true or not it was clearly a reference to what he saw
as a weakening of principle and doctrine, especially among the Anglicans. He was more specific in 1971: "men "have undergone a great change in recent years, some of whom admit it openly", (a reference to the IVF), and these "would try to claim that they are truly evangelical." And at the same conference, there were men, he said, "adhering to the old position and those who are tending to depart from it at the present time." The letter to Hughes was a comment on what he saw as a move away from the truth but what he had in mind in 1971, was the Keele Congress and the way in which men like Packer and Stott, among others, had declared their willingness for dialogue with ecumenism. The last occasion Lloyd-Jones addressed a British IVF conference was at Swanwick in 1969, and there he cautioned, "Be careful with whom you associate", "be careful that in our desire to be considered intellectually respectable, we do not expose ourselves to infection." There was to be no "pandering to modern ideas" or "using modern methods" in the presentation of the gospel.

It could be said that this cooling off towards the IVF arose out of an increasingly busy life, but that had not prevented his full support in the past. Far more likely was his growing antipathy to Anglicanism which coincided with the events of 1966-67 when the ecumenical movement had become a critical issue for evangelicals.

Still, his influence in the formative years of the IVF is not to be doubted. In the 1930s and 1940s when, to that generation of students and staff Reformed doctrine was very novel", and when Christian Unions were not notably strong doctrinally or numerically, Lloyd-Jones more than any other took a leading part in changing the situation. He did so by bringing an intellectual element into evangelicalism and by convincing people of its truth. Above all, it was the "either or" effect which dominated, persuading some to accept him gladly and others to reject him outright. In the IFES his encouragement of indigenous student responsibility went a long way to provide the next generation of leaders and this should also be seen as part of his legacy. So too should his work on the doctrinal basis which became "something of a rallying-point for evangelicals" and united "all Christians who based their witness and life on the authority of the Bible." Lindsay Brown calls Lloyd-Jones "the architect of our Doctrinal Basis" which "has not changed since it was first written 48 years ago" and if, as Brown said, "Most movements around the world base their Doctrinal Basis on the IFES version", this means that Lloyd-
Jones played a major part in the foundation and unity of IFES groups in over 100 countries. With the IFES basis of doctrine - "the standard statement of biblical faith" 119 - and the IVF statement, Lloyd-Jones had helped to provide a lasting summary of crucial doctrines which have anchored these movements to evangelicalism ever since.

By attempting, in these last two chapters, to show something of the nature and extent of Lloyd-Jones's leadership we have come across a number of contradictions. On the one hand he dismissed "foolish talk about personality" but on the other, he allowed himself to function as a "benevolent dictator." He appeared to have no personal ambition for leadership yet he operated at times in an almost papal capacity. While "not concerned to defend any party line" his preoccupation with such matters as secession and the British Evangelical Council made him a party man. He eschewed movements yet in all respects he led one.

Part of the reason for this was the way people revered him. There was often a servile attitude towards him and some "almost worshipped the ground he walked on and quoted him as if they were quoting Scripture." 120 People at the Wednesday discussion at Westminster Chapel, for example, spoke of him "in semi-hushed tones, almost with a feeling of papal infallibility", 121 and this was a sentiment reflected to various degrees in ministers' meetings and conferences. Congregations followed his every word and ministers of the same mind saw him as "the prophetic voice of authority" and the "single most formative influence on the generation of men who were called to minister in the decades following the Second World War." 122 For others, the Westminster Fellowship under the chairmanship of Lloyd-Jones was "a finishing school for ministers" where members were privileged to hear him and be made "ready for life." 123

Another reason lay in the dogmatic, repetitive nature of his preaching. Of the former he said, "Some may object to my dogmatic assertions; but I do not apologize for them", and of the latter, "it is part of the very nature and essence of teaching and preaching that there should be repetition; it helps to drive the point home and to make it clear." 124 In his Preface to Atonement and Justification he writes of "much repetition" and refers to the "Apostle himself" who "repeated himself frequently...[and]...delighted in doing so." 125 He was probably on the defensive but the conclusion is that if repetition of this nature has the
imprimatur of the Apostle Paul, none should query the need for Lloyd-Jones's recapitulations. But however that may be, nine relatively short chapters in Romans hardly compares with 370 sermons in nine volumes over thirteen years, and one might be forgiven if this were seen more as a weakness than a strength.  

His dogmatism allowed no room for doubt since each sermon was "the result of an acceptance of certain truths, and the working out of a reasoned, logical argument." Inviolable truth could not be nebulous: the "more vague and indefinite your religion, the more comfortable it is. There is nothing so uncomfortable as clear-cut Biblical truths that demand decisions." In other words, the most notable feature of Lloyd-Jones's public ministry was a black-and-white approach to almost every issue which, inevitably, had a polarizing effect. People either liked what they heard or they did not. There was no middle ground, and this gave the impression that whatever he said was unassailable and definitive. It was not, but it seemed so to those who listened.

There were times when in pursuing the truth the nature of the man impinged on the nature of Christian leadership. Granted that Lloyd-Jones had a softer side and privately "was a gentleman" to those who knew him, but he could also be harsh in the way he put people down in public meetings. As a chairman he "could be a ferocious beast if he took it in his head to pursue you on some point" and "many fled in terror, not recognizing the loving heart of the man and his determination to hold the truth." The same ferocity occurs in Frederick Catherwood's experience of discussion classes in the early 1970s. Confronting "the few who could stand it" Lloyd-Jones relentlessly pursued the falseness of their arguments until, finally, their folly was exposed. Evidently one of the men who was led down the "false trail" of his own thinking was Catherwood himself, who afterwards had Lloyd-Jones's apology: "I know that a lot of people hold the view that you put, and I cannot be as brutal with them in public, as I have been with you, but I know you are big enough to take it." Whether hidden intention - "the loving heart" - is an excuse for public discourtesy, others may judge. Some may feel that the combative, forceful style of Lloyd-Jones was useful in the pursuit of truth, others might see it as bullying.

All the same, there is no doubt that he was a leader and that British evangelicalism owes much to him. Whether he desired a more obvious form of leadership is uncertain. He showed little interest in the early years
when, according to Iain Murray, J.D. Jones expressed the wish that he might succeed him as a leader of the Free Church in Britain: "I could have been President of the Free Church Churches Council or the Congregational Union years ago. I could have had it all", but he declined. Even so, George Hemming remembers Lloyd-Jones thinking about putting "himself at the head of a movement in Wales because he thought there was a glimmer of hope for revival in Wales", and when R.T. Kendall asked Lloyd-Jones what was "his greatest disappointment in life?" he replied, "I have never been asked to lead anything." This appears to be a reference to 1966 or 1967, the point at which he came nearest to heading up a new church grouping. Nothing came of it, as we have seen, but Kendall was in no doubt that "he was disappointed. He could have done it." This was true yet for some reason he held back, but if there were a lack of nerve or resolution, he was quite clear about leaders who "no longer lead but allow their views to be determined by the majority." Lloyd-Jones was made of sterner stuff and there was something autobiographical in his call for "all needed aid" for those "who are ready to make great sacrifices and to suffer for God's cause and truth."

But could it be said that he was a party man? Lloyd-Jones did not think he was. Speaking about the splintering of the Puritan Party at the time of the Commonwealth and the ascendancy of the Laudian Party in the seventeenth century, he decried the notion of thinking "in terms of party advantage": "There is nothing, it seems to me, that is more offensive, or more removed from the spirit of the New Testament than a party spirit that puts the interests of its own particular point of view upon matters that are not of primary and central importance." Again, "'party spirit' is always wrong:... There are people who are controlled and animated by a party spirit and by labels; and if you do not subscribe to their particular shibboleth you are condemned." In *Maintaining the Evangelical Faith Today* he says, "Nor must we be animated by a mere party spirit" or give the impression of fighting for a "particular theological party" rather than for the truth itself. Yet, in spite of all that he said, this is exactly what he was doing – fighting for a particular theological party. It was a party because Lloyd-Jones and those who stood with him maintained a specific cause and held certain opinions in opposition to others. For them, the "charge of intolerance" was a compliment and the "great stream of evangelical witness" from the New Testament "down through the centuries of Church history" proved the case for
evangelicalism. Others could have said the same about Catholicism. If by party we mean loyalty to a group, and if by party spirit we mean the meeting of kindred minds with a common aim, and if by a party line we mean a dogma to which all were expected to subscribe then Lloyd-Jones was a party man. In these senses of the word the great British Evangelical Council meetings, where Lloyd-Jones preached his keynote sermons between 1967 and 1979, were party rallies.

In the early years it was more of a trend than a party line. For example, expository and doctrinal preaching before 1939 had become rare in England and it was one of Lloyd-Jones's greatest achievements to have altered this in one generation. The impact of this kind of preaching was felt in ministers' conferences, churches and student meetings. But by the mid-1960s, the call to separate "from everything that is represented by the World Council of Churches and the ecumenical movement" had become a major part of his message, and this divided those whom God had united on the basis of Scripture and who had a common purpose and trust. When he said, "I do not separate from my own brother", and when he declared of men who believed the same gospel, "I am not going to divide from him", it was not evangelicals like Stott or Packer he had in mind, but his BEC congregation. To exclude such men, however, was sectarian. Men like Stott and Packer (and there were many more) were neither ritualists or liberals and had equally strong views on the gospel and the church and a clear conscience about their convictions and motives. Stott believed that "the purity and truth of the church should be our goal" and Packer's view was that he could see "that certain things needed to be changed in the Church of England for the better and I believed I could see how those changes could be brought about." 141

What Lloyd-Jones may have feared above all was the strength of leadership of these men, especially that of Stott, who steered people away from separatism towards "a third alternative of staying in under protest, and witnessing to the truth." This was undoubtedly the issue at the Westminster Central Hall in 1966: Stott's intervention before the final hymn was a move against secession, and it worked. In fact 1966 was the point at which Lloyd-Jones's wider leadership became more limited. After this, as Alec Motyer says, "it was never possible to look at him as a leader and a wise man in quite the same way", and by 1977 Lloyd-Jones was looking back at the Luther address as the time when "things became
clearer" as to "the ridiculous position" of Anglican evangelicals and the Evangelical Alliance. As a leading evangelical, Stott's "third alternative" coupled with his skills in writing and evangelism had been wide-ranging, but this was why Lloyd-Jones saw a man such as William Barclay as "the most dangerous man in Christendom." It was not because he was "a contradictory amalgam" of liberalism and evangelicalism, but because of his prolific "use of journalism, television and the paperback revolution" by which he had become known not only in Scotland but in "the rest of the English-speaking world." His Daily Bible Study, a commentary on the whole of the New Testament, had sold one-and-a-half million copies by 1975, and equally impressive were his broadcasts and articles for the religious press. With such communication skills - "I have always been able to make words do what I want them to do" - few religious leaders of the twentieth century could have been more influential than William Barclay. He was "dangerous" because the faith he communicated did not encourage separation from the ecumenical movement nor did he lead his readers towards the kind of evangelicalism that Lloyd-Jones had argued for in the IVF and IFES doctrinal statements. On many issues, therefore, he was leading people in the wrong direction.

So, although Lloyd-Jones had been influential among British evangelicals up to the mid-1960s, that influence steadily declined thereafter. He had marginalized himself to such an extent that the majority of Christians outside his own circles had little knowledge of him and the religious press, which had once followed him closely, was either unaware of him or ignored him. His claim - "We are separatists. We are nonconformists. We are dissenters" - was sincere enough, but it was sectarian and out of keeping with the ecclesiastical climate of the times.

The impact of Stott, Barclay, Packer and to some extent Bruce, may have been precipitating factors in his call for separation, as was the ecumenical trend and a growing rejection of biblical inerrancy but ultimately, it was more a matter of personality than anything else. He was an individualist and not the kind of man to retreat on a matter of principle. That he was alone among all the religious figures of his day would only have reflected his Luther-like resolve to defend the faith. But the fact remains, no one else came forward to lead the separatists and Independent evangelicals, and no one, either from the FIEC or BEC, offered to take up the challenge of 1966. He was very much on his own.
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"fallible" authors. This practice, aimed at preserving the purity of worship, also accounts for the absence of musical instruments in their services. In fact, Lloyd-Jones did have a metrical psalm each Sunday morning at the Chapel. It was chosen from a selection of sixteen psalms at the end of Congregational Praise. There was also a Psalter of four Canticles and seventy-six psalms with a system of verbal accentuation in this hymn book, as well as chants, responses, doxologies, prayers and blessings.

Westminster Record, September 1968, Vol. 43, No. 9, pp. 133-143. The three sermons on Ephesians 5:19 were preached on Sunday mornings, 22, 29 November and 6 December in 1959, and appeared in September, October and November issues of the Westminster Record in 1968. In the Banner of Truth edition of Life in the Spirit (1974), there is a break between Ephesians 5:18 and 5:21. Lloyd-Jones was undoubtedly being economical with the truth here. Clearly, he did not want to antagonize his Free Church friends or strain the fellowship they had in other matters. By "good" hymns he meant those by Martin Luther, Charles Wesley, John Cennick, Philip Doddridge, William Williams in Wales, not to mention Joseph Hart, William Cowper, John Newton, Ann Steele and many others, all solidly evangelical who produced hymns in times of revival.

Monthly Record, October 1983, p. 208. See "Glossary of Terms" No. 35.

D. M. Lloyd, Knowing the Times, p. 90.

"Personal Information 2". Collins was Professor of Church History at the Free Church College, Edinburgh, 1963-82. He was born in London in 1901, but his mother was a Highlander from Sutherland, which is why he spent so much of his youth in Scotland:

Thanksgiving Service, 6 April, 1981.


"We arranged an overflow in the Presbyterian Church across the road, thinking many would want to hear him, but very few turned up." H. M. Carson, tape recorded conversation, 15 April, 1995.


Ibid. These were day conferences organized for ministers, with an evening public rally. In R. Beckett's experience, Lloyd-Jones spoke "two or three times" at these conferences. Letter to author, 5 December, 1995. W. J. Grier (1902-83), a graduate of Princeton Theological Seminary, was probably Lloyd-Jones's main contact in Northern Ireland. He managed the Evangelical Bookshop at 15 College Square East, Belfast, edited The Irish Evangelical (later renamed The Evangelical Presbyterian), and pastored a congregation in Botanic Avenue, Belfast. He spoke frequently at Westminster Chapel. Banner of Truth, October 1983, No. 241, pp. 1-5.

For example, "he spoke at the YMCA, in Wellington Hall and several of the largest Presbyterian Churches which had an evangelical minister who was willing to accommodate him." R. Beckett, 5 December, 1995.

F. Catherwood, At the Cutting Edge (London, 1995), p. 44. The hotel caught fire and burned down in the summer of 1962. Later the same year, Sir Frederick and Lady Catherwood moved to Sutton Hall, Balsham near Cambridge, where they remained for the next thirty years: "the Doctor edited most of his books there." Ibid, p. 72.

minister of Jarvis Street Baptist Church, Toronto for over forty years.

80 D. Johnson, Contending for the Faith (Leicester, 1979), pp. 47, 68.

81 T. Tatlow, The Story of the Student Christian Movement (London, 1933), pp. 260, 213, 272. Tissington Tatlow (1876-1957) was General Secretary of SCM 1898-1900 and 1903-29. SCM had become the British wing of the World Student Christian Federation founded by John R. Mott in 1895, and its four-yearly missionary conventions had produced a more comprehensive approach. By 1910, SCM was drawing into its membership "Christian men of all types and points of view." p. 381. It was these early SCM leaders who became part of the World Confederation in Edinburgh in 1910, a conference which was one of the factors which led to the ecumenical movement.


83 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Knowing the Times, pp. 280, 288. "They did not decide to stay in the Student Christian Movement and try to win it from the inside... They believed that the only way in which they could safeguard the gospel and the truth of God was to separate from SCM." p. 280.

84 Of the IVF in Wales he said, "I felt it was not needed. I felt that our life was based on the Church, that we were not in sympathy with movements." "I opposed the setting up of an IVF Conference in Wales, I opposed it for years." Evangelical Magazine of Wales, August/September, 1969, p. 9. See also I. H. Murray, The First Forty Years, p. 367.

85 I. H. Murray, The First Forty Years, p. 297. The Hayes estate in Swanwick was purchased on behalf of the SCM in 1911. It was developed and extended, largely through the influence of Tissington Tatlow, the Swanwick site became a popular conference centre for different organizations, and still is. See M. Byard, The Story of the Hayes Conference Centre, (1944).


88 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Letters 1919-1981, p. 44. "They had decided that I should remain President of the IVF for the duration of the war!" He was President 1939-40, 1940-41, 1941-42, 1951-52, 1963-64 and Chairman of the Universities Executive Committee, 1951-52.


90 I. H. Murray, The Fight of Faith, pp. 71-74. "If you teach that sanctification consists of 'letting go' and letting the Holy Spirit do all the work, then don't blame me if you have no scholars!" Ibid.

91 D. Johnson, Contending for the Faith, p. 210. Douglas Johnson (1904-91) read English at University College, London, graduating in 1924. In October he moved to King's College where he studied medicine. Also in 1924, while still a student, he became IVF Conference Secretary and with this began a lifelong commitment to IVF as "the midwife behind successive and significant evangelical ventures of the 20th century." The Times, 14 December, 1991, No. 64, 203, p. 16.


93 Tyndale House was secured in Cambridge in September, 1944, and dedicated in January, 1945. The House was in Selwyn Gardens and housed a residential library for research. In time the library attained international status, and possessed "some rare publications which are absent from the holdings of its gigantic neighbour - Cambridge University Library." F. F. Bruce, In Retrospect (London, 1980), p. 127.

94 The six were Clarence Foster, J. Stuart Holden, J. Russell Howden, W. Graham Scroggie, A. Rendle Short and H. Earnshaw Smith. Those added
were Duncan Blair, Professor of Anatomy at Glasgow, Archdeacon T.C. Hammond of Dublin and Lloyd-Jones.


97 D. Johnson, The CMF- Its Background and History (Leicester, 1987), p. 36, and I. H. Murray, The Fight of Faith, p. 675. This last address was not recorded.

98 D. Johnson, A Brief History of the International Fellowship of Evangelical Students (Lausanne, 1964), p. 67. "The One Essential" was faith in Christ as Lord and Saviour. IFES differs from IVF in that it is indigenously and federally controlled, not by a central office, but by leaders within their own countries. It is a union of affiliated inter-denominational evangelical groups, of which the British IVF is one member.

99 C. Catherwood, Chosen by God, p. 112. The IFES Doctrinal Basis is almost identical to IVF, but it is slightly stronger in that it includes a reference to the ascension of Christ and a clause on justification by faith. The latter clause was added to the IVF (UCCF) Doctrinal Basis around about 1990.

100 Ibid., p. 113. The conference met at Phillips Brooks House, Harvard University. The missing chairman was Nils Dahlberg of Stockholm who had resigned from the International Executive the previous year.

101 C. Catherwood, Five Evangelical Leaders (London, 1984), p. 74. Stacey Woods, an Australian living in America, was from a Brethren background. He became joint-General Secretary to the Canadian and American IVF, and was the first General Secretary of the IFES. He resigned in 1976 and Chua Wee-hian, a Singaporean and originally an Anglican, became his successor.


103 C. Catherwood, Chosen by God, p. 113.

104 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Knowing the Times, pp. 60, 55, 298, 315. Schloss Mittersill is an international conference centre in the Austrian mountains.


107 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Knowing the Times, p. 52.

108 "Glossary of Terms" No. 39.

109 "Glossary of Terms" No. 31.

110 "Glossary of Terms" No. 2.

111 Christian Graduate, March, 1962, Vol. 15, No. 1, pp. 2, 4. Since 1932 the IVF had been housed in a one-room flat at 43 Russell Square, but in 1961 they moved to larger premises at 39 Bedford Square, and it was on this occasion, 29 September, that Lloyd-Jones preached. In 1976 the IVF, which had become the Universities and Colleges Christian Fellowship in 1970, moved to its present address of 38 De Montfort Street, Leicester. D. Johnson, Contending for the Faith, pp. 338f.

112 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Letters 1919-1981, p. 193, and footnote. P. Lowman writes that "Many students were divided over issues of 'Calvinist' theology in the late 1950s and early 1960s, and over the charismatic movement; from the mid-1960s onward student leaders and staff had to work hard at 'keeping the fundamentals fundamental', in Oliver Barclay's phrase; emphasizing that the groups were neither pro- nor anti-'Calvinist' [and] charismatic," The Day of His Power, p. 98.

113 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Knowing the Times, pp. 305, 319.

114 Ibid., pp. 296, 297.
A view confirmed by Herbert Carson, himself an Anglican and vicar of St. Paul's, Cambridge, until 1965, and an IVF Travelling Secretary in Ireland, 1948-51: "IVF was strongly influenced by Anglicans, John Stott in particular." Tape recorded conversation, 15 April, 1995.

C. Catherwood, *Chosen by God*, p. 16. Horn was involved in the IVF from 1959-65 as Universities Secretary, Theological Students Secretary and editor of Inter-Varsity.


Lindsay Brown, letter to author, 5 June, 1995: "he told me while I was a student that others had called him 'the theologian of the IFES'."


Gilbert Kirby, tape recorded conversation, 6 August, 1991.

"Personal Information 2".

Evangelical Magazine of Wales, April, 1981, p. 46.

C. Catherwood, *Chosen by God*, pp. 210, 211.

D. M. Lloyd-Jones, *Preaching and Preachers*, p. 4. See also pp. 124, 71.


There are sixteen chapters in Romans, but he only reached the end of chapter nine in this series. At least ten minutes of every sermon was taken up with recapitulation and at that rate, it was easy to extend a sermon to sixty minutes. There is some truth in Gilbert Kirby's remark that "he preached for an hour but he only said the same amount as you and I might say in twenty minutes." Tape recorded conversation, 6 August, 1991.


Lloyd-Jones had much of what Kenneth Slack called the "'Bossiness' of Presbyterianism." K. Slack, *The United Reformed Church* (Exeter, 1978), p. 25. There was much of the despot in his temperament and he gave the impression of "divine right" when it came to the interpretation of Scripture, but in private "he would admit grey areas and in personal matters to do with ministers he was remarkably soft when the occasion arose." R. W. Davey, tape recorded conversation, 12 February, 1992.


A. Motyer, letter to author, 10 June, 1991.


G. A. Hemming, 14 January, 1995. This was in the early 1960s. The Evangelical Movement of Wales had expanded considerably since 1952, as we have seen, and Lloyd-Jones became a key figure in the movement.

R. T. Kendall, tape recorded conversation, 8 October, 1991. In contrast to what others have said, Kendall was also of the opinion that "he wanted to start a new denomination in 1966" but was disappointed with the lack of response.


D. M. Lloyd-Jones, *Christian Unity* (Edinburgh, 1980), p. 251. By way of illustration he recalls a friend was "once told me that he was somewhat disappointed, because in my exposition of the second chapter of Ephesians I had not once mentioned Calvinism." Ibid.


Alec Motyer, 10 June, 1991, and *Unity in Truth*, p. 167. "The Evangelical Alliance... decided to adopt a position to the World Council of Churches which it described as 'benevolent neutrality'. I felt that I could no longer belong to that body nor function in connection with it." Frederick Catherwood later became President of the Alliance, and in an address to the EA on 30 April, 1995, complimented them on having "stuck through thick and thin to the faith once delivered to the saints" and, he continued, "viewed from the outside, it's on you that the future in our country depends." *Church of England Newspaper*, 12 May, 1995, No. 5257, pp. 7, 12.

R.L. Rawlins, *William Barclay* (London, 1984), p. 459. We are not given the source for this but it is the kind of thing Lloyd-Jones would have said. On Barclay see "Glossary of Terms" No. 9.

W. Barclay, *Testament of Faith* (London, 1975), p. VIII. On paperback publishing Barclay said, "Many a man would not dream of entering a theological bookshop: But on the bookstall of a railways station or air terminal, or even at the little shop at the corner, he sees a book, idly picks it up and looks at it, is caught by something in it, and then, if he is interested, goes on to buy more..." p. 103. His was often the religious book "on the bookstall between an Agatha Christie and a Denis Wheatley." *Ibid.*

*Ibid.*, pp. 25, 26. Just as popular were his books on prayer and ethics. All in all, he was the author of over sixty books and frequently topped the lists of religious book sales. p. IX.

"It has always been to me a matter of deep regret that the word evangelical must in the eyes of some people always be preceded by the word conservative. An evangelical is surely one who loves the good news of God in Jesus Christ, and I cannot see why there should be no such thing as a liberal evangelical." *Ibid.*, p. 97.


Bruce's reputation as an international biblical scholar and his association with the IVF and other evangelical groups made him an influential figure among large numbers of students and churchmen in many countries. This influence extended over forty years from when he was an Assistant in Greek at the University of Edinburgh in 1935 to his retirement as Rylands Professor of Biblical Criticism and Exegesis at the University of Manchester in 1978. See F.F. Bruce, *In Retrospect* (1980).

Bruce agrees with this. Writing on the matter of criticizing other people, he says, "I think... that may be very much a matter of temperament." *In Retrospect*, p. 300. Some people are "not the denouncing kind." *Ibid.* Bruce, who had himself felt the sting of sarcasm, commented: "Sometimes the sharpest criticism has come from Christians who accept" the IVF/UCCF basis of faith. *Ibid.*, p. 302.

Lloyd-Jones's explanation was, "I am by nature a pacific person, who does not like controversy... I envy those who have placid temperaments and easy-going, good-natured personalities... But time and again I have seemed to be thrust back into, and driven constantly to engage in, this difficult, searching and strenuous task - the maintenance of the evangelical witness." D.M. Lloyd-Jones, *The Basis of Christian Unity* (London, 1952), p. 3. Such words also suggest a sense of divine mission in what he was doing.
9. CONCLUSION

The subject of this study has been the historical identity of one outstanding figure in twentieth-century evangelicalism. In many respects he was a self-made man although in retrospect it is clear how much Martyn Lloyd-Jones was influenced by his upbringing as a member of a rising middle-class family with strong Nonconformist roots and concern for the Welsh working man. As a Welsh-speaking Welshman his own country and people were never far from his thoughts and pervaded much of what he said and wrote. Yet he was never entirely at home among his compatriots and the overall impression is of a man embattled. Staunchly Welsh, he remained on the fringe of church affairs and was ignored by the majority of ministers in his own denomination and, unhappy with the English, he nevertheless lived in England for forty-two years and was at Westminster Chapel for thirty of them. In his manner he was more a child of Edwardian England than the Cardiganshire hills and while he could be passionate in the pulpit his language was always precise and his sentences well formed. So there was a tension between what he was by nature and background and what he became as a member of the English professional classes.

But his success as a preacher is beyond question. The didactic and at times prophetic nature of his sermons, shot through with man's fallibility and God's sovereignty, was in the old Calvinistic tradition which, by and large, had disappeared with the death of C.H. Spurgeon in 1892. There were a number of smaller congregations whose ministers had continued along the same lines but Lloyd-Jones was the only person in Britain this century to have preached such a gospel to constantly big congregations. Despite preachers' colleges, burgeoning evangelism and the ubiquitous nature of the charismatic movement no one remotely comparable has yet appeared on the horizon. And whether we care for the content of his preaching or not it has to be conceded that, from the beginning, he was consistent in his treatment of the Bible and never lost that sense of intensity which riveted the attention of people over a lifetime. There were slight changes of emphasis between his early and later preaching of the gospel but they were minimal and unimportant. Thus, on 6 February, 1977, the fiftieth anniversary of the commencement of his ministry at Sandfields, Port Talbot, he returned to preach on the same text that he had expounded on Sunday evening, 28 November, 1926. His convictions had not changed in half-a-century.
There were criticisms, of course, some from fellow evangelicals like Peter De Jong who, while thankful for Lloyd-Jones’s "incalculable influence", was not loathe to question his "prolonged and heavy concentration" on one subject or doctrine, but even his most tendentious critics could not deny his unabating popularity as a communicator. He had the ability to fire the imagination and make people think at the same time and this coalescence of urgency and logic was a crucial factor in his appeal. He made Christian doctrine relevant and among those who followed him, he was a prophet for his time. There is no doubt, however, that while people flocked to hear him wherever he went the peak of his reputation was as minister of Westminster Chapel. His Sunday evening evangelistic sermons in the 1940s and 1950s were full of a sense of the dramatic and this in itself imparted vision and commitment. The rhetoric and style which had obviously been carefully planned were very effective, although on Sunday mornings when he preached to the saints - getting them down to the depths of the faith - he could be equally moving. But having heard him regularly both before his retirement and afterwards our observation is that he was not as sharp at expounding Scripture or diagnosing events after he retired as he was during his week-by-week ministry living on the scene as the pastor of a church. As the successor of George Campbell Morgan and the minister of one of London’s largest Nonconformist churches he had dominated the evangelical scene at a particularly changeable time in English history, but after 1968 the element of consecutiveness had gone and, perhaps because he travelled more, there was a stronger element of repetition and generalization in his preaching. He was also nearly sixty-nine years of age. None the less he was still worth hearing and continued to draw crowds in Britain and overseas.

We have also looked at Lloyd-Jones in the wider context of Protestant evangelicalism in an ecumenical age and the efforts he made to expound an alternative form of unity. That there had been no general response to his call for evangelical unity does not invalidate what he believed. His gift was preaching not management strategy and we cannot accuse a man for what he is not gifted to do. Whether it would have been possible given the nature of Lloyd-Jones’s character for anyone else to have fulfilled this role is doubtful: his views appealed to too small a constituency. Nor can we blame organizations such as the FIEC or BEC, as Iain Murray seems to do, for not producing the kind of men to take up the challenge: they simply were not there. Had an executive leader emerged
at that time evangelical history might have looked very different. As it was, there was already a concern among evangelicals over the doctrine of the church and later the FIEC redefined its position on the church by adopting a new clause, and the same interest was shown by the Evangelical Movement of Wales, the Evangelical Alliance and the British Evangelical Council. The catalyst for all this, however, was not the preaching of Martyn Lloyd-Jones so much as the ecumenical movement which had compelled churches to look again at what they believed. When ecumenism was seen as a threat, evangelicals began asking what they believed about the church and how matters might be resolved. That was the whole ethos of the time - they were all discussing the subject. Naturally, among his friends the 1966 meeting was not an event to be forgotten and it was remembered in various articles from time to time. In Autumn, 1990, for example, Kenneth Paterson wrote: "Despite many changes during the last 24 years the challenge of the Doctor's address still remains", and Basil Howlett as recently as Autumn, 1996, recalled the occasion with some vigour and still hoped for a "close-knit association of churches." 4

It was only a minority who warmed to the memory of 1966. Seen against the whole spread of evangelicalism the call to realign was a cause of fracture and disunity and while, as John Marsh said, it was "a very bold and interesting idea" by its very nature it strongly "accentuated the polarization of Lloyd-Jones's position." 5 What kind of church it would have been had they come together as Lloyd-Jones wanted and whether they would have succumbed to further controversy and fragmentation may only be imagined. What we do know is that the margin of toleration among evangelicals is narrow and none is wholly free from bias or preconceptions. Historically, what he did was not unique. Separation and the dissenting tradition go back at least to the seventeenth century and ideological differences between churchmen have been so acute that new churches and new denominations have been formed, and this has continued to the present time. So arguments on whether people should remain in their churches or secede have a long pedigree. What was unfortunate in this case was that Lloyd-Jones's insistence on separatism as a fundamentally biblical position alienated a body of opinion which was just as evangelical and loyal to Scripture. To separate from genuine evangelicals was, in our view, schismatic. In the broader sense, to cut oneself off from other Christians in order to create a separated, holy society was a form of Christianity that was no longer acceptable. Times had changed and the current trend
was towards a more open, inclusive tradition. Right or wrong, Lloyd-Jones's call to separate from ecumenically minded churches was antimodernist and out of date, and it is not surprising that as his views sharpened some came to look on him "as a stormy petrel and enfant terrible." 6

Yet Lloyd-Jones was not a vain man neither was he bigoted: his views were sincerely held and sprang from what he believed to be the truth, not from any dislike of other people. That he found it difficult to understand the modern church and differed from it on a number of issues was inevitable given the historic nature of his faith. When he found it necessary to fight his corner it may not always have been as easy as it appeared: as he said, "It is not pleasant to be negative; it is not enjoyable to have to denounce and to expose error." 7 On the other hand he could not be impartial and when he did argue his case it was in the knowledge that he was right: it was never a matter of discussion but of consent.

There were anomalies and these sometimes made it difficult to take everything he said at face value, but where contradictions did appear it was more a matter of emphasis than substance. In a way he was one man in the pulpit and another over a cup of tea and while his public utterances could be narrow, arrogant and scornful, in private he was more generous. This is not to say that he changed his mind but he had a vestry way of speaking and a public way of speaking, and issues could become blurred. There was also a confusing openness towards modern revivalist movements and when preaching on spiritual gifts and the work of the Spirit, it sounded as if he were saying different things at different times. This was one of the reasons why so many divergent groups claimed him as their man: charismatics sought his advice, Baptists and Reformed men claimed him for other reasons, and so did Independent evangelicals. A further reason was the wide range of his sermons and another was the fact that he was invited to speak in different kinds of churches including Baptist and Pentecostal, and for some this gave the impression of someone who was prepared to "run with the hare and hunt with the hounds." He also tended to preach to the congregation in front of him so that where he thought there was an imbalance he would speak from the opposite point of view. If, for example, he felt too much attention was given to a subjective work of the Spirit he would emphasize doctrinal and theological commitment, and vice versa. So there were some confusing elements in his preaching but because he had access to a cross-section of evangelical churches it should not be
assumed that he endorsed everything they believed. He did not.  

All the same, he had no patience with the nuances of compromise and was solidly consistent as his sermons and lectures show. His core beliefs never varied and, in his day, his contribution to evangelicalism was outstanding: he became a touchstone of orthodoxy. Unhappily he manoeuvred himself into a corner over the issue of separation and caused a breaking of fellowship when it was within his grasp to bring evangelicals together. He knew there was substantial agreement between separatist and non-separatist on gospel essentials yet they remained apart and he allowed a secondary issue — and church affiliation was that — to override what was fundamental. Not only was this an opportunity lost; it established a legacy of intolerance and perpetuated divisions among British evangelicals for years to come. For those who were sympathetic, his call to withdraw and realign was a justifiable stand against error. On the other hand, it might just as well be seen as an example of Lloyd-Jones's idiosyncratic, instinctive and independent nature.  

From an ecclesiastical point of view Lloyd-Jones cannot be judged a faithful member of the Presbyterian Church of Wales nor as minister of a historic Congregational Church was he a loyal Congregationalist. Indeed, it could be said that he took advantage of the large-mindedness of the denominations to which Sandfields and Westminster Chapel belonged and, in a sense, betrayed them. He used their premises as a platform for his beliefs but scarcely acknowledged them except to be critical.  

Nonetheless, judged by the times in which he lived, Lloyd-Jones was a dominant force in English and Welsh evangelicalism. He restored expository and textual preaching almost alone and in conjunction with E. F. Kevan and J. I. Packer, created a turning point in the fortunes of Calvinistic Christianity in Great Britain and further afield. These men came together at the same time and there was a coincidence of interest in the 1940s and 1950s between students, churches, the Puritan Conference, the Evangelical Library and the London Bible College which consolidated the movement. But it was the influential preaching of Martyn Lloyd-Jones that presented a relevant Calvinism as an answer to easy believism which largely inspired a swing in the evangelical climate. He did not do it alone but he was a major force, particularly behind the publication of Reformed literature by the Banner of Truth Trust. So while he asserted that evangelicals
should not separate over the question of Calvinism and Arminianism. In practice he strongly supported these agencies. Indeed, from the very beginning his preaching had been overtly Calvinistic and had polarized opinion among ministers and churches, but it was his irrepressible enthusiasm for the art of preaching that was his greatest contribution. At a time when church attendances were falling and people saw how helpless the church was in the face of social and economic pressures, Lloyd-Jones was not afraid to declare the full historic faith. Against a background of scepticism and theological change his eloquence attracted people from all strands of society and this put heart into many young ministers. Few, if any, could imitate his microscopic analysis of the Pauline Epistles or thought it wise to try, and none had his charisma and logic, but all were inspired by him. He taught generations of Christians how to use their minds and this was probably his greatest legacy. He shaped the faith of young men and women and many of these moved on from IVF and IFES circles to become ministers or missionaries, or to take up college or university careers.

Yet after 1966, he had relatively little influence outside of a small segment of the evangelical world. True, he continued to have friends in various quarters, Welshmen like George Thomas and Lord Cledwyn — "his influence remains with me" — Anglicans like Norman Anderson and John Stott. And among his admirers were men like Lord Mackay of Clashfern who "very much" respected "the memory of the late Martyn Lloyd-Jones" and found "his preaching impressive, direct [and] authoritative," and R.W. Davey, who was "physician to the Queen because of Dr. Lloyd-Jones: he recommended me and it was he who was influential in that I was recommended to Her Majesty." There were others, but Lloyd-Jones had marooned himself ecclesiastically and the only way his influence could have been numerically greater was if there had been the kind of revival he wished for.

Still, we should not underestimate his importance. If the mark of a leader is that he still has a following fifteen or more years after his death, Lloyd-Jones qualifies. Every new publication of his sermons and speeches is still warmly awaited as are his cassette recordings and in this he exceeds his contemporaries. Leslie Weatherhead, for example, sold more books in his lifetime but posthumously, there has been greater interest in Lloyd-Jones than in any other of his preaching contemporaries.
About fifty Lloyd-Jones titles are currently in print in Britain from around seven different publishers and the Martyn Lloyd-Jones Recordings Trust now have their own sites on the Internet, or World-Wide Web, as it is known. Over 1,600 cassette recordings are currently available through the Recordings Trust and an estimated fifty to seventy-five other sermons are in private circulation or are distributed through Christian bookshops. Much of this ongoing tide of interest owes its momentum to the fact that there can hardly be an evangelical in Britain over the age of fifty who has not been affected by Lloyd-Jones at one time or another, and it is largely these people who are maintaining the flow of material. But whoever sustains the publishing programme, either here or abroad, his books—especially the nine-volume exposition of Romans—will stand and be on record for the future.

Martyn Lloyd-Jones is not a man to be dismissed. He had a thirst for godly reformation and remains worth hearing or reading if only because of his unrivalled vision of God and conception of what Christianity should be. As a bishop to his people he helped many understand themselves and the world in which they lived. That world had changed radically and people had seen a number of the old values and certainties fall away—which is why the historic evangelicalism of Lloyd-Jones was so reassuring—but he cared about contemporary issues and struggled to make sense of them in the light of Scripture. He was, without question, one of the great preachers of the twentieth century and it would be too easy to say that he could not attract similar numbers today. The blend of evangelistic zeal and intellectual weight which spoke so powerfully to post-war congregations could, in my opinion, do the same again today. Great speakers attract great crowds.
Notes

1. G. Thomas, "Dr. Lloyd-Jones in South Wales" in The Banner of Truth, April, 1977, No. 163, p. 12. The text was 1 Corinthians 2:2.
8. There had been a renewal of interest in Calvin's thought among Congregationalists with J. S. Whale (1896-1997) in the 1940s and 1950s, but his Christian Doctrine (1941) and The Protestant Tradition (1955) were more an attempt to combine the Genevan standpoint with a new expression of biblical doctrine, and to bring various strands of Protestant tradition together. Whale, who "in his younger years was devoted to Calvin (G. Nuttall, interview with author, 4 November, 1994) was primarily a church historian. He was not an evangelical as such and Lloyd-Jones was not impressed with him. See D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Knowing the Times (Edinburgh, 1989), pp. 20, 21. In reality, both Whale and Lloyd-Jones claimed to be loyal to orthodox dissent but for the new Genevan, dissent stood inside the common tradition of Latin Christianity whereas for Lloyd-Jones, the Reformed tradition stood outside the mainstream in separatism. It is an interesting contrast.
12. R. W. Davey, tape recorded conversation, 12 February, 1992. Lloyd-Jones had put him in touch with Margery Blackie, then physician to the Queen, who had received him as her successor. Lloyd-Jones had an interest in homeopathy.
13. 30,000 copies of Prescription for Anxiety in 1956, 300,000 copies of The Will of God in the 1970s, and Psychology, Religion and Healing (1951) has remained a major work on the subject. J. C. Travell, letter to author, 21 February, 1990.
GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Theological

1 Jacobus Arminius (1560-1609) was a pastor in Amsterdam and later professor of theology at Leyden at a time when Holland was strongly Calvinist. In Leyden he questioned Calvin's teaching on predestination and in the Remonstrance of 1610, a statement of his beliefs compiled by his friends, the extent of his opposition to Calvin was evident. He taught that salvation was open to all who believed, that Christ died for all men not only the elect, that men can with God's help perform good works among which is coming to faith in Christ, that the grace of God is not irresistible, and that believers can fall from grace and be lost. Arminianism, therefore, places more emphasis on the responsibility of man although it nowhere denies that God is in overall control. Arminianism was condemned by the Dutch Reformed Church at the Synod of Dort in 1618 and 1619. The Calvinist-Arminian debate has in one form or another continued to the present time. For a good discussion of the issues of Arminianism see N. Tyacke, Anti-Calvinists (Oxford, 1987). Lloyd-Jones allowed that Arminians were Christians, and that they could be used by God. For example, John Wesley "was more or less a follower of Arminius" but he was "used of God in the salvation of sinners." Thus, "God can use a man in spite of his being in a muddle intellectually." For Lloyd-Jones, Arminius turned "faith into works" and this, without God's foreknowledge, was a matter of earning "salvation by works." D. M. Lloyd-Jones, God's Sovereign Purpose (Edinburgh, 1991), pp. 152, 153, 143, 142.

2 Barthianism or dialectic theology, appeared to be a move away from liberalism and a restoration of Protestant orthodoxy, but its schema fell short of the historical position. His view of the Bible was that it was not in itself the revelation of God but only a witness to that revelation. As John the Baptist points to the Lamb of God so Scripture testifies to divine revelation but is not identical with it. Thus, the Bible is errant, the prophets and apostles fallible in their writings, and Barth freely admits that the Bible contains mistakes and contradictions. The "Word of God" or revelatum is hidden behind the human words of Christ and his apostles and is discovered, with the Spirit's help, not in infallible words but in the life of living Christians. Much of Barth's theology, therefore, was existentialist and a move away from Calvin and the Reformation. Even so, his attack on modernism and his defence of the deity of Christ and justification by faith, was a focus for many Christians during the Second World War and the difficult years that followed. See D. M. Lloyd-Jones, The Final Perseverance of the Saints (Edinburgh, 1975), p. 218, Knowing the Times (Edinburgh, 1989), p. 311 and the Evangelical Magazine of Wales, August/September, 1969, Vol. 8, No. 4, p. 11. See also C. Van Til, Christianity and Barthianism (Philadelphia, 1965) and J. F. Brencher, "Barthian Dialect" in God as Trinity (1972), unpublished MA thesis, Zion Theological Seminary, Kentucky, pp. 96-102.

3 Biblical Inerrancy is largely derived from II Timothy 3: 16 where Scripture is said to be "given by inspiration of God" (God-breathed), and II Peter 1: 21 where prophecy was not of the "will of man: but holy men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost." The whole evangelical position rests on the reliability of Scripture and until the rise of rationalism in the eighteenth century, Christians in general held that the Bible was different from all other literature,
and that God was the direct agent of its writing. Protestants in particular believed that the words of Scripture were God's own words and that the men who wrote it simply transmitted what they had received. For Lloyd-Jones the rise of textual criticism and higher criticism in the nineteenth century was the reason why so many abandoned the traditional view. Textual criticism tried to restore the original words in manuscripts which, allegedly, had been altered by copyists, and higher critics had laid their axe to the roots by questioning biblical sources, dates and authorship. Few now took the Genesis account of creation literally and many spoke openly of myth, legend and contradictions in the Bible. F.F. Bruce put it differently. Textual criticism "was the business of establishing the original wording of written documents, as far as we can, with the aid of the best available witnesses to the text." Higher criticism "was a comprehensive expression used to cover the study of composition, authorship, constituency and date of written documents." It could of course be abused: "Sometimes the expression has been used as a kind of religious swear-word, to designate attitudes and techniques which may indeed be deplorably uncritical" and which may rule out "in advance the possibility or relevance of supernatural factors." F.F. Bruce, In Retrospect (London, 1980), pp. 206, 207.

Calvinism arose directly from the writings of John Calvin (1509-64). The word was first used pejoratively by Roman Catholics in the sixteenth century. In Calvinism, the Bible holds a central position as the source of Christian thought and action. Essential to the Calvinistic system is the doctrine of the sovereignty of God in which God is totally independent and unapproachable except in Jesus Christ. The fall of man into sin was allowed within the purposes of God but at the same time divine forgiveness was available to restore those who believed. Believers are those whom God has purposed to save for his glory and they alone are saved because God brings his unfailing mercy to bear upon them. Reconciliation with God is based solely on the divine will to save since fallen man is incapable of repenting by himself. The will of man is not free because that too was tainted by the Adamic sin; all that man wills and does is contorted by sin and is not to be trusted. Because salvation is God's work and Christ's death could not be seen to fail, the saved, those for whom Christ died, are the elect or chosen of God and they cannot, once saved, revert to a lost estate. They inevitably persevere to the end. The Calvinistic system is extensive and its ramifications complex, and there are variations in Calvinistic belief. For a useful introduction to the subject see W.S. Reid in J.D. Douglas (ed.), The New International Dictionary of the Christian Church (London, 1974), pp. 179-182. In essence, the whole Calvinistic position is based on the omnipotence and glory of God, and the impotence and sinfulness of mankind, and this schematized itself in an inexorable logic.

Falling from grace. Because, in Calvinistic theology, salvation and grace are the gifts of God, pre-ordained and unmerited, the new life which Christ gives cannot fail. It may, from time to time, be eclipsed or appear to be lost through unchristian behaviour but as a child cannot revert to the womb and be "unborn", so the grace of God cannot be reversed. To fall from grace would also question the redemptive work of Christ which, if one could cease to be a Christian, would be an indication that Christ had failed to save and keep the people for whom he died: see, for example, John 10: 28, 29. Grace, being divine and gratuitous, will finally ensure even a defaulting Christian's
arrival in heaven but its normal course is to promote good works and lead to sanctification as well as final glorification.

6 Prevenient Grace in Protestant theology is the secret, preparatory work of God in the heart or mind of a sinner before he actually believes. Because God's grace is a matter of divine initiative and choice, and is finally irresistible, it cannot fail to accomplish its purpose. Prevenient grace provides the initial drive to seek God and is a supernatural impetus implanted in the soul. Circumstances of any kind, but especially preaching, may be used by God to bring a person under conviction of sin. Grace becomes effective (efficacious grace) when the sinner believes in Christ and is "born again" by the Spirit. Thus, saving grace is never a "work" achieved by man but the gift of God. See further, D. Hardman, The Christian Doctrine of Grace (London, 1947).

7 Propitiation is the appeasement of an angry God. It signifies the removing of the wrath of God against sinners by the offering of a gift, that is, the death of Christ on the Cross. It has its roots in the Old Testament where the children of Israel were commanded to make a sacrifice on the altar for the atonement of sin: Leviticus 17:11. In the New Testament Christ not only died, but died for a specific reason, that is, to save people from the judgement and sentence that a holy God had placed on sinners. Until a person becomes a Christian, the wrath of God remains over him. See Psalm 7:11, Romans 3:21-26, Hebrews 2:17 and I. John 2:2. Modern theology prefers to use the less personal "expiation" which makes sin an object rather than the cause of offence to God.

Substitution refers to the sin-bearing element of the atonement. The justice of God is vindicated by the way Christ took the penalty of man's sin in his death on the Cross.

Ransom is a word which relates more specifically to the death of Christ for his people, so that he is their representative before God the Father. See Mark 10:45, II Corinthians 5:21 and Galatians 3:13. See also D. M. Lloyd-Jones, God the Father, God the Son (London, 1996), p. 322.

Biographical

8 Stanley Baldwin. Lloyd-Jones misunderstands Baldwin and hardly does justice to the facts. Baldwin was not what he seemed. There was a "natural timidity" and nervousness about him which was not true of Lloyd-George or Churchill, but this did not make him any the less appealing. Technically he gave the impression of complacency but he was shrewd and deceptively convincing. True, he was not a Demosthenes and the quality of his speeches varied, but he spoke to the heart and understood the mood of his audience. If oratory Lloyd-Jones meant men like Lloyd-George and Churchill alone it is true they had great presence and skill in debate, but it was Baldwin people trusted in the 1929 election when he was acknowledged as an electoral asset. Far from conveying the idea that great speakers were not to be trusted, Baldwin himself could rise to the occasion: perhaps Lloyd-Jones had not heard him at his best. But it does beg the question as to what great oratory is. Baldwin, always quietly in control, made his speeches look contrived but, in the end, great public speaking is not so much what is said or how it is said as how it strikes the hearer. If to grip the hearts of the people is a key element, Baldwin was one of the
best: "of all the great orators in our history, it is to Baldwin that a Greek would have awarded the palm for... alluring listeners to agree with him if they could, and, if they could not, at least to listen." G.M. Young, Stanley Baldwin (London, 1952), p. 144. See also S. Ball, Baldwin and the Conservative Party (London, 1988).

William Barclay (1907-78) was parish minister in the Church of Scotland, 1933-46, lecturer, then Professor of Divinity and Biblical Criticism, University of Glasgow, 1963-74. In W. Barclay, Testament of Faith (London, 1975), he says: "I have been called a child of the devil, a destroyer of the faith, a traitor to Jesus Christ. I have been informed that I am destined for hell and that there are those who are praying that I may be brought to see the error of my ways. Those who disapprove of me so strongly are those who are commonly called fundamentalists or conservatives." p. 96. D.L. Edwards described Barclay's faith as "Liberal Protestantism." Ibid., p. XI. Barclay had expressed doubts about the supernatural elements of the New Testament and did not hold with inerrancy. He admitted to being "a convinced universalist", p. 58, was not sure "that Jesus is God", p. 49, and reinterpreted the resurrection into a rather bland "something happened to make Jesus available for all time." p. 108. In his BBC "Ten to Eight" series on the miracles of Christ, he "said that the miracles were often not so much stories of what Jesus once did, but symbols of what he still can do." p. 45.

Stanley Curtis (1905-75) was no mean organist. A bronze and silver medallist for piano and organ at Trinity College of Music, London and Assistant Secretary of the Organ Music Society, Curtis made a number of broadcasts and appeared in concerts at the old Queen's Hall and around the country. He produced a Long Playing record - "Organ in Contrast" (Apollo Sound AS 1004/Stereo, 1968) - which was a demonstration of the Westminster Chapel organ. Following appointments as organist of West Hampstead Congregational Church in 1921 and St. Paul's Church, Portman Square in 1922, in 1931 he became organist at Westminster Chapel and remained for twenty-four years. Curtis was elected to membership of the Royal College of Organists on 12 June, 1926 and was a member until his death on 15 December, 1975. The Royal College of Organists, letter to author, 27 October, 1995. See also Stanley Curtis, "The Church Organ", Westminster Chapel News, September/October 1981, pp. 13, 14.

Alfred Ernest Garvie (1861-1945) studied philosophy at Glasgow University and because he was "unwilling to sign the Westminster Confession" he became a Congregationalist and went to Mansfield College, Oxford, where he studied under A.M. Fairbairn. At Montrose, his second pastorate (1895-1903), he wrote his most important book, The Ritschlian Theology, but he produced a steady stream of books throughout his life. He moved to New College, London, becoming principal in 1907, and in 1922 principal of the united Hackney and New Colleges. In 1920 he was Chairman of the CUEW and was prominent in ecumenical affairs, becoming one of the Vice-Presidents at the Second World Conference on Faith and Order in 1937. A. Peel, The Congregational Two Hundred (London, 1948), pp. 267, 268. It was Garvie who, at the Induction of Campbell Morgan in 1904, described Westminster Chapel as a "white elephant" - "a statement which gave Morgan an opportunity of proving that white elephants are very sacred, rare and wonderful creatures!" H. Murray, Campbell Morgan (London, 1938), p. 40. Garvie thought of P.T. Forsyth and himself as "liberal evangelicals." Congregational Quarterly, 1943, Vol. XXI, Part 4, p. 346. See also R. Tudur Jones, Congregationalism 1662-
12 Alfred Walter Hewitt (1848-1916) was Westminster Chapel evangelist from 1878 to 1915. Originally in business, he conducted open-air services in the Chapel area and was given a unanimous call "to devote his whole time to evangelistic work in the Westminster district." He continued his work through four pastorates and through the difficult years when numbers fell, until he saw membership figures rise to 900 in 1915, a year before he died. Lloyd-Jones's comment was, "he did great work...[and] was honoured by all who knew him." Centenary Address (1965), p. 11. As an indication of his importance, his photograph hung in the Minister's Vestry with those of former ministers of the Chapel until they were all removed in 1990 when refurbishments began.

13 William Evans Hurndall (1845-95), a Cambridge graduate and Exhibitioner, had successfully ministered at Oxford Road Chapel, Putney and had arrived at Westminster Chapel "after 20 years' ministry at Bow." The congregation at Harley Street Chapel, Bow, had numbered eighty-nine when he commenced in May, 1876, but by 1893 when he resigned, the number was over one thousand. During his time, Harley Street was repaired and decorated at a cost of £2,000, new school buildings were put up and the chapel extended "at a cost of £4,000." His ministry at Westminster Chapel lasted only one year before he and Mrs Hurndall were found unconscious in bed from the effects of a defective gas-stove on 15 December, 1895. CYB, 1897, pp. 35, 200. Mrs Hurndall recovered but W. E. Hurndall, who had suffered from a weak heart, died on the last day of the year. During his ministry at Westminster services flourished: "about one-hundred-and-fifty persons were added to the church" and "at the time of his death fifty-five more were under probation for membership." Westminster Record, April, 1905, Vol. 1, No. 4, p. 94. See also The British Weekly, 2 January, 1896, No. 479, Vol. XIX, p. 479.

14 John Alexander Hutton (1868-1947) was ordained at Alyth, Perthshire, in 1892. Before going to Westminster Chapel in 1923 he had been minister of three Presbyterian Churches in Scotland and one in Newcastle-Upon-Tyne. He had a wide preaching ministry in England and America, and had he not become editor of The British Weekly he "would probably have become one of the pulpit forces in London." He was a Presbyterian "by birth, training and conviction" but for the two years he was at Westminster Chapel "Congregationalism owed much to him." CYB, 1948, p. 496. Although he resigned on 8 October, 1925, he continued preaching at the Chapel until the end of December. The British Weekly spoke of the "influence of his strong and virile ministry" at Westminster, and Dinsdale Young wrote of him as an "evangelical spirit" but catholic in tastes. (8 October, 1925, No. 2032, Vol. LXXIX, p. 39.) Jill Morgan's view was that the "organized work of Westminster, though not at such a peak [as in Morgan's day]...was yet in capable hands." A Man of the Word (London, 1952), p. 281.

15 John Daniel Jones (1865-1942), minister of Richmond Hill Congregational Church, Bournemouth, 1898-1938. Jones, described by his friend and fellow Welshman David Lloyd-George as "the arch-wangler of Nonconformity," was Chairman of the CUEW twice and Moderator of the International Congregational Council, among other things. Unlike Lloyd-Jones, he was an ecclesiastical statesman and was one of the men who brought the Moderatorial system into Congregationalism in 1919. A. Peel, These Hundred Years (London, 1931), pp. 280, 281. On Mrs Jones's
appeal, Lloyd-Jones journeyed especially to Brynbanon where J.D. Jones was seriously ill "to break the news to him that he could not get better. The time spent with him when he knew the worst, Dr. Lloyd-Jones said, was a wonderful experience." A. Porritt, J.D. Jones of Bournemouth (London, 1943), p. 150.

John Henry Jowett (1864-1923). Jowett's parents attended Square Congregational Church, Halifax, where Jowett grew up as a child. His first pastorate was at St. James', Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, 1889 to 1895, after which he became minister at Carrs Lane, Birmingham. While there he was described as "the most popular preacher in the country" but he became even more popular in America, so much so that in 1928 when he was considering the ministry at Westminster Chapel, President Woodrow Wilson tried to persuade him against returning to England. A. S. Peake, Recollections and Appreciations (London, 1924), pp. 196-200. This was also recorded in A. Porritt, John Henry Jowett (London, 1924) as was the occasion in 1911 when he dined with King George V and Queen Mary, who also tried to influence his movements, this time to stay in England, but Jowett had a mind of his own. He was Chairman of the CUEW 1906-7 (the second Westminster Chapel minister to chair the CUEW), President of the National Free Church Council 1910-11, and was made a Companion of Honour in 1922. When he returned to England in 1918 he concentrated much energy on the Peace Campaign which was "strongly backed" by the 1922 CUEW May Assembly, and in the CYB for 1925 was said to be "one of the great gifts of Congregationalism to the Church Universal." He continued to attract good congregations until ill health compelled his resignation from Westminster Chapel in 1922. The communion table and central high-backed chair beneath the pulpit were presented to Westminster Chapel in memory of Jowett and were used for the first time on 17 May, 1925. CYB, 1925, pp. 152, 153. These Hundred Years, p. 390. Westminster Chapel News, May/June, 1981, p. 10.

Ernest Frederick Kevan (1903-65) had been pastor of Church Hill Baptist Church, Walthamstow, 1924-34 and Zion Chapel, New Cross, 1934-43, both Strict Baptist Churches, and Trinity Road Chapel, Upper Tooting, until he became the first principal of London Bible College in 1945. He was President of the Metropolitan Association of Strict Baptist Churches in March, 1938 but his interests broadened when he was for a time chairman of the Deptford Council of Christian Churches and of the Deptford Ministers' Fraternal. His name also appeared on the ministerial list of the Baptist Union although, in Gilbert Kirby's opinion, "he never took part in the affairs of the Union." Ernest Kevan (London, 1968), pp. 14-28. That Kevan encouraged his students to read for London University degrees in theology and to give their time to the curriculum of a secular university and the study of liberal theology, was a fatal blunder to Lloyd-Jones, involving students in the study of error. But just as bad was the compromise with ecumenism as LBC students served in Baptist Union churches or the churches of other doctrinally mixed denominations. There was also the feeling that LBC had abandoned its original position and David Minyard reported that early in 1977 Lloyd-Jones had learned that LBC "was no longer able to give a good theological training", and this he accepted. (Tape recorded conversation, 28 April, 1995.) By June of that year a decision had been taken to establish the London Theological Seminary, and Lloyd-Jones fully supported this new venture. See Inaugural Address (London, 1977). H. H. Rowdon, London Bible College The First Twenty-Five Years (Worthing, 1968). D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Preaching and Preachers (London, 1971), pp. 114f. I. H. Murray, The Fight of
Faith (Edinburgh, 1990), pp. 308-12.

18 Samuel Martin (1817-78) was the son of a shipwright. He entered Western College, Plymouth in 1836 with the intention of going abroad as a missionary but ill-health excluded this and he accepted a call to Highbury Chapel, Cheltenham in 1839. He became minister of Westminster Chapel at the age of twenty-five years, in July, 1842. Whatever the state of his health, his ministry at Westminster prospered so much that the original 1841 building was demolished and the present larger church erected in 1865. Martin remained at Westminster Chapel thirty-five years and was sole pastor apart from the last three years when Henry Simon was appointed co-pastor to help the now ailing minister. Towards the end of his pastorate C. H. Spurgeon preached from the Westminster pulpit and there is a reference to this in the Westminster Record, January, 1905, Vol. 1, No. 1, p. 19. Martin was buried at Abney Park Cemetery on 10 July, 1878. J. C. Harrison, a friend, conducted his funeral service but at the graveside he was assisted by A. P. Stanley, Dean of Westminster, and Henry Simon. Such was the esteem of the Westminster congregation for Martin that a marble bust "supported on a pedestal" was made "and placed in the inner vestibule in the front of the Church", where it stayed until it was removed at the end of the 1980s to make way for a display unit. The bust was sculpted by Calder Marshall, RA, at 150 guineas and was unveiled by Dean Stanley on 7 April, 1881. CYB, 1879, pp. 330, 331.

19 George Campbell Morgan had already achieved a reputation as a Bible teacher in America immediately after the campaigns of the evangelist D. L. Moody and his song-writer companion Ira D. Sankey, and Lloyd-Jones believed that Morgan was the teacher that God had sent "at the right time" to instruct the converts in America and Britain. Westminster Record, July, 1945, Vol. 19, No. 7, p. 61. When Morgan and Swift went to Westminster in October, 1904, "no decorative work had been undertaken for a considerable time", the Willis organ had been neglected and the heating system was deficient. Jill Morgan, A Man of the Word, p. 145. But within the year a Renovation Scheme had been launched and by 1906 the work was completed and Westminster Chapel became a thriving centre once again. From a membership of 253 in 1904 in two years both galleries were occupied and people "patiently lined up far down the narrow lanes of Buckingham Gate until five minutes before time for the services" and that was for the Friday Night Bible School as well as the Sunday meetings. Ibid., p. 156. Morgan resigned in 1917 but he had firmly re-established the Chapel as a centre of Bible teaching and this was maintained through the next three pastorates.

20 Geoffrey Nuttall, FBA, (1911- ) was lecturer in Church History at New College, 1945-77 and Visiting Professor, King's College, London, 1977-80. Among his publications, Visible Saints (Oxford, 1957) was a major consideration of the first Congregational churches and there can be no doubt as to Nuttall's influence in the scholarly re-evaluation of Puritan history. Lloyd-Jones referred to Nuttall as "a well-known contemporary historian" in an address on "Howell Harris and Revival" at the 1973 Puritan Studies Conference, but it was mainly to make a not too convincing point against nationalistic prejudice. He referred again to Nuttall, but it is clear that Nuttall's vigorously academic approach did not match up to Lloyd-Jones's more spiritual expectations, nor could Nuttall agree with Lloyd-Jones's position on ecumenism. Nuttall was not, however, happy with the eclipse of Congregationalism
in 1972 and described himself as "an old Independent." When the union of Presbyterians and Congregationalists was being debated in the 1940s, under the heading "I wonder" in the Congregational Quarterly, Nuttall was concerned that "nothing should come between the Church Universal and the local Churches", or blur the distinction that each local Congregational Church was a church in its own right. He was also wary of any disparity between lay-preachers and ordained ministers and any loss of spiritual liberty "at the tolerance of error" or of those "eccentricities which have been our peculiar glory." (1947. Vol.XXV, No.4, pp.303,304.) Nuttall was reluctant at the union of 1972, but he went with it on the grounds of fellowship, and continued to worship and preach within the new United Reformed Church. G. Nuttall, conversation with author, 4 November, 1994. See also G. Nuttall and O. Chadwick, (eds.), From Uniformity to Unity 1662-1962 (London, 1962).

David Du Plessis (1905-87), a South African who moved to Dallas, Texas in the late 1950s. His vision was to unite people who had the Pentecostal experience, and he spent much of his time moving among churches around the world under the auspices of the World Council of Churches. He was the embodiment of the charismatic movement and in his books, Catholic Pentecostalism and The Spirit bade me go, there is a distinct emphasis on the charismata and experience rather than doctrine. By 1974, "over thirty-thousand Catholic Pentecostals gathered at Notre Dame to celebrate the movement's eighth birthday" which by this time had infiltrated all the mainstream denominations. M.G.Moriarty, The New Charismatics (Michigan, 1992), pp.67,70. Moriarty's critique of neo-Pentecostalism is a useful survey of the subject from an American perspective. In England, Catholic renewal became equally strong and in 1971 a third of the delegates at the Fountain Trust conference at Guildford (where Du Plessis was a speaker) were Roman Catholics. P.A. Wlsby, A History of the Church of England 1945-1980 (London, 1984), p. 244.

Albert Schweitzer (1875-1965). Lloyd-Jones believed that he was among those "who deny the central tenets of the Christian faith" but who was still described by many as a Christian, "because he gave up a great career and went to live in a tropical forest and built a hospital, and did most noble and charitable works. What matters it that he denies the doctrine? Look at him, he is imitating Christ, it is the Spirit of Christ that has led him to do it all! But that is a sheer denial of the Apostle Paul's teaching." Such was also the case with others who "appeared" to do Christian works but who were not Christians at all - Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948) the Hindu pacifist, or Gilbert Murray (1866-1957) the Oxford professor of classics who was "a very good man" but a "Rationalistic Agnostic." D.M.Lloyd-Jones, The Sons of God (Edinburgh, 1975), pp.63,64. Some thought of Schweitzer as "the greatest living man" (P.Sangster, Doctor Sangster (London, 1962), p.218) or "a modern St. Francis" (New International Dictionary of the Christian Church, p.888), but he was liberal in The Quest of the Historical Jesus and in his "reverence for life" was as much a pantheist as a theist. His concern for the ethics of Christ and an unorthodox position on the divinity of Christ made him a prime example of what Lloyd-Jones was saying: doctrine and practice should go together.

As a matter of interest, William Glyn Hughes Simon, High Churchman and distant cousin of Bethan Lloyd-Jones, was elected Archbishop of Wales on 22 May, 1968 and enthroned on 17 July. He remained in office until 31 August, 1971, and died on 14 June, 1972. G.H.Edwards, Information
24 Henry Simon (1838-92) was an uncle of Sir John Simon, later Lord Simon and Lord Chancellor of England. He was co-pastor 1875-78 and minister 1878-87. Simon grew up with vivid recollections of revival in St. Asaph, Pembrokeshire, and was one of four out of six brothers who became Congregational ministers. At a series of meetings in Market Drayton, Shropshire, his preaching resulted in "religious revival" and in his last church at Castleford, Yorkshire, it was the same. During his time at Westminster Chapel he carried out a £5,000 renovation and exercised a powerful ministry, and "Notwithstanding... the growing tendency for friends to leave for the suburbs, the activities of the church maintained their vigour and never in the whole history of the church was more work done to save and help." Westminster Record, February, 1905, Vol. 1, No. 2, p. 45. On his resignation "the church and congregation meeting at Westminster Chapel" conveyed "their regret at the severance of the tie which had bound them together for so long" and presented him with a cheque for £250. The British Weekly, 30 December, 1887, No. 61, Vol. III, p. 170. When he left Westminster Chapel he went to Harecourt Congregational Church, Canonbury, the scene of his former labours.

25 Hubert Simpson (1880-1943?) had been minister of the United Free Church, Kilcreggan, 1907-12 and Westbourne United Free Church, Glasgow, 1912-23, during which time he served as chaplain to the Scots Guards and Seventh Division in France, 1916-17. He was the son of Sir Alexander Russell Simpson, Emeritus Professor of Midwifery and the Diseases of Women and Children in the University of Edinburgh, 1870-1905, and a nephew of Sir James Young Simpson - the first person to use chloroform in obstetrics. Alexander Simpson had a strong interest in evangelistic work in Edinburgh, especially among students, and he and Campbell Morgan were good friends. The British Weekly gives a colourful account of Hubert Simpson's last Sunday at Westminster Chapel on 31 December, 1933. On a "springlike" day a "piper in full Highland dress was playing in Castle Lane after the service, drawing off as the long line of motor-cars began to stir. A street singer had chosen the hymn which was to be relayed from Canterbury Cathedral in the evening, 'O God, our help in ages past'" (4 January, 1934, No. 2462, Vol. XCV, p. 301.) Other London newspapers announced his resignation but no reference was made to this event in the Sunday service that day. A. E. Marsh, the Church Secretary, simply announced a church meeting for members only "in the Institute Hall at eight this evening, when letters will be read from Dr. Simpson and Dr. Morgan." Simpson resigned in January, 1934, "to take a period of complete rest" although with his wife he retained his membership at the Chapel through Lloyd-Jones's early years. Westminster Record, December, 1928, Vol. 2, No. 12, pp. 2-4 and February, 1934, Vol. 8, No. 2, p. 40. Also, Who Was Who, Vol. II, 1916-1928, p. 961 and Vol. III, p. 1239.

26 Socrates (470-399 BC) developed a technique of asking questions about the problems of ethics and politics. These were often inconvenient questions which challenged the fundamental beliefs of philosophers and politicians. He gathered a group of young people around him but
was unpopular with the establishment who finally condemned him to death for misleading young people and not believing in the gods of Athens. Socrates believed that knowledge "was the key to virtue and happiness and that it was to be obtained by means of a search for definitions." D.J.O'Connor, (ed.), A Critical History of Western Philosophy (London, 1964), p.15. This kind of approach to truth was very similar to that of Lloyd-Jones but there was a difference: the original socratic method was open ended whereas the purpose of Lloyd-Jones was to show people the error of their ways and to bring them to a particular point of view.

Albert Swift (1867-1913) had been a reporter on the staff of the Times and the Hunts County Guardian. He later joined the Salvation Army and was on General Booth's personal staff. He had known Campbell Morgan as an evangelist in the Midlands and had worked with Morgan on evangelistic campaigns. In 1891 he went to America and was minister of three Methodist Episcopal Churches. He returned to London in 1899 when he became minister of Dulwich Grove Congregational Church, and in 1904 became co-pastor with Morgan, having "the oversight of the Institute, Schools and various Church organizations." He remained at the Chapel until 1907, when he accepted a call to Trinity Road Congregational Church, Reading, where he brought about "a great awakening of young life and a strengthening of spiritual life throughout the Church and town." In 1912 he went to Christ Church Congregational Church, Westminster Bridge Road, and died in 1913. CYB, 1915, p.180. The Church, July, 1965, WChA, unpublished typescript.

Richard Westrope (1856-1941). According to the Labour Prophet, Westrope was "forced out" of his pastorate at Belgrave Chapel, Leeds, "because leading lawmen thought he was too radical in politics." (April, 1896, Vol.V, No.52, p.58.) He was a member of the "Christian Socialist League" and then of its successor, the "Christian Social Brotherhood", of which he was treasurer. His aim was to apply Christian teaching to social problems and to this end he had done "useful work among the unemployed in the Castleford area." The Friend, 28 March, 1941, Vol.99, p.156. Evidently Westminster Chapel was not unhappy with his views or they would not have invited him. On the other hand, it may be that Westminster was not fully aware of Westrope's position, or simply that he was available. He was a vigorous preacher and that may have been the reason why they chose him. The Westminster Record describes his preaching as a "call to action rather than comfort to his people", and says that he adopted higher criticism "with great interest and preached it fearlessly." (June, 1905, Vol.1, No.6, p.1.) He preached his last sermons at Westminster Chapel on Sunday, 8 June, 1902 and in 1907 joined the Society of Friends with another ex-Congregational friend, Percy Alden. CYB, 1907, p.47. Westrope had been influenced by John Rowntree of York, and it was through him that he became "a sick visitor in connection with the employees of Rowntrees", and in 1909 he was appointed first Warden of the non-residential Adult Education Settlement at St. Mary's, York. He continued to preach at Friends' Meetings in different parts of the country and did much to circulate "good literature": he introduced a series of penny books known as "Brother Richard's Bookshelf" which included B. Seebohm Rowntree's The Labourer in the Land, and Giuseppe Mazzini's Duties of Man. See P.d'A. Jones, The Christian Socialist Revival 1877-1914 (New Jersey, 1968) and The Friend.
Miscellaneous

Antioch Club. The Antioch system was, "Step One", with four verses to be learned, "Step Two", with eight verses for memorizing and "Stage Three", the Antioch Verse Book, which combined the former verses with new ones, 146 in all, and members were expected to learn "a minimum target of one new verse every week." At the same time they were to read the Gospel of John, underlining certain verses, then move on to 100 Days - a Bible study manual compiled by General Sir Arthur Smith for the Officers' Christian Union in 1924 - and after this, C.M. MacKintosh's Notes on the Book of Genesis was to be read in conjunction with the Bible. After all this, members should be "well on the way to knowing their Bible as a whole." The Navigator system was very similar: "Starting with Christ" and "Going on with Christ" were brief folders used in the Billy Graham crusades, and a third folder, "Topical Memory System" was available by post - in all, forty-eight verses were to be learned. Antioch Verse Book, N.D.

The charismatic movement entered the British scene in the 1960s and reached its zenith in the 1970s. It was largely an Anglican movement to start with: by 1978 it was estimated at a pre-Lambeth conference of Anglican leaders at Canterbury, that 810,000 Anglicans were involved by the mid-seventies, and about "half of those in theological colleges had been influenced by the movement, which cut across boundaries of theology and churchmanship." In 1964 The Fountain Trust was formed to encourage charismatic renewal and had wide support within the Church of England. Michael Harper was General Secretary, 1964-72, following his withdrawal from All Souls where he had been a curate since 1958. The movement spread rapidly but denominational renewal declined in the late 1970s as the House Church movement, a more sectarian and disparate development of neo-Pentecostalism, became the fastest growing religious group in Britain. By 1980 there were 60,000 members in 2,000 churches with an estimated growth rate of 180,000 members in 5,000 congregations five years later. A History of the Church of England 1945-1980, p. 114. The Fountain Trust was disbanded in 1980.

Earlier Inter-Varsity Fellowship personnel. Among the early compromisers Lloyd-Jones almost certainly had men like F.D. Coggan and H. Gough in mind. Coggan, later Archbishop of York and Canterbury, had been editor of the IVF magazine, 1931-35, a member of the Executive Committee and a frequent speaker at conferences and colleges. But by 1946 his doctrinal position was undergoing "a broadening process" and he parted company with the IVF over "the connotation of the word 'infallible'" in the IVF Doctrinal Basis, claiming that having given his assent to Article 6/23 of the Thirty-Nine Articles was enough. M. Pawley, Donald Coggan (London, 1987), pp. 86, 87. Lloyd-Jones considered Coggan to be "an unmitigated disaster." John Stott, personal notes, 19 December, 1978. Hugh Gough had been a Travelling Secretary of IVF in 1927 and the first editor of the IVF magazine, 1929-31. He shared a triennial mission with Lloyd-Jones at Oxford in 1951. He later became Bishop of Barking and Archbishop of Sydney. He too moved away from the IVF position on inerrancy and his view of benevolent neutrality towards the ecumenical movement became more positive as his career developed. In Scotland, Thomas F. Torrance, Professor of Christian Dogmatics, Edinburgh, 1952-79, and James Barr, Regius Professor of Hebrew at Oxford in 1978, were both IVF men. Torrance parted company with the IVF over Barthianism and Barr parted with it over the inerrancy issue in the 1940s. Barr later strongly attacked evangelicalism in his book, Fundamentalism (London, 1977). F.F. Bruce, who had done a great deal for the IVF,
was also suspect. He was reluctant to align himself with an anti-
ecumenical stance and some took his scholarly spirit of free enquiry
as a weakness. Bruce attracted further criticism for his commendation
of C.L.Rawlin's William Barclay (London, 1984), as "an authoritative
account of a great man" (front flap of dust jacket) which, in the eyes
of one reviewer, was "sad." P. Barnes, Banner of Truth, January, 1986, No.
268, p.25.

32 The Eclectic Society was founded by John Newton, Rector of St. Mary
Woolnoth, Lombard Street, in 1783. Other members included Richard
Cecil, incumbent of St. John's Chapel, Bedford Row, who was one of the
leaders of the Evangelical Revival and Thomas Scott, the Bible com-
mentator. The first meetings were held at the Castle and Falcon in
Aldersgate Street, where they met fortnightly on Mondays. Membership
included laymen and some dissenters, and numbers were restricted to
thirteen, these all living within a five-mile radius of London. Thir-
ten more were elected annually from outside of the five-mile limit
and Charles Simeon, incumbent of Holy Trinity, Cambridge, 1782-1836,
was one of these. In the February of 1796 meeting, Simeon proposed the
formation of a new missionary society and by 1799 John Venn, Rector
of Clapham from 1792, had taken up this idea and "enunciated the prin-
ciples which led to the founding of the Church Missionary Society"
in March of that year. J. R. W. Stott, The Eclectic Society (London,

33 Evangelism. Lloyd-Jones was not opposed to evangelism; on the contrary,
he felt that all true preaching was by definition evangelistic. Evan-
gelism was an ongoing Sunday by Sunday process not something done
through sporadic efforts and campaigns. Outside of the church and
between Sundays evangelism was largely a matter of living the Christ-
ian faith. The implication was that if a church continues to depend
on God and be faithful in her ministry and prayers, there would be no
need of periodic special efforts. That the majority looked on Lloyd-
Jones as a teacher was, in his eyes, a mistake: "I am primarily an
evangelist," he said in a private letter in 1961, and it "is a measure
of the terrible spiritual aberration of these days that that is not
Large inter-church mass evangelism, spearheaded by the American evan-
gelist Billy Graham, produced a number of problems for Lloyd-Jones.
He objected to the extensive use of advertising, organization and
procedure, the endorsement of top American officials and other famous
people, the end-of-sermon "alter call" followed by the standing up and
going forward of people, and the registering of "decisions for Christ"
which he saw as an intellectual act of believism without adequate
repentance and sorrow for sin. He objected to the "build up" in crus-
sade meetings of music which, on such a massive scale, could be intox-
icating and mesmerizing, and to testimonies and story-telling as an
undue psychological influence. But his widest divergence from Billy
Graham was on the subject of "mixed platforms" where ecumenists and
non-evangelicals stood side by side with the evangelist. Not one of
these was a personal reason; each was theological and procedural. He
considered Graham to be "an utterly honest, sincere and genuine man",
and with regard to his preaching, "I would never criticize him on
In the end, Graham was committed to ecumenical evangelism and Lloyd-
Jones to the concept of a pure church, and these were mutually ex-
clusive. See also D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Revival (Basingstoke, 1986), pp. 18 ff.,
The Sons of God, pp. 173, 210, 211, D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Conversions
The Fellowship of Independent Evangelical Churches was inaugurated by E. J. Poole-Connor in 1922, when a number of churches became alarmed at the growth of liberalism in the larger church bodies, and objected to institutional denominationalism and the menace of Romanism "to civil and religious liberty." It was also a move to bring together a number of isolated mission-halls and other independent churches which held to the evangelical faith, and was later defined as an effort to maintain "doctrinal purity" in contrast to those who placed fellowship above doctrine, "as is seen in the World Council of Churches and the present day trends towards an inclusive church." By 1969, there were 315 affiliated churches and missions, 266 accredited ministers, 59 accredited missionaries and over 2,000 personal members. See Unity in the Evangelical Faith, an introductory leaflet, N.D. and Handbook, 1969. On the background and founding of the FIEC, see E. J. Poole-Connor, Evangelical Unity (London, 1942), pp. 174-188.

Church groups linked with the British Evangelical Council are the FIEC, the Evangelical Presbyterian Church of Northern Ireland, Strict Baptist Churches, the Free Church of Scotland, the Evangelical Movement of Wales, the Evangelical Fellowship of Congregational Churches, the Union of Evangelical Churches and the Apostolic Church. In addition, there are a number of local churches not identifying with any group.

The Free Church of Scotland College was founded at the time of the Disruption and opened on 1 November, 1843. The first principal was Thomas Chalmers, who was also Professor of Divinity. Classes were held in rented rooms on George Street until 1850, when the faculty and students moved to New College (now in possession of the University of Edinburgh). These New College buildings—designed by William Henry Playfair (1789-1857)—were seven storeys high and were erected on the Mound in the Old Town. Following the realignment of Scotland's Presbyterian denominations in 1900, the Churches' (Scotland) Act allocated to the College the former Free Church Offices and it has remained there ever since. The College has a reputation for Reformed theological scholarship and has facilities for graduate and postgraduate studies. The Scottish Baptists, like their English counterparts, also have their own college—in Aytoun Road, Glasgow. C. MacIver, College Secretary, Free Church of Scotland, letter to author, 27 September, 1995. See also Stewart J. Brown, Thomas Chalmers and the Godly Commonwealth in Scotland (Oxford, 1982), pp. 341-344 and H. Watt, New College Edinburgh: A Centenary History (Edinburgh, 1946).

The original Free Church of Scotland had been formed at the Disruption in 1843 when 474 ministers withdrew from the Church of Scotland over issues such as patronage, Church-state relations and moderatism. Thomas Chalmers (1780-1847) was the first Moderator. In 1893 there was a split over the principle of national recognition of the Christian religion and adoption of the Voluntarist position (the Free Church favoured the former) when some of its members broke away to form the Free Presbyterian Church. In 1900, the Free Church of the day joined with the United Presbyterians to form the (original) United Free Church of Scotland but when the UFCS merged with the Church of Scotland in 1929, a number of ministers opposed the move and remained outside the union, calling themselves the continuing Free Church, and it is they who occupy the Free Church College, Edinburgh and form the...

37 The Kingham Hill School Conference. G. T. Manley, incumbent of St. Luke's, Hampstead, was the host. Other members included F. F. Bruce, then Lecturer in Classics at Leeds University, Donald Maclean, Principal of the Free Church College, Edinburgh, W. J. Martin, Rankin Lecturer in Semitic Languages at Liverpool University, Alan Stibbs, Vice-Principal of Oak Hill Theological College and J. Stafford Wright, Principal of the Bible Churchman's Missionary Society College, Bristol. Among the more major works which were later to emerge were the New Bible Commentary (1953), "a fruit of the 1941 Kingham Conference", and the New Bible Dictionary (1962). An annual summer school in biblical languages was an immediate result, as were two annual lectures in biblical studies, later to become the Tyndale Lectures. A decision was also taken to secure a research centre and library, and this was purchased at Cambridge in 1943 and dedicated as Tyndale House in 1945. See D. Johnson, Contending for the Faith (London, 1979), pp. 210–213, and G. Fielder, Lord of the Years, (London, 1988), p. 84.

38 Music. It would appear that Lloyd-Jones had no interest in music but the opposite was true. He admitted that music helped him on occasions and spoke of Mozart's music being of "inestimable value" in relaxing tensions and producing a "good mood." Preaching and Preachers, p. 183. He took pleasure in Beethoven but not jazz, and thought the Moonlight Sonata was "a piece of great music." Sermon on the Mount, Vol. 2 (London, 1960), p. 23 and Vol. 1 (1959), p. 29. He likened Campbell Morgan's ministry to "Sir Henry Wood in the musical life of London", Westminster Record, July, 1945, Vol. 19, No. 7, p. 63, and spoke about the "analysis of symphonies", Sermon on the Mount, Vol. 2, p. 11. In the mid-1920s a medical colleague described him as a "music lover" who used to go with him "in the lunch hour to St. Sepulchre's Church opposite Bart's where they had a first class organist", I. H. Murray, The First Forty Years (Edinburgh, 1982), p. 55. In April, 1959, he remembered hearing "the late Sir Walford Davies once describe Beethoven as 'the Shakespeare of music'; and there was a great deal to be said for this definition." Speaking about the order of mind in the apostle Paul's writings he compares it to "Beethoven in his Sonatas and his Symphonies" - "Great music takes in your mind" unlike "the sloppy, sentimental type" of music which "makes a direct appeal to the emotions", The New Man (Edinburgh, 1992), pp. 301, 208. In Preaching and Preachers he was "deeply moved" by the singing of Beniamin Gigli, op. cit., p. 212. In A Family Portrait, p. 35, "Martyn loved opera", and his nephew, David Mathias Lloyd-Jones who later became Artistic Adviser at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama, spoke of his love of Italian opera and vocal concerts, but although he was fond of tenors, he did not have a strong sense of music. Interview, 19 October, 1996.

39 The Oxford Group, later called Moral Re-Armament, was founded in 1920/21 by Frank Buchman (1878–1961), an American Lutheran minister. Buchman and his followers believed in the necessity of a set of absolute moral standards through which men might be converted and help to change the world. These standards were based on Christianity but it was the offer of new life on the basis of the Christian ethic rather than on the grounds of free grace in Christ. The movement was ecumenical in appeal and spread rapidly, becoming popular at universities

40 Television. Lloyd-Jones appeared on Viewpoint, 6 January, 1970, when he spoke on the ecumenical movement and other matters, on All Things Considered, 25 January, 1970, when he debated the meaning of the conversion of Paul with Magnus Magnusson, on Fact or Fantasy, 12 April, 1970, when he was one of a panel of four discussing "whether religious conversion was essentially the same experience as "falling in love"", and on 30 September, 1970, he appeared as a narrator in a short film entitled The Awakener, a programme commemorating the bicentenary of the death of George Whitefield. And finally, on 5 December, 1972, he appeared on Heart of the Matter where he was interviewed by Joan Bakewell. See also The Fight of Faith, p. 632. Apart from The Awakener, which has recently been found in the BBC archives, the other programmes have disappeared although there is a full transcript of the Bakewell interview. He had also broadcast on BBC Radio Wales in the early 1960s.

41 Vacation preachers. It is curious that Lloyd-Jones invited such a mixture of men to preach at Westminster Chapel in his summer vacations, given the strength of his beliefs. There were men like W.J. Grier, Leith Samuel, H.M. Carson, G.N.M. Collins and the like, all with Calvinistic convictions, but there were others, like W. Graham Scroggie, William Cubertson from Moody Bible Institute, and Harold J. Ockenga of Park Street Church, Boston who became a prime figure in neo-evangelicalism and who gave the third Campbell Morgan Memorial Lecture in July, 1951, and preached at the Chapel in August 1964. Wilbur M. Smith of Pasadena, California gave the fourth Campbell Morgan Lecture and preached at Westminster during the summers of 1952, 1955, 1960 and 1962. Others included Paul S. Rees of First Covenant Church, Minneapolis (he was strongly associated with the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association), and of Campbell Morgan's four minister sons, F. Crossley Morgan of Concord, North Carolina, Kingsley J. Morgan of Birmingham, Alabama, and Howard Moody Morgan from Philadelphia all preached at the Chapel. His fourth and eldest son, Percival Campbell Morgan (1889-1945), had been minister at an Episcopal church in Manitoba, but later returned to become incumbent of St. John's Church, Hove. He had some form of tuberculosis and died early in 1945. None of these could be described as Calvinist but many of them were men for whom Lloyd-Jones had preached when in America, and no doubt he had offered them the courtesy of his pulpit when they came to London. On the other hand, E.F. Kevan preached several times although Lloyd-Jones had disagreed with him on a number of issues. So the overall picture of summer vacation speakers was, theologically, varied. See Westminster Record on all the above names, various issues between 1951 and 1965.

42 Westminster Chapel seating capacity. Until 1902 the CYB figure was 3,000 sittings: the CYB for 1866 has the same figure "of which 2,400 are in pews and free seats, etc., and the rest in standing places." p. 326. In 1903 and subsequently the figure was more realistically set at 2,500. There is no explanation for this disparity. Even when the organ was moved in 1905 to the pulpit end of the first gallery, this would only have increased seating capacity by a hundred at most. At a recent count by the author, downstairs seating amounted to about 900, or perhaps 1,200 if we include wall seats and settings around the pulpit, some of which have now been removed, and the two galleries about 1,100 with wall seats. The earlier figure of 3,000 almost
certainly included "the rest in standing places." Obviously, views on seating capacity changed over the years as did fire regulations and this may account for the disparity of numbers.

Westminster Hospital, founded in 1715, was the first hospital in London to be founded by voluntary contributions. Its first property was a rented house in Petty France in 1720, from which in 1724 it moved to Great Chapel Street. In 1733 a disagreement among the Trustees led to a split and a group of Governors withdrew and founded St. George's Hospital in Lanesborough House, Hyde Park Corner. Westminster Infirmary, as it was then called, rented three houses at the corner of James Street and Castle Lane, and moved in on 24 February, 1735. By 1831 they had outgrown their premises and moved to Broad Sanctuary, opposite the west door of Westminster Abbey. In 1834 the Westminster School of Medicine opened in Dean Street and by 1939, Westminster Hospital had moved to a new building in St. John's Gardens, Horseferry Road. See B. Weinreb and C. Hibbert, (eds.), The London Encyclopaedia (London, 1984), p. 951.
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